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Preface 
Winfried K. Dallmann, project leader
When I first became interested in the situation of 
the indigenous peoples of the Russian North in the 
early 1990s, I got hold of an article by N. Vakhtin1 
about the legacy the Tsarist and Soviet eras had im-
posed on these people. At that time, information of 
this kind had just started to leak out of the former-
ly closed country to the West. Vakhtin summarised 
the environmental impacts of oil development since 
the 1960s in the Yamalo-Nenets and Khanty-Mansi 
Autonomous Okrugs2: Pipelines and railway lines 
cut off reindeer migration routes, loss of 24,000 
reindeer, loss of 110,000 km2 of pasture lands, deg-
radation of 177 km2 of spawning grounds. Five state 
farms alone lost 6000 km2 of pasture lands due to 
construction of traffic lines. The positive results of 
the oil boom did not reach the indigenous peoples. 
In the southern part of the development area the 
majority of indigenous people lost their traditional 
modes of livelihood.
Now the Nenets Autonomous Okrug (NAO) is one 
of the largest oil development areas of the Russian 
North. Close to 100 oil and gas fields have been dis-
covered. About 25 different oil companies have li-
censes to develop the resources. An annual volume 
of more than 14.2 million tons of crude oil is ex-
tracted3 – out of the Russian total4 of 580 million 
tons (2007).
The oil and gas industry accounts for 98.8 % of in-
comes (2006)5, and there are increasing revenues 
for the regional budget. Four percent of the oil tax 
went to a fund for the support of indigenous peo-
ples (culture, education, health care, reindeer hus-
bandry) until 2007, and there are still both feder-
al and regional development programmes. But the 
numerous tracks of the heavy offroad vehicles and 
the patches of former tundra damaged by the ex-
ploration drillings proceed into the reindeer pas-
tures and hunting grounds and the fish stocks van-
ish. 
Most of the environmental degradation takes place 
during exploration for hydrocarbons, less during the 
production stage. It may be worth a thought that 
the USSR was the only Arctic oil-producing coun-
try in which heavy vehicle traffic was not confined 
to frozen ground and snow cover. Today in Russia, 
though restrictions exist, control seems to be ab-
sent. Certainly, this would raise the costs. Nothing 
is for free. But what price are people willing to pay? 
Besides this, there are other uncertainties: chang-
ing weather conditions, exceeded carrying capaci-
ties on shrinking pastures, increasingly restricted 
legislation concerning traditional modes of liveli-
hood in an increasingly confined living space. 
Some areas of the NAO are distinctly better off 
than others. Will they remain so? Are there alter-
native solutions for the future? Which positive ef-
fects does the oil business have for the indigenous 
people? Can traditional modes of livelihood like 
reindeer husbandry, hunting, fishing and gather-
ing survive? Can agreements between traditional 
land users, oil companies and the administration be 
achieved in a way that allows old and new econo-
mies to coexist? What are the preconditions?
These questions must eventually be discussed in 
the areas of the indigenous peoples, in Russia, by 
local, regional and federal authorities, scientific in-
stitutions and public organisations. It is important 
that those who are most affected by the negative 
aspects of the development, the indigenous peo-
ple, have their say in this discussion. The UN Decla-
ration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples6 (2007) 
states: Development must take place with their 
“free, prior and informed consent”.
To be able to participate in decision-making they 
need a well-founded knowledge base: knowledge 
of their own losses and needs, of the overall de-
velopment, as well as of the interactions and con-
sequences of what is going on in their territories. 
Only when founded on solid data, will their voices 
be heard. This project is an attempt to collect such 
data and put them into an applicable form for pub-
lic discussion.
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Introduction
The Nenets Autonomous Okrug (NAO) in north-
western Russia is home to approximately 8000 Nen-
ets and 3000 Izhma-Komi indigenous people. Many 
of them depend directly or indirectly on reindeer 
husbandry, fishing and hunting for their livelihood. 
In the past, reindeer pastures covered almost all 
of the territory. Now, however, large tracts of land 
have been degraded by oil prospecting and produc-
tion or have become difficult to access across oil 
pipelines. Lakes and rivers are increasingly pollut-
ed. 
It is important to realise that environmental map 
data in Russia are available to the public only to a 
very limited extent. Further, a complete overview is 
lacking, and the situation changes quickly. A contin-
ually maintained map database would be an indis-
pensable tool to track development. 
The project MODIL-NAO is a collaboration between 
the Norwegian Polar Institute and the Association 
of Nenets People Yasavey. The principal objective is 
to give the indigenous population of the NAO a tool 
– a GIS map database – to promote their interests 
in an area of intensive industrial development. 
A major source of data for the project is a ques-
tionnaire campaign directed towards traditional 
land users, mainly reindeer herders. Topics include 
all spheres of their living, their traditional occupa-
tions, their socioeconomic situation, and the condi-
tion of their natural environment. Satellite images 
in GoogleEarth were used to monitor visible, physi-
cal damage of the tundra. These data are combined 
with various publicly available data in a bilingual 
(Russian and English) GIS database. 
This project report is published in English and Rus-
sian. 
The situation for traditional modes of liveli-
hood 
Reindeer husbandry is the most prominent tradi-
tional occupation in the NAO. Most herders move 
from their settlements close to the winter pastures 
in the forest tundra belt northward to the summer 
pastures in the barren tundra. Most of them are 
settled and semi-nomads working in brigades of co-
operatives or as private reindeer herders. Lately a 
number of clan communities (rodovye obshchiny) 
have been formed, mainly in the village Nelmin 
Nos. The indigenous people participate both in sub-
sistence and commercial fishing. Fishing provides a 
subsidiary occupation for reindeer herders, as well 
as other traditional subsistence activities like hunt-
ing and gathering. Several reindeer herding cooper-
atives also have fishing and hunting brigades, while 
a minor number of cooperatives have mainly spe-
cialised in fishing. 
The unemployment rate (registered people with-
out a monetary income) among indigenous people 
is high. Individuals with more advanced education 
often leave the area. Life expectancy is extremely 
low – 40-45 years – because of poor access to medi-
cal care and alcohol abuse. These and other factors 
go hand in hand with a general degradation of in-
digenous society. 
Oil development in the tundra exacerbates the 
problem. An uncontrolled situation has developed 
around oil and gas exploitation in many parts of the 
NAO, where some oil companies are accused for 
grave violations of ecological standards and Russian 
legislation. Numerous oil spills and other degrada-
tions of the upper soil layers occur periodically in 
the tundra, inflicting damage on the Arctic natural 
environment, which is the basis for the livelihood of 
the indigenous people. 
Since the Russian socio-economic crisis of the 
1990s herds have been rebuilt and stock num-
bers seem to have flattened out at a level around 
150,000-160,000 reindeer. The overall productivi-
ty is still rising. There is no direct relation between 
oil development in an area and the economic well-
being of the reindeer herding enterprise using 
the same area. State subsidies and support pro-
grammes for reindeer husbandry at the regional 
and federal level have certainly been a major rea-
son for the overall recovery of reindeer husband-
ry after 2000. Additionally, oil companies also pay 
compensation for ceded pasture lands, but there 
are no statistics about this: such compensations are 
based on a variety of individual, often confidential, 
agreements.
Juridical situation and traditional land use 
management 
Three federal laws are completely devoted to the 
rights of indigenous peoples. Laws supporting in-
digenous peoples’ rights have a general declarative 
character and do not specify the duties of the non-
indigenous resource extractors – such as oil or gas 
companies - to preserve these rights.
According to NAO legislation, persons working in 
reindeer husbandry and their authorised represent-
atives have the right to request ecological and eth-
nological impact assessments of activities poten-
tially infringing the interests of reindeer husbandry 
and other traditional occupations and to partici-
pate in carrying out such impact assessments.
Extended summary
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The basic mechanism of environmental protection 
which was used in Russia until 1 January 2007 was 
the State Environmental Assessment (SEA). Practi-
cally of all kinds of economic activities were sub-
ject to SEA. After a legislative modification from 1 
January 2007, only the extent to which the docu-
mentation of the planned industrial project con-
forms with environmental requirements must be 
assessed. However, technical regulations pertain-
ing to environmental protection are absent. There 
is a certain danger that proper environmental as-
sessments will not be carried out at all. 
There are no laws regarding ethnological assess-
ments, although such assessment processes have 
been carried out in some places of the Russian Fed-
eration.
Indigenous peoples’ participation in decision-mak-
ing regarding how hydrocarbon projects are carried 
out is possible at several stages of a project, for in-
stance, through referenda, coordination meetings, 
Public Environmental Assessments and – if carried 
out – State Environmental Assessments.
According to the previous version of the Land Code 
indigenous peoples engaged in traditional econom-
ic activities were entitled to use the land, i.e. rein-
deer pastures, for free and unconditionally. As of 
2001 reindeer pastures can be leased to companies 
bythe state if traditional land users are compensat-
ed. Although traditional land users are supposed 
to play a role in leasing decisions, how “voluntary” 
this is in reality is open to question.
It is also noteworthy that reindeer herders only re-
ceive compensation for the calculated loss of rein-
deer pastures and reindeer. There is no compen-
sation for losing fishing, hunting and gathering 
resources, which contribute substantially to rein-
deer herders’ subsistence economy. 
Federal and NAO legislation open for the formal 
establishment of Territories for Traditional Nature 
Use (TTNU). Today, eight out of 22 agricultural pro-
duction cooperatives have established TTNUs at a 
regional level. These lie within lands already allo-
cated to reindeer husbandry and other traditional 
occupations already during Soviet times. Unfortu-
nately, the regulations for such territories lack pro-
visions on how to manage them. However, they in-
clude provisions stating that the natural resources 
within such territories shall be managed and their 
monitoring carried out by Northern indigenous 
communities or organisations representing them. 
This includes monitoring compliance with the main 
requirements of environmental and land manage-
ment legislation applicable to the land use for eco-
nomic purposes. Allocation or withdrawal of land 
for purposes other than traditional economic ac-
tivities shall be agreed upon with local self-govern-
ment bodies or determined through local referen-
dum. 
In light of this legislation it is noteworthy that not 
all the companies make agreements with reindeer 
herders. Only three companies have agreements 
with reindeer herders that cover the entire peri-
od of their license agreements. Most agreements 
with herders are only valid for 1-2 years, whereas 
the company’s license is for a longer period. Many 
agreements are confidential and cannot be evaluat-
ed by public opinion, neither can it be ascertained 
that the indigenous contract partners fully under-
stand the consequences of the agreement they 
sign. There is no mechanism for the investigation of 
reindeer herders’ opinions on land allocation issues 
and oil companies’ operations.
One of the challenges in efficient management of 
traditional nature use lands is the lack of up-to-date 
land use plans for traditional activities. Other chal-
lenges are the lack of proper management of TT-
NUs and ambiguity regarding which government 
authority is responsible for this, the lack of compul-
sory assessment of industrial projects’ impact on 
the traditional lands and lifestyle of the indigenous 
people and the absence of a common forum in the 
Okrug where representatives of government au-
thorities, industrial companies and indigenous peo-
ples could negotiate and make common decisions 
to achieve a balance of interests of all stakeholders. 
Oil-and-gas development in relation to indig-
enous peoples in the NAO
Prospecting for hydrocarbons in the NAO began 
in the 1960s. The real oil boom in the area start-
ed in the 1990s, in the Bolshezemelskaya Tundra, 
the Pechora River delta and, to a minor extent, on 
Kolguev Island. The main regions of oil production 
are Kharyaga with large surrounding areas in the 
southern Bolshezemelskaya Tundra, and Varandey 
and Yuzhno-Khylchuyu in the northern Bolsheze-
melskaya Tundra. Pipelines connect these areas, or 
are planned to be built. Oil is exported by pipeline 
southward, and by ship from the terminal of Var-
andey. There is a minor terminal for local export on 
Kolguev Island. Another large terminal is planned at 
the village of Indiga. The maps in Part 2 of this re-
port show the situation.
To meet environmental standards in the rapidly 
developing hydrocarbon resource area is a chal-
lenge. Pollution of the Pechora River started in the 
1950s, mainly from the early prospecting in the up-
per part of the river, in the Komi Republic. Spill wa-
ter dumped into the river, as well as oil spills, affect 
fish species. Most of the drinking water of the NAO 
comes from the Pechora River. The main problem-
atic, persistent pollutants are arsenic and mercu-
ry, which are derived from industry in the Komi Re-
public. Some licenses have been withdrawn. There 
is also a high pressure on reindeer pastures. Pas-
tures with sufficient quality of lichen for the rein-
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deer have been reduced by almost 20% from 1984 
to 2002. 
It was not possible to discover whether the issued 
licenses for hydrocarbon development are based 
on positive decisions of the State Environmental 
Assessmet Committee or not. Most of the license 
agreements have been found to comply poorly with 
legal requirements to consider NAO’s indigenous 
peoples’ rights. Only few of them contain the sub-
soil resource user’s responsibility to make agree-
ments with indigenous peoples. In most instances 
it is up to the license holders whether to enter into 
such agreements or contracts with the representa-
tives of indigenous peoples. Only one out of 38 an-
alysed agreements stipulates license holder’s liabil-
ity to compensate for losses as a result of resource 
development operations as demanded by legisla-
tion. The analysis of license agreements also re-
vealed a negative trend. Most of the license agree-
ments, which to various extents stipulate subsoil 
users’ liability to observe the rights of indigenous 
peoples, were concluded in 2001-2003, while those 
recently made (2008-2009) do not provide for such 
liability. 
License agreements oblige license holders to en-
sure soil recultivation in the areas damaged be-
cause of natural resources development, as well as 
to comply with other environmental protection re-
quirements. At the same time, as reality shows, the 
environmental protection requirements are not be-
ing observed by all license holders. This situation 
violates the rights of NAO’s indigenous peoples to 
protection of their original environment and tradi-
tional way of life.
It is widely understood that unlawful conditions 
prevail in connection with many oil installations. 
Some facilities, especially older ones, are built ac-
cording to low safety standards and frequently ex-
perience minor failures. Unfortunately, there is a 
tendency among many companies to withhold in-
formation on environmental damage like minor 
leakages and pollution discharges. The relevant 
government agencies have no practical possibility 
or sufficient funding to really control pollution, al-
though they know well the real situation.
The basic method applied to protect nature is the 
development of a framework of protected areas. 
But even if the borders are not touched, polluted 
waters do not stop at their boundaries. Eighty per-
cent of the land east of the Pechora River is esti-
mated to be degraded if pollution restrictions are 
not intensified.
All land assigned to reindeer husbandry is state 
land. The extent of reindeer pastures has decreased 
from 90 % to 73 % of the NAO. The remaining land 
has changed its status through negotiations. Nego-
tiations for agreements regarding compensation for 
lost land are the only way of influencing the devel-
opment. Despite certain legal guarantees, indige-
nous people have no opportunity to change major, 
politically approved decisions. It is also questioned 
if the establishment of TTNUs has any practical ef-
fect, as now many major oil development areas are 
within TTNUs.
There are numerous examples of good relations at 
the local level between companies and reindeer 
herders. Companies often assist with helicopter 
transportation of people and goods between city, 
villages and pastures. 
Indigenous people in general have a large capaci-
ty to adapt to environmental changes, for instance, 
through selecting the grazing areas which are most 
suitable under the actual circumstances at any time. 
But alternative areas are getting fewer and smaller, 
while increasing portions of the land become use-
less for traditional occupations.
The questionnaire survey and its results
Reindeer herders and other villagers from six are-
as within the NAO were interviewed about diverse 
spheres of their lives, their traditional occupations, 
their socioeconomic situation, and the condition 
of their natural environment. Information about 
land use was drawn on maps. The respondents 
were mostly interviewed by co-villagers who were 
trained for this purpose at seminars in the okrug 
capital Naryan-Mar. The six study areas (Kanin Pen-
insula, Kolguev Island, the villages of Indiga, Nelmin 
Nos, Krasnoe and Khorey-Ver) cover areas of ab-
sent, moderate and strong physical impact from oil-
related activities. 
The analysis showed that many respondents are 
engaged in traditional economic activities and such 
activities have decreased only slightly from the last 
generation to the present one. For people engaged 
in traditional economies, related activities account 
for 65-100 % of their total work. For most areas, 
the traditional food proportions of their diet is esti-
mated to 61-83 %. Of the traditional foodstuffs con-
sumed by reindeer herders’ (which were the major-
ity of the interviewed people) 40-70 % are reindeer 
products, while fish, wild game and wild plants 
make up 10-25 %, each. 
There is a huge difference in the annual income of 
active reindeer herders (200,000 - 600,000 RUR) 
and people involved in other traditional activities 
(30,000 - 50,000 RUR). Respondents usually under-
estimated the monetary value of the contribution 
of traditional foodstuffs they consume, which may 
have an annual average value of 65,000 RUR – not 
taking into account other traditional products like 
skin and fur clothes.
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The high consumption of traditional food indicates 
a high degree of indigenous people’s vulnerability 
in the event of the failure of their traditional sourc-
es of subsistence. They are vulnerable to degraded 
pastures, hunting and fishing areas, and territories 
for gathering wild plants due to industrial develop-
ment on the land.
Special circumstances occur in the responses from 
one village, Nelmin Nos, where the contribution of 
traditional foodstuffs to the diet is very low. At the 
same time, they have a very low average income 
and cannot afford to buy much food. Their diet ap-
pears to be nutritionally inadequate. There is no 
oil development in the area today. The reason can 
probably be found in a combination of two factors: 
One is mismanagement - the reindeer herd has 
decreased from 12,000 to 4,200 head since 1998, 
mainly during the phase of restructuring of the co-
operative before 2001. The cooperative has since 
dissolved into many clan communities. The other 
is the proximity to the okrug capital, Naryan-Mar, 
which has resulted in lawful and unlawful exploi-
tation of the natural resources (including extensive 
poaching) by outsiders. 
Three of the six study areas, Krasnoe, Khorey-Ver 
and Kolguev Island, have experienced oil develop-
ment. All respondents from Krasnoe noted the neg-
ative effect of oil production, mainly pointing at 
the pollution of lakes, rivers and pastures. At the 
same time, some of them noted that their living 
conditions have improved (construction of houses, 
roads, assistance for transportation). Respondents 
from Krasnoe take advantage of the proximity of 
their settlement to the main market of traditional 
products in Naryan-Mar.
Those respondents from Kolguev having their herds 
on the oil development side of the island noted 
negative environmental effects. 
Most respondents from Khorey-Ver stated that oil 
development has improved their living conditions 
and even the conditions for reindeer husbandry. 
The oil development opened up opportunities for 
new foodstuffs, for the use of helicopters for trans-
portation, and hopes for compensation. They are 
successful reindeer herders with high incomes and 
were not interested in discussing the state of the 
environment. 
Khorey-Ver was considered important for the pro-
ject because the major facilities of the Kharyaga 
oilfield and adjacent fields, including a major pipe-
line system, divide the winter pastures of the rein-
deer herding cooperative into two. Nevertheless, 
respondents noted that there were almost no con-
structions on their routes. Although it was not re-
vealed from the interviews, it seems that reindeer 
herders have ceased using their pastures on the 
southwestern side of the Kharyaga pipeline, and 
herds are concentrated to the east of it in winter. 
Respondents from Indiga and the Kanin Peninsu-
la, who today live far from oil-related activities, are 
generally afraid of any future industrial develop-
ment in their area, which they think would degrade 
the environment. An oil terminal with a connecting 
pipeline is planned at Indiga.
A common theme among respondents concerning 
the issue of who determines the future of their fam-
ily or community is that they have to rely on them-
selves. They obviously avoided blaming others. Still, 
when asking about threats towards their livelihood, 
they named ecological threats connected with oil 
production like the degradation of pastures, water 
quality and berry fields and the reduction of wild 
animal stocks, In addition, they referred to threats 
like poaching and the many homeless dogs that are 
left by newcomers. Main threats in places unaffect-
ed by oil industry are considered to be unemploy-
ment, alcoholism and distant educational facilities. 
Almost all respondents said that they do not see 
their individual participation in a future arrange-
ment. They did not show a determination to change 
of their subsistence pattern or look for alternative 
ways of supporting themselves. At the same time, 
their responses to the questionnaire made clear 
their high level of dependency on traditional sub-
sistence activities. This indicates that if these sub-
sistence activities are negatively affected it will 
have serious consequences on their welfare.
Concerning the attitude of oil companies towards 
indigenous peoples, the interviews revealed that 
companies formally comply with the requirements 
of public discussions and agreements with indige-
nous communities, although there is no fixed pro-
cedure for these discussions. Such procedures 
should aim at minimizing negative impacts and at 
facilitating the cooperative monitoring of industri-
al projects to ensure they comply with agreements 
and environmental regulations. 
The GIS database
The GIS database, in addition to the present report, 
is the main outcome of the MODIL-NAO project. 
The database is published on the Internet using a 
GoogleEarth-based system that does not require 
special skills or software for the users. Information 
about how to access the database will be provided 
on the project website http://npolar.no/ipy-nenets 
and Yasavey’s website http://www.yasavey.org. 
It is hoped that the database will be used by the in-
digenous people to make informed decisions about 
their future, to discuss land use plans with govern-
ment authorities, to negotiate compensations, and 
so on. It is also hoped that the representatives of 
the Nenets people will have the resources to main-
tain and further develop the database in the future.
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Recommendations to stake-holders
A list of recommendations to stakeholders based 
on the output of the project is provided in Chap-
ter 1.6.2.
Key findings
1) Difficulties that affect reindeer herding units, apart from deterioration and reduction of the pas-
ture areas, include such social factors like poor management, the loss of prestige in reindeer  hus-
bandry as a livelihood, loss of traditional knowledge, a significant change of values in the Nenets 
society, social apathy, unemployment, and, in connection with the latter, the abuse of alcohol.
2) There are frequent complaints by local populations regarding oil companies and their responsi-
bility towards pollution of pastures, illegal waste disposal, pollution of water resources, decrease 
of fish stocks, poaching by oil workers and others, and attacks by stray dogs on domestic reindeer.
3) In areas where future oil development is expected, people are afraid of its negative influence 
on tradi-tional land use. In areas where oil development has been a reality for some time, people 
noticed this negative influence but simultaneously saw an improvement of the economic situation 
due to invest-ments by oil companies into the system of social security.
4) Traditional land users have little to no influence over the most of the development of oil and 
gas instal-lations, apart from providing minor technical recommendations.
5) The high consumption of traditional food among traditional land users indicates a high degree 
of indigenous people’s vulnerability in the event of reduced or eliminated traditional sources of 
subsistence. The permanent replacement of traditional food by market food will seriously affect 
the health and the general wellbeing of the indigenous population.
6) Environmental regulations are not satisfactory, as there are no effective mechanisms of control. 
A severe deficiency is the lack of control over the use and misuse of the environment; companies 
unlawfully use tracked vehicles on summer pastures, pollute lakes and rivers, etc.
7) Only a few companies fulfill their legal obligations towards indigenous peoples; in recent years’ 
the trend shows that such liabilities are no longer included in the license agreements.
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1. General Part
1.1. About the project 
1.1.1. Background
This project was developed in 2004, although fund-
ing could not be secured until the International Po-
lar Year starting in 2007. 
Approximately 8000 Nenets and 3000 Komi people 
(2005), many of them involved to some extent with 
reindeer husbandry or other traditional modes of 
livelihood, live in the Nenets Autonomous Okrug 
(NAO). Large proportions of Nenets’ and other peo-
ples’ reindeer pastures in the east of the NAO, and 
especially in the neighbouring Yamal-Nenets area, 
were devastated by reckless oil prospecting in the 
1960s to 1980s. The last 10-15 years witnessed an 
increasing interest in the hydrocarbon occurrenc-
es in the NAO. Naturally, people there are worried 
about their future. In addition to the high unem-
ployment among indigenous peoples, the situation 
in the reindeer husbandry sector in the 1990s was 
deteriorating: decreasing numbers and misappro-
priation of reindeer, absence of appropriate mar-
keting schemes for products. These and other fac-
tors provoke a general degradation of indigenous 
society.
Rules for implementing federal laws on land owner-
ship and land use are still largely absent in the NAO. 
Land can be allotted for industrial and resource-ex-
tractional purposes, while traditional users of the 
land receive insignificant financial compensations 
compared to the “bonuses” paid by the companies 
to the state. Participation of indigenous peoples’ 
organisations and representatives of the concerned 
communities and farms is a fairly new achieve-
ment. Processes result in agreements in which the 
amount of financial compensation is determined. 
These agreements are kept confidential.
Nenets and Izhma-Komi people in this region have 
for many centuries maintained a traditional way of 
life rooted firmly in reindeer husbandry. It is mainly 
these who suffer as a result of the attitudes of new-
comers to the Arctic natural environment, in spite 
of all legal guarantees.
A severe obstacle for traditional land users to de-
fend their rights is the lack of data providing an 
overview of the situation. Comprehensive monitor-
ing through regional authorities is not easily avail-
able to the public, while the situation changes con-
siderably every year. A continually maintained map 
database, available to all relevant groups (and the 
general public), would be an indispensable tool to 
monitor development.
1.1.2. Aims
The principal objective of the present project is to 
give the indigenous population of the Nenets Au-
tonomous Okrug a tool to promote their interests 
and traditional ways of life, a GIS7  database con-
taining data needed as a basis for decision-making. 
At the same time, the database can be used by the 
administration and oil companies. It provides some 
of the necessary knowledge for planning activi-
ties, discussing land rights issues and documentat-
ing on-going actions. The project will train local in-
digenous people in the use of GIS databases. The 
project will develop ways of collaboration between 
scientific institutions and indigenous peoples’ or-
ganisations and can function as a pilot project for 
other areas in the North.
It is thought that the representatives of the indige-
nous peoples in the NAO continue to maintain and 
update the database to track the ongoing develop-
ment and to make the data more complete. Addi-
tional funding will be necessary to do so. Funding 
institutions are urged to consider this need.
1.1.3. Process
An important aspect of the project is the fact that 
the idea of the project came from the represent-
atives of the Nenets people themselves, from the 
President of the Association of Nenets People 
Yasavey. This occurred in late 2003. It took four 
years until funding could be found under the aus-
pices of the International Polar Year. 
1.1.3.1. Project participants
Finding suitable collaborative partners was not a 
difficult task. It was obvious from the start that the 
main consortium should be composed of the two 
institutions that had developed the project, the 
Norwegian Polar Institute (NPI) and Yasavey. The 
combination of a scientific research institute and 
an indigenous peoples’ organisation seemed to be 
favourable to safeguard both scientific quality and a 
sufficient involvement of the people who need the 
results of the project. Yasavey’s long experience in 
carrying out various projects made that effective 
work could start up quickly. 
7 GIS: Geographical Information Systems
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Given Norwegian funding, it was advantageous that 
the NPI would lead the project through senior re-
search scientist Winfried Dallmann, who had been 
the main project developer.
GIS expertise was recruited from the NPI, where it 
was easy available and saved external funding. The 
GIS expert of the project was Boele Kuipers. The 
fact that President of Yasavey, Vladislav Peskov, co-
leader of the project, is a trained expert on Infor-
matin and Communication Technology, greatly fa-
cilitated the project.
Apart from this, it was desirable to recruit as much 
as possible of the needed expertise in Russia, pre-
ferrably among experts who are familiar with the 
situation of the indigenous peoples in the Russian 
North. The anthropologist of the project was Olga 
Murashko from Moscow (Institute of Anthropol-
ogy, Moscow State University), expert of the Rus-
sian Association of Indigenous Peoples of the North 
(RAIPON), leader of RAIPON’s Information Centre 
and Councelor on Northern indigenous peoples to 
the Committee on Nationalities of the Russian State 
Duma. Olga Murashko had a long experience of car-
rying out questionnaire surveys in indigenous peo-
ples’ areas. 
During the preparation of the project proposal we 
realised that the project would benefit significant-
ly by involving Russian legal expertise. On the one 
hand we wanted to ensure that the project did not 
infringe Russian law by publishing data that, in their 
accumulated form, might be considered confiden-
tial information. We contracted the Legal Centre 
Rodnik, which had lengthy experience working for 
indigenous peoples. The main project contact was 
Ekaterina Khmeleva, a lawyer 
To meet the requirements of the IPY Joint Commit-
tee concerning the international – not only bilateral 
– character of the projects they would endorse, the 
original project was amended with an international 
expert group in the fields of anthropology, environ-
mental management, ecology, reindeer husbandry 
and community impact assessment. Some of the 
experts were leaders of IPY-endorsed and other 
projects with overlapping interests, with which co-
operation was agreed on. Experts came from Nor-
way, Russia, Finland, Canada and Germany. The 
main task of the expert group was to review the re-
sults at the end of the project. Some of the experts 
were to help write the conclusions.
To assist the project at the NPI, Zoia Vylka Ravna was 
contracted. She is a Nenets from the investigated 
area and is settled in Tromsø and was therefore of 
great help in practical organising, communication, 
translation and interpretation at meetings. Yasavey 
enganged several project workers part-time, who 
would collect and manage data, prepare meetings, 
organise the questionnaire survey, etc. Nikolay Shu-
bin, Filipp Taybarey, Aleksandr Nosov and Viktoria 
Vylka merit special mention in this regard.
1.1.3.2. Relations with the authorities 
While developing the project it was intended to 
cooperate with regional authorities. In 2006 the 
governor of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug pro-
nounced his support for the project and nominated 
heads of two relevant administrative departments 
as contact persons who would assist in acquiring 
data for the database that the authorities already 
possessed, and also to bring administrative needs 
into the project. 
During summer 2006, before the project was fund-
ed, a new governor replaced all department heads. 
Contacts with the Department of Natural Resourc-
es were established. They accepted that the project 
to be carried out, but did not show interest in the 
data we were going to produce. Nenets Information 
and Analytical Center (NIAC) was appointed contact 
agency for the authorities. NIAC is a data centre un-
der the NAO Department of Natural Resources, a 
department also in charge of environmental issues. 
Contacts with the NIAC had been established ear-
lier, but an agreement on their contributions to the 
project was not achieved. During the project NIAC 
assisted only with the production of basic map ma-
terial for the questionnaire survey, but never pro-
vided any data in spite of repeated requests.8 In the 
database, all data referred to as derived from the 
NIAC are from products delivered to Yasavey or oth-
ers prior to the start of the present project.
Representatives of the project were invited to 
partcipate in the EcoPechora scientific conference 
in 2008 and the Arctic Perspectives 21th Century 
conference in 2009 in Naryan-Mar, organised by 
the NAO Administration.
Preliminary results of the project were repeated-
ly presented to different levels of the NAO author-
ities. The latest presentations of the project were 
done in July 2009 at the international scientific-
technical conference “Arctic prospects –XXI Centu-
ry” and at the “International Seminar on Tradition-
al Knowledge of Indigenous Peoples: Problems of 
Preservation and Protection of Rights - Internation-
al and National Aspects” in October 2009.
In general, representatives of the NAO authorities 
express their interest in the information collected-
8 It was peculiar that – after learning that our project would 
map heavy vehicle tracks on satellite images – they did the 
same work parallel with us without informing us or asking to 
join forces (V. Kozyrenko, Nenets Information and Analytical 
Centre, oral presentation “Land use monitoring in NAO using 
satellite remote sensing data”, EcoPechora Conference, Nar-
yan-Mar, 13-14 May 2008). The overall inpression was that 
the NIAC – or their superior department – did not like that a 
project with foreign funding was producing data that they 
should have themselves but did not. 
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by the project, especially in the map data combin-
ing traditional knowledge and modern industriali-
sation.
Relations with the Office for Reindeer Husband-
ry Management of the NAO Agricultural Depart-
ment were good and the project received relevant 
data from this office. The office, however, was reor-
ganised after the transfer of certain administrative 
powers from the NAO to the Arkhangelsk Oblast by 
1 January 2008. 
At present Yasavey and the project cooperate with 
the NAO Department on Indigenous Peoples and 
Traditional Economies, which has adopted part of 
the functions of the former NAO Agricultural De-
partment. It is believed that the compiled database 
will be accepted by the Department and serve as an 
additional tool for decision-making. In addition, we 
believe that the database will also be of interest for 
the Administration of the Zapolyarnyy District and 
the municipal administrations, which now have au-
thority on land issues in the NAO.
1.1.3.3. Data acquisition 
Collected data consist of all sorts of map data, sta-
tistical data (population, settlements, reindeer hus-
bandry), legal regulations, data on indigenous land 
use, socio-economy of indigenous people, as well 
as oil and gas development. Data were acquired 
from published sources, government authorities, 
satellite images and through a questionnaire sur-
vey among people in six indigenous villages. Data 
from oil companies were not requested, because 
they would presumably not have been more de-
tailed than what is publicly available. Photos were 
added. All data are derived from open accessible 
and official sources.
1.1.3.4. Questionnaire survey
A major source of data for the project was the 
questionnaire survey directed towards traditional 
land users. A questionnaire on traditional land use 
issues was formulated by the project’s anthropolo-
gist, Olga Murashko, and amended by the project 
staff and members of the expert group. The ques-
tionnaire asks for detailed information on the back-
ground of the respondent, his or her activities and 
recent changes in traditional modes of livelihood 
like fishing, hunting, sea mammal hunting, gather-
ing and reinder herding, supplementary economy, 
sacred places, structure of incomes, influence of oil 
industry on livelihoods, and general reflections on 
future development. 
Seminars were held in Naryan-Mar, where Olga 
Murashko trained representatives from villages in 
conducting the survey. These representatives went 
to their villages and carried out the interviews. In-
terviews were transcribed by hand written (later 
type-written), recorded on tape and relevant infor-
mation was drawn on maps. The map information 
was transferred to kml files (GoogleEarth). All reg-
istration work was done in the NAO, in the facilities 
of Yasavey. 
The detailed responses and personal information of 
the respondents are confidential. The originals are 
filed by the Association of Nenets People Yasavey. 
Copies of the written material are stored by the 
project leader and the project anthropologist. This 
report contains the analysis of the results (Appen-
dix 1), while many of the data form the basis of Part 
1, Chapters 1.2 to 1.5. and maps in Part 2. Citations 
of answers of respondents are anonymous. 
1.1.3.5. Satellite image interpretation
Satelllite image interpretation at a detailed scale 
was carried out to visually monitor physical dam-
age of the tundra and to locate installations. Goog-
leEarth (http://earth.google.com/) provides high-
resolution images for a number of areas within the 
Nenets Autonomous Okrug (Maps O-5, O-8).
We tried to acquire images covering other areas of 
special interest in the frame of collaboration with 
the IPY-supported EALÁT project (http://www.ip-
ipy.org/) from NASA through an IPY-related coop-
eration agreement. This attempt was not success-
ful, because the envisaged NASA funding finally 
was not allocated to EALÁT. On the free market, the 
few available relevant satellite images were too ex-
pensive for the project. GoogleEarth, however, sig-
nificantly improved its coverage in the NAO during 
the project period, so we decided to base our work 
solely on this. Satellite image interpretation was 
carried out by Winfried Dallmann at the NPI.
1.1.3.6. Legal analysis
The legal analysis carried out by the Legal Centre 
Rodnik is threefold. The first part is a summary of 
federal and regional legislation relevant for indi-
geous peoples, with emphasis on industrial devel-
opment in their homelands. Some evaluation and 
comments are added to the individual chapters. 
The entire report is presented in Appendix 2, while 
an extended summary is given in Chapter 1.2.3. 
The second report is an analysis of the licenses 
granted to extracting companies, which revealed 
that the majority of issued licenses does not take 
significantly care of indigenous peoples’ rights as 
guaranteed by legislation. It also concluded that 
observed damage of the tundra is not in concord-
ance with lawful activities.
A third task for the legal centre was to evaluate the 
lawfulness of publishing the acquired and accumu-
lated data in the report and in the GIS database. 
No data were acquired in unlawful ways, but some 
data are kept confidential because of their private 
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nature, while others are held back because their 
publication might provoke negative reactions. The 
published data are not considered to be problem-
atic by the Legal Centre Rodnik.
1.1.3.7. GIS database development
The final GIS database, the main output of the pro-
ject, is intended to be publicly available through the 
Internet. It must fullfil the demands of being easy 
to run and maintain by an organisation like Yasavey, 
with a time horizon of more than five years, differ-
entiated ownership of source data, restricted ac-
cess to some data determined by the owner, output 
of combined data and information to the browser 
and with the possibility of remote contol. At the 
same time it must have a low cost and low mainte-
nance level.
Parallel with this project GoogleEarth developed as 
a powerful database with the ability to host pro-
jects like the present one, but technical solutions 
and routines had to be found to realise the transfer 
of the project data into a satisfactory GoogleEarth-
based application. Using GoogleEarth imagery as a 
map background for the database also solved the 
problem of availability of sufficiently detailed digi-
tal topographic map data covering the NAO. At the 
same time it would gain the benefit of making avail-
able other GoogleEarth resources in combination 
with the project database. 
The initial plan to develop the database on the In-
ternet with constant access by the project partici-
pants had to be abandoned. The database was de-
veloped using the ESRI software ArcGIS, which was 
available and functional at the NPI, while the Goog-
leEarth-based application was developed.
Box 1: Geographical distribution of interviews
village industrial activity question-
naires
maps  
(kml files)
Nes no industrial activity 28 20
Indiga no industrial activity; planned pipeline and oil termi-
nal
16 16 18)
Bugrino (Kol-
guev) 
moderate industrial activity 14 0 (12)
Nelmin Nos none now, though some past industrial activity 20 20
Krasnoe intensive industrial activity 15 15
Khorey-Ver intensive industrial activity 8 4
Karatayka almost no industrial activity 1 1
total 102 76 (90)
1.1.3.8. Progress
Progress of the project was slower than anticipat-
ed in the initial plan. The project period had to be 
extended twice with half a year, from two to three 
years (2007-2009 instead of 2007-2008). The main 
reasons were delays caused by:
• the difficulty of finding staff to employ to work 
with the project at Yasavey;
• the difficulty of finding people from NAO villag-
es who would work with the questionnaire sur-
vey;
• late delivery of data from some project partici-
pants and authorities;
• the lack of success in acquiring data from the 
NIAC;
• the need to develop a GoogleEarth-based da-
tabase application while GoogleEarth services 
were developed at a global level;
• the lack of success in acquiring additional satel-
lite imagery;
• the need to involve the international expert 
group first after the the compilation of the da-
tabase and the report, instead of – as it was 
planned – to give them continuous access to 
the developing database via the Internet. 
1.1.4. Evaluation of results
The project has been carried out satisfactorily, de-
spite minor deviations from the original schedule 
(one year delay) and the envisaged results. 
One deviation is related to the data collected. Con-
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cerning the issue of how industrial facilities af-
fect traditional occupations, we got only general 
data that do not refer to individual facilities. Con-
sequently, these data were not included in the GIS 
database. Instead, part one of this report has been 
written in a more extended way to cover this issue. 
Apart from this, the collected data are roughly ac-
cording to the plan, although some more modern 
satellite images, as well as interviews from further 
villages and traditional land use cooperatives would 
have been desirable. But since the database is ex-
pandable and easy to maintain, this will hopefully 
be achieved by subsequent projects in Russia.
Another deviation is the process of producing the 
GIS database, as well as the technology and lay-
out of the final database. During the project peri-
od, GoogleEarth developed easily applicable tools 
for presenting this sort of data, thus fulfilling our 
demand of a low-cost, low-maintenance system us-
ing open-source tools, applicable for remote data 
sources and remote clients. Final solutions were de-
veloped during the late, overdue phase of the pro-
ject. On the one hand, this was a disadvantage with 
respect to the availability of data for project part-
ners during the project – files and prints of maps 
with database excerpts had to be distributed. On 
the other hand, this led to smart technical solutions 
with an easy user interface. Everybody who has 
downloaded the free version of GoogleEarth can 
access the database by opening an Internet link.
A variety of relevant data has been collected and 
assessed in the project report. These comprise 
both new data of interest for indigenous represent-
atives and data of interest for people from outside 
the region who want to dive into the complex issue 
of land use management in the NAO. 
In conclusion, the main goal of the project – to pro-
duce a database tool that can assist indigenous rep-
resentatives of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug in 
discussing land use issues – has been achieved, al-
though follow-up projects to enlarge the database 
should be carried out.
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1.2. Indigenous population of the NAO
1.2.1. General 
The Nenets Autonomous Okrug was established in 
1929 on the initiative of the Nenets people. Its area 
measures ca. 180,000 km2, extending 950 km from 
west to east and 320 km from south to north. Ac-
cording to the 2002 NAO census, the area’s popu-
lation amounts to 41,546 people, including 7,754 
Nenets people, as well as about 3,000 Russian-
speaking ‘old settlers’ and Izhma-Komi reindeer 
herders. Data from 2005 indicate the total NAO 
population to be 41,657, of which 8,302 are Nen-
ets (Box 2).
Box 2: Population of numerically 
small indigenous peoples of the 
North (NSIPN) in municipalities of 
the Nenets Autonomous Okrug, 
end of year 2005  see tables 2.4.3, 2.4.4
Municipality Population, 
end of 2005
Naryan-Mar/Iskateley, 2004* *1582
Amderma, 2004* *262
Andeg 59
Velikovisochnoe 58
Kanin 785
Kara 542
Kolguev 393
Kotkino 41
Malozemlya 1008
Oma 529
Pesha 106
Promore-Kuya 916
Pustozero 243
Telviska 61
Timan 482
Khorey-Ver 432
Khoseda-Khard 293
Shoyna 107
Yushar 403
TOTAL 8302
1.2.1.1. The Association of Nenets People 
Yasavey9 
The Association of Nenets People Yasavey was es-
tablished on 12 December 1989 at the First Found-
ing Congress of Peoples of the North in Naryan-
Mar. The Congress then adopted a decision to set 
up an association, a voluntary public organization 
to unite Nenets and other indigenous pelpes living 
in the NAO.
In the Nenets language, ‘yasavey’ means ‘a guide 
knowing the area very well’. This word was aptly 
chosen to reflect the tasks and goals of the associa-
tion: to solve socio-economic problems of the Nen-
ets people, facilitate the formation of their national 
consciousness and maintain their culture and tradi-
tional way of life. Today, Yasavey is channeling the 
efforts of the Nenets to protect their lawful rights 
and interest in order to 
• implement measures aimed at conserving the 
historical-cultural environment of the Nenets 
people;
• revive, maintain and develop traditional indus-
tries, spiritual traditions, and health and med-
ical practices based on centuries-old customs 
and traditions and on achievements of modern 
science; 
• secure the rights of the Nenets people as pro-
vided by federal law – including the rights to 
possess, use and dispose land and other natu-
ral resources available in the areas of tradition-
al nature management, which form an integral 
heritage and historical homeland.
Yasavey participates in the development of pro-
grammes for social and economic development of 
the NAO; in particular, it promotes its representa-
tives into public bodies and local self-government 
authorities of the area, facilitates the conservation 
and maintenence of traditional activities, habitat 
and way of life as basis for the Nenets people to ex-
ist, facilitates the preservation and strengthen the 
use of the Nenets language and participates in the 
programme for training qualified Nenets personnel.
The association is involved in economic, social, sci-
entific and cultural activities to develop joint efforts 
in protecting Nenets’ rights and environment.
9www.yasavey.org
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Reindeer husbandry is the most prominent tradi-
tional occupation in the NAO, for both the Nenets 
and Izhma-Komi peoples living in the okrug. Most 
herders move from their settlements close to the 
winter pastures in the forest tundra belt northward 
to the summer pastures in the barren tundra. While 
many are settled and semi-nomads working in bri-
gades of cooperatives or as private reindeer herd-
ers, the vast tundra areas are still roamed by in-
dividual groups of fully nomadic reindeer herders 
(Box 3). 
The indigenous people participate both in subsist-
ence and commercial fishing. Fishing provides a 
subsidiary occupation for reindeer herders, as well 
as other traditional occupations like hunting and 
gathering. Several reindeer herding cooperatives 
also have fishing and hunting brigades, while a mi-
nor number of cooperatives have mainly special-
ised in fishing.
The unemployment rate (registered people with-
out a monetary income) among indigenous people 
is high. Individuals with more advanced education 
often leave the area. Life expectancy is extremely 
low – 40-45 years – because of poor access to medi-
cal care and alcohol abuse. These and other factors 
go hand in hand with a general degradation of in-
digenous society.10 
The indigenous and rural population is exposed 
to major ecological problems due the decreasing 
number of reindeer pastures and degraded envi-
ronmental conditions, which are related, accord-
ing to people’s opinion, to the development of oil 
and gas fields as well as roads and pipelines. One 
cause is the loss of pasture land, where intensive 
drilling activities take place, associated with exten-
sive degradation of tundra ground through driving 
with heavy vehicles on unfrozen ground in summer. 
The second one is the pollution of rivers, lakes and 
ground water through released fuels and chemi-
cals. The third cause is the pipelines cutting off mi-
gration routes, although over- and underpassages 
exist.
According to the Association of Nenets People 
Yasavey, the hot spots in the relations between 
indigenous people and the oil companies, which 
need the special attention of the government au-
thorities, are the following development projects:
• Kharyaga field
• Kharyaga-Indiga pipeline 
• Renewal of the Kumzha field development
• Development of commercial solid mineral de-
posits (Bugrovka River, Kanin Peninsula)
• Varandey–Yuzhnoe Khylchuyu and Kharyaga–
Yuzhnoe Khylchuyu pipelines
• Varandey oil export terminal
• Development of the Val Gamburtseva, Osovey, 
and other deposits
Since the Russian socio-economic crisis of the 
1990s, when there were less than 100,000 rein-
deer left, herds have been rebuilt and stock num-
bers seem to have flattened out at a level around 
150,000-160,000 reindeer (Figure 1-1). Although 
fluctuations occur, partly or mainly due to “bad 
winters” and problems in the management of in-
dividual collective farms, the overall productivity 
is still rising. A few cooperitives show clear nega-
tive trends that are obviously due to internal prob-
lems of management. There is no direct relation 
between oil development in an area and the eco-
nomic well-being of the reindeer herding enter-
prise using the same area.
State subsidies and support programmes for rein-
deer husbandry at the regional and federal level-
have certainly been a major reason for the overall 
10 Kharkova, T.L. and Kvasha, E.L. 2008: Features of mortal-
ity rates and life expectancy of the population of the Rus-
sian Arctic regions // Influence of global climatic change on 
the health of the population of the Russian Arctic. In: Bogo-
yavlenskiy, D.D.: People of the Russian North: a demographic 
profile at the boundary of centuries. http://www.unrussia.ru/
doc/Arctic-ru.pdf
1.2.1.2. Izhma-Komi Association Izvatasyas
NROD Izvatasyas is a NAO regional branch of KROD 
Izvatas of Komi-Izhma people, Izhma village, Komi 
Republic. It cooperates with the Komi Republic 
Ministry of Nationalities and the Interregional So-
cial Movement Komi Voityr of the Komi people. 
It was founded in 2002. The first unions of Izvata-
syas were established in the villages Kharuta and 
Karatayka. Its goals are to conserve and develop 
Komi traditions in the NAO, to enhance the sta-
1.2.2. The situation for traditional modes of livelihood in the NAO
tus of the ethnic community of Komi-Izhma people 
living in the NAO, to implement social, public and 
charitable tasks for the benefit of the people, and 
to preserve the Izhma-Komi dialect of the Komi lan-
guage and expand its usage. Main lines of activities 
are the arrangement of and participation in con-
gresses, meetings and conferences of Izhma-Komi 
people and other events, raising the awareness of 
such activities in the media, and applying for fund-
ing to support projects and programmes, etc.
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11 5 Feb. 2008, source: Administration of Nenets AO, http://
www.adm-nao.ru/?show=news&id=1400
recovery of reindeer husbandry after 2000. Addi-
tionally, oil companies also pay compensation for 
ceded pasture lands, but there are no statistics 
about this: such compensations are based on a va-
riety of individual, often confidential, agreements. 
According to the Department of Finance and Eco-
nomic Development of the NAO, the production of 
agricultural enterprises amounted to 511.8 million 
roubles in 2007, that is 4.5 % more than in 2006. A 
number of measures to develop the agrarian and 
industrial sector under Russia’s agricultural support 
policy were adopted by the regional government 
authorities.
The administration of the region pays special atten-
tion to reindeer husbandry as a traditional econom-
ic activity11. 
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Figure 1-1: Figures pre-
pared by W. Dallmann (IPY 
project MODIL-NAO) from 
data of the former Agricul-
tural Department, Nenets 
AO. Colours on the map de-
fine grazing areas assigned 
to the various herding co-
operatives. See Section 
2.4.6 for indicators for indi-
vidual cooperatives.
Box 3: Clan community of individual reindeer-herders Yamb-To  
Source: www.nenets.ru
Yamb-To is a nomadic community comprising 30 families of reindeer herders, whose parents, mi-
grating in traditional ways in the Bolshezemelskaya Tundra and to the Ural Mountains and Vor-
kuta, avoided collectivisation and nationalisation of their property. Until 1991 they lived indepen-
dently of, and in isolation from, mainstream society, without medical or other kinds of support. 
The majority did not even have identification documents. Children did not go to school, men 
did not take part in compulsory military service. The families wandered all year round, obtain-
ing necessary supplies in rural shops. With the introduction of a coupon-based distribution sys-
tem for goods at the end of the 1980s, these people could not get supplies because they were 
not registered. They went to the regional administration for help. As a result, in 1992 the commu-
nity Yamb-To became organized on a voluntary basis. Ilya Semyonovich Valey was elected head. 
The way of managing Yamb-To – independent, nomadic and deer-herding – has not changed. The 
community collects their members in the summer in the Amderma region for celebrating the Day 
of the Reindeer. In 1995 a group of experts of the Committee on Affairs of Northern Peoples car-
ried out a medical survey of the reindeer herders and their families. Birth certificates, passports 
and other such documents were distributed. The reindeer herders were registered in the settle-
ment Amderma. The NAO administration annually provides a support of essential materials and 
food products, and pays social benefits to reindeer herders and camp workers. Since 1997 there 
has been a nomadic summer school* for children and adults in the community.
       * This school was closed a few ago (T. Tuisku, pers.com. 2009)
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Box 4: Regional target programme “Development of northern reindeer 
husbandry in the Nenets autonomous region for the period 2007-2008”  
Source: http://www.adm-nao.ru/?show=news&id=1400
• grants for the compensation of losses in animal production (123.1781 million RUR); 
• subsidies for the delivery of seeds for the cultivation of forage crops in northern areas of the 
country (20,200 RUR, of which 8100 RUR from the regional budget, and 12,100 RUR from the 
federal budget); 
• grants for the compensation of losses in vegetable production due to the closure of farm land 
(1.5643 million RUR); 
• grants for purchase of combined forages and fodder grain at a rate of 70% of the procurement 
price (7.612 million RUR); 
• grants for reimbursement of 80% of transport costs on delivery of animal products and fish in 
Naryan-Mar (17.1314 million RUR); 
• grants for reimbursement of 50% of the cost of mineral fertilisers at delivery (735,000 RUR);  
subsidies for reimbursement of costs connected with the conclusion of contracts for scientific 
research (303,000 RUR); 
• subsidies for interest rates of loans received from Russian creditors for the development of 
animal production and commercial fishery (1.831 million RUR, of which the amount of 1.411 
million RUR from the regional budget and 420,000 RUR from the federal budget); 
• subsidies for interest rates of loans received from Russian creditors, and loans received from 
agricultural credit consumer cooperative societies, for the development of small businesses 
in agriculture (167,500 RUR, of which 157,500 RUR from the federal budget and 10,000 RUR 
from the regional budget); 
• grants for the support of northern reindeer husbandry (62.6492 million RUR, of which 
31.3188 million RUR from the federal budget and 31.3304 million RUR from the regional 
budget); 
• grants for the support of animal husbandry (1.2307 million RUR, of which 315,700 RUR from 
the regional budget and 915,000 RUR from the federal budget).
To maintain the process of reproduction of col-
lective reindeer in the facilities of the region, the 
formation of optimal herd structures, and the in-
crease of meat production the regional target pro-
gramme “Development of northern reindeer hus-
bandry in the Nenets autonomous region for the 
period 2007-2008” was adopted (Box 4). Within the 
framework of this programme financial support of 
reindeer husbandry was stipulated to the amount 
of 216 million roubles for various kinds of subsidies 
in the regional budget for 2007.
It is obvious that reindeer herders know how to 
cope with normal weather variations, even with pe-
riods of abnormal weather through several years. 
They adjust their usage pattern of the pastures to 
the conditions. Bad economic outcomes during a 
period of hard conditions are also considered to 
be normal. Climate change is not an issue that is 
discussed in the NAO: in the view of the NAO’s in-
habitants nothing has happened weather-wise that 
has not happened earlier. However, a bad winter 
with wet precipitation resulting in ice formation 
over large tundra areas has only occurred once.12 
Of course, herders realise that we are in a period 
of warmer weather. Winters start and rivers freeze 
later (Box 5). 
Industrial land use may to a large extent still leave 
room for reindeer husbandry, but this is based on 
current climatic conditions. Problems will possibly 
occur if periods of unfavourable conditions mount 
up. More unfavourable winter weather in the fu-
ture will make it necessary to change the pasture 
usage patterns. Problems will arise if additional 
pastures needed to get reindeer herders through 
the difficult periods are not available because of oil 
development. 
Once pastures are destroyed or polluted, they can-
not be used as spare pastures for periods of unfa-
vourable weather conditions. This seems to be one 
12 1997, Z.V. Ravna, pers. comm. 2008, and T. Tuisku, pers. 
com., 2009
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Box 5: There is no winter at all  
Irina Khanzerova, source: Nyaryana Vynder, 27 October 2007, No163 (19137) http://www.nvinder.ru/
archive/2007/oct/27/12.shtml
The village of Nes traditionally was famous for its ancestrial lines, originating with descendants of 
the first villagers, who founded the settlements of the Kanin-Timan area: from formerly prosper-
ous Torna, Gorb and Mgla to currently thriving Chizha, Shoyna and Pesha. 
Nes is a village of success. In time for the winter high-voltage lines have been repaired, which 
means the village has overcome urgent problems concerning the delivery of electric power to 
Nes’s houses. A platform for the installation of a new diesel generator has been prepared; the 
generator should arrive by one of the last boats of the season. A major overhaul of the hospital 
is being finished, and a committee has started to assess the work done. What’s more, Nes is a vil-
lage of new buildings. At present 12 (!) apartment houses are being completed.
According to the latest information received yesterday from Kanin, the warm weather has sta-
bilised. There is absolutely no snow. This creates a number of problems for the reindeer herd-
ers of the SPK “obshchina Kanin”. They are now at full speed moving to the winter pastures in 
the Mezen area, but unfrozen tundra rivers do not allow the herds to move in the right direction. 
Now closest to Nes is the 3rd brigade, while the 9th and 10th are still not far from Chizha, and 
the other herds have not moved much further. The present mild winter temperatures will prob-
ably cause some headaches to the reindeer herders of Kanin, as the weather forecasters say we 
have to wait still longer for frosty days.
of the most sensitive factors. And there will be lim-
its to how much subsidies the state will put into 
reindeer husbandry, if doing so does not seem ad-
equate anymore. Then we could face a sudden de-
cline of reindeer husbandry – at least in the areas of 
heaviest oil development in the Bolshezemelskaya 
Tundra.
Seen from the perspective of official numbers, eco-
nomic vulnerability towards oil development may 
seem to be compensated for the time being. Spe-
cific local knowledge of the tundra among rein-
deer herders allows them to make optimal use of 
the pastures available to them. Of course, there are 
limits to this. And just the fact of working and living 
in – and being dependent on – an area with increas-
ing pollution and degradation triggers feelings of in-
security and hopelessness.
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1.2.3. Relevant laws and regulations
This sections summarises the analysis by E. Khmeleva and T. Grechushkina, “Legislative requirements for 
the oil and gas industry and protection of the rights of indigenous numerically small peoples of the Nen-
ets Autonomous Okrug”, conducted in the frame of the persent project. The complete analysis is provided 
in the Appendix (A2).
Editors note: The term “indigenous peoples” is used for fluent reading in this chapter, meaning the Rus-
sian term “numerically small indigenous peoples of the North, Siberia and Far East of the Russian Federa-
tion”.
Some of the information in this chapter is repeated later on; it is included here to keep this overview of 
the legislation complete.
1.2.3.1. Special protection of indigenous peo-
ples rights
A number of indigenous peoples’ rights defined by 
legislation have a general declarative character and 
are lacking delineations of the specific duties of the 
resource extractors to preserve these rights.13 
According to Clause 69 of the Constitution, the Rus-
sian Federation “guarantees the rights of numeri-
cally small indigenous peoples according to the 
conventional principles and norms of internation-
al law and the international contracts of the Rus-
sian Federation”. According to item “m” of Clause 
72, the protection of the primordial inhabitancy 
and traditional ways of life of the NSIPN, is a joint 
responsibility of the Russian Federation and its ad-
ministrative subunits.
Three federal laws are completely devoted to the 
rights of indigenous peoples: “On guarantees of 
the rights of numerically small indigenous peoples 
of the Russian Federation” (1999), “On the general 
principles of organising communities of numerically 
small indigenous peoples of the North, Siberia and 
the Far East of the Russian Federation” (2000) and 
“On Territories of Traditional Nature Use of numeri-
cally small indigenous people of the North, Siberia 
and the Far East of the Russian Federation” (2001).
At the level of the NAO, these issues are regulated 
by both federal and NAO legislation, for example, 
the NAO law “On regulation of land issues on the 
territory of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug” (2005), 
the NAO law “On subsoil resources” (2003), and the 
NAO law “On reindeer husbandry in the Nenets Au-
tonomous Okrug” (2002).
According to the latter, persons working in rein-
deer husbandry, their authorised representatives 
and representatives of the social organisation ‘As-
sociation of Nenets People Yasavey’ have the right 
to request ecological and ethnological impact as-
sessments of activities potentially infringing the in-
terests of reindeer husbandry and to participate in 
carrying out such impact assessments”.
1.2.3.2. Territories of Traditional Nature Use
One of the means to protect the traditional way of 
life and primordial inhabitancy of indigenous peo-
ples is the establishment of Territories of Tradi-
tional Nature Use (TTNUs). Their definition, as well 
as the procedures for establishing and managing 
them, are regulated by the federal law “On Territo-
ries of Traditional Nature Use of indigenous numer-
ically small peoples of the North, Siberia and the 
Far East of the Russian Federation” (2001). 
As TTNUs are specially protected areas, a special le-
gal regime is established within their boundaries. 
This includes a limitation on economic activities 
that conflict with the purpose of the establishment 
of an TTNU in the first place. The federal legislation 
does not contain an obvious interdiction against 
carrying out activities related to the exploration for, 
or the extraction and transportation of, hydrocar-
bon resources, but the federal law “On subsoil re-
sources” states that “the use of subsoil resources 
in specially protected territories should take place 
in accordance with the status of these territories”. 
Thus, in cases where the regulations for a TTNU 
prohibit hydrocarbon-related activities within their 
borders, subsoil resources cannot be allocated for 
these purposes.
A number of TTNUs are currently established within 
the NAO through regulations approved by the NAO 
Administration in 2002. Among them are the re-
gional-level TTNUs “im. Vyucheyskiy”, “Erv”, “Rass-
vet Severa”, ”Kolguev”, “Druzhba narodov”, “Kras-
nyy Oktyabr”, “Voskhod”, “Put Ilicha”. All of these 
TTNUs have been created with the purposes of pro-
tecting the rights and interests of the NSIPN in the 
NAO, including the preservation of their culture, 
traditional way of life and traditional economic ac-
tivities. But none of the relevant regulations pre-
cisely delineate what is forbidden within the bor-
ders of the TTNU. 
13 At the same time, applying positions of Clauses 2 and 18 of 
the Constitution of the Russian Federations defining the va-
lidity of human rights, it is probably possible to achieve en-
forcement and observance of indigenous peoples’ rights by 
means of the Office of Public Prosecutor and through legal 
proceedings.
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Despite this, all the relevant laws do limit the pos-
sibilities of conducting hydrocarbon-related activi-
ty within the limits of TTNUs, in line with specially 
protected natural areas. It is therefore necessary to 
use TTNUs as the mechanism for the preservation 
of traditional lands for the use of the NSIPN in the 
NAO.
1.2.3.3. Legislation regarding mineral exploi-
tation
Issues concerning the exploitation of subsoil re-
sources, including extracting hydrocarbon resourc-
es, are regulated by the federal law “On subsoil re-
sources”. Besides this, more specific issues are in 
part regulated by the federal Land, Forest and Wa-
ter Codes, as well as by the federal laws “On protec-
tion of the environment”, “On ecological impact as-
sessment” and a number of subordinate acts. 
Subsoil resources within the borders of the Russian 
Federation, including the subsurface space and its 
mineral, energy and other resources, are subject to 
state ownership. Private or municipal ownership of 
subsoil resources is not approved. 
There are also laws and subordinate acts at the re-
gional level regulating the exploitation of subsoil 
resources, including the extraction of hydrocarbon 
resources. The NAO law “On subsoil resources” was 
passed in 2003; it was revised in 2005 and 2006.
The federal law “On subsoil resources” defines as 
the primary goals of state regulation of the exploi-
tation of subsoil resources the continuous repro-
duction of the mineral and raw material base, its 
rational use and the protection of subsoil resources 
in the interests of present and the future genera-
tions of the people of the federation. 
Subsoil resources can simultaneously be allocated 
for geological studies and mineral extractions. Ex-
traction can then be undertaken during or after the 
geological investigations.
The right to use subsoil resources is granted on the 
following preconditions:
• approval of a commission, created by the feder-
al management bodies for state subsoil resourc-
es and including representatives of the relevant 
administrative subunit of the federation;
• the decision of the competition or auction com-
mission granting use rights to subsoil resource 
sites for the purpose of exploring for and ex-
tracting minerals or, under a combined license, 
for the purposes of geological studies and the 
investigation and extraction of minerals, barring 
sites in Russian waters and on the continental 
shelf; 
• the coming into force of a consortium agree-
ment on division of production, concluded in 
accordance with the federal law “On consorti-
um agreements on division of production”.
Permission to use subsoil resources is specially 
sanctioned by the state by a license containing a 
form with the state emblem of the Russian Federa-
tion, as well as text, graphics and appendices. The 
appendices are an integral component, defining the 
basic conditions for using subsoil resources. 
Between representatives of the government bod-
ies and the subsoil resource user a contract can be 
signed (although this is not obligatory), with a de-
scription of the conditions applying to the use of 
such sites and the obligations of the parties in this 
connection.
The granting of the license is carried out at the con-
sent of the land owner, the land user, or the tenant. 
Allocating subsoil resource sites proceeds as fol-
lows: 
• Preliminary concession boundaries are defined.
• Announcement of an auction, or competition, 
which allocates sites for development, is pub-
lished by a special authorised body in a feder-
al, republican or regional press organ, an inde-
pendent press organ, and a local press organ, 
not later than 3 months – for large objects not 
later than 6 months – prior to the date of the 
event. 
• The enterprises submit applications.
• In the case of an auction, the applications un-
dergo a preliminary examination (elimination). 
For competitions a preliminary expert examina-
tion is not conducted. 
• After the application form for participation in 
a competition is accepted, the geological infor-
mation package for the site of interest is given 
to the applying enterprise. 
• On the basis of the geological information, the 
applying enterprise calculates the basic techni-
cal and economic parameters of the planned 
development. 
• The auction or competition is carried out by a 
commission of experts, which renders a deci-
sion. 
• The authorities render their decision on the ba-
sis of the decision of the expert commission of 
the auction or competition. 
• A preliminary agreement is drafted. This out-
lines the recultivation and restoration of the 
tract of land in question. The land is allocated in 
accordance with the federal Land Code.
• A state ecological impact assessment of the li-
cense’s supporting documents is carried out.
• The winner of the competition or auction is 
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granted the license. 
• Registration of the license by federal or regional 
geological resource management bodies (with-
in a month from its receipt). The license comes 
into force after its registration.
• Authorities are obliged to publish publicly lists 
of all enterprises participating in competitions 
or auctions, a list of the enterprises which have 
received licenses, and the conditions on which 
licenses have been given. The information 
should be published not later than 30 days from 
the date of the decision on the competition or 
auction.
• The concession boundaries are specified. 
• The resource exploitation project is outlined, 
other project documentation is developed.
• The project is carried out.
These procedures of resource exploitation in the 
NAO are regulated by the law, “On subsoil resourc-
es” (2003). According to this law, “the major task 
of the law is the establishment of relationships di-
rected towards the rational exploitation of subsoil 
resources, nature protection norms and environ-
mental safety, a combination of the exploitation of 
subsoil resources and the preservation of the tradi-
tional way of life of the indigenous peoples of the 
North”. 
The law regulates the procedure of allocating sub-
soil resource sites for exploitation, the exploitation 
itself, and it includes the following special duties of 
the license owner (subsoil resource user):
• to fulfill the conditions set out by the license 
and the license agreement (contract) with re-
spect to production and other agreements 
(contracts) concluded on their basis, including 
agreements with Northern indigenous peoples; 
• to respect the rights of indigenous people of 
the North with regard to the protection of their 
primordial inhabitancy, traditional way of life 
and occupations. 
Thus, the law demands, among other obligations, 
the observance of the interests of indigenous peo-
ples during the exploitation of resources. 
The legislation of the Russian Federation and the 
NAO requires that the allotment of land for purpos-
es not connected with conducting a traditional way 
of life are coordinated with the indigenous peoples. 
Legislation also delineates the necessary conditions 
concerning compensations and indemnifications 
for the resulting losses to the indigenous peoples. 
1.2.3.4. Environmental assessments
The basic mechanism of environmental protection 
which was used in Russia until 1 January 2007 was 
the State Environmental Assessment. Practically of 
all kinds of economic activities were subject to the 
State Environmental Assessment (SEA). 
Since 1 January 2007, after a modification of the 
federal law “On modification of the Town-planning 
Code of the Russian Federation and separate acts 
of the Russian Federation” (2006), the role of the 
SEA is considerably reduced. 
Before the law came into force, environmental as-
sessment included “an establishment of the con-
formity of the planned economic and other activity 
with environmental requirements and a definition 
of the admissibility of the realisation of the object 
of the environmental assessment, with an outlook 
on the prevention of possible adverse influences of 
this activity on the surrounding environment and 
the social, economic and other consequences of 
the realisation of the object of the environmental 
assessment”. (Editor’s note: In other words, envi-
ronmental assessment included consideration of 
whether the proposed development would have 
negative social and economic impacts.)
From 1 January 2007 this was restated as “an estab-
lishment of the conformity of the documents and/
or the documentation proving that the planned ob-
ject of the environmental assessment of economic 
and other activity, with the environmental require-
ments established by technical regulations and the 
legislation in the field of environmental protection, 
with an outlook on the prevention of negative influ-
ences of such activity on the environment”. 
When comparing these definitions some major 
main differences can be seen. First, the subject of 
the assessment since 1 January 2007 is not the 
poposed economic activity, but the documents and 
the documentation. Second, all social, economic 
and other consequences of the poposed econom-
ic activity disappear from the purposes of the as-
sessment. Third, and this is most important, as of 1 
January 2007, it is a requirement that technical reg-
ulations coincide with the environmental require-
ments.
In the Town-planning code of the Russian Federa-
tion, the legislator defines the objective of State As-
sessment of Project Documentation (SAPD): an as-
sessment of whether the project documentation 
conforms with the requirements of the technical 
regulations, including sanitary, epidemiological and 
environmental requirements, requirements of cul-
tural heritage protection, requirements of fire, in-
dustrial, nuclear, radiation and other safety issues.
Technical regulations in the field of environmental 
protection are absent. It is thus quite possible that 
the environmental assessment will not be carried 
out at all.
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1.2.3.5. Ethnological assessments 
The concept of ethnological assessment is intro-
duced by the federal law “On guarantees of the 
rights of numerically small indigenous peoples of 
the Russian Federation” (1999). According to this 
law, “ethnological assessment is a scientific investi-
gation of the influence of changes of the primordial 
inhabitancy of numerically small indigenous people 
and the welfare … of an ethnic group”.
Indigenous peoples have the right “to participate 
in the work on environmental and ethnological as-
sessments during the process of developing feder-
al and regional programmes for natural resources 
development and protection of the environment in 
places of traditional nature use and economic ac-
tivities of indigenous peoples”. 
Except for these positions, the Russian legislation 
contains no references to regulation of the process 
of ethnological assessments and their status. 
Despite this, experiences of carrying out ethnologi-
cal assessments of oil and gas projects exist from 
the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Okrug and Sakha-
lin Oblast.
The NAO law “On reindeer husbandry in the Nen-
ets Autonomous Okrug” (2002) states that “per-
sons engaged in reindeer husbandry, their author-
ised representatives and representatives of the … 
Association of Nenets People ‘Yasavey’ have the 
right to put forward proposals on carrying out en-
vironmental and ethnological assessments of eco-
nomic and other activity infringing the interests of 
reindeer husbandry, and to participate in carrying 
out these assessments”.
In spite of the fact that regulations for ethnological 
assessments are not clear, the indigenous peoples 
of the NAO and their authorised representatives 
can demand that such assessments are carried out, 
when planned oil development projects infringe 
their interests. 
1.2.3.6. Opportunities for participation of in-
digenous peoples in making decisions
Indigenouos peoples’ participation in decision-
making regarding the carrying out of hydrocarbon 
projects is possible at the following stages:
1) At the stage of allocation of the land by referen-
da, meetings and coordination with representatives 
of indigenous peoples
2) At the stage of the Estimation of Environmental 
Impact (EEI)
As the substantiation of a license is a matter of a 
SEA, and as carrying out an EEI is obligatory ac-
cording to the current legislation, participation of 
the public should take place as stated in the “Po-
sition on estimation of environmental impact of 
planned economic and other activity in the Rus-
sian Federation”, approved by the State Environ-
mental Authority (Goskomekologiya) (2000). The 
EEI is is a unique mechanism of public participa-
tion in environmentally significant decisions. It in-
cludes:
• the duty to inform the public at all stages of 
the EEI and to consider their proposals, notes 
and comments;
• public discussions of planned activity, includ-
ing public hearings; 
• an opportunity to present notes, proposals 
and comments regarding the proposed devel-
opment at all stages of the public discussion.
3) At the stage of the Public Environmental Assess-
ment (PEA)
The process of carrying out a PEA is regulated by 
the federal law “On environmental assessment”. 
Some of the main provisions of these clauses are: 
• A Public Environmental Assessment (PEA) is 
organised and carried out under the initiative 
of citizens and public organisations (associa-
tions), and also under the initiative of local 
self-government bodies by public organisa-
tions (associations), the charters of which in-
clude work on the protection of the environ-
ment, including the organisation and carrying 
out of environmental assessments. 
• Public organisations (associations) which are 
carrying out a PEA have the right to receive 
documentation regarding the proposal from 
the applicant, in the same form as given to the 
SEA, to participate as observers in sessions of 
expert commissions of the SEA and to partici-
pate in concluding discussions and public dis-
cussions under the PEA carried out by them. 
• The conclusion of PEA becomes valid after it 
has been stated by the federal executive au-
thority in the field of environmental assess-
ment or by a government institution of an 
administrative subunit of the Russian Federa-
tion.
4) At the stage of the State Environmental Assess-
ment (SEA)
According to the Federal Law ”On environmen-
tal assessment” citizens and public organisations 
(associations) have the right to propose that PEAs 
of economic and other activities that infringe on 
the environmental interests of the inhabitants of 
a given territory be carried out, etc. Due to the 
replacement of 2007 of the SEA by the SAPD (see 
above: section of Environmental assessments) 
the role of the public at this stage has become un-
clear. 
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1.2.3.7. Environmental protection
Preservation of the environment is a requirement 
for hydrocarbon projects. As the traditional way of 
life of the indigenous peoples is closely connected 
with the condition of the environment, the right to 
a favourable environment is stated in Clause 42 of 
the federal Constitution. 
The federal law “On preservation of the environ-
ment” (2002) specifies objects of special protection 
as well as sites included in the World Heritage List, 
state nature reserves, national parks, and areas of 
primordial inhabitancy and traditional nature use 
by the indigenous peoples.
According to the same law, locating, designing, 
constructing, reconstructing, commissioning, op-
eration, preservation and liquidation of buildings, 
structures, constructions and other objects render-
ing direct or indirect negative influence on the envi-
ronment are to be carried out according to require-
ments of environmental protection. Actions should 
be taken to secure environmental protection and 
restoration, rational use and reproduction of nat-
ural resources, and maintenance of environmental 
safety.. Breaching the requirements of environmen-
tal protection entails a stop by court order of the 
activity in question.
Industrial waste, including radioactive waste, must 
be collected, neutralised, transported, stored and/
or disposed of using environmentally sound meth-
ods as defined by federal legislation. These actions 
are prohibited: dumping industrial waste, including 
radioactive waste, in surface or underground wa-
ter reservoirs, in water catchment areas, in the sub-
soil and on the ground; deposition of radioactive 
or other dangerous waste near cities or rural set-
tlements, in forests and parks, resorts, health-im-
provement or recreational zones, on animal migra-
tion routes, close to spawning areas and elsewhere 
where the waste constitutes a danger to the envi-
ronment, ecosystem or human health; burying ra-
dioactive or other dangerous waste in water catch-
ment areas for underground water reservoirs used 
as sources of water supply or for hydrotherapeutic 
purposes, or for the extraction of valuable subsoil 
resources.
The decision of the State Mining Directorate (Gos-
gortekhnadzor) “On the statement of ‘Rules of pro-
tection of subsoil resources’” (2003) states: 
During the exploitation of subsoil resources, safe-
ty of life and health of the population, protection 
of buildings and constructions, air, ground, for-
ests, water, fauna and other elements of the envi-
ronment shall be ensured. Land destroyed through 
mining shall, after the cessation of the work, be 
brought into a suitable condition for further use. 
When work results in the destruction of the soil 
cover, the fertile ground layer shall be removed, 
stored and used on recultivated or unproductive 
land. During the extraction of mineral deposits, ac-
tions to prevent water and wind erosion, salting, 
bogging or other sorts of soil degradation shall be 
carried out. During the exploitation of surface and 
ground water, the water needs of the population 
for drinking and household uses,and the protec-
tion of water from exhaustion or pollution, includ-
ing from sewage, shall have priority.14  
Users of subsoil resources or other legal and physi-
cal persons involved in the exploitation of subsoil 
resources must have special qualification and expe-
rience, confirmed by a state license (certificate, di-
ploma) to carry out such activities: geological pros-
pecting, search, investigation, various methods of 
mineral extraction, construction and operation of 
underground structures, and other relevant activi-
ties. 
Two federal orders “On urgent measures for pre-
vention and removal of spills of oil and oil products” 
(2000), and “On the order of the organisation of ac-
tions under the prevention and removal of spills of 
oil and oil products in the territory of the Russian 
Federation” (2002) establish duties for enterprises 
that extract and transport oil regarding the prepa-
ration and performance of emergency plans. In the 
context of current developments in oil extraction 
in the NAO it is urgent that the necessary regula-
tions delineating the order’s implementation are 
approved so that these orders can go into effect.
In the NAO, the “Regulations of the organisation 
of actions under the prevention and removal of oil 
spills and oil products in the territory of Nenets Au-
tonomous Okrug” (2002) also applies. This also de-
scribes the duties of users of subsoil resources in 
this sphere.
Further regulations are found in the Water Code 
and Forest Code of the Russian Federation.
1.2.3.8. Compensation of damage
According to the Federal Law “On guarantees of the 
rights of numerically small indigenous peoples of 
the Russian Federation” (1999) indigenous peoples 
have the right to compensation for damage caused 
to their living space by economic activities of organ-
isations of all forms of ownership or physical per-
sons. A similar norm is contained in the NAO law 
“On regulation of land issues on the territory of the 
Nenets Autonomous Okrug” (2005). 
Thus, both federal and regional legislation state the 
right of the NSIPN in the NAO to receive compensa-
tion for the damage rendered by hydrocarbon ex-
ploitation to their traditional nature use and a tra-
14 Decision of the State Mining Directorate (Gosgortekhnad-
zor) “On the statement of ‘Rules of protection of subsoil re-
sources’” (2003)
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ditional way of life. The procedure of payment and 
calculations of the sum of the damage which is sub-
ject to compensation is defined under the agree-
ment between the parties. 
The legislation of the NAO demands agreements 
between users of subsoil resources and representa-
tives of NSIPN at a stage of development of the pro-
ject. The advantage of this requirement is the fact 
that the law guarantees a compensation of damage 
to the NSIPN; the disadvantage is the fact that the 
real impact on the Territories of Traditional Nature 
Use and the traditional way of life can be much larg-
er than paid off under the agreement.
If the parties disagree about the size of indemni-
fications for damage that has occurred, they have 
the right to bring the case to court.
The federal law “On preservation of the environ-
ment”, which states the duty of full indemnification 
for damage to the environment, as well as regula-
tions regarding the payment, can be used to calcu-
late compensation for damages that have occurred. 
Calculating the size of the environmental damage 
caused by breaching environmental protection leg-
islation is grounded in the costs of restoring and re-
cultivating the degraded environment and carrying 
out whatever reconstruction work as may be re-
quired.
At the federal level, a number of methods to esti-
mate damage are approved. At the NAO level, there 
is the regulation “Rates for calculating the size of 
compensation for damage caused by legal and 
physical persons through illegal hunting, gathering, 
preparation or destruction of objects belonging to 
the Red List of endangered species of the NAO, as 
well as the destruction and degradation of their liv-
ing space” (2005). 
Unfortunately, to our knowledge, these calculation 
methods do not match the real size of the caused 
damage and losses, nor the actual costs of restora-
tion of the natural condition of the environment.
1.2.4. Traditional land use management in the NAO
The Association of Nenets People Yasavey was es-
tablished in 1989. It takes legislative initiatives in 
the area and sends its representatives to the Com-
mittee for Land Allocation and Allotment of Reculti-
vated Transpolar Lands. The Association also works 
in the NAO Committee for Fisheries and in the Com-
mittee for the Affairs of Nenets and Other Numeri-
cally Small Peoples of the North under the NAO’s 
Assembly of Deputies.
In 2001, the NAO issued the Enactment for the Es-
tablishment of Northern Indigenous People’s Ter-
ritories for Traditional Nature Use in the NAO. In 
2002, this Enactment was succeeded by the Reso-
lution for the Establishment of Specific Territories 
for Traditional Nature Use. Today, there are 22 ag-
ricultural production cooperatives (SPK, see Box 9), 
of which eight incorporate Territories of Traditional 
Nature Use (TTNU) established at a regional level. 
These lie within SPK lands already allocated during 
Soviet times (Box 6).
Unfortunately, the regulations for such territories 
lack provisions on how to manage them. Howev-
er, they include provisions stating that the natural 
resources within such territories shall be managed 
and their monitoring carried out by Northern in-
digenous communities and organisations duly au-
thorised to do so according to current legislation. 
This includes monitoring compliance with the main 
requirements of environmental and land manage-
ment legislation applicable to the land use for eco-
nomic purposes. 
Furthermore, the natural resources within SPK 
lands and TTNUs are traditionally used without any 
special land acquisition by clan communities estab-
lished under the Federal Law “On General Princi-
pals of Organisation of Communities of Indigenous 
Peoples of the North, Siberia and Far East of the 
Russian Federation” (Box 7).
1.2.4.1. Legislation for indigenous peoples of 
the Nenets Autonomous Okrug 
The Statute of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug of 11 
September 199515 provides for indigenous peoples’ 
participation in the exercising of power at the re-
gional and local levels, by way of representation in 
public authorities, Okrug administration and other 
directly democratic fora (Article 15). 
The issues of social and economic development 
of the Nenets are settled by government authori-
ties and Okrug administration with participation of 
Yasavey (Article 16). For the purpose of conserva-
tion and development of nature management by 
indigenous people, Territories of Traditional Nature 
Use (TTNU) are established in the Okrug (Article 
17). Allocation or withdrawal of land or other nat-
ural resources, which are the Okrug’s property, in 
the territory of local indigenous people, for purpos-
es other than traditional economic activities shall 
be agreed upon with local self-government bodies 
15 See Naryana-Vynder, 1995, Issue 145-146
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within the relevant territory or determined through 
local referendum (Article 57). 
In view of the fact that the legislation fails to de-
lineate when an agreement or a local referendum 
should be carried out, it is evident that there are 
two options. It would seem logial that whenever lo-
cal people show interest in settling issues pertain-
ing to the allocation or withdrawal of land or other 
natural resources, a referendum may be arranged 
and held. Apart from that, Article 13 of the feder-
al law “On Protection of Environment”16 also pro-
vides for the decision on locating facilities that are 
potentially dangerous for the environment to be 
made with consideration of public opinion or ref-
erendum results. A referendum is the highest form 
of people’s participation in local self-government. 
In accordance with Article 22, §7, of the Federal 
Law “On Common Principles for Organisation of Lo-
cal Self-Government in the Russian Federation”17, 
any decision taken by local referendum is subject to 
compulsory application within the municipality and 
does not need to be approved by any other public 
authorities, officials or local self-government bod-
ies. 
The NAO law ”On Reindeer husbandry in the Nenets 
Autonomous Okrug”18 contains a number of impor-
tant provisions regarding the participation of indig-
enous peolpe in decision-making. Thus, Article 15 
provides for development and adoption by Okrug 
authorities in cooperation with Yasavey of purpose-
oriented programmes aimed at the preservation 
and further development of traditional culture and 
the sustainable use of renewable natural resourc-
es. At the same time, reindeer herders, their rep-
resentatives and representatives of Yasavey may 
propose that environmental and ethnological as-
sessment to be carried out to assess activities af-
Box 6: Agricultural production co-
operatives (SPKs) having estab-
lished Territories of Traditional 
Nature Use (TTNUs) see maps O-3/O-4 
SPK koopkhoz Erv SPK 
Krasnyy Oktyabr
SPK im. Vyucheyskogo 
SPK Voskhod
SPK Druzhba Narodov 
SPK Kolguev
SPK Rassvet Severa 
SPK Put Ilicha
Box 7: List of Clan Communities (obshchinas) in the Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug
Clan community     Location
Community of indiv. reindeer herders Yamb To Amderma, Amderminskiy Village Council
Obshchina Ilebts     Nelmin-Nos, Malozemelskiy Village Council
Obshchina Neruta     Nelmin-Nos, Malozemelskiy Village Council
Obshchina Tabseda    Nelmin-Nos, Malozemelskiy Village Council
Obshchina Opseda    Nelmin-Nos, Malozemelskiy Village Council
Obshchina Vynder     Nelmin-Nos, Malozemelskiy Village Council
Obshchina Sava Ne    Iskateley
Obshchina Nerutsya (Varandey)   Naryan-Mar
Obshchina Salya Ter    Nes, Kaninskiy Village Council
Obshchina Syatorey Yakha   Indiga, Timanskiy Village Council
Farm Enterprise of V.F. Apitsyn   Indiga, Timanskiy Village Council
Farm Enterprise Senga    Nelmin-Nos, Malozemelskiy Village Council
Obshchina Vark     Nelmin-Nos, Malozemelskiy Village Council
16 N 7-FЗ of 10 January 2002; see Collected Legislation of the 
Russian Federation, 2002, No. 2, Article 133
17 N 131-FЗ of 6 October 2003
18 Of 10 July 2000; see Naryana-Vynder, 2000, No. 114
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fecting reindeer husbandry; they may also partic-
ipate in the actual process of such assessments 
(Article 17). Participation in such assessments ena-
bles indigenous people to influence expert opinion. 
The list of types of facilities subject to State Envi-
ronmental Assessment at federal and regional lev-
els is defined by Articles 11 and 12 of the federal 
law “On Enviromental Assessments”19. Recent legis-
lative changes has in effect shortened this list. How-
ever, it still provides for the possibility to assess the 
environmental impact of any scheduled economic 
activity that is potentially harmful to the environ-
ment on the basis of the Provision for Assessing the 
Effect of Projected Economic or Other Activities on 
the Environment in the Russian Federation20.
The NAO law “On Subsoil Resources”21 (Article 35) 
and the law “On the Procedure for the Allocation 
and Use of Subsoil Resources for the Purposes of 
Geological Research and Development of Common, 
Widespread Mineral Deposits”22 (Article 15) oblige 
subsoil resource users to commit to the terms of 
agreements made with indigenous peoples and to 
exploit subsurface assets taking into account in-
digenous peoples’ rights to the protection of their 
original environment, traditional life-style and ani-
mal husbandry. 
When realising this legislative provision, a number 
of challenges arise with respect to agreements to 
be entered into by subsoil users and indigenous 
peoples (Box 8). 
The NAO law “On Regulation of Land Issues on the 
Territory of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug”23 pro-
vides for particular criteria to be observed when al-
locating land plots for the purpose of construction 
activities and the location of facilities relating to the 
use of subsoil resources.
These criteria are the following: 
• Land plots are allocated only on the condition 
that submitted documentation contains the of-
ficial consent by indigenous peoples or ethnic 
groups, including communities or their author-
ised representatives, stating their agreement to 
land allocation, or a document stating that han-
dling of work – where geological-exploratory, 
geotechnical, geodesic, seismic or any other ac-
tivities or surveys are to be carried out within in-
digenous peoples’ territories – has been agreed 
with the indigenous peoples (Article 19). 
• The same law provides for restrictions and pro-
hibition on withdrawal and allocation of land for 
the purpose of the above mentioned activities, 
if such use should immediately endanger en-
vironmental safety, environmental conditions, 
preservation and development of the tradition-
al life-style and the sustainable management 
of indigenous ethnic communities (Article 22). 
Where land plots are to be allocated within the 
areas of traditional residence and economic ac-
tivities of indigenous people for purposes oth-
er than affecting their traditional activities, it is 
necessary to carry out a survey of the people’s 
and communities’ opinion. 
• The administration of the Okrug or local self-
government bodies shall take into account ref-
erenda or public meeting results when making 
decisions on preliminary approvals of sites for 
industrial purpose (Article 29).. 
The same provisionis are stipulated in §3, Article 31 
of the Land Code of the Russian Federation24. 
The above law “On Regulation of Land Issues on the 
Territory of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug” also 
defines the legal regime in the areas of tradition-
al inhabitancy and economic activities of Northern 
indigenous peoples. Thus, in those cases provided 
by federal laws, laws of the Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug and statutory notes, Territories of Tradition-
al Nature Use are established at regional (okrug) or 
federal level. These territories are given the status 
of specially protected natural areas (Article 28). The 
general rules for allocation and use of lands within 
the areas of traditional inhabitancy and acitivites of 
Northern indigenous peoples are provided in Arti-
cle 29, which stipulates that the procedure for use 
and protection of such lands shall be differentiat-
ed on the basis of land category and permitted use 
according to land use planning; such a procedure 
should be compatible with indigenous peoples’ 
customs and it should not obstruct their customary 
lifestyle. Within the NAO, in the areas of traditional 
inhabitancy and economic activities of Northern in-
digenous peoples, federal laws, laws of the Nenets 
Autonomous Okrug and statutory notes issued by 
local self-government bodies may establish a spe-
cial regime for land use. Under a specially estab-
lished legal regime, economic and recreational ac-
tivities can be restricted on land plots within areas 
allocated for partial economic use.
19 N 174-FЗ of 23 November 1995; see Collected Legislation 
of the Russian Federation, 1995, No. 48, Article 4556
20 N of 372 16 May 2000, approved by Resolution of RF State 
Committee for Ecology
21 Of 2 June 2003; see Naryana-Vynder, 2003, No. 95–96
22 Of 6 May 2005; see Naryana-Vynder, 2005, No. 77–78.
23 Of 29 December 2005; see Naryana-Vynder, 2006, No. 7.
24 N 136-FЗ of 25 October 2001; see Collected Legislation of 
the Russian Federation, 2002, No. 44, p. 4147.
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Box 8: Challenges in reindeer herders – oil company relations concerning 
mutual agreements 
• Not all the companies make agreements with reindeer herders. 
• Most agreements are short-term – one to two years. Only three companies have agreements 
with validity periods based on license agreements. There is only one trilateral agreement 
(which includes the Okrug administration).
• “Secret” agreements.
• Lack of a mechanism to investigation of reindeer herders’ opinions on land allocation issues 
and oil companies’ operations.
1.2.4.2. Challenges for the environmental 
management and conservation of traditional 
land use areas
One of the challenges in efficient management of 
traditional nature use lands is the lack of up-to-date 
land use plans for all relevant farming units. This is 
because natural resources of agricultural produc-
tion cooperatives’ (SPKs’) lands are also being used 
by private farming units and communities without 
any special land allocation. There is no reliable in-
formation about which particular land areas rein-
deer herders are utilising at any given time. This 
lack of information can lead to problems. For exam-
ple, in the autumn a group of herders could migrate 
with their animals along a route without encoun-
tering any obstacles, but in the spring that same 
route could be obstructed by a pipeline, quarry or 
any other industrial facility placed there in the ab-
sence of knowledge of the reindeer herders’ route. 
The project managers had agreed to the pipeline 
or quarry project with the legal owners of land (the 
SPK administration), but without consulting the ac-
tual reindeer herders. 
Another challenge is the lack of proper manage-
ment of Territories of Traditional Nature Use (TT-
NUs) and ambiguity regarding which government 
authority is responsible for managing these TTNUs. 
The NAO had to delegate some of their responsi-
bilities to the Arkhangelsk Oblast in 2008. These re-
sponsibilities relate, in particular, to managing spe-
cially protected natural areas, under which TTNUs 
fall. On the other hand, the responsibilities to pro-
tect the natural resources and traditional lifestyle 
of the NAO’s indigenous people remain within the 
NAO’s terms of reference. It remains undetermined 
which of the authorities is in charge of TTNU man-
agement. 
The third challenge concerns the fact that neither 
NAO nor federal legislation provide any require-
ments of compulsory assessment of industrial pro-
jects’ impact on the traditional lands and lifestyle of 
the indigenous people. Although indigenous peo-
ple and representatives of Yasavey have the right 
both to propose environmental and ethnological 
assessments of activities affecting reindeer hus-
bandry, and even participate in the assessment pro-
cess (see 1.4.2), the users of subsoil resources are 
not obliged to satisfy these requirements.
The fourth challenge is the absence of a common 
forum in the Okrug where representatives of gov-
ernment authorities, industrial companies and in-
digenous peoples could negotiate and make com-
mon decisions to achieve a balance of interests of 
all stakeholders. 
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1.2.5. NAO legislation – a legal instrument for solving the problems of  
Northern indigenous peoples 
Contribution by I.E. Ledkov, Deputy Chairman of NAO Assembly of Deputies and Vice President of Associa-
tion of Nenets People Yasavey. Based on material from the scientific-technical conference “History, Cul-
ture, Traditions of Indigenous Population - Industrial Development of Northern Areas”, 5-7 April 2006, 
Naryan-Mar.
It is stipulated by the Constitution of the Russian 
Federation (Article 72) that the issues of preserv-
ing the primordial living environment and tradition-
al way of life of indigenous peoples fall under the 
joint jurisdiction of the Russian Federation and its 
administrative units. This means that for a certain 
law regarding indigenous peoples to be adopted by 
an administrative subunit of the Russian Federation 
it is first necessary that a federal law, or federal law 
provisions, is passed which would regulate the le-
gal conditions. 
In some cases, however, this can be bypassed. Legis-
lative (representative) bodies may adopt their own 
laws that meet the provisions of federal legislation 
and can be in effect until the respective federal law 
is enacted. The adopted law then has to be brought 
in line with the enacted federal one. In addition, ad-
ministrative subunits are granted full authority with 
regard to issues covered by the joint jurisdiction of 
the Russian Federation and RF administrative subu-
nits. And the NAO Assembly of Deputies are using 
such 
authority as a legal tool in dealing with the chal-
lenges of Northern indigenous peoples.
The following groups of laws have a bearing on the 
problems of the Northern indigenous peoples:
• First, a block of laws and statutory acts relating 
to traditional management and way of life of in-
digenous peoples;
• Second, legislative and statutory acts relating to 
of indigenous peoples’ capacity development 
and facilitating mechanisms for their self-deter-
mination;
• Third, acts addressing the social and economic 
challenges of indigenous peoples.
A number of challenges are being regulated by fed-
eral legislation, including the special acts listed in 
Section 1.2.3.1. It should be noted that the adop-
tion of the federal law “On introduction into leg-
islative acts of the Russian Federation of amend-
ments and invalidation of certain legislative acts of 
the Russian Federation…”, of 22 August 2004, en-
tailed changes regarding the rights and interests of 
Northern indigenous peoples. The changes made 
to federal legislation required amendments to the 
regional legislation. 
The first block of legislative and statutory acts re-
lates to land, where land is regarded as the basis 
for maintaining traditional economic activity, for 
the existence of Northern indigenous peoples and 
as a basis for them to interact with subsurface re-
source users.
The NAO was among the first to prohibit the use 
of tracked vehicles in the tundra in summer. This 
timely act saved reindeer pastures from destruc-
tion while geological exploration was ongoing in 
the area. 
The Okrug government passed the following regu-
lations:
• “Regulations for Territories of Traditional Na-
ture Use of indigenous peoples of the North in 
NAO” (2001);
• “Regulations on the regional inter-departmen-
tal commission for handling applications aiming 
at establishing Territories of Traditional Nature 
Use of regional level within NAO” (2001);
• “Regulations for establishing Territories of Tra-
ditional Nature Use in rural production cooper-
atives dealing in reindeer husbandry”. 
A number of the provisions of these regulations will 
have to be revised on account of the Federal law 
“On introduction into legislative acts of the Russian 
Federation of amendments and invalidation of cer-
tain legislative acts of the Russian Federation”.
Land use is generally regulated by the Land Code of 
the Russian Federation (revised 2001). 
It is particularly noteworthy that today reindeer 
pastures can only be leased to companies for com-
pensation towards traditional land users, whereas 
according to the previous version of the Land Code 
indigenous peoples engaged in traditional econom-
ic sectors were entitled to use the land, i.e. rein-
deer pastures, for free and unconditional. 
It is necessary to focus on the economic factors that 
will negatively impact indigenous peoples, espe-
cially during the current economic recession. Also 
important are the psychological factors which may 
negatively affect indigenous peoples, the most sig-
nificant being a persistent state policy aimed at de-
priving indigenous peoples of their land rights. Peo-
ples of the North have managed to conserve the 
natural environment of their land during millen-
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nia, and are now being treated by the state unfairly. 
Apart from being deprived of land, indigenous peo-
ples are running the risk of losing the age-old ide-
ology concerning land, including a careful and cus-
todial attitude toward the land, a special attitude 
to tundra as the subsistence base and the basis for 
the well-being of the family and the larger indige-
nous society. 
It must be noted that the state’s first negative im-
pact on reindeer herders and their families oc-
curred a long time ago. The state’s activities and 
policies – manifested by the state-owned geologi-
cal companies - totally contradicted the ideology of 
tundra people. It was readily apparent to reindeer 
herders that one was allowed to damage tundra for 
the purpose of state tasks and bear no responsibil-
ity for the damage. It is now impossible to say how 
many tundra land plots were subjected to the so-
called ‘land reclamation’ at the hands of the state. 
Today, tundra is exploited by private oil-producing 
companies and therefore the issues of preserving 
and careful use of indigenous peoples’ territories of 
traditional land management are even more acute. 
The Land Code of the Russian Federation (Article 
31) provides for general rules regarding leasing land 
plots within the areas of traditional residence and 
economic activities of indigenous peoples and eth-
nic communities for purposes not relating to sub-
sistence and other traditional economic activities. 
In late 2005, the NAO Assembly of Deputies adopt-
ed the law “On regulation of land relations within 
NAO”. The Association of Nenets People Yasavey 
had proposed a number of provisions which were 
approved by the deputies and introduced into 
the law, among them the chapter “Legal status of 
land within the areas of traditional residence and 
economic activities of indigenous peoples of the 
North”. The provisions stipulate that when allocat-
ing land plots for the purposes of subsurface users, 
it is necessary to survey the opinion of ethnic peo-
ple, and governmental authorities must take these 
into consideration when making land allocation de-
cisions. Reindeer herders must also be compensat-
ed for all losses. The NAO law provides for compen-
sation agreements to be made between reindeer 
herders and subsurface users with respect to losses 
arising from damage, pollution or unauthorized use 
of land plots or violation of tundra people’s rights. 
The parties must agree on the size of the compen-
sation. This makes it unprofitable for subsurface us-
ers to damage reindeer pastures, and where con-
tractual terms are violated the amount of losses 
will be paid directly to reindeer herders, not into 
the state treasury.
The Association of Nenets People Yasavey has fo-
cused its activity on exercising its right of legislative 
initiative. The association has proposed to the As-
sembly of Deputies two draft laws: “On special le-
gal status of land use within the areas of tradition-
al residence and economic activities of indigenous 
peoples of the North in the NAO” and “On ethno-
logical assessments”. The first draft had to be with-
drawn due to the enactment of the above men-
tioned area’s law (“On regulation of land relations 
within NAO”), and there are obstacles for adopt-
ing the latter. The obstacles consist, firstly, in the 
fact that presently there is no similar federal law 
adopted and, secondly, ethnological assessments 
have to be carried out jointly with environmental 
assessments. The procedures of environmental as-
sessments fall within the jurisdiction of federal gov-
ernmental authorities, and therefore federal ad-
ministrative subunits, i.e. the Okrug’s Assembly of 
Deputies, are not authorized to adopt such a law.
Changes in the federal legislation on natural re-
sources and land that resulted in the regions having 
less authority in regulating land relations, licens-
ing and controlling subsurface management call for 
new approaches with regard to the state protection 
of the rights and interests of indigenous small eth-
nic minorities of the North. 
In our area, the main economic industry for the 
Nenets is reindeer husbandry. In 2002, the Assem-
bly of Deputies adopted the law ”On reindeer hus-
bandry in the NAO”. The law was lobbied by P.A. 
Yavtysyy – the then Vice President of the Associa-
tion of Nenets People Yasavey, and a famous Nenets 
poet and writer. It provides for the legal, econom-
ic, environmental and and social basis of reindeer 
husbandry as one of traditional economic activities 
of Northern indigenous peoples. The law also aims 
at facilitating their effective economic activities and 
the maintenance of their traditional way of life.
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Box 9: Russian legal definitions concerning indigenous peoples of the 
North, Siberia and Far East of the Russian Federation 
prepared by Ekaterina Khmeleva, Legal Center “Rodnik”
SPK - Agricultural production cooperative / СПК - Сельскохозяйственный производственный 
кооператив
An SPK is an organisation established by agricultural producers and/or private farmers for joint 
agricultural production, processing and marketing, as well as other activities not prohibited by 
legislation. An SPK is based on voluntary membership, on joining up members’ property shares 
and the personal labour of the members. (Article 1 and 3 of the Federal Law on Agricultural Co-
operations, no. 193-FZ, 08.12.1995.)
Clan community / Родовая община
A form of self-organisation of indigenous people joined by blood relations, leading a traditional 
way of life and occupied with traditional modes of livelihood. (According to Art. 1 of the Federal 
Law of 20 July 2002 no. 104-FZ “On General Principals of Organisation of Communities of Indig-
enous Peoples of the North, Siberia and Far East of the Russian Federation”.) Clan communities 
are non-profit organisations. (Article 2, part 3 of the Federal Law on Non-Profit Organisations, no. 
7-FZ, 12 January 1996, with amendments.)
TTNU - Territories of Traditional Nature Use / ТТПП - Территории традиционного 
природопользования
Territories of Traditional Nature Use (Land Use) of Indigenous Peoples of the North, Siberia and 
Far East of the Russian Federation are specially protected areas established for pursuing tradi-
tional natural resource use and traditional ways of life by indigenous peoples of the North, Sibe-
ria and far East of the Russian Federation. (Article 1 of Federal Law of 7 May 2001 “On Territories 
of Traditional Nature Use of numerically small indigenous people of the North, Siberia and the Far 
East of the Russian Federation”.)
Indigenous residence territory / Территории традиционного проживания коренных 
малочисленных народов
As defined by Russian legislation, these are the territories where ancestors of indigenous peo-
ples had been living, pursuing a traditional lifestyle, and where indigenous peoples currently fol-
low traditional lifestyles. Russian administrative subunits that contain territories of traditional 
residence of indigenous people are listed in the Standard List of Indigenous Peoples of the Rus-
sian Federation, adopted by the Decree of the Government of the Russian Federation, no. 255, 24 
March 2000.
Traditional indigenous way of life / Традиционный образ жизни коренных малочисленных 
народов
A traditional way of life of indigenous people is the historically established way of life of indig-
enous peoples based on the traditional natural resource use practices of their ancestors and on 
their distinctive social organisation, culture, customs and religion. (Article 1 of Federal Law “On 
guarantees of the rights of numerically small indigenous peoples of the Russian Federation”.)
Primordial environment / Исконная среда обитания
Primordial environment of indigenous peoples is a historically established area where indigenous 
peoples pursue their cultural and economic activities. This land has an influence on their self-
identification and on their way of life. (Article 1 of Federal Law “On guarantees of the rights of nu-
merically small indigenous peoples of the Russian Federation”.)
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OIL AND GAS DEVELOPMENT IN THE NAO
1.3. Oil-and-gas development in relation to indigenous peo-
ples in the NAO 
1.3.1. The development of hydrocarbon installations in the NAO
After prospecting for hydrocarbons beginning in 
the 1960s, the real oil boom in the area started in 
the 1990s, in the Bolshezemelskaya Tundra and, to 
a minor extent, on Kolguev Island. Production start-
ed in the Ardalinskoe (1994) and Kharyaga (1999) 
oil fields in the southern Bolshezemelskaya Tundra, 
and in the area around Varandey at the shore of 
the Pechora Sea. Both Kharyaga and Varandey have 
since developed to become major industrial facili-
ties, where pipelines from many oil fields join to-
gether (Maps B-1, B-3).
In addition, Naryan-Mar and depending villages 
(Krasnoe, Telviska) are supplied with gas for the 
power station as well as for heating and cooking 
from the Vasilkovskoe gas field at the Pechora Riv-
er mouth by a 63 km long pipeline constructed in 
1978. 
By 2002, 34.5 million tonnes of oil had been ex-
tracted in the NAO. The annual production was 7.3 
million tonnes in 2006 and increased to 14.2 million 
tonnes in 2008. There are plans to increase the rate 
to 23.3 million tonnes in 201025.
In Kharyaga (or Kharyaginskoe) oil is sent south-
ward from many oil fields (companies Lukoil-Ko-
mi, Total Exploration Development Russia, Pecho-
raneft, Surgutneftegaz) through pipelines (Map B-3) 
to the major Usinsk junction (149 km), whence it 
goes westward by an old pipeline constructed ear-
lier for the Komi oil production (Komineft compa-
ny) in the Usinsk area. The Kharyaga deposit is one 
of three in Russia that are being developed accord-
ing to the terms of an Agreement on Section Pro-
duction (SRP). The total oil reserves of categories 
A+B+C are estimated to 160.4 million tonnes, in the 
contract zone 97 million tonnes. The Kharyaga SRP 
was concluded on 20 December 1995 for a period 
of 29 years with the possibility of prolongation un-
til 33 years. It came into force on 12 February 1999. 
Investors of the project are the joint-stock company 
Total Exploration Development Russia (France, 50 
%), Norsk Hydro Sverige A.B. (Sweden, 40 %) and 
the joint-stock company Nenetskaya Neftyanaya 
Kompania (Russia, 10 %). The latter is controlled by 
the NAO Administration. Total Exploration Develop-
ment Russia acts as the operator. Total’s oil reserves 
are now estimated at 55 million tonnes, while dur-
ing project development an extract of 45 million 
tonnes was estimated.26
A ca. 90 km long pipeline brings oil from the Tedin-
skoe field (company Lukoil-Komi company) and the 
Ardalinskoe field (Polyarnye Siyaniye [Polar Lights] 
company) to Kharyaga from the north-east. Anoth-
er ca. 100 km long pipeline comes from the Yuzhno-
Shapkinskoe (Sever-TEK company) and other fields 
in the west. The Shapkinskoe oil field area is also 
connected by pipeline southeastward to Usinsk in 
the Komi Republic. 
In Varandey, minor amounts of oil have been shipped 
since 2000. A larger, all-year loading line was fin-
ished in 2002, with a 4.8 km long sub-sea pipe-
line from the onshore storage tanks. The amount 
of shipped oil increased from 200,000 tonnes in 
2002 to 660,000 tonnes in 2007. A new oil termi-
nal has recently (2008) opened, by the company 
Naryanmarneftegaz (a joint venture of Lukoil, 70%, 
and Conoco Phillips, 30%), to replace the old one. 
This terminal has started to send tankers directly to 
some destinations. Oil is also transported by shut-
tle tankers to Murmansk, where the oil is collect-
ed in larger tankers and transported to the world 
market via the Scandinavian coast. The terminal 
is constructed for a capacity of 12 million tonnes/
year, with an onshore storage facility of 325,000 
m2. The loading platform lies 22 km offshore and 
is connected to the storage facility with a sub-sea 
pipeline27. In 2008, 1.9 million tonnes of crude oil 
was sent from the new terminal; the capacity for 
2009 is estimated to be 8 million tonnes, most of 
it delivered through the new 150 km long pipeline 
(finished in 2008) from the Yuzhno-Khylchuyu oil 
field28. At Yuzhno-Khylchuyu another pipelilne junc-
tion centre with technological facilities is being de-
veloped (Map B-1).
Prirazlomnoe is another offshore terminal, with a 
storage capacity of 109,000 m2. Under construc-
tion since 2002, it is situated 60 km offshore on an 
ice-resistant coundation standing on the sea bot-
tom at a depth of 20 m. It will be operable by 2011 
(postponed several times) and will reach a maxi-
25 http://www.adm-nao.ru/?show=statics&id=39
26 http://www.promved.ru/articles/article.
phtml?id=574&nomer=22
27 http://www.neurope.eu/articles/87870.php
28 Bambulyak, B. & Frantzen, B. 2009: Oil transport from the 
Russian part of the Barents Region. Status per January 2009. 
Svanhovd Environmental Centre. Svanhovd. 91 pp. http://
img.custompublish.com/getfile.php/908406.900.qpqreacrqx/
Oil_transport_2009.pdf?return=www.barents.no
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Another pipeline constructed in 2005 brings oil 
from the Nyadeyyuskoe, Khasyreyskoe and Cher-
payuskoe fields (company Rosneft) in the east 
(>250 km), and a pipeline branch from the Musy-
urshorskoe field (company Severnoe Siyaniye) in 
the south (ca. 70 km). This pipeline system joins the 
Khrayaga pipeline south of the NAO boundary at 
Verkhnekolvinsk (Komi Republic). 
Pipeline systems are planned to connect the oil 
fields around Kharyaga both with the Yuzhno-Kh-
ylchuyu pipeline to the north, and with a possi-
bly new tanker terminal to be built at Indiga to the 
west; this will ease pressure on the Usinsk pipe-
line, which does not have sufficient capacity, and 
the major export route will then be along the Arc-
tic coast.
1.3.2. Effects of industrial activities on the environment reported by scien-
tists and authorities
To meet environmental standards in the rapidly 
developing hydrocarbon resource area is a chal-
lenge.31 Pollution of the Pechora River started in 
the 1950s, mainly from the early prospecting in the 
upper part of the river in the Komi Republic. Spill 
water amounting to some 130,000 m2 is estimated 
to have been dumped into the river, affecting prac-
tically all fish species32. After the well-known 1995 
Usinsk oil spill33 (Komi Republic) zooplancton spe-
cies were reduced from 60 to 23 species; they had 
recovered to 57 species in 2006/7. The fish species 
are getting more specialised.34 Effects on the fauna 
of the sensitive ecosystems of the Pechora River es-
tuary and other coastal areas with its littoral marsh-
es are continuously monitored.35,36
Ninety-five percent of the drinking water of the 
NAO comes from the Pechora River. The main prob-
lematic, persistent pollutants are arsenic and mer-
cury, which are derived from industry in the upper 
part of the river (Komi Republic). There are plans 
to monitor the tributaries of the Pechora River un-
til 2012/14. Of 44 polluters along the Pechora Riv-
er, 37 have licenses, and 4 licenses have been with-
drawn.37
There is a high pressure on reindeer pastures. Pas-
tures with sufficient quality of lichen, which is im-
portant for the animals’ digestion, have been re-
duced by almost 20% from 1984 to 2002.38
The relevant government agencies have no practical 
possibility or sufficient funding to really control pol-
lution, although they know well the real situation.39 
The basic method to protect nature is the devel-
opment of a framework of protected areas, taking 
especially care of estuaries/river mouths, lake-riv-
er systems coastal areas rich in biodiversity (Map 
O-2, paragraph 2.4.7). The goal of the environmen-
tal protection authorities is to protect the main riv-
ers and the entire coastal zone. New protected ar-
eas have recently been established: More-Yu and 
Pym-Va-Shor in the eastern part of Bolshezemel-
mum annual production of 7.5 million tonnes29. 
The Prirazlomnoe oil field is licensed to the compa-
ny Sevmorneftegaz (Map O-5).
In the eastern part of Kolguev Island, a number of 
oil rigs have been producing minor amounts of oil 
and gas condensate since 1987 from the Peshch-
anoozerskoe oil field (Map A-3; company Arktik-
morneftegazrazvedka). The production has been 
decreasing from 120,000 tonnes in 2002 to 50,000 
tonnes in 2008. The oil is processed for local needs 
or accumulated in onshore storage tanks (capacity 
75,000 tonnes) through the year, where it is collect-
ed by shuttle tankers (max. 40 000 tonnes) during 
the ice-free summer season (2-6 months) by an off-
shore pipeline docking station.30
29 Bambulyak, B. & Frantzen, B. 2009, see above
30 Bambulyak, B. & Frantzen, B. 2009, see above
31 S. Chibisov, NAO Dept. of Natural Resources and Environ-
ment, oral presentation “Prospects of NAO economical de-
velopment, environmental risks and the ways to eliminate 
them”, EcoPechora Conference, Naryan-Mar, 13-14 May 
2008.
32 A. Lukin et al., Akvaplan.niva/PINRO, oral presentation 
“Environmental problems of the Pechora River: Past, present 
and future”, EcoPechora Conference, Naryan-Mar, 13-14 May 
2008.
33 http://www.drj.com/articles/spr01/1402-01p.html
34 A. Lukin et al., see above
35 M. Gavrilenko et al., AARI/MMB/NPI, oral presentation 
“Seabirds of the Pechora Sea under conditions of modern ex-
ploration of the Arctic Shelf”, EcoPechora Conference, Nary-
an-Mar, 13-14 May 2008.
36 O. & I. Lavrinenko, NAO Dept. of ROSPRIRODNADZOR/NAO 
Dir. of Nat. Prot. Areas, oral presentation “Littoral marshes 
as unique and most sensitive ecosystems during oil extraction 
and marine shipping”, EcoPechora Conference, Naryan-Mar, 
13-14 May 2008.
37 A. Osina, Dvina-Pechora Basin Water Dept., oral presenta-
tion “Water use status of the Pechora River in NAO”, EcoPe-
chora Conference, Naryan-Mar, 13-14 May 2008.
38 T. Romanenko & M. Kanyukova, Naryan-Mar Station of 
Russian Acad. of Agric., oral presentation “Dietary habits 
and ecology of reindeer in the NAO”, EcoPechora Conference, 
Naryan-Mar, 13-14 May 2008.
39 V. Bezumov et al., NAO Dept. of ROSPRIRODNADZOR, oral 
presentation “Problems of environmental protection legisla-
tion towards NAO”, EcoPechora Conference, Naryan-Mar, 13-
14 May 2008.
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skaya Tundra, Kanon Bolshie Vorota in the Timan 
area, and Shoynskiy on the Kanin Peninsula. But oil 
interests do not necessarily stop at the border of a 
protected area. The borders of the large Nenetskiy 
Nature Reserve have already been changed due to 
the hydrocarbon interests. And even when the bor-
ders are not touched, polluted waters do not stop 
at the boundaries of protected areas. Eighty per-
cent of the land east of the Pechora River is sup-
Figure 1-2: Map show-
ing zonation of the 
NAO according to envi-
ronmental vulnerabil-
ity under the pressure 
of industrial develop-
ment (from Korobov, 
V.B. & Shumilova, Yu.N. 
2008). See also Map 
O-7.
40 I. Lavrinenko, NAO Dir. of Ptrot. Areas, oral presentation 
“Protected Areas – the foundation of the environmental pro-
tection framework of the NAO”, EcoPechora Conference, Nar-
yan-Mar, 13-14 May 2008.
41 Korobov, V.B. and Shumilova, Yu.N. 2008: К вопросу о 
районировании территории Ненецкого автономного 
округа под задачу освоения нефтяных месторождений 
posed to be degraded if pollution restrictions are 
not intensified.40 
The Pomor State University has developed a meth-
od to establish zonation of the area with respect to 
a combination of vulnerability and environmental 
pressure (Figure 1-2; Map O-7).41
. (About the question of zonation of Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug under the problem of development of oil deposits.) pp. 
155-159 in P.A. Feklistov.: Экологические проблемы Севера: 
межвузовский сборник научных трудов (Environmental 
Problems of the North: an interuniversity collection of pro-
ceedings). Arkhangelsk: Publishing House AGTU, 2008, Re-
lease 11.
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1.3.3.1. Legal Analysis Procedure
There are at present 70 licenses issued for operat-
ing in the NAO (Nenets Autonomous Okrug). Cop-
ies of 38 licenses were passed on to Yasavey upon 
request (Table, section 2.4.8.).42 
It should be noted that, in this case, the NAO Sub-
soil Resource Management has ensured the right 
of NAO’s indigenous peoples’ representatives to 
have access to information on economic activities 
carried out within indigenous peoples’ territories, 
which may impact on their traditional way of life. 
The license documents contain data on environ-
mental protection and compliance with indigenous 
peoples’ rights.
The license agreements were analyzed on the basis 
of a questionnaire developed for this purpose con-
taining two sets of questions indicative of compli-
ance with legal requirements: 
1) questions related to compliance with legislation 
on the aspects of NAO’s indigenous peoples’ rights 
(concerning the requirements of entering into an 
agreement with indigenous peoples and compen-
sating for all losses as a result of land plots with-
drawal); 
2) questions related to compliance with legislation 
on environmental protection (namely, the State En-
vironmental Assessment of documents substantiat-
ing the license to use subsurface resources, docu-
ments providing the obligation to recultivate land 
upon project termination, as well as on compli-
ance with other environmental protection require-
ments).
The questions have been formulated taking into ac-
count  results obtained from the review “Legisla-
tive requirements for the hydrocarbon industry and 
protection of the rights of numerically small indig-
enous peoples of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug” 
prepared by lawyers of Legal Center Rodnik for the 
present project (see Appendix 2 and Section 1.2.3.).
1.3.3.2. Validity periods of licenses issued for 
operations in the NAO
It is also necessary to focus on validity periods of 
the license agreements issued. The large majori-
1.3.3. Analysis of license documents
by Е. Khmeleva, Cand. of Legal Sciences, and Т. Grechushkina, attorney, Legal Center Rodnik 
42 According to information from the Directorate for Subsoil 
Resource Management for the Nenets Autonomous Okrug 
(NAO Subsoil Resource Management) responding to inquiries 
by lawyers of the Legal Center Rodnik, as filed by the Associa-
tion of Nenets People Yasavey.  Letters No.87 of 16 February 
2009 and No. 216 of 1 April 2009, sent by Directorate of Sub-
soil Resource Management for NAO under the Federal Agen-
cy for Subsoil Resource Management (Rosnedra).
ty of the analyzed license agreements were issued 
for periods between five (as provided for geological 
survey works) and 25 years. 
There are three agreements that are extraordi-
nary in terms of being issued for much longer pe-
riods. The first is the license issued for OOO Lukoil-
Komi for the period from 09 July 2008 to 12 April 
2081 (ref.no. 79, see section 2.4.8., map O-6), i.e. 
73 years, for the purposes of geological survey, hy-
drocarbon exploration and development of the In-
zyreysk oil field. Second, OOO Lukoil-Komi has been 
granted the right to develop the Tedinsk oil field 
from 09 August 2008 to 31 December 2061 (ref.
no. 40), i.e. within 53 years. Third, the Yuzhno-Kh-
ylchuyu oil-and-gas field can be developed by OOO 
Naryanmarneftegaz from 23 September 2004 to 12 
April 2042 (ref.no. 54), i.e. within 38 years. 
Although such long terms do appear in compliance 
with the legislation43, they differ significantly from 
the others.
1.3.3.3. Quantitative Analysis of question-
naire issues
1) Does the agreement comply with the re-
quirements of the federal law “On environmen-
tal assessment”, as valid prior to the enactment 
of 30 December 2008 of the Federal Law N 309-
FZ “On introduction of changes into article 16 of 
the federal law ‘On environmental protection’”, 
and those provided by other legislative acts of 
the Russian Federation – in other words, has 
the State Committee on Environment issued a 
positive conclusion with regards to documents 
and substantiation of the appropriate licenses?
None of the agreements clearly states whether a 
State Environmental Assessment has actually been 
carried out or not. 17 agreements contain provi-
sions for the customer’s responsibility to initiate 
each project phase only after acquisition of the re-
quired expert conclusions. 
The majority of license agreements (21) do not pro-
vide for the requirement of State Environmental 
Assessment to be carried out. 
2) Compliance with legal requirements con-
cerning the rights of indigenous peoples of the 
Nenets Autonomous Okrug:
43 According to Article 10 of RF law “On subsoil resources”, 
the areas for mining operations shall be leased for the ‘term 
necessary for the deposit’s development to be calculated on 
the basis of a feasibility study, which is to provide for sustain-
able resources development and protection”, that means, a 
maximum period is not defined.
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the  NAO 
None of the license agreements provides for any 
other special requirements to observe the rights 
of NAO’s small ethnic minorities – despite the fact 
that neither the RF nor the NAO legislations are 
limited to agreements with companies operating 
within the traditional residence areas of indigenous 
peoples.
3. Compliance with requirements relating to 
environmental protection and land use:
A) Does the license agreement require that soil 
recultivation be ensured upon project comple-
tion, as stipulated by paragraph 4, Article 88 of 
RF Land Code and Regulation N 71 “On Approval 
of the Rules for Protection of Mineral Resources 
issued by Gosgortekhnadzor” (State Committee 
for Industrial and Mining Safety Supervision) of 
6 June 2003?
37 out of 38 license agreements do provide for sub-
soil user’s responsibility to ensure soil recultivation 
is carried out on completion of resources develop-
ment operations. 
Such responsibility is not provided for in only one 
license agreement for the Kharyaga oil field devel-
opment by the French OAO “Total RRR” (ref. No. 58; 
terms and conditions of Agreement on section pro-
duction, see 1.3.1). 
B) Does the license agreement provide for the re-
quirements related to environmental measures, 
environmental restoration, sound management 
and restoration of natural resources, as well as 
ensuring environmental safety, as stipulated by 
federal law N 7-FZ “On Environmental Protec-
tion” (Article 34) of 10 Jan. 2002?
All the 38 agreements analyzed do provide for the 
environmental protection requirements to be com-
plied with. 
The most common wordings are:
“License Holder shall duly comply with well aban-
donment procedure, other legal requirements of 
RF legislation, as well as duly approved standards 
(rules or regulations) to govern safe conduct of op-
eration and protection of mineral resources and 
natural habitats” (as stated in the license issued to 
OAO Surgutneftegas  for the Vostochno-Simbeysk 
field development). 
“For the purposes of sustainable development of 
natural resources, environmental protection and 
safe conduct of operations, the License Holder shall 
be governed by this Agreement and generally appli-
cable laws and legal acts of the Russian Federation 
and the Nenets Autonomous Okrug concerning the 
sustainable development of natural resources, en-
vironmental protection and safe conduct of opera-
tions” (provision for Yambotinsk license area, ZAO 
A) Does the license agreement express the re-
quirement for the company to enter into and ful-
fill the agreements with NAO indigenous peo-
ples, as stipulated by the NAO law N 416-ОZ of 2 
June 2003 “On Subsoil Resource Management”? 
The above issue is neglected in 23 out of 38  ana-
lyzed agreements.
Eleven license agreements do provide for the sub-
soil resource users’ obligation to agree with the 
NAO Administration on allocating funding for the 
okrug’s social and economic development pro-
grammes,  and to include programmes aimed at 
observing the interests of indigenous peoples. Fur-
thermore, some license agreements (for the Tedin-
skiy oil field to be developed by OOO Lukoil-Komi, 
for the Sredne-Kharyaga oil field to be developed 
by OAO Pechoraneft, and for Musyurshorskiy oil 
field by OOO NK Severnoe Siyanie – ref no.s 40, 64, 
140) state that a special agreement shall be entered 
with the Association of Nenets People Yasavey. The 
license issued to OOO NK Severnoe Siyanie (ref.no. 
140) also specifies the concrete terms and condi-
tions to be provided for in such an agreement. 
Instead of direct obligations to enter into agree-
ments with indigenous peoples, four license agree-
ments provide for the establishment of Territories 
of Traditional Nature Use (TTNU) within the license 
area. These are the licenses issued to the compa-
ny OOO NK Gornyy Oil for the development of  the 
Ponchatinsk field (ref.no. 36; the license specifies 
the TTNUs Druzhba Narodov and Put Ilicha to be 
established in the license area), to OAO Surgutneft-
egas for the development of the Sarutayusk field 
(ref.no. 73; work to be carried out with regard to 
the TTNU Erv), and to ZAO Severgeologiya for two 
licenses to carry out geological survey in the Yam-
botinsk and Zapadno-Efremovsk areas (ref.no.s 34, 
42), providing for the observation of the TTNU Dru-
zhba Narodov. 
B) Does the license agreement provide for the 
requirement to compensate for all damages in-
curred as a result of withdrawn land plots, as 
provided by NAO law N 671-ОZ of 29 Dec.  2005 
“On regulation of land relations within NAO”?
Practically none of the agreements analyzed, ex-
cept for one, stipulate the requirements to com-
pensate for any damage caused by natural resourc-
es exploitation. 
The only license agreement specially providing 
for the owner’s liability to compensate for dam-
age caused to subsurface resources, environment 
or any third parties is that issued to OOO Naryan-
marneftegaz for the Yuzhno-Khylchuyu field devel-
opment (ref.no. 54).
C) Other conditions to be observed in the license 
agreement with respect to indigenous peoples of 
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Severgeologiya, ref.no 34).
C) Does the license agreement require that any 
other terms and conditions be complied with re-
garding the protection of environment and natu-
ral resources? 
All the license agreements analyzed do stipulate en-
vironmental protection requirements. Among them 
– the use of state-of-the-art technologies, sustain-
able development, environmental measures, gas 
flaring, etc.
4) Do terms and conditions of the license agree-
ments provide for any limitations on the access 
to information about the license agreement or 
environmental protection requirements, or in-
digenous peoples’ rights contained therein? 
None of the agreements provides for any special 
limitation on the access to information about the 
license agreement or any information contained 
therein. Although, many documents do stipulate 
regulating conditions on confidentiality with regard 
to the geological data on the natural resources to 
be obtained in the course of field development.
1.3.3.4. Conclusions 
The analysis of issued license agreements for the 
development of NAO’s resources concludes as fol-
lows:
1) As it follows from the license agreements and let-
ter No. 216 of 01 April 2009 from the NAO Subsoil 
Resource Management, it is impossible to give a 
definite answer to whether positive findings of the 
State Environmental Assessment Committee have 
been made or not. The NAO Subsoil Resource Man-
agement appears to have no relevant information, 
as this matter is not covered by any of the agree-
ments.
2) Most of the license agreements have been found 
to poorly comply with the requirements to consider 
NAO’s indigenous peoples’ rights to maintain tradi-
tional way of living and protection of their original 
environment. Such rights are provided by federal 
law N 82-FZ “On guarantees of the rights of numer-
ically small indigenous peoples of the Russian Fed-
eration” of 30 April 1999; by NAO law N 416-ОZ “On 
subsoil resource management” of 2 June 2003; by 
NAO Law N 671-ОZ “On regulation of land relations 
in NAO” of 29 December 2005. 
As stated above, the subsoil user’s responsibility to 
make agreements with indigenous peoples is pro-
vided only in 11 of the 38 agreements under the 
detailed analysis, and 70 provided in response to 
license agreement inquiry. At the same time, only 
four out of these 11 specify that such agreements 
shall be made with the Association of Nenets Peo-
ple Yasavey, while the other seven only refer to the 
interests of indigenous peoples as a part of over-
all social and economic programs to be funded 
with participation of the subsoil resource users (li-
cense holders). None of the licenses provides for an 
agreement to be concluded directly with communi-
ties or any other associations of indigenous peoples 
supporting a traditional way of life within the defi-
nite license areas.
In reality, it is up to the license holders whether to 
enter into such agreements or contracts with the 
representatives of indigenous peoples or not. The 
licenses do not obligate such agreements be made.
3) The fact that only one agreement stipulates li-
cense holder’s liability to compensate for losses, as 
may be caused to any third party (to include rep-
resentatives of indigenous peoples) as a result of 
resources development operations, also indicates 
poor attention to ensuring the rights of indige-
nous peoples when issuing licenses. According to 
paragraph 4, Article 29 of NAO Law N 671-ОZ “On 
regulation of land relations within NAO” of 29 De-
cember 2005, “… the requirements for leasing land 
plots within the areas of traditional residence and 
economic activity of Northern indigenous peoples 
must provide for compensation of all losses, as 
may be incurred by land plot owners, land users, 
land owners or lessees as a result of such land be-
ing withdrawn for any state or municipal purposes, 
or temporal occupying of such lands plots, or lim-
itation of the rights of land plot owners, users or 
lessees, or deterioration of land quality arisen from 
other parties’ operations”.
Thus, the above requirement must be included ei-
ther into the license agreement or concession doc-
umentation. 
At the same time, where the above requirement re-
mains unobserved, indigenous peoples, or associa-
tions of such, may claim for compensation of the 
damage caused to their land or original environ-
ment, or traditionally maintained life style, or prop-
erty, as provided by RF Civil Code. However, the im-
perfect methods for assessing damage caused to 
environment or original habitats make it very diffi-
cult to recover just compensation. 
4) All the license agreements fully oblige license 
holders to ensure soil recultivation in the areas 
damaged due to natural resources development, 
as well as to comply with other environmental pro-
tection requirements, which are provided by Feder-
al Law N 7-FZ “On environmental protection” of 10 
Jan. 2002, RF Law “On mineral resources” and NAO 
legislation. 
At the same time, as reality shows, the environ-
mental protection requirements are not being ob-
served by all license holders. This situation violates 
the rights of NAO’s indigenous peoples to protec-
tion of their original environment and traditional 
way of life. 
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These are, in particular, the September 2002 images 
of oil exploration and production areas taken during 
a helicopter transsect from Varandey to Kharyaga in 
October 2002 (Plates 9 and 10, photos by Yasavey), 
which clearly illustrate the fact that subsoil users do 
violate the environmental protection requirements. 
On some of them one can easily see the tundra soil 
damaged by heavy vehicles, which means that they 
are being used in the summer period. On the oth-
er hand, the annually approved legal acts of NAO 
Administration prohibit the use of mechanical ve-
hicles in tundra zone in the summer period. Thus, 
in 2002, when the images were made, mechanical 
vehicles could not be used in the tundra from May 
by virtue of the resolution “On terminating the use 
of mechanical vehicles in the Tundra Zone of the 
NAO on winter roads” by the NAO Administration. 
The use of winter roads could be resumed in the 
beginning of the winter period based on the resolu-
tion “On permitting the use of mechanical vehicles 
in the Tundra Zone of the NAO on winter roads”. 
Therefore, by using vehicles within the tundra zone 
of the NAO in summer, license holders violate envi-
ronmental protection requirements. 
5) The analysis of license agreements for resources 
development in the NAO has revealed the definite 
trend to disregard the rights of indigenous peoples 
when leasing land for development. Most of the li-
cense agreements, which to various extent stipu-
late subsoil users’ liability to observe the rights of 
indigenous peoples, were concluded in 2001-2003, 
while those recently made (2008-2009) do not pro-
vide for such liability. 
6) Terms and conditions of license agreements do 
ensure the right of indigenous peoples to have ac-
cess to the information on activities being carried 
out within the areas of their traditional residence. 
Copies of the license agreements have been pro-
vided by NAO Subsoil Resource Management in re-
sponse to the request filed by the Association of 
Nenets People Yasavey. None of the agreements 
appears to contain any special limitation on the ac-
cess to information on such license agreements or 
any information contained therein. Although, many 
documents do stipulate the conditions of relations 
regulation and confidentiality with regard to the 
geological data on the natural resources to be ob-
tained in the course of field development.
Generally, it can be concluded that the license 
agreements for resources development in the NAO 
do not fully ensure the rights of indigenous peoples 
to protect their traditional way of life and original 
environment as provided by federal and regional 
legislation.
1.3.4. Attitude of oil companies towards indigenous peoples
It is not easy to ascertain if companies keep to envi-
ronmental regulations, and it is widely understood 
that unlawful conditions prevail in connection with 
many oil installations. Some installations, especially 
older ones, are built according to low safety stand-
ards and frequently experience minor failures. Un-
fortunately, there is a tendency among many com-
panies to withhold information on environmental 
damage like minor leakages and release of pollut-
ants. Reindeer herders who wanted to document 
leakages have even reported that they were physi-
cally attacked by oil workers44. 
When unlawful environmental damage becomes 
publicly known and the responsible company can 
be identified, it is normally fined by the authorities. 
However, it is not known how much effort is put 
into such investigations.
International involvement in oil exploration and ex-
ploitation is by law channeled through Russian reg-
istered joint ventures. Twenty-four different com-
panies or joint ventures have a total number of 70 
license areas in the NAO45 (Map O-6). Only one of 
them, the Polyarnye Siyanie company, continually 
receives positive references from all parties, includ-
ing reindeer herders, for their proper environmen-
tal policies and use of environmentally clean tech-
nologies. Polyarnye Siyanie has been producing oil 
at the Ardalinsk oil field since 1994. ConocoPhillips 
participates with a share of 50% (Arkhangelskge-
oldobycha has 30% and Rosneft, 20%).
All land assigned to reindeer husbandry is state 
land. The extent of this land is often cited to be 73% 
of the NAO46, but no maps are available that show 
the boundaries. Before the oil age, more than 90% 
of the land was classified as pastures, as shown 
on our map (Map O-3). The remaining land has 
changed its status through negotiations. Negotia-
tions for agreements regarding compensation for 
lost land are the only way of influencing the devel-
44 Oral presentation with video clip by a representative of 
Yasavey at ENSINOR workshop, Arctic Centre, Rovaniemi, 
Dec. 2007
45 Letter from Federal Agency for Subsoil Resources Rosnedra, 
NAO branch, of 16 Feb. 2009
46 S. Chibisov, NAO Dept. of Natural Resources and Environ-
ment, EcoPechora Conference, Naryan-Mar, 13-14 May 2008.
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opment47 There is no possibility for indigenous peo-
ple to change major, politically approved decisions. 
The negotiated agreements are normally kept con-
fidential as a precondition by the companies, but 
they are calculated by using certain standards de-
fined by government authorities.48 Reindeer herd-
ers get only compensation for the calculated loss 
of reindeer pastures and reindeer. There is no com-
pensation for loss of fishing, hunting and gathering 
areas, which form a considerable basis for reindeer 
herders’ subsistence economy. It would be imortant 
to institutionalise negotiations between traditional 
land users, government authorities and companies 
in order to define suitable and fair guidelines. 
The Association of Nenets People Yasavey success-
fully started a “Culture of dialogue” with the stake-
holders. The failure of this initiative in attempting 
to institutionalise the process can be attributed to 
the large turnover of leading personnel both within 
government authorities (frequent exchange of gov-
ernors and entire political staff) and the oil compa-
nies.49
There are numerous examples of good relations 
at the local level between companies and rein-
deer herders. Companies often assist with helicop-
ter transportation of people and goods between 
city, villages and pastures. This may compensate to 
some degree for high fuel prices and other disad-
vantages brought by modern developments in the 
region, but makes reindeer herders dependent on 
the goodwill of the companies. 
47 Stammler, F. & Peskov, V. 2008: Building a ‘Culture of dia-
logue’ among stakeholders in north-west Russian oil extrac-
tion. Europe-Asia Studies 60 (5), 831-849.
48 See chapter 1.2.3
49 Stammler & Peskov 2008, see above
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1.4. The questionnaire survey and its results
1.4.1. Methods of data acquisition
Through methods including a questionnaire devel-
oped by project leader O. Murashko, selected areas 
of traditional nature use in the Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug have been mapped based on the traditional 
knowledge of the indigenous people.
The methodological basis for documenting tradi-
tional knowledge was developed in the UNDP Prac-
tice Note “Tr
aditional Knowledge, Access to Genetic Resources 
and Benefit-Sharing” (Draft of 20 December 2004), 
which was developed on the basis of the Conven-
tion on Biological Diversity, 1992 and the UN’s 
“Agenda 21”. The document focuses especially on 
recognition and strengthening of the role of indig-
enous people and local communities in sustainable 
development. In particular, it underlines the need 
to protect indigenous peoples’ land from activities 
which are harmful to the environment or, accord-
ing to the indigenous people questioned, unaccep-
table in terms of social and cultural development. 
Governments were recommended to create tools 
for encouraging active participation of indigenous 
people and local communities in development, on 
the national political level, of laws and programs re-
lating to rational use of natural resources and other 
procedures which may have effects on local peo-
ple. Governments should involve indigenous peo-
ple and local communities, on both national and lo-
cal levels, in implementation of strategies for the 
use and preservation of natural resources, and oth-
er relevant programs implemented to support the 
sustainable development strategy (Agenda 21, Sec-
tion III, Chapter 26).
It should be underlined that the methods we de-
veloped to interview the communities and indige-
nous people, and mapping the areas of traditional 
nature use are based on on-site work with people 
pursuing a traditional way of life. The respondents 
were mostly interviewed by co-villagers who were 
trained for this purpose at seminars in Naryan-Mar. 
The questionnaire covers questions about types 
of traditional nature use like reindeer husbandry, 
hunting, fishing, gathering, product processing and 
preparation. How much reindeer, hunting, fishing 
and other products a family consumes was also of 
interest. During the interviews the areas of tradi-
tional nature use were drawn on maps using sym-
bols developed for this purpose. 
Each interview lasted about two hours. Many re-
sponses were given in the form of narratives about 
the problems of reindeer husbandry, fishing and 
subsistence under modern conditions. To stand-
ardise the results of the interview, each interview 
concluded with an additional test in which the ba-
sic components of traditional subsistence activities 
and other relevant activities, practices and attitudes 
were investigated through questions requiring re-
sponses like yes/no or numbers.
The interviews revealed important information 
about what the various traditional subsistence ac-
tivities contribute to the livelihoods of Northern in-
digenous peoples. During interviews, the contribu-
tion of a particular traditional subsistence actitivity 
was investigated and verified by posing questions 
in different ways. We asked, for example, a ques-
tion about how much fish a family can catch and 
consume per year and daily. We then asked how 
many days a week this family consumes fish during 
a particular season. Thus, we know that a reindeer 
herder’s family of 4-5 people eats 5-7 whitefish or 
other fish almost every day except for the winter 
season when they slaughter reindeer. It means that 
annually a family of 4-5 people may consume about 
1-1.5 tons of fish, making us re-evaluate the role of 
fish in reindeer herders’ diet. 
It should be noted that in cases when reindeer 
herders were compensated for damage, it was only 
taken into account the value of the withdrawn deer 
pastures and expected decrease in the number of 
reindeer calculated in terms of pasture capacity for 
reindeer grazing. At the same time, compensations 
for water reservoirs badly damaged by industrial 
activities were paid only to the state. No compen-
sation is rendered for the loss of wild plants which 
play an important role in the life of Northern indig-
enous peoples. 
The collected material – questionnaires, audio re-
cordings of interviews, maps – document the tra-
ditional nature use of each farming unit and may 
serve as a database for negotiating with companies 
the ways to minimise the negative effects of indus-
trial projects and defining the extent of compensa-
tion payable for damage to traditional livelihoods, 
which would correspond to the long-term extent of 
the damage caused to areas of traditional nature 
use. The material can also be used when defining 
the borders of areas of traditional nature manage-
ment and future TTNUs. 
1.4.1.1. Selection of respondents
Interviews focused on traditional economic and 
subsistence activities, on mapping the areas of tra-
ditional nature management, and on the transfor-
mation of traditional nature management over the 
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Box 10: Interviews, geographical and social distribution
Kolguev Is-
land  
(Bugrino)
Kanin  
Peninsula 
(Nes)
Maloze-
melskaya 
Tundra  
(Indiga)
Maloze-
melskaya 
Tundra 
(Nelmin-
Nos)
Bolshze-
mel-skaya 
Tundra 
(Krasnoe)
Bolshzemel-
skaya Tundra 
(Khorey-Ver, 
Karatayka)
Total
Questionnaires 14 29 16 20 15 9 103
Maps (incl. other 
map information)
0 (12) 20 16(18) 20 15 5 76 (90)
Reindeer herders 2 21 10 11 11 9 64
Reindeer herders, 
retired
6 4 4 2 1 0 17
Hunters, fisher-
men
0 2 0 1 0 0 3
Administration 1 0 0 1 0 0 2
Experts, non-trad. 4 2 2 2 2 0 12
Unemployed 1 0 0 3 1 0 5
Residents, work-
ing age, 18-55
8 25 12 18 14 9 86
Residents over 55 6 4 4 2 1 0 17
Nenets 13 20 15 20 15 9 92
Komi 0 8 0 0 0 0 8
Others 1 1 1 0 0 0 3
Men 10 25 14 19 8 6 82
Women 4 4 2 1 7 3 21
No. of families w. 
1-3 members
7 5 4 11 6 1 34
No. of families w. 
>3 members
7 24 12 9 9 8 69
last 30 years, when oil-and-gas fields started to be 
developed in the area.
Therefore, when selecting respondents, preference 
was given to families pursuing a traditional way of 
life. The majority of such families are Nenets. Re-
spondents from the Kanin Peninsula also include the 
Komi. Three non-indigenous men we interviewed 
are married to local Nenets women. Respondents 
from the vilage of Indiga noted that some of the 
employees of their SPK are also of Komi and Rus-
sian origin.
In the studied areas, traditional nature use means 
that the majority of people are engaged in reindeer 
husbandry – they combine seasonal movements 
with fishing, hunting and gathering of wild-growing 
plants. Only a small number of people is predomi-
nantly engaged in fishing and hunting. Therefore, 
our respondents were mainly reindeer herders, in-
cluding retired ones. 
Following cultural traditions, households are head-
ed by men, whose traditional role it is to commu-
nicate with strangers. For this reason our selection 
shows a gender imbalance: out of 103 respondents 
82 were men and only 21 women. Most of these 
women were widows or were young and unmar-
ried. 
To understand the importance of products from 
traditional activities for people who are living in ru-
ral areas but are not engaged in reindeer husband-
ry, we also interviewed 14 local people whose main 
income is their wages: vehicle and tractor drivers, 
people working in schools, kindergartens, militia 
and meteorological stations. We categorised them 
into experts (of non-traditional work) and adminis-
tration (Boxes 10 and 11).
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Box 11: Questionnaire respondents
ID: identification number  
sex: M=male, F=female 
age: in years 
eth.: ethnic affiliation: N=Nenets, K=Komi, R=Russian, U=Ukrainian 
prof.: professional affiliation: RH=reindeer herder, m=management position, F=fisher, H=hunter, V=veterinary, 
T=traditional work - not specified, C=other work in cooperative, PS=public service, R=retired, U=unemployed, 
(in parentheses)=former work
ID sex age eth. prof.
Kolguev:
B-01 M 72 N R(T)
B-02 M 59 N R(T)
B-03 F 70 N R(C)
B-04 M 34 N U(T)
B-05 M 67 N R(H/RH)
B-06 M 57 N R(C/RH)
B-07 M 61 N R(C)
B-08 M 37 N PS(C)
B-09 F ? N RHm
B-10 F ? N R(PS)
B-11 M 44 N T
B-12 M 52 N T
B-13 M 58 U C
B-14 F 76 N R(PS)
Indiga:
I-01 M ? N RH
I-02 M 49 N RH
I-03 M 66 N R(RH)
I-04 M 71 N R(RH)
I-05 M 18 K RH
I-06 M 22 N RH
I-07 M 47 N T
I-08 M 59 N RH
I-09 M 63 N R(RH)
I-10 M 33 N T
I-11 M 33 N RH
I-12 M 45 N RH
I-13 F ? N R(C)
I-14 M 67 R R(C)
I-15 M 61 N R(RH)
I-16 F 56 N PS
Krasnoe:
K-01 M 50 N RH
K-02 M 33 N RH
K-03 F 36 N U(T)
K-04 M 40 N RH
K-05 F 48 N C
K-06 F 46 N C
K-07 M 40 N RH
K-08 M 49 N RH
K-09 F 37 N PS
K-10 M 60 K R(RH)
K-11 M 26 K RH
K-12 M 48 N RH
K-13 F 46 N C
K-14 F 29 N C
K-15 F 33 N V
Karatayka:
Ka-01 M 35 N RH
 
Khorey-Ver:
KV-01 M 40 K RH
KV-02 M 26 N RHm
KV-03 M 19 ? RH
KV-04 M 40 N RH
KV-05 M ? N RH
KV-06 F 25 K C
KV-07 F 53 N T
KV-08 F 46 N T
Kanin area (Nes and others):
N-01 M 43 N U(F)
N-02 M 30 N RH
N-03 F ? N C
N-04 M ? N           PS(RH)
N-05 M 54 N PS
N-06 M ? N RH
N-07 M 48 N RH
N-08 M 77 N             R(RH)
N-09 M 30 N RH
N-10 M 34 N RH
N-11 M 50 N F
N-12 M 50 N RH
N-12a F ? N C
N-13 M 77 N R(T)
N-14 M ? N (RH)
N-15 M 59 N             R(RH)
N-16 M 54 R PS
N-17 M 46 N RH
N-18 M 48 K RH
N-19 F 48 K C
N-20 M 32 N RH
N-21 M 32 K RHm
N-22 M 19 K T
N-23 F 19 N C
N-24 F 42 K RH
N-25 M 40 K RH
N-26 F 29 K C
N-27 M 26 N RH
N-28 M 66 N R(RH)
Nelmin-Nos:
NN-01 M 27 N RH
NN-02 M 52 N U(T)
NN-03 M 42 N U(RH)
NN-04 M 46 N RHm
NN-05 M 38 N PS
NN-06 M 42 N RH
NN-07 M 47 N RH
NN-08 M 40 N T
NN-09 M 28 N RH
NN-10 F 22 N PS
NN-11 M 57 N R(RH)
NN-12 M 49 N U(RH)
NN-13 M 43 N T
NN-14 M 44 N T
NN-15 M 61 N R(T)
NN-16 M 41 N RH
NN-17 M 44 N T
NN-18 M 41 N PS/R
NN-19 M 45 N RH
NN-20 M 29 N RH
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The questionnaire opens with the question about 
the respondent’s age. When processing the ques-
tionnaires, we thought it expedient to classify all 
people of working age into a single group – re-
spondents’ age varied between 18 and 55. The oth-
er group included elder people who said they were 
retirees and not working at that moment. Thus, our 
selection included 86 people at the age of 18-55 
and 17 non-working retirees. 
While analysing the questionnaires, we also con-
sidered it expedient to differentiate between re-
spondents whose families had 1-3 members those 
with larger families. This reflects a general distinc-
tion between large traditional families and smaller 
modern ones, consisting of single reindeer herders, 
unmarried mothers or lonely elderly people.
1.4.2. The study area
The study area includes residents of 
• Kolguev Island, 
• the Kanin area (reindeer herders’ agricultural 
production cooperatives [SPK] Obshchina Ka-
nin, SPK Voskhod, fishing SPK Severnyy Polyus), 
• the Malozemelskaya Tundra (territories of SPK 
Indiga, SPK im. Vyucheyskogo, SPK Naryana-Ty), 
• the Bolshezemelskaya Tundra, western part 
(territories of SPK Erv, SPK Kharp, SPK Druzhba 
Narodov, SPK Put Ilicha).
The respondents represent 103 households of 10 
rural settlements with a significant proportion of 
reindeer herders (out of a total of 42 rural settle-
ments in the NAO), with a total population over 
6000 villagers. A list of respondents is given in Box 
10. For information on the villages, communities 
and farming units, whose members were ques-
tioned, see sections 2.4.1. to 2.4.5. For a descrip-
tion of the study areas, see Section 2.2.
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1.4.3. Socio-economic situation and traditional nature use
1.4.3.1. Evolution of traditional economic ac-
tivity (TEA) from generation to generation
Analysis of responses on the questions on respond-
ent’s and respondent’s parents’ activities: 
Kolguev: Engagement in reindeer hus-
bandry and processing of reindeer prod-
ucts (1, 6, 7) has decreased by 3/4; en-
gagement in fishing has decreased 
similarly (2); marine mammal hunting 
has decreased dramatically (3); hunting 
/ gathering remains practiced by many 
(4, 5).
The Kanin Peninsula demonstrates a 
slight decrease in reindeer husbandry 
and processing of reindeer products (1, 
6, 7). Other indices are about equal to 
the values registered for the previous 
generation.
Indiga also demonstrates a decrease in 
reindeer husbandry and processing of 
reindeer husbandry products (1, 6, 7). 
Other indices are about equal to the val-
ues registered for the previous genera-
tion.
1. Reindeer husbandry
2. Fishing
3. Marine mammal hunting 
4. Hunting
5. Gathering
6. Hides processing
7. Сlothes and shoe manufacturing
8. Bartering and/or selling traditional products
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Nelmin-Nos: Engagement in reindeer 
husbandry and processing of reindeer 
products has decreased by 1/3 (1,6,7); 
marine mammal hunting (3) and barter-
ing and selling (8) has decreased dra-
matically; fishing, hunting and gathering 
(2, 4, 5) values still show a high impor-
tance.
Krasnoe: Engagement in reindeer hus-
bandry and processing of reindeer prod-
ucts has slightly decreased (1,6, 7); in-
terest in fishing, hunting and gathering 
(2,4,5) has risen; the role of bartering 
and selling (8) has increased to a large 
extent, which is explained by the proxim-
ity of sales outlet (Naryan-Mar).
Khorey-Ver shows a highlevel of engage-
ment in reindeer husbandry (1), pro-
cessing and selling of reindeer products 
(6,7,8); hunting (4) has not lost its impor-
tance either; fishing and gathering (2,5) 
show a slight decrease. 
Karatayka: 1 respondent was inter-
viewed, who is a reindeer herder and is 
involved in all types of TEA, like his fore-
fathers. He is not engaged in sealing, 
bartering or selling.
The analysis shows that many respondents are oc-
cupied in TEA and such activities have decreased 
only slightly. 
It should be noted that the TEA index is high for Kol-
guev and Nelmin-Nos. Further on, we will see that 
present and past data on the high degree of en-
gagement in TEA contradict the data obtained from 
questions about the role of TEAs in the lives and oc-
cupations of families living in Kolguev and Nelmin-
Nos. These data also apparently contradict the esti-
mation by the respondents from these settlements 
of the role of traditional products (TP) in their diet 
(Kolguev, Nelmin-Nos). 
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1.4.3.2. Analysis of answers to questions 
about the role of traditional activities in  
family’s subsistence, diet and occupation
It is evident that the role of products from tradi-
tional activities in the diet of the respondents from 
Nelmin-Nos and Kolguev is underestimated. The 
data given by the Kolguev respondents about the 
role of traditional products in their diet also con-
tradicts the high evaluation of such products in the 
diet of the same respondents, when they answered 
the question 9.2.1. (“To what extent do the total 
of traditional kinds of activities cover the needs of 
your family for food?”).
Respondents’ answers from Kolguev, where 64% 
stated that TEA for them only means additional sub-
sistence and leisure time, can be explained by the 
selection of the respondents in terms of their social 
and age profile. This respondents included two ac-
tive reindeer herders, six retired reindeer herders, 
four experts, one representative of the administra-
tion and one unemployed person.
The 100% role of traditional kinds of activities in 
Khorey-Ver families’ livelihood can be explained 
by the fact that only professional reindeer herd-
ers were interviewed there. The large proportion 
of products from traditional activities can also be 
explained by the long distance between the settle-
ment and trading centres, as well as by high supply 
costs. 
As to Karatayka, the interviewed reindeer herder 
estimates that traditional kinds of activities are the 
only source of families’ subsistence and occupation 
and satisfy their dietary needs almost completely. 
Traditional foodstuffs are complemented by only 
the most basic products from the shop.
Kolguev Kanin Indiga Nelmin-
Nos
Krasnoe Khorey-
Ver
Traditional products as main 
means of subsistence and 
source of diet  
29% 82% 75% 55% 86.7% 100%
 Traditional products as nec-
essary supplement to main 
income source
7% 12% 25% 15% 7.14% 0
Traditional products in addi-
tion to diet 
64% 6% 0% 30% 3.57% 0
Specific share of traditional 
products in diet (qu. 9.2.1)
62.5% 72.5% 66.88% 61.75% 75.33% 83.75%
Kolguev Kanin Indiga Nelmin-
Nos
Krasnoe Khorey-
Ver
Main occupation 29% 82% 75% 65% 89.3% 100%
Additional occupation 7% 12% 25% 20% 3.57 % 0
Support or leisure 64% 6% 0% 15% 7. 14% 0
Traditional products in family’s subsistance
Traditional activities in family’s economy
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1.4.3.3. Estimations of contributions of  
various traditional activities to the diet
Question 9.1.: Specify (estimate on a scale from 1 
to 5) the importance of different kinds of activity 
for life-support in your family: 
1. Reindeer husbandry
2. Fishing
3. Marine mammal hunting
4. Hunting 
5. Gathering
Respondents from many villages stated that rein-
deer products contribute 30-40% to their diet. 
Fishing and hunting products are ranked second. 
Respondents from Khorey-Ver were all reindeer 
herders and they estimated that reindeer products 
accounts for 70% of the diet. It can be anticipated 
that industrial projects will have a dramatic effect 
on their pastures and will therefore seriously affect 
these people. 
As to Karatayka, the responding reindeer herder 
gave 5 points (the maximum score) to the contribu-
tion of reindeer husbandry, hunting and gathering 
products to his diet.
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1.4.3.4. Average values for answers to ques-
tions concerning the seasonal consumption of 
reindeer meat (1) and fish (2) per week
Kolguev: reindeer meat 3-4 times, fish 
2-3 times weekly
Kanin: reindeer meat 4-5 times, fish 
more than 4 times weekly
Indiga: reindeer meat more than 3 times 
weekly, fish less than 3 times except in 
autumn.
Nelmin-Nos: reindeer meat about 4 
times a week in winter, in other seasons 
less than 2 times a week; fish 2 times 
winter and autumn, at least once in 
spring and summer.
Karatayka: the interviewed reindeer 
herder stated that they eat reindeer 
meat approximately 5-6 times a week; 
fish 2-3 times a week.
The contribution of traditional foodstuffs to the 
diet of the respondents from Indiga and Nelmin-
Nos is generally is very low compared to the other 
villages. The respondents stated that specific share 
of traditional products in their diet is over 60% (see 
1.4.3.2.), while their income level is rather low (30 
– 50 thousand RUR per capita annually). They can 
afford to buy cannot afford to buy much food in the 
shop.
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Krasnoe: reindeer meat 5-6 times week-
ly, fish 4-5 times a week
Khorey-Ver: reindeer meat 4-7 times 
weekly; fish 1-2 times weekly
1.4.3.5. General assessment of the impor-
tance of traditional subsistence activities 
among indigenous people in the NAO
The results of the questionnaire and test analyses 
have shown that products of TEA, according to the 
respondents, accounts for 61 - 83% in their diet, 
and TEA as such make up for 65 - 100% of the occu-
pation rate of working respondents50.
The main activity is reindeer husbandry. The annu-
al income from reindeer meat for sale varies with 
more or less successful sellers from 200 to 600 000 
RUR. 
Respondents who are involved in fishing, hunting 
and gathering, but not in reindeer husbandry, ob-
tain less income in the form of wages paid by the 
SPK and children’s or unemployment benefits (30 – 
50 000 RUR per capita annually).
Reindeer herders with a high income stated that 
they spend about 30% of it on foodstuffs from the 
shop (bread, cereals, vegetables, pasta, butter, sug-
ar, tea), while respondents from Nelmin-Nos, Indiga 
and Kolguev with annual incomes of 30-50 000 RUR 
spend up to 90% of their income on food.
It should be noted that respondents seemed to 
have generally underestimated the contribution of 
traditional foodstuffs – and their monetary value - 
they consume.
Responses to the questionnaire show that 50 - 250 
kg (150 kg on average) of reindeer meat is con-
sumed per person annually. The daily amount of 
fish consumed is up to 1 kg – about 200 kg a year 
– if consumed 2-7 times a week, depending on the 
season. On the average, a person annually con-
sumes 10 litres of gathered berries. Seasonally, 
people consume eggs and wild birds’ meat (the av-
erage of 10 geese per family, 2 birds per person). 
On the basis of shop prices in the NAO, the market 
value of TEA products consumed by one person an-
nually amounts to:
Reindeer meat: 250 RUR per kg on average; spe-
cial parts of the carcass: 500 RUR. The cost of 
150 kg of meat is 37,500 RUR;
Fish: 100-150 RUR per kg on average. The cost of 
200 kg of fish is 25,000 RUR;
Berries: 100 RUR per kg. The cost of 10 litres is 
1000 RUR;
Wild bird meat: goose 250 - 500 RUR; the cost of 
2 geese is about 750 RUR.
Thus, the cost of products from traditional kinds of 
activities amounts to 65,000 RUR per person annu-
ally, without reindeer delicacies, expensive fish spe-
cies (salmon) and wild birds eggs. 
We did not take into account other reindeer hus-
50 without data for Kolguev, where the selection included only 
two active reindeer herders, six retired reindeer herders, four 
experts, one representative of the administration and one 
unemployed person
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bandry products that are used by the respondents, 
like reindeer hides for making clothes, shoes, tent 
covers and bedding.
Respondents with low incomes (from Nelmin-Nos, 
Indiga and Bugrino), who stated that traditional 
products make up 50% of their diet, underestimat-
ed their real (current market) value. 
According to our data, traditional food products 
contributed 61 - 83% of a family’s diet. Indigenous 
people are therefore highly dependent on food-
stuffs obtained through traditional subsistence ac-
tivities. This, in turn, indicates the high degree of in-
digenous people’s vulnerability in the event of the 
failure of their traditional sources of subsistence. 
They are vulnerable to degraded pastures, hunting 
and fishing areas, and territories for gathering wild 
plants due to industrial development on the land.
Analysis of the questionnaires has also shown that, 
in addition to a continued high degree of depend-
ence on traditional subsistence activities, other as-
pects of the respondents’ indigenous culture and 
society are preserved. These include the exchange 
and sharing of traditional foodstuffs (e.g., berries, 
fish, reindeer meat) among kin, the use of marine 
mammal skins for making harnesses and working 
clothes and for feeding dogs, and the exchange of 
marine mammal skins and fish for reindeer meat.
Furthermore, two-thirds of the respondents have 
preserved knowledge of the locations of sacred 
places, and fear that they may be destroyed.
1.4.3.6. Special analysis of the situation in 
Nelmin-Nos
AAnalysis of the interviews of Nelmin-Nos villagers 
shows that the contribition of traditional foodstuffs 
to their diet is very low. Food products from tradi-
tional types of activities also appear to have a mi-
nor role in people’s activities. 
As to the weekly consumption of reindeer meat and 
fish – the main traditional sources of fat and protein 
- by Nelmin-Nos respondents, the values also ap-
pear to be very low. Respondents from Nelmin-Nos 
consume venison about four times a week in win-
ter, less than twice a week in other seasons. They 
consume fish twice weekly in winter and autumn 
and less than once a week in spring and summer. 
At the same time, the respondents from Nelmin-
Nos have a low average income (30 - 50 000 RUR 
per person annually), which makes it impossible for 
them to buy meat and fish products in the shop. Ac-
cording to them, they can only afford to buy the es-
sentials (bread, cereals, potato, pasta, butter, sugar, 
tea). 
All factors indicate that the diet of Nelmin-Nos re-
spondents is nutritionally inadequate. For the pur-
pose of analysing the contribution of traditional 
products the diet, the people interviewed appear 
to be representative in terms of their social struc-
ture. Eleven out of 20 respondents from Nelmin-
Nos are active reindeer herders, two are retired 
reindeer herders, one is a fisherman, three are un-
employed and three are employed in the village in-
frastructure.
A discussion of the results shown in section 1.4.3. 
with project participants, who collected the inter-
view data and are active members of the Associa-
tion of Nenets People Yasavey, and with native resi-
dents of the villages they were working in, indicated 
that the features of traditional nature management 
and the role of traditional subsistence activities in 
people’s diet as revealed by the interviews is accu-
rate. But no explanation was found for the specific 
character of factors relating to Nelmin-Nos. 
There were few data given by Nelmin-Nos people 
on the effect of industrial projects on the tradition-
al use of natural resources. Filip Taybarey, the in-
terviewer, did not ask the respondents questions 
from the relevant sections of the questionnaire as 
he thought that as long as no oil-related activities 
occur within SPK im. Vyucheyskogo’s territory, this 
would be unnecessary. The data from Nelmin-Nos 
are derived from answers to questions in the sec-
tions concerning reindeer husbandry, hunting and 
fishing.
To obtain a better understanding of the situation in 
Nelmin-Nos, two additional respondents from this 
area were interviewed. Born there (in 1937 and 
1945) and occupying leading positions during the 
1970-1990s in the village administration (heads of 
reindeer herding farms, rural councils and other so-
cially important organisations in Nelmin-Nos), both 
are familiar with the last 60 years of village history. 
These respondents, both females (born 1937 and 
1945), are hereafter referred to as informants (not 
in the list, Box 11), have related that Nelmin-Nos 
was founded in 1938 as a central base for the col-
lective farm Vyucheyskiy. 
However, the place for the village was unsuccess-
fully chosen – on the swampy left shore left shore 
of the Tundrovy Shar51, which made it problematic 
for the villagers to get drinking water and caused 
problems with house constructions due to a high 
ground water level. In 1952, they moved the people 
and their houses from the reindeer herders’ settle-
ment Tri Bugri (Nyakhar Pugra, is translated from 
the Nenets ‘three huts’) to Nelmin-Nos. This was 
done in the framework of the general policy of ‘col-
lective farms’ consolidation. The informants, as well 
as other respondents, descendants of Tri Bugri peo-
ple, have informed us that the Tri Bugri settlement 
was located on an elevated, dry place close to the 
51 A channel of the Pechora’s braided river system.
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fishing lake Kirizeika. The only remnant of the set-
tlement today is the cross. The cemetery in Tri Bu-
gri was destroyed for the purpose of establishing a 
shift camp for seismologists in its place 20-25 years 
ago.52  
As of 2005, there were 1025 people (282 house-
holds) living in Nelmin-Nos, out of which 953 are 
Nenets. 
Reindeer husbandry has deteriorated during the 
last 30 years. While in 1979 the herds of the Vy-
ucheyskiy farm numbered 12 000 reindeer, remain-
ing at this level until 1998, by 2001, when the SPK 
im. Vyucheyskogo was restructured into a new col-
lective farm, livestock had decreased by half (down 
to 6500 reindeer). Now (2009) it amounts to only 
600 reindeer. The six reindeer herding obshchinas, 
which diverged from SPK im. Vyucheyskogo – Ilebts, 
Neruta, Tabseda, Opseda, Vark, Vynder and Senga – 
have in total 3600 reindeer. This means that within 
the whole area of the former Vyucheyskiy collective 
farm a little more than 4000 reindeer now graze – a 
third of the amount of 10 years ago. 
Analysis of the interviews indicates that several fac-
tors account for the decrease in reindeer numbers. 
Since 2000, reindeer husbandry no longer receives 
state support - reindeer herders were formerly pro-
vided with foodstuffs, radio communication, trans-
port and veterinary services - and taxation rates in 
this sphere have increased dramatically.
According to the respondents, SPK im. Vyucheysko-
go has also suffered from its proximity to Naryan-
Mar (60 km away), and easy access by outsiders to 
its lands (in summer by river passenger boats, and 
in winter by motor vehicles). Oil people who are 
working in shifts (15 days work and 15 days off-du-
ty) and living in Naryan-Mar and Iskately, according 
to the respondents, hunt, fish or gather in the area 
of the former Vyucheyskiy collective farm. They also 
use motor vehicles, quick-firing guns and fast and 
effective fishing techniques that the Nenets do not 
employ. The respondents related frequent cases of 
outsiders shooting both wild and domestic reindeer, 
and using alcohol to persuade reindeer herders and 
fishermen to sell them their fish and reindeer meat 
cheaply. Responding reindeer herders noted that 
they had to change routes to avoid approaching 
the village and river, as ‘unscrupulous people could 
approach them by motor boats and shoot reindeer’ 
(respondents NN-03, NN-06). 
According to the respondents, oil-related activi-
ties resulted in deterioration of pastures, hunting 
and fishing lands and berry fields. Other problems 
mentioned by the respondents were the pollution 
of the Pechora River, unemployment, substandard 
and insufficient housing and alcohol abuse, as well 
as packs of stray dogs.
It can be concluded from the narratives obtained 
from the informants from Nelmin-Nos that even 
without the presence of oil producing facilities 
within the reindeer-breeding area, the industry has 
had indirect negative impacts on the traditional use 
of natural resources. People employed in the oil in-
dustry exploit without restraint lands and resourc-
es – such as reindeer, wild animals, fish and berries 
- that Nelmin-Nos residents depend upon for their 
livelihoods. Existing bans on the use of tradition-
al resources by employees of oil companies, even 
in places where such bans are to be applied, are 
not observed. Some representatives of indigenous 
people do realise the threat, and respondents from 
the areas with no oil production in progress (Kanin 
Peninsula, Indiga) fear that industrial projects may 
bring harm to their land.
52 Comment by T. Tuisku, 2009: “Tri Bugri has now became 
somehow “a good past”, but in the 1950s there were only a 
few houses. The place would now partly be similar to Nelmin-
Nos if the settlement still would exist. On the bank you can 
build on hard soil, but further inland there is bog. Of course, 
Tri Bugri is much more beautiful and people love to make 
trips there.”
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1.4.4. Attitude of oil companies towards indigenous peoples
Companies formally comply with the requirements 
of public discussions and agreements on their pro-
ject activities with indigenous communities. At 
the same time, as the examples cited below show, 
there is no fixed procedure for these discussions. 
Such procedures should aim at satisfying the indig-
enous peoples’ requests to minimize negative im-
pacts and to participate to some extent in moni-
toring the compliance of industrial projects with 
agreements regarding the protection of their envi-
ronment and traditional lands. 
1.4.4.1. Responses from Krasnoe (15 respondents), Khorey-Ver (8 respondents) and Bugrino 
(14 respondents):
10.3. Do industrial companies discuss their projects 
with local residents before they start to work?
- Long ago a manager came from Peshchanka 
Rigs. He made a speech in the club, said we were 
brothers, we could build a school and lay a gas 
pipeline to the settlement. They made poles for 
the school building, but now it’s rotten. Now no-
body comes to discuss anything.
- They used to gather us in the settlement in So-
viet times. Now it’s all over. They didn’t do what 
they promised. The school was supposed to be 
built by 1992 but they didn’t go farther than con-
structing the poles for it ….
- They promised to build a school here. They lied. 
The poles are still there, getting rotten.
- I took part in discussions. If they need land, we 
always know about it. However there were a few 
Question Answer Krasnoe Khorey-Ver Bugrino
Do the industrial companies 
discuss their projects with 
local residents before they 
start to work?
yes 10 5 1
only with our bosses 2 1 4
don’t know 1 2 7
no 2 0 1
no answer 0 1 1
On these discussion meet-
ings, did they ask your opin-
ion or only told about their 
plans? 
yes 10 4 1
don’t now 0 0 2
no 3 0 9
no answer 2 4 2
If you gave advice, did they 
take it into consideration? 
yes 2 4
partly 3 0 1
no 8 0 3
no answer 2 4 9
cases when land had been given without out pri-
or consent. They develop documentation and 
were here to discuss it. In the process of discus-
sion we are giving them land under certain terms 
and conditions to observe our requirements. And 
register them on paper. They are considering our 
requirements. I have only started working here 
recently. But I think it’s easier now with them. 
Before they could ignore the state farm’s opin-
ion, but not now. Now they are always asking 
the cooperative’s opinion.
- They used to, when I was working. The director 
agreed on things with us …. If we said no, the di-
rector could tell them that reindeer herders did 
not approve. I don’t know how it is these days. 
The new woman director makes agreements 
and reindeer herders may not know about them, 
while drillers go deeper into the island. They have 
1.4.4.2. Responses from Bugrino, Kolguev Island:
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recently mounted a new rig and reindeer herders 
don’t even know who gave them permission ….
- It depends. Last time they sent us a paper to 
be signed for a drilling rig construction, but the 
rig was already there. Naryan-Mar says ‘yes’ to 
them and we seem to be the last to sign the pa-
per. If we don’t sign, we won’t get anything.
Conclusion: It is obvious from the answers that con-
ditions vary from place to place. While respondents 
from Krasnoe and Khorey-Ver generally said that 
they are consulted, opinions differed about the ex-
tent to which their advice is taken into considera-
tion. Respondents from Bugrino were free-speak-
ing and – if they answered the questions – mostly 
complained about broken promises, about not be-
ing consulted at all, or about having no choice than 
to sign pre-fabricated agreements. The leadership 
of the cooperative (B-09) seemed to be informed, 
while the reindeer herders themselves are not in-
volved in the process anymore.
1.4.5. Effects of oil/gas-related activities on traditional modes of livelihood 
Our selection includes the respondents from three 
regions that have experienced industrial develop-
ment: Kolguev Island (vilage of Bugrino), the terri-
tory of SPKs Kharp and Erv (village of Krasnoe), and 
SPK Put Ilicha (village of Khorey-Ver).
Explanation:
Red colour: negative influence
Blue colour: positive influence 
Become worse Improved Unchanged No answer 
Pastures 15 0
Hunting areas 7 7
Marine mammals’ resting  
places
1 14
Fishing 14 1
Berry fields 12 3
All 15 respondents from Krasnoe noted the nega-
tive effect of oil production on traditional nature 
management. At the same time, some of them 
noted that their living conditions have improved 
(construction of houses, roads, assistance for 
transportation).
”How did oil production affect the tundra in terms of …”
Become worse Improved Unchanged No answer 
Reindeer husbandry 14 1
Hunting 9 6
Marine mammal hunting 2 13
Fishing 14 1
Gathering 12 3
Living conditions 1 13 1
Examples of responses
2.8. Have you changed your fishing-ground during 
the last 10 years and why? 
- Yes, because they built bases and polluted the 
environment. 
2.9. Are there any industrial structures which have 
had an effect on fishing during the last ten years? In 
what way?
- They once threw a tractor into the Khalmerka.
- There are no fish in Foma-Ty and Chira-Ty any-
more. 
1.4.5.1. Respondents from Krasnoe (15 questionnaires):
”How did oil production affect the tundra in terms of …”
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- No, as long as there are no free (unoccupied) 
pastures. 
- Yes, in connection with a pipeline and a base 
construction at Yarey-Yu.
6.8. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on reindeer husbandry during the last 
ten years? 
- Pipeline
- Drilling rigs at Yarey-Yu, base Khilchuyu, high-
voltage line right over the passage.
- Pipeline construction. When they were exploring 
the oil, drilling rigs were all over tundra and there 
were piles of scrap metal left from them. 
- They have just started the construction of a pipe-
line. Our route lies nearby. Nothing has changed 
so far. 
- Yes, they have a negative effect, they pollute the 
environment, pastures, so that we have to change 
a route. 
- The pipeline has had three spills (editor’s note: 
at Varandey). We lack pastures, so we have to 
wander the same route. 
- Irregular passages, passages.
6.9. Have there been any drastic changes in the size 
of your herd during the last ten years? 
- The herd has decreased in number – we lack pas-
tures, reindeer get sick.
8.6. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on access to sacred places or have 
caused their destruction during the last ten years?
- When the first drilling rigs appeared, all the idols 
were scattered on Khurtova mound. 
- Khurtove-Seda is a place for sacrificial offerings 
where they used to sacrifice a reindeer every year. 
There is a high-voltage line now there and a pipe-
line.
- There was a drilling site close to sacred Siv-Nava 
nipple. An off-roader drove over Siv-Nava nipple. 
- Geologists went through Siv-nava sed in the 
1970s. A base of seismologists is situated there 
now.
10.1. How do you estimate the influence of activi-
ties of industrial enterprises, located on the tundra, 
on your life?
- They facilitate construction of housing.
- They contaminate pastures.
- They have negative effect. 
- They pollute pastures. 
- They pollute pastures. 
- There are no fish in Foma-Ty and Chira-Ta lakes 
anymore. There used to be drilling rigs there. Now 
there are none. 
- Lakes are covered with diesel oil. In Chira-ty the 
fish smells of oil. There were oil rigs here earlier… 
the entire area around the pipelines is destroyed 
because of heavy vehicle traffic… they leave a lot 
of iron refuse behind… 
- Yes, fish has a smell of diesel oil. Chira-Ta and Fo-
ma-Ty lakes are totally polluted. 
- Yes. There is a pipeline and a high-voltage line 
over passages near the quarry at Yarey-Yu. 
- Fishing is affected by environmental pollution, 
they have drained Yara- ta Lake.
2.14. Have the quantity and species of fish changed 
in the last ten years? 
- Yes. Because oil people pollute lakes. 
- This is connected with lake pollution, fish has a 
smell of diesel oil. Oil people ruined lakes.
- There is less fish, lake pollution and fish capture 
by poachers.
- Yes, there is less fish now. This has been an envi-
ronmental effect.
2.21. Have you or members of your family have had 
any diseases, indigestion or other ailments which, 
in your opinion, are connected with contamination 
of drinking water? 
- The water in Khalmerka Lake is bad.
4.8. Are there any industrial structures which have 
had an effect on gathering wild growing plants over 
last the ten years?
- Yes
- Yes, cloudberries do not grow in places where 
the pipeline is laid.
- Yes, the soil within the pipeline construction 
route is badly damaged by tractors. 
- The smoke from drilling rigs, pipelines (the berry 
fields are degraded). 
- Cloudberry is mottled alongside a pipeline and a 
high-voltage line, and there is much less now. 
- There is no cloudberry at Toboy anymore, be-
cause of drilling rigs and environmental pollution.
4.9. Have the quantity or species of plants changed 
during the last ten years? If so, what kind of chang-
es have you observed? What do you think is the 
cause?
- Cloudberry was mottled because of oil extraction 
at Toravey.
6.7. Have you had to change the annual route dur-
ing the last ten years? Why? 
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- They contaminate and decrease the number of 
pastures. They block routes for reindeer to pass. 
- Negative 
- It has a negative effect- they pollute pastures. 
- No effect 
- It has a negative effect . They pollute the envi-
ronment and pasture.
10.5. During these discussion meetings, did they 
ask for your opinion or were you only told about 
their plans? 
- They told about their plans, asked about passag-
es.
10.5.1. If you gave advice, did they consider it? 
- We did, but they did not consider it. The passag-
es are very low. 
- No, they didn`t consider it.
10.8. Do you think it is better to live on the tundra 
or to leave it after the oil companies started their 
activities?
- It is easier with them, but they pollute the tun-
dra. 
- It`s become better to live, but we feel pity for na-
ture, reindeer, animals. 
- Nothing has changed. 
- It has become more complicated, they pollute 
our pastures. 
- Of course, it has become worse, they pollute our 
pastures. 
- No, we don`t need them on the tundra.
11.1. Do you think the conditions of your settle-
ment, traditional areas and livelihood of your fam-
ily have improved or worsened? 
- It has become worse. There is soil degradation, a 
lack of pastures. 
- It has improved. They have begun to build hous-
es. 
- It has improved. They began to build houses, re-
paired the road.
Nine respondents mentioned a negative effect of 
oil production development. The respondents from 
the west coast (the first herd) and from the east 
coast (the second herd, the place, where the oil rigs 
are situated) have a a different impression of the 
oil people. Most of the respondents are from Bugri-
no. The answer “remains the same” has a protest-
ing character. It tells about deceived expectations. 
Become worse Improved Unchanged No answer 
Pastures 3 3 8
Hunting areas 1 8 5
Marine mammals’ resting  
places
1 13
Fishing 2 4 8
Berry fields 1 11 2
Become worse Improved Unchanged No answer 
Reindeer husbandry 3 3 8
Hunting 1 8 5
Marine mammal hunting 1 13
Fishing 2 4 8
Gathering 1 11 2
Living conditions 3 1 8 2
”How did oil production affect the tundra in terms of …”
”How did oil production affect the tundra in terms of …”
1.4.5.2. Respondents from Kolguev (14 questionnaires):
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Examples of responses
2.2. Do you remember in which area your ances-
tors fished? 
- My mother used to fish alewife at Peshchanka 
Lake. There are no fish there anymore for obvious 
reasons. Everything is polluted. 
2.9. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on fishing during last ten years? In 
what way? 
- I can tell only about Punochnoe Lake. Seismolo-
gists stayed there. Carbon cables were coming out 
of the lake, they probably used current to baffle 
fish. This was about 18-20 years ago. 
2.21. Have you or members of your family have had 
any diseases, indigestion or other ailments which, 
in your opinion, are connected with contamination 
of drinking water? 
- Yes, such things have happened. It`s because 
of the banks, where barrels and other waste are 
scattered about. 
3.1. Do you hunt marine mammals?
- Not me, my sons used to hunt, but there haven`t 
been any marine mammals recently. 
4.8. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on gathering during the last ten years? 
In what way? 
- Yes, of course, they have a great influence. There 
was a drilling rig at the river Izbushechnaya from 
the period of 1988 up to 1989, approximately 1.5 
years. It is a dead area now, nothing is growing 
there. 
- Industrial structures are far from us, if there is 
cloudberry, we gather it. 
5.5. Have you had to change your hunting areas 
during last ten years? Why? 
- Yes, I used to hunt over the river Bugryanka, there 
used to be a lot of geese there. Their number de-
creased during the last 3 years. I had to change 
the place and left that one. 
5.6. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on hunting during the last ten years? 
- They have a major influence. 
- They don`t interfere with us, there aren`t such 
structures. 
5.7. Has the frequency or species of hunted animals 
changed during the last ten years?
- It has changed (it is connected with the drilling 
activity). There are a lot of brant geese, they de-
stroy the pastures. We need to reduce the brant 
population.
6.2. Were your ancestors reindeer herders, and if 
so, where?
- Now at the place where I used to work (in the 
area of the second herd) pastures are polluted by 
the drilling people. 
6.7. Have you had to change the annual route dur-
ing the last 10 years? Why? 
- We had to, the oil company occupied the terri-
tory and we had to abandon the spring camp. We 
left there.
6.8. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on reindeer husbandry during the last 
ten years?
- There used to be drilling people, but they were 
all driven out. Nothing stirs now. 
- There are drilling rigs everywhere, of course, 
they impede reindeer herders. 
- It has changed dramatically during the last 10 
years, especially in the eastern part. Reindeer 
have nothing to eat, oil rigs penetrate deep into 
the island. They have a great influence, the lichen 
is different. There is smoke, roads are everywhere. 
Before the drilling rigs came the reindeer kept to 
this eastern area.
- We`ve left from there. There are roads and a 
pipeline. Reindeer go there. There were reindeer 
of the 2nd brigade there, they began to die be-
cause of poisoning. 
- There is some influence, in the east.
6.9 . Have there been any drastic changes in the size 
of your herd during the last ten years?
- Reindeer have become smaller during the last 
ten years. They used to be larger, probably, this is 
because of the oil rigs. 
- It has changed, most likely because of the lack of 
pastures. There are a lot of sick animals in sum-
mer - these are internal illnesses, for example, 
lung diseases.
8.1. Are special places of the following kinds known 
to you within the areas of your traditional activity? 
- (indicates a place on the western shore of lake 
Peshchanoe) It used to be at Peshchane sopki, but 
it is all turned inside out by drilling people now.
- There are a lot of nomadic camps. There was 
a chapel at the river Peshchanka. There is only a 
trace left of it now. 
8.6. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on access to sacred places or have 
caused their destruction during the last ten years? 
- There are oil rigs alongside the river Peshchanka, 
they say it`s very close to the beams.
- Oil rigs in the east. 
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8.7. Do you know if and when these places were 
exposed to destruction or defilement? Who did it? 
Your people or somebody else? Were there any con-
sequences of these destructions and defilements? 
- The second bog place. There is an oil rig there 
right now. There used to be ancient things there: 
gods, tambourines, the hat of a shaman. 
10.1. How do you estimate the influence of activi-
ties of industrial enterprises, located on the tundra, 
on your life?
- It has a negative effect. The drilling people 
harmed the soil.
- It has a negative effect. Reindeer herders prob-
ably suffer. We don`t, as we don`t have them in 
the settlement.
- It doesn`t influence me.
- It has a positive effect.
- The expedition is far from us. 
- It does not influence in any way.
- They are not in our way.
10.3. Do the industrial companies discuss their pro-
jects with local residents before they start to work? 
- Not now, there used to be drilling people in 
whole tundra, we have driven all of them out, be-
cause they impeded the reindeer. 
- When I worked in the SPK, approximately two 
years ago, there was a meeting about whether to 
give the land to the expedition. The meeting was 
in the office of the SPK, only sovkhoz employees 
were present. They didn`t come themselves, they 
only sent a paper where we put our signatures 
whether we agreed or not. 
- Long ago a manager came from Peshchanka 
Rigs. He made a speech in the club, said we were 
brothers, we could build a school and lay a gas 
pipeline to the settlement. They really made poll-
ing for the school building, but now it’s rotten. 
Now nobody comes to discuss anything.
- No, there used to be turbulent meetings about 
giving the land for drilling derricks, but they were 
over soon. They probably discuss something with 
the SPK.
- It depends. Last time they sent us a paper to be 
signed for a drilling rig construction, but the rig 
was already there. Naryan-Mar says ‘yes’ to them 
and we seem to be the last to sign the paper. If we 
don’t sign, we won’t get anything.
10.4. Please tell about which industrial activities 
you have been informed in advance when you par-
ticipated in such discussions during the last five 
years? 
 - I didn`t participate on my own, it was probaby 
on behalf of a sovkhoz.
10.5. During these discussion meetings, did they 
ask for your opinion or were you only told about 
their plans? 
- They promised to build a school here, but it 
didn`t work out. They deceived us. Poles have 
been standing there since then. They have already 
begun falling, so many years have passed. 
10.7. Which attitudes have developed between lo-
cal people and workers of the industrial enterpris-
es? 
- My son, and not only him, worked as a jobber in 
the expedition at Peshchanka. It turned out that 
it was unprofitable to have them. If we work for 
them, they`ll have to fix this first. 
10.8. Do you think it is better to live on the tundra 
or to leave it after the oil companies started their 
activities?
- I can`t say, it used to be better without them. 
- You should ask the reindeer herders. 
- We don`t get anything from them, it remains all 
the same. 
- We don`t feel anything, reindeer herders prob-
ably suffer. 
- I don`t know, I don`t live with them. 
- We, for example, don`t feel anything in the set-
tlement; reindeer herders probably, do.
- I don`t know.
1.4.5.3. Respondent from Karatayka (1 questionnaire):
5.6. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on hunting during the last ten years? 
- Much “iron” is scattered in the area of Sarem-
boy. 
10.1. How do you estimate the influence of activi-
ties of industrial enterprises, located on the tundra, 
on your life?
- It doesn`t influence in any way yet.
10.3. Do the industrial companies discuss their pro-
jects with local residents before they start to work? 
- No.
10.8. Do you think it is better to live on the tundra 
or to leave it after the oil companies started their 
activities? 
- Not, there are only negative effects.
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1.4.5.4. Respondents from Khorey-Ver (8 questionnaires):
Become worse Improved Unchanged No answer 
Pastures 3 5 0
Hunting areas 2 6
Marine mammals’ resting  
places
8
Fishing 2 2 4
Berry fields 3 2 3
Become worse Improved Unchanged No answer 
Reindeer husbandry 2 2 3 1
Hunting 1 3 4
Marine mammal hunting 8
Fishing 2 1 5
Gathering 4 1 3
Living conditions 7 1
”How did oil production affect the tundra in terms of …”
”How did oil production affect the tundra in terms of …”
Examples of responses
6.6. Specify places of nomadic movements and sea-
sonal settlements, reindeer calving and slaughter-
ing. 
- I won`t show the route.
6.8. Are there any industrial structures that have 
had an effect on reindeer husbandry in last ten 
years?
- We don`t have any structures along our route.
- It doesn`t influence in any way, nothing prevents 
work. The livestock has increased. We treat dis-
eases at early stages. 
6.9. Have there been any drastic changes in the size 
of your herd during the last 10 years? How? What 
do you think this is owing to?
- No, I most likely see improvement and increase 
of the livestock, because diseases can be coped 
with. There are modern methods of treatment of 
reindeer diseases.
10.1. How do you estimate the influence of activi-
ties of industrial enterprises, located on the tundra, 
on your life? 
- It doesn`t influence in any way.
- They most likely pollute pastures. 
- They pay compensation. 
- Negatively, they pollute pastures.
10.8. Do you think it is better to live on the tundra 
or to leave it after the oil companies started their 
activities? 
- It has become easier.
- It`s better.
11.1. Do you think the conditions of your settle-
ment, traditional areas and livelihood of your fam-
ily have improved or worsened during the last 20 
years? 
- They have become worse. It depends on the per-
son.  
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1.4.5.5. Comments to the answers of re-
spondents from Khorey-Ver
 Less than half of the respondents from Khorey-
Ver perceive a negative influence of oil produc-
tion on conditions of traditional activities. Further-
more, most of them think that the oil companies 
have improved their living conditions and even the 
conditions for reindeer husbandry. The oil develop-
ment opened up opportunities for new foodstuff, 
for the use of helicopters for transportation of fam-
ily members of reindeer herders to the centre, and 
hopes for compensation in this remote area. 
Today respondents from Khorey-Ver are success-
ful reindeer herders, enjoying high incomes. They 
are confident and were not interested in questions 
about the state of the environment. When answer-
ing the questions, they seemed not to pay atten-
tion to the content of the question “How do you 
estimate the influence of activities of industrial en-
terprises, located on the tundra, on your life?”. That 
is why the estimation of the successfulness of rein-
deer husbandry in the brigades due to, for instance, 
a well-organised veterinary service, was taken as a 
merit of the oil industry.
The crucial role of traditional nature management 
in the subsistence of reindeer herders in Khorey-
Ver suggests that negative impacts by industry on 
pastures will have dramatic effects on the welfare 
of the area’s indigenous residents. 
1.4.5.6. Respondents from Nelmin-Nos (20 
questionnaires)
 Information about the influence of industrial activi-
ties was not investigated via the questionnaire be-
cause the interviewer understood that there is no 
oil production in the territory of SPK im. Vyuchey-
sky. 
However, responses to the questionnaires reveal 
that many respondents mention an inconvenient 
geographical position and bogging as a problem of 
the settlement Nelmin-Nos. Almost all the respond-
ents recall the settlement Tri Bugri, closed in 1952, 
that ceased to exist during agglomeration of collec-
tive farms during the Soviet period (only one cross 
has remained). They tell that the settlement Tri Bu-
gri was situated at a high elevation. The fish lake 
Kirizeika lies opposite to it. The cemetery was de-
stroyed in connection with the construction of a 
camp of seismologists 20-25 years ago. Even young-
er respondents know about this settlement from 
frequent stories of elders.52 
They also mention water pollution in the Pechora 
River, unemployment, lack of accommodation, high 
alcohol consumption, and a big number of home-
less dogs as problematic issues in their village.
Reindeer herder: - Yes, we had to change the route, 
because we were close to the settlement. We used 
to go alongside Korovinskaya Guba up to Makino 
from April. Then we went up to the summer road. 
- There is less reindeer (unfair people coming by 
boats in summer time shot at reindeer)
Reindeer herder: - The quantity of reindeer has de-
creased. This is caused by reindeer diseases, weath-
er conditions and a human factor. Homeless dogs 
also cause problems. 
1.4.5.7. Respondents from Indiga (16 ques-
tionnaires)
Fourteen respondents out of 16 were concerned 
about the prospect of industrial development of 
the territory. In reality, there are no oil or gas de-
posits expected to occur on the territory of the In-
diga reindeer herders, although an oil terminal is 
planned close to the village, with a pipeline connec-
tion from the east. 
Examples of responses
10.1. How do you estimate the influence of activi-
ties of industrial enterprises, located on the tundra, 
on your life? 
- They will destroy the tundra.
- If they begin to develop something here, there 
will be only negative influence.
- Nothing good will come of it if they carry out 
these activities.
- So far we don`t have oil people here and there is 
no exploration, besides the construction of a bulk-
oil terminal, which is likely to being frozen now. 
But if they start something here, the environment 
will be polluted.
- There isn`t anything now, but they began build-
ing a terminal at Svyatoy Nos. It turns out that a 
pipeline will be laid through the territory, where 
we pasture reindeer, and this is bad …
- We don`t have anything here so far (besides the 
started terminal). Thank God … And in the event 
there is something, nothing good will come of it.
- It has negative influence, they will replace tradi-
tional activities. 
- They have begun building a bulk-oil terminal not 
far from the village (at Svyatoy Nos), but there is 
no movement now. We have not felt any effect 
yet. Thank God.
- Nothing good is going to come out of this …
- There is nothing like this here, besides the start-
ed construction of the terminal. And in the event 
something appears, nothing good will come of it.
- It has negative influence.
10.3.1.Who informs you about the results of these 
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peared.
11.10. What threats to the existence of your settle-
ment can you see in the future? 
- Lichen (reindeer food) will be disappearing.
- Oil rigs. We are categorically against the activity 
of the launching site “Plesetsk”.
- The environmental situation will become worse. 
- Disappearance of lichen (reindeer food).
- Lichen (reindeer food) will be disappearing. 
Poaching will occur. 
- The construction of oil rigs. 
- Lichen will be disappearing.
11.11. Can the population of your settlement be 
prepared for this threat and prevent it, or not? 
- We can protest against the construction of rigs, 
we are against soil degradation.
- Reindeer will disappear. 
1.4.5.9. Discussion of responses to the ques-
tions about the effect of industrial structures 
on traditional nature management
The common opinion of all respondents, when an-
swering the question “Do you think your and your 
family members’ work support your life complete-
ly?” was: “Everything depends on ourselves”. When 
answering the question “What other sources apart 
from yourself and your family contribute to the sup-
port of your family and your settlement?” they of-
ten did not answer, or answered: “From the head of 
the SPK”, “from the authorities of the NAO”. When 
answering the questions about what the villagers 
do and can do to prevent threats and solve prob-
lems (questions 11.6.-11.9., 11.11), they usually 
avoided giving an answer, or answered: “nothing”, 
“we should work better”.
These opinions show, on the one hand, the self-suf-
ficiency of indigenous people who maintain a tradi-
tional way of life. On the other hand, they indicate a 
high degree of isolation from the rest of the society.
The majority of the respondents, who answered 
the questions “What threats to the existence of 
your settlement can you see in the future?”, “What 
kind of changes have you observed … (concern-
ing fishing, hunting, gathering)?”, named ecologi-
cal threats like the degradation of pastures, water 
quality and berry fields and the reduction of wild 
animal stocks, connected with the appearance of 
modern technology and oil production. In addition, 
they refered to threats like poaching and the many 
homeless dogs that are left by newcomers. Feral 
dogs chase domestic and wild reindeer.
Respondents mark unemployment, alcoholism and 
discussions?
- We learn about them from newspapers, as no-
body has meetings and discussions with us. 
10.4. Please tell about which industrial activities 
you have been informed in advance when you par-
ticipated in such discussions during the last five 
years? 
- No, nobody has informed me.
11.10. What threats to the existence of your settle-
ment can you see in the future? 
- Young people will go away. If they begin oil ex-
ploration here, they will pollute nature.
- Field development, that is pollution of nature.
1.4.5.8. Respondents from Kanin Peninsula 
(29 questionnaries)
Information about the influence of industrial struc-
tures was not collected during 18 interviews. Inter-
viewer Nyurov thought there was no necessity, be-
cause there is no oil production on the peninsula.
Interviewer Kostamo, who questioned 11 respond-
ents, asked questions about environmental threats. 
Some responses are listed below.
Examples of responses
 2.14. Have quantity and species of fish changed in 
the last ten years? If so, what kind of changes you 
have observed? What do you think this is connect-
ed with?
- There is less fish, because of the environment. 
5.1. What kinds of wild (land) animals do you hunt?
- Moose, geese. There are less wild animals.
- Geese, wild reindeer. Wild reindeer and moose 
have practically disappeared. This is connected 
with the appearance of technology and poaching. 
6.9. Have there been any drastic changes in the size 
of your herd during the last ten years? How? What 
do you think this is owing to?
- There are less reindeer now. Food disappears. 
Problems appear in spring. Poaching. 
11.1. Do you think the conditions of your settle-
ment, traditional areas and livelihood of your fam-
ily have improved or worsened during the last …
… 20 years? Why? What has changed? 
- Environment, that is why we have worse living 
conditions and food. 
… 10 years? Why? What has changed? 
- There is a problem with reindeer food. There are 
impacts from the military range. 
- Reindeer have become smaller. Food has disap-
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distant educational facilities as the main problems 
in such settlements as Bugrino (Kolguev Island), 
Indiga and Nelmin-Nos, where traditional subsist-
ence activities are not engaged in to the extent they 
once were. Respondents from the settlement Kras-
noe, whose traditional lands have mostly been af-
fected by the development of oil production, mark 
its negative influence on all kinds of traditional na-
ture management. Respondents from the settle-
ment Krasnoe are very conscious about the impor-
tance of their participation in decisions about the 
use of traditional lands, completing agreements 
with companies on minimising the impact and com-
pensating damage. To maintain the level of their 
welfare, they also take advantage of the proximity 
of their settlement to the main market of tradition-
al products in Naryan-Mar. They are active traders.
Respondents from the Kanin Peninsula and the 
vilage of Nelmin-Nos, where there is no oil produc-
tion, and from the settlement Khorey-Ver, where 
it has only begun, are less interested in ecological 
problems and losses for traditional nature manage-
ment, which are determined by industrial develop-
ment. 
These losses have already been realised by the re-
spondents from Kolguev Island and Krasnoe. Re-
spondents from Indiga are aware of these losses. 
They are underestimated by respondents from the 
settlements of Kanin Peninsula, Nelmin-Nos and 
Khorey-Ver. At the same time, the importance of 
traditional nature management in the subsistence 
of reindeer herders from Khorey-Ver shows that 
negative impacts by industrial developments on 
pastures will have dramatic effects, as the indige-
nous residents are completely dependent on their 
reindeer herds. Today respondents from Khorey-
Ver do not see no other way of supporting them-
selves. 
Khorey-Ver was considered important for the pro-
ject because the major facilities of the Kharyaga oil-
field and adjacent fields, including a major pipeline 
system, divide the winter pastures of the reindeer 
herding cooperative SPK Put Ilicha into two. 
Data from Khorey-Ver may be a little controversial. 
At first, Yasavey did not succeed in finding a person 
who would be willing to interview people in the vil-
lage. Finally, the interviewer from Krasnoe was sent 
to Khorey-Ver to gather at least some information. 
The result was only eight interviews. In contrast to 
the other villages, the interviews in Khorey-Ver were 
thus not done by a co-villager. Respondents said 
generally that no industrial structures were in the 
vicinity of their migration routes and that they had 
not suffered any negative impacts. One respond-
ent said there were constructions, but they don’t 
interfere with reindeer husbandry. When looking 
at the map of oil development in the area (Maps 
A-5, B-3), it is hard to believe that this is represent-
ative or generally true. There is no obvious reason 
to believe that the problems reported from Kolguev 
and Krasnoe do not occur in the southern and east-
ern Bolshezemelskaya Tundra. In fact, it seems that 
reindeer herders have ceased using their pastures 
on the southwestern side of the Kharyaga pipeline, 
and herds are concentrated to the east of it in win-
ter. 
The opinion of respondents from different settle-
ments about environmental problems is based on 
their own experiences. So the experience of the cit-
izens of Krasnoe did not influence the views of the 
residents of Khorey-Ver regarding a potential effect 
of oil production on their traditional lands. They 
still see only the positive side of the prospects for 
oil production (compensation, etc.). 
Reindeer herders of the cooperatives Kharp and Erv 
(Krasnoe) use the pastures between the Pechora 
River and the Varandey area and have to deal with 
the oil fields at Yuzhno-Khylchuyu and Varandey, in-
cluding the new pipeline between these areas. Not 
all complain, but most of them have noticed one 
or more negative affects, mostly in connection with 
the pipelines and smoke from the oil rigs. Some 
complain about killing of their domestic reindeer 
by poachers53 and illegal fishing by non-indigenous 
people. These consequences of oil activities were 
repeatedly mentioned: the pollution of lakes and 
rivers, the reduction in size and quality of fish, sick-
ness among reindeer and insufficient pasture lands 
and fewer berries.
When answering questions in section 11 of the 
questionnaire, regarding changes of living condi-
tions and the future, almost all respondents said 
that they do not see their individual participation in 
a future arrangement. They did not show a deter-
mination to change of their subsistence pattern or 
look for alternative ways of supporting themselves. 
At the same time, their responses to the question-
naire made clear their high level of dependency on 
traditional subsistence activities. This indicates that 
if these activities are negatively affected it will have 
serious consequences on the welfare of the indig-
enous people. 
52, 53 According to T. Tuisku (pers. comm. 2009) poaching was 
already a problem in the NAO in the early 1990s, before the 
oil boom really had started. Not only oil people poach. Fur-
thermore, some oil companies strictly observe that their em-
ployees are not involved in poaching. 
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1.5. The MODIL-NAO data interpreted in light of security
By Gunhild Hoogensen, project leader of IPY project GAPS (The Impacts of Oil and Gas Activity on Peoples 
of the Arctic Using a Multiple Securities Perspective)
Figure 1-3: The GAPS actor-based 
security model
54 Hoogensen, G., Bazely, D.R. et al. 2009: Human Security in 
the Arctic - yes, it is relevant! Human Security Journal; Hoo-
gensen, G., Dale, B. et al. 2009: The Komi Oil spill of 1994 
and Local Security Production. Climate Change: Global Risks, 
Challenges and Decisions. Copenhagen, Denmark; Tanentzap, 
A.J., Bazely, D.R. et al. 2009: A Human Security Framework 
for the Management of Invasive Nonindigenous Plants." In-
vasive Plant Science and Management.
1.5.1. Introduction and actor-based 
security model 
The GAPS IPY project hopes to contribute to the 
work of MODIL-NAO by shedding light on the ways 
in which the security of different players, ranging 
from the state to individuals, are impacted, and 
what this potentially means for future planning at 
local, regional, and national levels. 
The notion of security has always been, and is now 
increasingly, employed in the Arctic region, al-
though rarely if at all with regard to the actual peo-
ple who live there. More often than not the notion 
of security has been invoked in a military/state per-
spective, where Arctic territory plays a role in the 
physical protection of the state (ie: geopolitical 
analyses of region, deployment of weapons, patrol-
ling of borders by military). More recently the no-
tion of ”energy security” has been increasingly de-
ployed as states jockey for position as oil producers 
functioning within uncertain markets, providing al-
ternatives to oil and gas production from unstable 
regions (Middle East), and for securing oil and gas 
resources, and its income, for producing states. 
In other words, ”security” is not an unknown con-
cept to the Arctic region. On the contrary, it has 
played a dominant role in the determination of how 
this region should and would develop. But invoking 
this term is highly political, usually indicating an is-
sue of high importance or top priority for a state, 
an issue for which the state could or would be will-
ing to employ extreme or extraordinary measures 
to ensure that the state has control over, or is able 
to protect, the issue in question (this issue could 
be related to sovereignty, protection of resources, 
etc). However, the term ”security” has not always 
been so narrow, as it more generally has found its 
roots in the current and future well-being of indi-
viduals, which included but was not restricted to, 
the role of the state. Cold War politics contributed 
a reification of the term, in many respects ”forget-
ting” the significance of individuals and communi-
ties to the process of creating security and/or inse-
curity.
Thus, in the case of people living in the Arctic re-
gions, the notion of security has rarely if ever been 
directly employed in relation to them. 
The GAPS project, which as MODIL-NAO also focus-
es on oil and gas issues in the Arctic, has developed 
a model representing a multiple actor framework 
for assessing the overall sense of security derived 
within a given situation54. The model attempts to 
make visible those actors who either have never 
been ”heard” or have been ”silenced” (indigenous 
peoples, women, minorities, etc) due to dominant 
discourses about what security should be about. 
Given that the employment of the notion of secu-
rity is highly political, giving top priority to issues 
deemed most valuable in the eyes of powerful ac-
tors (usually the state but not always exclusively), 
we wish to make visible the priorities and values of 
individuals and communities to see how they can 
and should inform these political discourses and fu-
ture plans.
Security is a term we use to indicate our need and 
desire to protect the things we most value – with-
out these things (be they persons, ideas/concepts, 
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whatever) we would not have security. Security re-
fers to preserving those things we value so that 
we can expect that they are still with us in the fu-
ture – security of expectations. Security is thus very 
context dependent – it is difficult to identify in the 
abstract what is prioritized and valued without un-
derstanding the context in which these values and 
priorities are embedded, who is articulating them, 
and who and what these values represent.
Therefore, the GAPS model, referred to as an ac-
tor-based model of security, takes into account 
the security perspectives of various actors indicat-
ed through wide/rough categories, including local 
communities, ”interest groups” (ranging from in-
dustry/business to non-governmental organiza-
tions), media, policy makers (the state), the military 
(often employed as a tool for providing security), 
and research. Generally speaking, these categories 
have always participated in one way, shape or form 
to understandings of security, but the dialogue has 
been over time dominated by largely two of these 
categories, the state and the military. 
The following analysis therefore weighs the vari-
ous statements and positions of the different NAO 
respondents, the oil industry, researchers, and the 
state (through legislative practices) to arrive at an 
understanding of the security dynamics in the re-
gion, and what this potentially means for the future 
security of the region.
The ”categories” of analysis presented here are de-
rived from the context of the MODIL-NAO research 
itself, from the nature and trend of the survey ma-
terial and its responses. Thus, the dialogue be-
tween researchers and community members, and 
their subsequent interactions with industries and 
state, inform the direction of the analysis.
1.5.2. Evaluation of MODIL-NAO data 
and assessments in a security frame-
work
The MODIL-NAO project has collected and data and 
assembled an easily accessible database for the 
purposes of better monitoring the activities and 
needs of indigenous peoples in the Nenets Okrug in 
Russia. Part of the intention of setting up this data-
base is for providing the people of Nenets with sol-
id data from which they can better articulate their 
interests and have their voices heard in the politi-
cal decision-making processes. This in turn assists 
improved accountability on the part of the state 
and oil companies towards indigenous populations 
in this area, particularly with regard to shared land 
use between oil and gas activities and reindeer 
herding and other ”traditional” economy activities.
On the basis of the data obtained through the 
MODIL-NAO interviews, this section evaluates pro-
cesses of security and insecurity through the fol-
lowing indicator: legislation, consultation/partic-
ipation, environment, quality of life and culture, 
economics, and energy. These factors are derived 
from the results of the interviews themselves as 
those which reflect some of the most prevalent val-
ues for these communities.
1.5.2.1. Security through legislation
One defining feature of legislation is that its pur-
pose is to ensure order and reduce chaos, thereby 
providing security via the mechanism of legislation 
to the people of a given state. The purpose of any 
legislation is to provide security to both the legis-
lator (the state) as well as the citizen (individuals 
of the state). Legislation makes visible the nature 
of the relationship between individuals, communi-
ties and the state, and the responsibilities each has 
towards the other for the overall intention of en-
suring security. However, ”knowing” that security 
has been achieved is difficult, particularly when it 
is often the state which dictates the terms and pa-
rameters of that security. In other words, legisla-
tion functions as far as the state is concerned when 
state security is not. When legislation fails or is in-
adequately implemented, it increases insecurity for 
those relying upon the legislation.
The MODIL-NAO project refers to current legisla-
tion that is intended to protect both land as well 
as the interests of the indigenous peoples living in 
this region. 
Despite these legislative efforts, it is clear from the 
report that legislation has not been satisfactory, 
and that local communities have not had the ability 
to seek recourse and protection through the court 
system.
1.5.2.2. Security through consultation/partici-
pation
According to the report, two associations are politi-
cally active on behalf of the Nenets and Komi peo-
ple (the Association of Nenets People Yasavey and 
the Izhma-Komi Association Izvatasyas) which par-
ticipate in to varying degrees developing social and 
economic programs for the NAO/Komi regions as 
well as take measures to preserve traditional life-
styles and activities. This suggests a certain level of 
political participation where there are channels by 
which indigenous voices can be heard. Despite the 
legislational requirements for consultation, not one 
community indicated that this process had been 
undertaken. Despite the roles of these associations, 
the actual ways in which consultation takes place 
locally is unclear. The legislation relies on referen-
da, but there do not appear to be concrete meas-
ures as to how referenda can be employed or when. 
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Some communities like Krasnoe are very aware of 
the importance of participation and have been sure 
to exercise their rights to particiption through writ-
ten agreements with companies in their region on 
ensuring minimal damage and obtaining compen-
sation if necessary. There is a perception that there 
is little to no consultation in the determination of 
when, how, or even whether or not an oil instal-
lation will be built in or around a community. This 
perception about inaccessibility for consultation in-
creases insecurity about what can and will poten-
tially happen to a region and its local population. 
1.5.2.3. Security through the environment
The environment is here, as in many regions, an is-
sue that exposes many perspectives. The report in-
dicates that there is ”major ecological problems” 
that local communities attribute to oil and gas ac-
tivity. These ecological problems include reduced 
pasture land, pollution of waterways, and pipelines 
cutting off migration routes. Despite this, there ap-
pears to be, according to the report, degradation 
of the environment that cannot be ignored, and 
that threatens the future potential for reindeer 
husbandry. As noted further by the report, degrad-
ed pastures and polluted land leads to feelings of 
hopelessness and insecurity amongst inhabitants, 
which demonstrates the importance of perceptions 
of and knowledge about what is occurring environ-
mentally.
The report indicates early on that any negative 
trends that are taking place in the region are more 
so due to poor management practices rather than 
any oil and gas activity. However, it is additionally 
reported that scientists and authorities have moni-
tored and recorded steady degradation of the en-
vironment often due to industrial activity since the 
1950s. From the scientific viewpoint therefore, bet-
ter protections for the environment are crucial for 
health and traditional lifestyles of indigenous peo-
ples in the region, as well as for the animals they 
are dependent upon.
A small number of respondents from Khorey-Ver 
were predominantly uninterested in environmen-
tal consequences of oil and gas production in their 
region. This was in part (largely) due to the bene-
fits brought by industry, including better transpor-
tation and access to market economy goods. These 
responses mirror such value-setting and prioriti-
zation by communities in other parts of the world 
which appreciate the prosperous gains made by 
natural resource exploitation over any possible 
consequences for the environment. This is also de-
spite the fact that the enormous Kharyaga oil field 
is situated on the winter pastures of the Khorey-Ver 
herders, with the result that they don’t use half of 
their winter pastures anymore as they are cut off 
by the pipelines. The Kanin Peninsula and Nelmin 
Nos have either not been affected by oil and gas 
development or only experienced initial effects as 
the industry is still new to their areas. Other regions 
which have had extensive experience with oil and 
gas development in their regions responded less 
positively and expressed significant concern over 
environmental degradation that would affect both 
the animals and the very lifestyles and identities of 
their communities. 
Thus dialogue needs to be established between this 
view and the possibilities of losing not only access 
to the natural environment (through degradation, 
pollution, etc) but also to lifestyles, values, customs 
and traditions that have been linked to this same 
environment. Do these communities value such 
traditions now, or have they transformed beyond 
this (not ”evolved” or ”progressed”, but moved so 
far away from such traditions that they no longer 
have any relevance to that community). This speaks 
to the importance (or not) of valuing traditional 
ways and customs within the community. If tradi-
tions associated with the natural environment are 
no longer relevant to the community, then the se-
curity with which one associates with being able 
to retain identity and traditional culture becomes 
less signficant or relevant, whereas economic secu-
rity and access to resulting infrastructure becomes 
more valued and a stronger part of the security pic-
ture for that community. 
Thus a next round of questions to the communi-
ty become relevant – these are the implications 
of the values and priorities of that community – is 
that what they are striving for? Is this direction that 
which will provide the sort of security they need for 
their future?
1.5.2.4. Security through identity and culture 
as quality of life (societal security)
The report indicates that the traditional activity of 
reindeer husbandry is most prominent of tradition-
al activities in the region (both Nenets and Izhma-
Komi). In addition traditional activities include sub-
sistence and commercial fishing and hunting and 
gathering. Given the emphasis on traditional econ-
omies, and the lifestyles associated with it, it is clear 
that the Nenets and Izhma-Komi people desire to 
preserve these activities as reflections of identity. 
Therefore any event or process that causes a de-
crease or elimination of these activities threatens 
the identities associated with these activities. The 
amount of legislation directed towards indigenous 
concerns in the Russian Federation indicates a rec-
ognition that preserving these identities is impor-
tant. However, to ensure that these identities re-
main secure, legislation has to be followed through, 
environments protected to allow for traditional ac-
tivities, and social and political processes more ac-
cessible to the peoples of these regions. Unfortu-
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nately the recent trend in legislation has shown the 
opposite, whereby amendments appear to protect 
the interests of the oil industry rather than the en-
vironment or the affected populations. 
1.5.2.5. Security through economics, infra-
structure - facilities
Living conditions are not defined in this report, but 
are understood to not necessarily include identity 
or cultural elements in one’s life. In other words, re-
fer to living standards, but not necessarily quality of 
life. This is because respondents have both stated 
that living conditions had in some cases improved, 
but that cultural issues had not (ie: preservation of 
a way of life, etc).
Some of the improvements in living conditions in-
cluded better housing, repaired roads, improved 
access to foodstuffs.
One group in particular, Khorey-Ver, seemed to 
have experienced the most benefit from the pres-
ence of the oil companies, and had little to no in-
terest in the impacts on the environment. However, 
the report indicates that very few responses were 
obtained in this region to be able to give an accu-
rate account of individual and community perspec-
tives.
1.5.2.6. Energy security
The legislation cited in the report does not explicitly 
discuss ”energy security” per se, but is reflected in 
the language of the legal frameworks. For example, 
regarding the federal law “On subsoil resources” 
a central goal is the reliable supply of mineral and 
raw materials, and its protection for future use and 
generations. This reflects a recognition of securing 
future expectations for those depending on natu-
ral resources in the region. However, as the past 
few years have shown, the Russian Federation is a 
significant oil producer for the global market, and 
its own economy is highly dependent upon this re-
source as oil is its primary export. Oil and gas have 
been even more tightly bound to notions of state 
security (as energy security) and the national econ-
omy, making the impacts on local regions and on 
human security of less importance. 
1.5.2.7. Security through communities
What is often little recognized, due to the domi-
nance of a state-based understanding of security, is 
the extent to which security for communities and in-
dividuals (despite legislation and state interaction) 
becomes largely dependent upon those same indi-
viduals and communities. The MODIL-NAO report 
reports that all respondents to the questionnaires 
indicated that they had to be largely self-reliant. 
Life in the Nenets Autonomous Okrug was depend-
ent solely upon the residents. In other words, se-
curity was largely created by and through the local 
communities, and less so through state legislation 
or other state mechanisms. This suggests little rec-
ognition for or sense of relationship with the mech-
anisms of the state (through legislation) that are 
in theory in place to provide additional support to 
communities (welfare system, etc).
1.5.3. Conclusions
Based on the data provided by the MODIL-NAO 
project it is possible to conduct an initial analysis 
pertaining to the impacts of oil and gas activity on 
Nenets and Komi peoples in the Russian Federa-
tion. Seven security-relevant issue-areas appeared 
to be most dominant in the work, though to vary-
ing degrees of importance. These areas included: 
security through legislation, participation, environ-
ment, economy, energy, identity, and communities. 
These issue areas overlap in many ways, as effects 
to identity are intimately linked to effects to the en-
vironment, and so forth. However it was useful to 
be able to highlight these issue areas for an initial 
analysis of the ways in which security is perceived 
in this specific context.
Additionally, the report confirmed the importance 
of examining the roles of various actors that can in-
fluence the security process and visions of securi-
ty for the future (security of expectation). As such, 
we can look to the actor-based security model to 
see what sort of security picture emerges for this 
region with regard to impacts of oil and gas devel-
opment, and how competing interests might influ-
ence the sense of security there. Various perspec-
tives and initiatives are reflected by various actors 
in a competing picture of local/human security in 
these regions. With regard to the actor-based se-
curity model, those actors that appear to play the 
most dominant roles in the data collected include 
local communities, researchers, policy makers (the 
state), and industry. 
Legislation constitutes more or less the core of se-
curity provided by the state to its people. The role 
of the state has been largely in the provision of leg-
islation to both protect fragile indigenous commu-
nities, as well as to protect the environment. Based 
on the research provided by the report, this legis-
lation is relatively extensive, but does not appear 
to be as effective as one would expect or desire, 
thereby decreasing the perception of security for 
the people who rely upon this legislation.
The research community contributes to the securi-
ty picture in the region in its general emphasis upon 
the extent of environmental degradation that has 
taken place for approximately half a century now. 
Concerns are raised by the research community 
about the extent of the damage and the ability of 
the local communities to continue to thrive in an 
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area where both traditional activities dependent 
upon natural resources (including livestock) and 
the health of people themselves are increasingly 
threatened.
Little has been said in this report pertaining to the 
role and perceptions of the oil and gas industry it-
self, other than that industry has an obligation to al-
low for contracts with local communities pertaining 
to minimal damage to the environment and for pro-
viding compensation. Given the nature of the in-
dustry it can be assumed that the perspective that 
is dominant here would be that of economic secu-
rity, and the benefits of increased incomes and de-
velopments in infrastructure that would be empha-
sised, in addition to the importance of generating 
oil and gas profits for the national economy. Lastly 
they would possibly also be a voice in articulating 
the importance of energy security, in maintaining a 
reliable supply of energy at a reasonable price.
Local communities have been the focal actor for 
this particular project, providing interesting and 
sometimes contradictory results regarding per-
ceptions of impacts of the oil and gas industry in 
the region. This could largely be due to the values 
of each community surveyed, whereby one group 
may underestimate the significance of environmen-
tal degradation as it does not place as much val-
ue on the environment (is not dependent upon it), 
whereas others place much greater value upon the 
environment and are thus much more sensitive to 
the vulnerabilities of environmental degradation. 
Local communities appear to some degree caught 
between the conundrum of the economic bene-
fits that oil and gas activity brings and the devasta-
tion of the environment. It was also indicated in the 
data that there is a strong feeling that local com-
munities need to largely fend for themselves when 
it comes to protecting both the environment and 
their traditional activities. Some communities ap-
pear to be more effective in this respect, attempt-
ing to engage in political participation. Other com-
munities however appear to feel that participation 
in decision-making is not even a possibility, further 
disconnecting them from the effects of legislation 
that is designed to provide security.
Taking the various actor perspectives together, 
there is generally considerable weight placed on 
the significance of environmental degradation. Al-
though not as effectual as one would hope, the 
state demonstrates its own awareness for environ-
mental security here by enacting a variety of laws to 
protect both the environment as well as protecting 
people who depend upon the same environment, 
whose very livelihoods are at stake. The recogni-
tion of the significance of environmental degrada-
tion is also quite clear within the interviews, where 
many respondents lament the destruction that 
they have either seen or foresee. The few commu-
nities that have not experienced oil and gas devel-
opment were the only ones which did not express 
such a concern for the environment. The percep-
tions of local communities and the national and re-
gional governments (the state) regarding the envi-
ronment were confirmed by scientific communities 
which later established that degradation has taken 
place for approximately 50 years since oil and gas 
development began. 
Thus, according to the data collected in the MODIL-
NAO project, the security of Nenets and Izhma-Ko-
mi people in the regions surveyed are intimately 
tied to the environment and its preservation and 
protection. To not do so has the very real potential 
to threaten not only the physical environment it-
self, but the lifestyles, identity, and traditional eco-
nomic activities of indigenous peoples in the Nen-
ets Autonomous Okrug and Komi Republic.
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1.6. Outlook
1.6.1. A pilot study for other areas? 
In listing the goals of the MODIL-NAO project it was 
indicated that it may serve as a pilot project for sim-
ilar, future projects in other areas. MODIL-NAO was 
successful in creating an alliance between scientists 
and representatives of an Arctic indigenous peo-
ple. In this case, a loose network between the main 
stakeholders of the project already existed; they 
knew each other from various kinds of joint activ-
ities. This fact was certainly advantageous, com-
pared to a situation in which partners first need to 
be introduced and gain a trustful relationship. This 
may be a time-consuming process during the ini-
tial phase of planning. Trust is an important issue 
in cooperation between scientists and indigenous 
people. The latter must be able to count on the sci-
entists not simply pursuing their scientific agenda 
and publishing needs and that their highest priority 
is assisting the indigenous society in their need for 
socio-economic or environmental support. And the 
scientists must rely on the fact that the indigenous 
representatives accept that proper scientific meth-
ods are applied and that there is a need for scien-
tific contributions and qualifications through pub-
lishing. We believe that MODIL-NAO was successful 
in this respect and that the lessons learned can be 
useful for future projects.
Which conditions can be similar or different in oth-
er places?
When applying this project idea to other areas in 
Russia, similar problems may be faced. Unlike other 
industrial countries of the Northern Hemisphere, it 
is generally difficult in Russia to get detailed maps 
or data that have a certain relevance to geological 
resources from official sources. The solution is to 
cooperate with Russian institutes or associations 
that have access to such data. It is also recommend-
ed that the local authorities be informed about the 
planned project and to ask for permission if major 
campaigns like questionnaire surveys are planned. 
The Russian project partners are normally the best 
suited to make these connections and inquiries, 
and they should be in charge of leading such activi-
ties in Russia, even when the project as a whole is 
managed from abroad. 
A complicating factor with MODIL-NAO was the 
turnover of office-holders in the Okrug administra-
tion. Officials who were informed and had prom-
ised their support in the planning phase were not 
in charge anymore when the project finally start-
ed and relations had to be built again. Under such 
circumstances it is highly recommended to have a 
well-prepared, concise summary document in the 
Russian language that can be handed over to offi-
cials and that explains the purpose and methods of 
the project and lists all involved partners. 
A facilitating fact was that the indigenous partner 
of MODIL-NAO is comparatively well equipped with 
computers and has personnel highly qualified in in-
formation and communication technology (ICT). In 
other instances, one might need to provide the in-
digenous partner with ICT personnel for the project 
period. 
Naturally, projects like MODIL-NAO can also be 
beneficial in Arctic countries of the Western Hemi-
sphere, or in non-Arctic areas. A number of coun-
tries have well-developed relations between gov-
ernmental authorities, commercial companies and 
indigenous peoples and most data that the project 
could deliver are already provided by national au-
thorities, like land-use planning maps and databas-
es. Indigenous representatives may have full access 
to these tools and a good overview of the situation. 
The necessity for assistance, which MODIL-NAO 
sought to establish, must be carefully checked with 
the indigenous leaders of the respective country or 
region, and the project must be adjusted to local 
needs. To plan the project basically with the local 
governmental authorities can easily result in a loss 
of trust from the indigenous peoples.
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1.6.2. Recommendations to stakeholders
To deal with the challenges described in the present 
report, we think it is necessary:
• to take account of indigenous peoples’ inter-
ests and map traditional nature management in 
the territory of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug 
(like started in the framework of the present 
project MODIL-NAO, which is carried out at the 
initiative of the Association of Nenets People 
Yasavey in the framework of the International 
Polar Year);
• to carry out qualitative assessments of lands 
and land management exercised by all house-
holds engaged in traditional use of natural re-
sources;
• to carry out an obligatory assessment with spe-
cialized methods of the influence of industri-
al development projects in the okrug territory, 
both on the primordial environment and on the 
traditional way of life of the indigenous people;
• to establish management bodies responsible 
for the management of Territories of Tradition-
al Nature Use (TTNU), which would involve the 
participation of indigenous people and the As-
sociation of Nenets People Yasavey; 
• to establish a special standing forum in NAO’s 
Zapolyarnyy Rayon55, which would facilitate ne-
gotiations between indigenous people, indus-
trial companies and government authorities in 
order to identify and prevent potential conflicts 
of interests; 
• to establish an Ethno-Environmental Commit-
tee as proposed in the options provided by the 
current Russian legislation. This Committee, 
which should have juridical knowledge and ac-
cess to information from the MODIL-NAO pro-
ject database, could function as a tool in profes-
sional negotiations with subsoil resource users. 
• to introduce relevant additions into the legisla-
tion of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug, which 
would legitimise the following proposals, name-
ly:
1) a draft proposal introducing amendments 
for the regulations about the TTNU im. Vy-
ucheyskyogo, including the establishment of a 
joint management of the TTNU;
2) proposals to introduce amendments to the 
NAO legislation, which would facilitate estima-
tions of damage and ethno-ecological assess-
ments. This should aim at preventing damage 
and minimize the negative effects of industri-
al projects on the environment and tradition-
al livelihood of the indigenous people, as well 
as allow for objective assessments of damage 
and adequate compensations;
3) a draft resolution on guidelines for assess-
ing the extent of damage to natural resourc-
es in the traditional environment of the indig-
enous people in the NAO, and the guidelines 
as such;
4) a draft resolution on regulations on ethno-
logical assessments in the traditional environ-
ment of indigenous people in the Nenets Au-
tonomous Okrug, and the regulations as such.
Unfortunately, the above proposals cannot be eas-
ily implemented in the NAO, as governmental au-
thorities recently have delgated a number of the 
okrug’s responsibilities to the administration of the 
Arkhangelsk Oblast, a fact that is rendering respec-
tive legislative initiatives in the NAO more difficult.
Besides the above issues, we recommend to sup-
port and develop existing initiatives to train people 
working in the tundra in monitoring environmental 
changes. 
55 Zapolyarnyy Rayon: A newly (2005) established municipal-
ity consisting of all of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug, with 
the exception of the town Naryan-Mar.
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• Indigenous peoples facing mainstream development, with emphasis on Nenets A.O.
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• Human security
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DATA: GENERAL MAPS
Part 2: Data 
This part of the report presents the majority of the 
data contained in the electronic database, although 
the database provides some complementary infor-
mation on accuracy, data sources, etc. Some of the 
maps have been enhanced with additional geo-
graphical information. 
Section 2.1. provides overview maps of the entire 
NAO.
Section 2.2. provides detailed maps of the areas 
covered by the questionnaire survey. The main top-
ic is traditional modes of livelihood, while data on 
hydrocarbon development are added to show the 
interference.
 Section 2.3. provides maps with satellite image in-
terpretations of the main oil development areas, 
while available data on traditional modes of liveli-
hood from the questionnaire survey are added to 
show the interference.
A number of significant attributes of map elements 
is summarised in the tables in section 2.4., main-
ly on settlements, population, traditional cooper-
atives and protected areas. However, they do not 
cover the entire database content.
2.1. General maps (entire NAO)
Map series O: General maps:
MAP O-1: Physical geography (page 88)
MAP O-2: Population, infrastructure, protected areas (page 90)
MAP O-3: Traditional land use (page 92)
MAP O-4: Subsoil resources and protected areas (page 94)
MAP O-5: Installations related to hydrocarbon industry (page 96)
MAP O-6: License owners for hydrocarbon prospection and extraction (page 98)
MAP O-7: Vulnerability zones and physical impact areas (page 100)
MAP O-8: Index for detailed maps and high-resolution imagery (page 102)
References to contained data: 
Publicly available data and satellite image interpretation (Norwegian Polar Institute)
Map scale: 1:2,400,000
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MAP O-1: NAO, Physical geography
References for contained data:
‘Digital Chart of the World’ and various published maps 
See also Appendix A3.2 for description of datasets.
Description: 
The map shows the topography, main river systems 
and distribution of inhabited places in the Nenets 
Autonomous Okrug. 
The NAO roughly comprises the tundra areas from 
the Kanin Peninsula in the west and the Yugor Pen-
insula (northern extension of the Urals) in the east. 
It is bound by the Arkhangelsk Region (with which 
it is administratively associated) and the Komi Re-
public to the south, and by the Yamal-Nenets Au-
tonomous Okrug to the east. Elevations are most-
ly below 200 m a.s.l., with numerous swamps and 
lakes throughout the region. Hilly areas occur in the 
Timan and Pay Khoy (Yugor Peninsula) ridges, up to 
460 m a.s.l. The major drainage channel is the Pe-
chora River, which runs into the sea near the okrug 
capital Naryan-Mar. The vast tundra areas between 
these ridges are known by the names Bolshezemel-
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skaya Tundra (east of Pechora River) and Maloze-
melskaya Tundra (west of Pechora River), while 
areas to the west of the Timan Ridge are called Ka-
ninskaya Tundra. The islands Kolguev and Vaigach 
in the Barents Sea belong to the okrug.
Settlements are widely distributed along the Pe-
chora River and a few other main rivers, mainly in 
the western part of the NAO, as well as along the 
shore line.
The vegetation zone is mainly barren tundra, ex-
tending into the forest tundra belt (open birch and 
spruce vegetation). Taiga (high conifer forest) oc-
curs in the southwestern part. The okrug has a sub-
arctic-maritime climate and is mostly situated with-
in the permafrost zone, except for the transitional 
Kanin-Timan area, where the permafrost is only 
temporary. The frost-free period is 2-3 months, de-
creasing from west to east. Winter ice covers the 
entire coast (ca. January-June), and periodically 
much of the open sea between the Kanin Peninsu-
la and southern Novaya Zemlya. Average tempera-
tures are -10° (west) to -20°C (east) in January, and 
+8° (north) to +14°C (south) in July.
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MAP O-2: NAO, Population, infrastructure, protected areas
References for contained data:
Public statistical data and various published maps 
See also Appendix A3.2 for description of datasets.
Description: 
The majority of the population of the NAO lives 
along the Pechora River (2/3 of the population in 
the capital Naryan-Mar), close to the mouths to 
some other main rivers and the shore. A large num-
ber of villages, distributed mainly in the same are-
as, ceased to be inhabited in the 1950s and 1960s.
The majority of villages far from the Pechora River 
have a significant indigenous population.
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Roads are almost nonexistent; exceptions are in the 
vicinity of Naryan-Mar (roads to the vilage of Kras-
noe and some oil fields to the east) and the main 
oil development of Kharyaga (road to the Komi Re-
public in the south). Transportation is mainly by air 
(Mi-8 helikopters and AN-2 airplanes), by river traf-
fic in summer, and by snowmobiles and tracked ve-
hicles in winter. 
Large facilities related to oil and gas development 
have developed in the Bolshezemelskaya Tundra, 
offshore, and on Kolguev Island. 
A system of protected areas is intended to preserve 
the main biotopes of the NAO. In addition, some of 
the reindeer herding cooperatives have approved 
Territories of Traditional Nature Use, which – at 
least on paper – imposes some restrictions on oth-
er uses.
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MAP O-3: NAO, Traditional land use
References for contained data:
Division of Reindeer Husbandry at the Dept. of Ag-
riculture, NAO Administration.
See also Appendix A3.2 for description of datasets.
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Description:
Most of the area of the NAO is assigned to coop-
eratives of reindeer herders or fishers, which have 
traditional land use rights. In reality, about 70% of 
these lands are in use today. Much of the remaining 
area has been ceded to oil companies or has been 
given over to some other use. No map is available 
that shows this loss of pasture land.
The diagrams give a rough indication of the eco-
nomic development of reindeer herding coopera-
tives since 2000 (after the end of the economic cri-
sis in Russia), with numbers of deer (blue columns) 
and total meat production (orange columns). Some 
of these are analysed in this report. See especial-
ly section 1.4.3.6, where the significantly negative 
trend of cooperative 7 (SPK im. Vyucheyskogo) is 
explained.
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References for contained data:
Oil fields: unpubl. compilation map, Nenets Infor-
mation and Analytical Centre (2001).
Metal, ore and non-metallic deposits: Journal 
‘Zapolyarnyy region’, April 2008.
See also Appendix A3.2 for description of datasets.
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Description: 
The map shows hydrocarbon occurrences (oil and 
gas fields). Only fields with confirmed economically 
interesting occurrences are shown here, while oth-
er investigared structures are omitted.
The dataset is not meant to be geologically exhaus-
tive, but gives a rough indication of the areas sub-
ject to (future) hydrocarbon development. Oil and 
gas occur in the so-called Timan-Pechora Basin, 
which comprises most of the Bolshezemelska Tun-
dra, the Pechora estuary, a small area west of the 
Pechorskaya guba, Kolguev Island, and offshore ar-
eas to the north. Gas and gas condensate occur-
rences are confined to the northwestern part of 
the B. Tundra and the Pechora area. The map also 
shows known occurrences of other georesources, 
subdivided into metallic, non-metallic and coal de-
posits. None of these are today mined or have ever 
been mined on a large scale. The data have been 
included in the database in order to indicate areas 
of possible future georesource development. Most 
ore deposits are confined to the northern Kanin 
Peninsula, the Timan Ridge, and the northern Urlas 
(Pay Khoy Ridge / Yugor Peninsula), while sand and 
similar resources also occur elsewhere. Protected 
areas are included in the map to show areas of pos-
sible conflicts of interest.
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MAP O-5: NAO, Installations related to hydrocarbon industry
References for contained data:
Satellite image interpretation, carried out at Nor-
wegian Polar Institute.
Additional data on pipelines from Journal ‘Zapol-
yarnyy region’, April 2008.
See also Appendix A3.2 for description of datasets.
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References for contained data:
Nenets Information and Analytical Centre (2004).
2009 data from Rosnedra.
See also Appendix A3.2 for description of datasets.
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MAP O-7: NAO, Vulnerability zones and physical impact areas
References for contained data:
Vulnerability zonation: V.B. Koborov & Yu.N. Shymi-
lova, Pomor State Univ., 2008.
Physical impact areas: Satellite image interpreta-
tion, carried out at Norwegian Polar Institute.
See also Appendix A3.2 for description of datasets.
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Description: 
Areas with physical impacts from human actvities 
identified on satellite images are shown with strong 
colours. For comparison, the vulnerability zonation 
from Koborov et al. is plotted (pale colours). Mi-
nor deviations of vulnerability centres between the 
datasets are most probably due to different map 
projections. 
The zonation of Koborovs et al. is based on a com-
bination of potential vulnerability of the ecosystem 
and the existing threat through hydrocarbon devel-
opment and other human activity. Areas of highest 
vulnerability are thus the environs of the largest de-
velopment areas (Varandey, Kharyaga), as well as 
the wetlands of the Nenetskiy Nature Reserve west 
of Pechorskaya guba, which has high biodiversity, 
although major physical damage has not been ob-
served in the latter area.
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DATA: GENERAL MAPS
MAP O-8: NAO, Index for detailed maps and high-resolution imagery
Description: 
Map showing the position of more detailed maps in 
sections 2.2. (maps of traditional land use areas, ar-
eas with data obtained from the questionnaire sur-
vey of the present project) and 2.3. (maps of major 
oil development areas, mainly base don data from 
the satellite image interpretation of the present 
project). 
Areas of high-resolution satellite imagery coverage 
(with year of images) are also shown to indicate 
where a more detailed and reliable interpretation 
of the imagery could be carried out.
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DATA: MAPS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY
2.2. Maps of areas covered by questionnaire survey
References to contained data: 
Results from questionnaire survey carried out dur-
ing the present project (Yasavey / Olga Murashko) 
and satellite image interpretation (Norwegian Po-
lar Institute). It is important to notice that the indi-
cated routes, areas and places of traditional nature 
use are only a minor part of the total.
MAP A-1 (page 110): Kaninskaya Tundra, land use 
- 29 respondents from 4 villages
Nes: The centre of the Kaninskaya Village Coun-
cil. Situated on the right banks of the Nes River. 
Founded in the second half of the 18th century; 
in 1831 a church opened for the Kanin Nenets; 
before 1896 the village belonged to the Mezen-
sky District, since 1896 it was the centre of the 
Nes ‘volost’ (smallest admin. division of Tsarist 
Russia); 1924 - 1929 it was centre of theKanin-
Cheshsky Samoyed ‘volost’; since 1934 the vil-
lage forms part of NAO; in 1995 it was given the 
status of municipality. The population amounts 
to 1407 people, including more than 7000 Nen-
ets (2005). The main activities include reindeer 
husbandry (centre of the reindeer herding coop-
erative Kanin), fishing (centre of the fishing co-
operative Severny Polyus), hunting, potato cul-
tivation. Connection with Naryan-Mar is by air.
Oma: A village founded in the first half of 19th 
century as a station en-route of the Mezen win-
ter tract; the first registered settlers were Old 
Believers. Presently it is the centre of the Omsk 
Village Council. The population amounts to 878 
people, including about 150 Nenets (2005). Oma 
is the central base of the reindeer herding SPK 
Voskhod and has a cattle farm. Local people are 
also engaged in hunting, fishing, cattle herding 
and potato cultivation. Connection with Naryan-
Mar is by air.
Kiya: A village that appeared in the first quarter 
of the 20th century at the site of a seasonal fish-
ing camp; it belongs to Shoynensk Village Coun-
cil. The population is 67 people (2005).
Chizha: a village that appeared in the first quar-
ter of the 20th century at the site of a seasonal 
fishing camp; it belongs to the Shoynskiy Village 
Council. The population is 36 people (2005).
Reindeer herds migrate from northern Kanin in 
summer to southern Kanin and adjacent areas in 
the Arkhangelsk Oblast, around Mezen and be-
yond, in winter. Calving areas and fishing places are 
spread throughout the area; hunting and gathering 
areas are preferentially in the northern part of the 
peninsula. No industrial development affecting the 
tundra.
MAP A-2 (page 111): Timan Ridge, land use
- 16 respondents from Indiga
Indiga (Malozemelskaya tundra, territory of SPK 
Indiga). The village was founded at the site of a 
fishing camp, which existed until the 18th cen-
tury. In 1937 people from the Mezen munici-
pality of the Arkhangelsk Region were moved 
to Indiga. In 1958 the kolkhos Timanets was es-
tablished out of the nomadic farms Yadey Ty and 
2nd Pyatiletka. Since the 1960s it has been the 
central base of the sovkhos Indiga. Centre of the 
Timanskiy Village Council. The population is 625, 
including 375 Nenets (2005). The obshcina Sya-
torey Yakha and the peasant farming unity Apit-
syn V.F. are registered within its area. Apart from 
reindeer husbandry, local people are engaged in 
hunting and fishing. There is a secondary school, 
a kindergarten, a community centre, a district 
hospital and an airport.
Reindeer herds migrate within smal areas. Calving 
areas and fishing grounds are mainly in northern 
parts of the area, while hunting and gathering ar-
eas are preferably close to the shore. No industrial 
development affecting the tundra, but an oil termi-
nal under construction and a planned pipeline.
MAP A-3 (page 112): Kolguev Island, land use
– 14 respondents from Bugrino
Bugrino: A village of reindeer herders on Kol-
guev Island. There is a boarding school, which 
was opened in 1930. The village has a post/tel-
egraph office, feldsher-midwife station, shop 
and club. A tv station has been in operation 
since 1983. There are 446 villagers (including 
426 Nenets), and 117 farming units. The maxi-
mum number of reindeer, 6000, was registered 
in mid-20th century. At the same time, a policy 
of sedantism – movement from tents into hous-
es – has been implemented. In 1957, 10 families 
were moved from Novaya Zemlya (source: NAO 
ES, articles by L.Yu. Korepanova “Bugrino,” “Kol-
guev Island Committee,” “Kolguev Village Coun-
cil”). The population is mainly engaged in rein-
deer husbandry, fishing, sealing and gathering. 
The Peschanka oil field was discovered in 1982 
in the eastern part of the island. There is a shift 
camp for the Peshchanka oil workers.
Reindeer herds migrate small distances, they pas-
ture mainly in the north in winter and in the south 
in summer. Hunting, fishing and gathering places 
are mainly close to the settlement in the south. Oil 
industry affects the easternmost part of the island.
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DATA: MAPS FROM QUESTIONNAIRE SURVEY
MAP A-4 (page 113): Malozemelskaya Tundra, 
land use
- 20 respondents from Nelmin Nos
Nelmin Nos (Malozemelskaya Tundra, SPK im. 
Vyucheyskogo, and numerous “obshchina”s). A 
village founded in 1938 as a base for the kolk-
hos im. Vyucheyskogo. By 1941 residential hous-
es were built, in 1956 a primary school, and in 
1979 the folk ensemble Maimbava was founded. 
In 1995 it attained the status of municipality and 
became the centre of the Malozemelskiy Village 
Council. In 2005 the population amounted to 
1025 people (282 farms), including 953 Nenets; 
permanent residents amount to 831: 419 men 
and 412 women. Nelmin Nos is the central base 
of the reindeer herding communities (obshchi-
nas) Ilebts, Neruta, Tabseda, Opseda, and the 
fishing community Malozemelets. Local people 
are involved in reindeer husbandry, hunting, and 
fishing. There is a kindergarten, an incomplete 
general school,a shop, a museum, a community 
centre, a medical centre, a post office, an auto-
matic telephone station, a tv station and a bath 
house. Connection with Naryan-Mar in summer 
is by river passenger boats, in winter by motor 
vehicles.
Reindeer herds migrate small distances, without a 
regular pattern. Due to short distances of the mi-
gration routes, other nature use areas are distribut-
ed all over the land. A minor area north of Korovin-
skaya guba has suffered from earlier hydrocarbon 
prospecting work. A gas pipeline croisscutting some 
migration routes and a gas terminal at Nizhniy Shar 
are planned.
MAP A-5 (page 114): Bolshezemelskaya Tundra 
West, land use
- 15 respondents from Krasnoe
Krasnoe (Bolshezemelskaya Tunrda, western 
part, territories of SPK “Kharp” and SPK “ЕRV”). 
Krasnoe village is the centre of the Primorsk-
Kuysk Village Council. The population is 1650 
people, including 900 Nenets (2005). People 
from the vilage of Chernaya and from Varandey 
are also living here. It is the central base for rein-
deer-herding SPKs Kharp and ЕRV. Local peo-
ple are mainly engaged in reindeer husbandry, 
hunting and fishing. Villagers keep cattle stock 
and grow potatoes. There is a community cen-
tre, a garage of equipment for “Kharp”, a kinder-
garten, a secondary school also functioning as a 
boarding school, a boiler station, a post office, 
a veterinary clinic, an ambulatory station, a fur-
processing workshop, a cattle farm, an automat-
ic telephone station and a museum. The village 
is supplied with gas. It is connected with Naryan-
Mar by a road, and during high-water periods by 
river boats.
Reindeer herds migrate from northern areas (Var-
andey, Chernaya) in summer to southern areas in 
winter. Calving areas lie mainly southeast of Kras-
noe and south of Varandey / Pakhancheskaya guba. 
Fishing sites occur mostly in the central and north-
ern areas, while other land use areas lie preferen-
tially in the northern parts. Industrial development 
affects the tundra especiallyin the northern areas. 
Tight interaction with oil installation occurs in the 
Khylchuyu and Varandey areas and along the new 
Khylchuyu-Varandey pipeline.
MAP A-6 (page 116): Bolshezemelskaya Tundra 
East, land use
- 9 respondents from Khorey-Ver (8), Karatayka (1)
Karatayka, (Bolshezemelskaya Tundra, territory 
of SPK Druzhba Narodov, centre of the Yushar-
skiy Village Council.) Founded in the 1930s. The 
population is 647 people, including 415 Nenets. 
It is the central base for the reindeer-herding 
SPK Druzhba Narodov (5 brigades on mainland, 
1 – on Vaygach Island). Druzhba Narodov has 
150 employees. Along with reindeer husbandry, 
local people are engaged in hunting and fishing. 
There is a school, a boarding school, an ambu-
latory station, a kindergarten and a community 
centre.There is air connection with Naryan-Mar. 
The town of Vorkuta can be reached by plane or 
tracked vehicles.
Khorey-Ver, from Nenets “straight wood” 
(Bolshezemelskaya Tundra, territory of SPK Put 
Ilicha). Khorey-Ver was founded in the 2nd half 
of the 20th century. It is situated on the shore of 
the Kolva River. Since 1952 it has been the cen-
tral base of the kolkhos Put Ilicha, later the rein-
deer-herding SPK Put Ilicha. Since 1955 there 
has been air connection with Naryan-Mar (AN-
2). In 2005 the population was 856 people, in-
cluding 471 Nenets. Local people are engaged 
in reindeer husbandry, fishing, hunting and po-
tato cultivation. There are a secondary school, 
a kindergarten, a post office, a district hospital, 
a community centre, a diesel power station, a 
slaughtering station, a tv station and an airport 
in the settlement.
Reindeer herds migrate from northeastern areas in 
summer to southwestern areas in winter. Calving 
areas are widely distributed from east of Naryan-
Mar to south of Varandey. Fishing sites follow the 
reindeer route, but are concentrated in the Cher-
naya-Varandey area. Industrial development affects 
the tundra especially in the winter pasture areas. 
The Kharyaga oil field and related pipelines cut off 
all winter pastures to the west of it.
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DATA: MAPS OF OIL DEVELOPMENT AREAS
2.3. Maps of oil-development areas
References to contained data: 
Results of satellite image interpretation (Norwe-
gian Polar Institute) on oil development; map data 
on traditional modes of livelihood from the ques-
tionnaire survey carried out under the present pro-
ject (Yasavey / Olga Murashko) are added. For more 
details about oil development in general see sec-
tion 1.3.1. The maps are drawn on GoogleEarth sat-
ellite imagery.
MAP B-1 (page 114): Varandey, land use 
Today Varandey is the NAO’s main oil terminal for 
oil to be transported by sea (see section 1.3.1), with 
pipeline connections to the adjacent oil fields, as 
well as fields to the east at Khaypudyrskaya guba, 
and, since 2008, the Yuzhno-Khylchuyu oil field far 
to the west. Satellite images have high resolution 
and are mainly from 2005 and are supposed to il-
lustrate roughly the present situation. Several rein-
deer migration routes of SPK Erv cross the pipe-
lines in several places during the summer. Various 
traditional land use areas lie very close to the in-
stallations. Abandoned test drilling sites and areas 
degraded by heavy vehicle tracks at the Tabrovay-
akhibskoe oil field, lie within these. Fishing sites ad-
jacent to the modern oil installations have mostly 
been abandoned.
MAP B-2 (page 115): Yuzhno-Khylchuyu, land use 
The Yuzhno-Khylchuyu oil field has been devel-
oped during recent years, and the pipeline to the 
Varandey oil terminal has been completed in 2008. 
Satellite images are from 2005 and 2006, from be-
fore its construction, and have a low resolution. The 
map thus only shows a very rough picture of the sit-
uation, without feeder pipelines to the main junc-
tion, and only the old, distinct, major vehicle tracks. 
All reindeer migtation routes cross the oil fields 
and, probably, the feeder pipelines. The area forms 
summer pastures of SPK Kharp and lies within the 
gathering grounds of the cooperative. Calving areas 
lie not far from the installations to the southwest.
MAP B-3 (page 116): Kharyaga, land use 
In terms of the area they cover, the Kharyaga oil 
fields are the largest development area of the NAO. 
The pipeline system sets a barrier for the migration 
of reindeer of the SPK Put Ilicha. Satellite images 
have partly high resolution and are mainly from 
2005 and 2007, thus supposed to illustrate roughly 
the present situation. Although crossing the pipe-
lines in principle should be possible, the herders 
seem to stick to the winter pastures to the east of 
it. The northern part of the Kharyaga oil fields lies 
within the winter pastures of SPK Druzhba naro-
dov, while the fields in the western part of the map 
(Layavozhskoye, Komandirshorskoye) interfere with 
the migration routes of the Komi cooperative SPK 
Izhemskiy olenevod. This cooperative was not sur-
veyed by questionnaire. 
MAP B-4 (page 118): Kolvinskoe, land use 
The oil fields Kolvinskoe, Severo-Khosedayuskoe 
and several adjacent minor ones are not producing 
oil. A number of drilling sites and networks of heavy 
vehicle tracks have locally damaged the landscape, 
clearly visible even on the low-resolution imagery 
(2004) covering the Severo-Khosedayuskoe field. 
Reindeer migration routes of SPK Put Ilicha cross 
the field, and the area is also a calving site. The 
Kolvinskoe field lies in the route for the Komi coop-
eratives SPK Severnyy and SPK Ust Usinskiy. These 
cooperatives were not surveyed by questionnaire.
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2.4. Statistical tables 
2.4.1. Settlements
Sources:
(1) Nenets Autonomous Okrug. Encyclopedic Dictionary, Moscow, Dom knigi “Avanta+”, 2001.
(2) Le petit fute 2003. Nenetskiy avtonomyy okrug. Moskva: Avangard, 2003. 
(3) Data of the Dept. of Indigenous Peoples of the NAO Administration (by TOFS Gosstatistiki, NAO)
(4) Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Main_Page)
(5) www.nenets.ru
Amderma
village 1 of urban character
Amdermskiy Village Council, centre
History
Established in 1933 for fluorite min-
ing (1,2) and military post (2)
1930-36 and 1940-41: GULAG 
camps (http://www.gulag.me-
morial.de/lager.php5?lag=469; 
http://www.gulag.memorial.de/
lager.php5?lag=50)
In 1938: A. got village council and 
became administered by the 
Vaigach Mining Trust (1)
1940: got a status as a poselok (vil-
lage type I) (2)
Febr. 1941 to Sept. 1959: centre of 
Amderma District (1)
In 1960s construction of quay, air-
port building, post office, hos-
pital, kindergarten, apartment 
houses, school, telephone ser-
vice (1)
1990: fluorite mines abandoned (4)
From 1995: municipal status (1)
Population
1938: 908 inh. (1)
1989: 787 inh. (2)
1990: 5300 inh. (1)
1993: 3000 inh. (1)
1995: 2400 inh. (1)
1999: 1800 inh. (1)
2002: 650 inh. (4)
2005: 597 inh. (3)
Occupations
1970s: up to 12000 incl. military 
personell (2)
Obshchina Yamb-To (nomadic rein-
deer herder organisation) is regis-
tered here (5)
Infrastructure
marine port (1,2)
airport (1,2)
earlier (until beginnig of 1990s):
geological expedition
construction management
cultural centre
club “Moryak”
secondary school
military hospital
hydrometeorological centre
permafrost laboratary
Andeg
village 3
Andegskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts:Naryga
History
Occurs in documents since the 18th 
century
In 1903: 1 church
25 Febr. 1930 established in the 
community “Pobeda”
Since 1960 base of kolkhoz “Sever”
Since 1967 base of kolkhoz “50-leti-
ya Oktyabrya”
Since 1995 municipal status 
(1)
Population
1850: 10 families (1)
1861: 100 inh. (1)
1903: 80 inh. (1) , 18 Russian / 5 
Nenets households 
1918: 107 inh. (1)
1995: 245 inh. (1)
1999: 254 inh. of which 23 Nenets 
(2)
2005: 197 inh. (3)
Occupations
base of SPK RK “Andeg” (fishery)
private cattle husbandry 
potato gardening
fishing
(1)
Infrastructure
secondary school
kindergarten
museum
cultural centre
diesel power station 
medical and obstetricianary station 
shop
post office
bakery
subscription phone 
connection with Naryan-Mar: in 
summer passenger transport on 
river, in winter bus transport
(1)
Belushe
village 3
Peshskiy Village Council
History
Arose in the early 20th century as a 
fishing camp
In August 1939 permanent settlers, 
so-called industrial settlers, im-
migrate 
From 1942 to 1950 motor boat sta-
tion
In 1950 the base of the Pechora 
Fishing Plant was established 
(1)
Population
1993: 196 inh. (1)
1998: 113 inh. (1)
1999: 123 inh. of which 6 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 162 inh. (3)
Occupations
fishing
marine mammal hunting
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school
kindergarten
cultural centre
medical and maternity ward
automatic telephone station
airport
connection with Naryan-Mar: air-
plane
(1)
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Bugrino
village 1
Kolguevskiy Village Council
History
First mentioning in 19th century
1920s: cooperative for joint rein-
deer herding “Krasnyy Sever”
1924: Kolguevskiy Island Council es-
tablished
Since 1956 base of kolkhoz “Kol-
guevskiy”
Since 1995 municipal status 
(1)
Population
1999: 425 inh. of which 416 Nen-
ets (1)
2005: 449 inh. (3)
Occupations
base of SPK “Kolguevskiy” (reindeer 
husbandry)
hunting
fishing 
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school
TV station
shop
post office
cultural centre
slaughtering place
medical and maternity ward
automatic telephone station
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
 air transport 
(1)
Chernaya
village 3
Primorsko-Kuyskiy Village Council
History
1936: trading station
1939: fishing camp
30.11.2000: included in Primorsko-
Kuyskiy Village Council
(1)
Population
1936: 12 inh. (4 households) (1)
1978: 20 inh. (1)
1999: 16 inh. (7 houses) (1)
2005: 22 inh. (3)
Occupations
fishing
Infrastructure 
no data
Chizha
village 3
Kaninskiy Village Council
History
Established in the first quarter of 
the 20th century at the site of a 
former fishing camp
Population
1902: 10 trade huts and a chapel
1930: 2 living houses and a fish 
cache(1)
1953: 40 households (1)
1965: 150 inh. (50 households) (1)
1993: 128 inh. (40 households) (1)
1999: 133 inh.of which 20 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 36 inh. (3)
Occupations
fish catchment plot of SPK RK “Sev-
ernyy Polyus” (based in Nes) (1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school
medical and maternity ward
heliport 
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
 air transport 
(1)
Indiga
village 1
Timanskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts: Vyucheyskiy
History
Arose at the site of a commercial 
catchment plot, existed since the 
18th century
1934: construction of a fish conser-
vation factory
1937: resettlement of inhabitants 
from the Mezen District of the 
Arkhangelsk Region
1958: kolkhoz “Timantsev” formed 
out of nomadic kolkhozes “Yadey-
Ty” and “2nd pyatiletka”
Since beginning of 1960s: central 
base od sovkhoz “Indigskiy”
Since 1995 municipal status
(1)
Population
1993: 809 inh. (237 households) (1)
1998: 709 inh. (228 households) (1)
1999: 739 inh. (1) of which 375 
Nenets (1)
2005: 625 inh. (3)
Occupations
base of SPK Indigskiy (reindeer hus-
bandry) (1,2)
hunting (1,2)
fishery (1,2)
marine mammal hunting (2)
Infrastructure 
secondary school (1,2)
kindergarten (1,2)
cultural centre (1,2)
local hospital (1)
meteorological station (2) 
airport (1,2)
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
 air transport 
Iskateley
village 1 of urban character
Urban settlement “Rabochiy 
poselok Iskateley”; part of Munic-
ipal District “Zapolyarnyy rayon”
History
1968: established as a geological 
exploration settlement
Since 20 March 1974: designation 
“poselok Iskateley”
March 1982: formation of Iskately 
Village Council
(1) 
Population
1985: 8300 inh. (1)
1995: 7600 inh. (1)
1999: 7000 inh. (1)
2005: 7164 inh. (3)
Occupations
worker’s village
Infrastructure 
largest secondary school of okrug
musical school
sports hall
hospital
post office
militia office
(1)
Kamenka
village 3
Pustozerskiy Village Council
History
Arose at the site of a settlement in 
the beginning of the 20th century
1998: became plot of the reindeer 
herding kolkhoz “Naryana-Ty”
(1)
Population
1922: 46 inh. (10 houses) (1)
1993: 225 inh. (69 households) (1)
1998: 231 inh. (68 households) (1)
1999: 238 inh. of which 41 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 330 inh. (3)
Occupations
plot of the reindeer herding kolkhoz 
“Naryana-Ty”
cow-shed
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school
medical and maternity ward
connection with Naryan-Mar: sum-
mer: passenger transport on riv-
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er; winter: car transport
Karatayka
village 1
Yusharskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts: Varnek
History
Established in the 1930s
Earlier 2nd branch of kolkhoz “Dru-
zhba narodov” (fishery: navaga 
cod, Arctic cisco)
Since 1995 municipal status
(2)
Population
1998: 685 inh. (2)
2005: 647 inh. (3)
Occupations
base of SPK “Druzhba narodov” (5 
brigades on mainland, 1 brigade 
on Vaigach Island; reindeer hus-
bandry)
hunting
fishing
Infrastructure 
school
boarding school
doctor’s office
kindergarten
cultural centre
airport
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
air travel (plane and helicopter) 
connection with Vorkuta:
occasionally by air, or tracked ve-
hicle
(2)
Kharuta
village 1
Khoseda-Khardskiy Village Council, 
centre
Situated in the Komi Republic
History
Established in 1892 by the Izhma 
peasant F.A. Kanev and his family. 
They lived of fishing, hunting, po-
tato gardening.
1894: a storehouse was built
1895: a sauna was built
1899: a new house was built
Until 1929 they were the only fam-
ily at the site
1929: started to build up the kolk-
hoz “Polokha”
Since 1955: base of kolkhoz “Rass-
vet Severa”
Since 1995 municipal status in the 
NAO
Population
1892: 5 inh. (1)
1940: 7 houses (1)
1998: 857 inh. (253 households) (1)
1999 – 795 inh. of which 343 Nen-
ets (1)
2005 – 759 inh. (3)
Occupations
base of SPK “Rassvet Severa”
(reindeer husbandry)
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
fishing
Infrastructure 
local hospital
cultural centre
sauna
bakery
radio station
secondary school
kindergarten
sports complex
museum
TV station
airport 
(1)
handicraft (workshop and sale)2
connection with Naryan-Mar and 
Inta: air transport (1)
Khongurey
village 1
Pustozerskiy Village Council
History
Established in 1939 as a base for 
the reindeer herding kolkhoz “im. 
Gorkiy”
1941: Houses for reindeer herding 
kolkhoz 
End of 1950s: central base of kolk-
hoz “Naryana-Ty” 
(1)
Population
1993: more than 400 inh. (108 
households) (1)
1998: 396 inh. (115 households) (1)
1999: 386 inh. of which 160 Nen-
ets (1)
2005: 218 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK “Naryana-Ty” 
(reindeer husbandry) (1,2)
2002: 4200 reindeer (2) 
cattle husbandry (120 head), milk 
(2)
fishing (1)
hunting (1)
potato gardening (1)
Infrastructure 
incomplete secondary school
kindergarten
medical and maternity ward
cultural centre
connection with Naryan-Mar:
In summer: passenger transport on 
river; in winter: tracked vehicles
(1)
Khorey-Ver
village 1
Khorey-Verskiy Village Council, cen-
tre
History
Established in the second half of 
1920s
1930: 6 houses
1937: established commercial com-
pany ”Udarnik”
1939: organised selkhoz-coopera-
tive “Ilich”
In Febr. 1952: Kh.-V. became central 
base of kolkhoz “Put Ilicha”
Since 1955: air travel to Naryan-
Mar by AN-2 
Since 1995 municipal status
(1)
Population
1998: 898 inh. (255 houses) (1)
1999: 937 inh. of which 471 Nen-
ets (1)
2005: 856 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK “Put Ilicha” 
(reindeer husbandry)
fishing
hunting
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
secondary school
kindergarten
post office
local hospital
cultural centre
diesel-driven power station
slaughtering place
TV station
airport
connection with Naryan-Mar: air 
travel
(1)
Kiya
village 3
Shoynskiy Village Council
History
Arose during the first quarter of the 
20th century on the site of a sea-
sonal fishing camp (1)
Population
1971: 20 households (1)
1993: 100 inh. (26 households) (1)
1998: 80 inh. (25 households) (1)
1999: 90 inh. of which 51 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 67 inh. (3)
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Occupations
hunting
fishing
(1)
Infrastructure 
medical and maternity ward
connection with Naryan-Mar:
air travel
(1)
Kotkino
village 2
Kotkinskiy Village Council, centre
History
Established in the early 19th cen-
tury by the two brothers Kotkino 
brothers from Mezen, to avoid 
military service
Post-road to Narjan-Mar went 
through Kotkino
Since 1995 municipal status
(1)
Population
1847: 2 houses (1)
1859: 14 inh. (4 houses) (1)
1918: 49 inh. (9 houses) (1)
1922: 103 inh. (13 houses) (1)
1928: 96 inh. (16 households) (1)
1950: 276 inh. (58 houses) (1)
1993: 512 inh. (153 households) (1)
2005: 353 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK RK “Sula” (fish-
ery) (1), (reindeer husbandry) 
(Kiselev)
cattle husbandry
large cattle farm
sheep husbandry
potato gardening
hunting
fishing
(1)
Infrastructure 
secondary school
cultural centre
medical and maternity ward
airport
connection with Naryan-Mar:
air travel
(1)
Krasnoe
village 1
Primorsko-Kuyskiy Village Council 
centre
other settlememts: Kuya, Oskolko-
vo, Chernaya
History
1 January 1928: 4 houses and 3 
trade buildings (1)
1956: base of kolkhoz “Kharp” 
moved here from Karegovka (1) 
because of bad natural condi-
tions at the old site (2)
Since 1995 municipal status (1)
Population
1998: 1645 inh. (477 households) 
(1)
1999: 1959 inh. (1)
1999: 2204 inh. (2) of which 860 
Nenets (1)
2005: 1650 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK “Kharp” and 
SPK “Erv” (reindeer husbandry)
cattle husbandry
large cattle farm
potato gardening
hunting
fishing
(1)
marine mammal hunting (seal, wal-
rus) (2)
fur farm (Arctic fox) (2)
Infrastructure 
cultural centre
garage of kolkhoz ”Kharp”
kindergarten 
secondary school
boarding school
boiler station
post office
veterinary station
doctor’s office
handicraft workshop
cattle husbandry
automatic telephone station
museum
gas supply in houses
airstrip
connection with Naryan-Mar: by 
bus/car; open-water period: boat 
transport
(1)
telegraph
TV station
handicraft (workshop, sale)
bank
library
restaurants, café, pub
(2)
Kuya
village 3
Primorsko-Kuyskiy Village Council
History
Established in the beginning of the 
16th century
1850: orthodox church, winter and 
summer markets
1891 church parish school opened
1903-31: Russian households, 1 
Nenets, school, church, bread 
shop, 2 shops, a pier on the op-
posite bank, (for steamer from 
Arkhangelsk) until 1930s
1931: 11 households united in kolk-
hoz “Krasnoe Znamya”
1943: 9 new settler families 
Since 1955: centre of kolkhoz “Bol-
shevik”
Since 1968 participant of kolkhoz 
”Kharp”
(1)
Population
1850: 142 inh. (22 houses) (1)
1861: 102 inh. (34 houses) (1)
1897: 57 men, 78 women (1)
1922: 213 inh. (44 houses) (1)
1995: 194 inh. (1)
1998: 168 inh. (47 households) (1)
1999: 179 inh. of which 32 Nen-
ets(1)
2005: 137 inh. (3)
Occupations
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
hunting
fishing
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school
medical and maternity ward
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
in summer passenger transport on 
river, in winter car transport
(1)
Labozhskoe
village 3
Velikovisochnyy Village Council
History
Arose in the 16th century as a fish-
ing trade village;
1574: 5 sheds
1679: 8 houses
(1)
17th century as hunting location (2)
Population
1858: 147 inh. (28 houses) (1)
1903: 182 inh. of which 10 Nenets, 
3 Komi, (42 households) (1)
1922: 236 inh. (48 houses) (1)
1950: 206 inh. (43 houses) (1)
1993: 360 inh. (123 households) (1)
1998: 364 inh. (139 households) (1)
1999: 373 inh. (1)
1999: 330 inh. (2) of which 11 Nen-
ets (1,2)
2005: 360 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK RK “Rodina” 
(fishing)
cattle husbandry
private cattle husbandry
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fishing
hunting
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
post office
shop
elementary school 
diesel-driven power satation
local power plant
medical and maternity ward
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
summer: passenger transport by 
boat, winter: tracked vehicles
(1)
Makarovo
village 3
Telvisochnyy Village Council
History
Established in 1679
Population
1859: 51 inh. (4 houses) (1)
1903: 40 inh. (13 households) (1)
1922: 53 inh. (11 households) (1)
1950: 140 inh. (14 houses) (1)
1993: 384 inh. (104 households) (1)
1998: 359 inh. (103 households) (1)
1999: 363 inh. of which 11 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 231 inh. (3)
Occupations
private cattle husbandry depart-
ment of GUSP OPKh of SKhOS in 
Naryan-Mar
fishing
hunting
cattle and sheep husbandry
Infrastructure 
elementary school (2)
telegraph (2)
post office (2)
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
summer: passenger transport on 
river; winter: car transport
 (1)
Naryan-Mar
town
Urban district “Gorod Naryan-Mar”;
part of Municipality “Zapolyarnyy 
rayon”; administrative centre of 
Nenets Autonomous Okrug
History
Since 1930: Construction work on 
the site of the village Beloshele
Oct. 1931: Beloshele renamed as 
village Naryan-Mar, taking over 
the function as district centre 
from Telvisochnoe 
1933: air flights Arkhangelsk – Ust-
Tsilma – Naryan-Mar
10 March 1935: village Naryan-Mar 
receives town status 
1935: passenger ship transport
Until 1940: new industrial establish-
ments
1955: passenger bus route
Since beginning of 1960s: central-
ised heat supply
Since 1974: centralised water sup-
ply, sewerage system with clean-
ing facilities
(1)
Population
1936: 10,288 inh. (1)
1995: 19,600 inh. (1)
1999: ca. 18,700 inh. (1)
2005: 18,887 inh. (3)
Occupations
base of GUSP OPKh of SKhOS (fish-
ery)
commerce
administration
service sector
Infrastructure 
oil base
power station
bread factory
municipal water pumping station
newspapers
regional hospital
polyclinics
drugstores
hotels
kindergartens
schools
sports complexes
educational institutions: technical 
college, Nenets agrarian econom-
ic college, agricultural college, in-
stitute departments
museums
TV and radio stations
industrial companies
transportation services
bank offices
post offices
libraries
business enterprises
marine harbour
airport
Air transport to Moscow, Arkhan-
gelsk and other Russian towns, as 
well as villages of the NAO 
River transport with Komi Repub-
lic, as well as villages of the NAO, 
marine ship transport to Arkhan-
gelsk and elsewhere
(1)
All-year road to Krasnoe (2)
cultural centres (2)
Naryga
village 3
Andegskiy Village Council
History
Known from the 18th century
1915: school opening
Since 1929: base of kolkhoz “Nar-
yginskiy”
Since 1939: kolkhoz “Aktivist”
1960: catchment plot of kolkhoz 
“Sever”, fishing brigades, cattle 
husbandry
Since 1960 population emigrated to 
Naryan-Mar and village Andeg
Population
1782: 104 inh. (1)
1785: 14 households (1)
1897: 178 inh. (1) (76 male, 102 
fem.) (1)
1995: 33 inh. (1)
1998: 24 inh. (11 households) (1)
1999: 34 inh. of which 1 Nenets (1)
2005: 14 inh. (3)
Occupations
fishing
hunting
cattle and sheep husbandry
potato gardening
Infrastructure 
medical and maternity ward
power station
Nelmin Nos
village 1
Malozemelskiy Village Council, cen-
tre
History
Established 1938 as base of kolkhoz 
“im. Vyucheyskogo”
Until 1941 construction of residen-
tial houses
1956: elementary school
Febr. 1979: formation of Nenets 
Folk Ensemble “Maymbava”
Since 1995 municipal status 
(1)
Population
1980: 914 inh. (194 households) (1)
1994: 1200 inh. (1) 
998: 1090 inh. (290 households) (1)
2000: 1099 inh. (282 households) 
(1)
2005: 1025 inh. (3), of which 953 
Nenets (2)
Occupations
central base of SPK “im. Vyuchey-
skogo” (reindeer husbandry)
central base of clan communities 
“Ilebts”, “Neruta”, “Tabseda”, 
“Opseda”, “Vynder”, “Vark”, fish-
ing community “Malozemelets”
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reindeer husbandry
hunting
fishing 
cattle husbandry (until 2008)
(1)
Infrastructure 
kindergarten 
elementary school
shop
museum
cultural centre
doctor’s office
post office
automatic telephone station
TV station
sauna
connection with Naryan-Mar: 
summer: passenger transport on 
river; winter: car transport
 (1)
Nes
village 2
Kaninskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts: Verkhnyaya 
Mgla, Chizha
History
Established in the second half of 
the 18th century
1831: opening of church and estab-
lishing of parish for Kanin Nenets. 
Until 1896 - in Mezen uyezd 
Since 1896 centre of Nes’ volost / 
smallest adminisrtative division 
of Tsarist Russia
From 1924 through 1929 centre of 
Kanin-Chesk Samoyed volost 
Since 1934 part of the okrug struc-
ture
Since 1995 municipal status 
(1)
Population
1830: 7 houses (2)
1859: 72 inh. (10 houses) (1)
1883: 224 inh. (28 houses) (1)
1922: 334 inh. (66 houses) (1)
1993: 1451 inh. (407 households) 
(1)
1999: 1461 inh. (1)
1999: 1624 inh. (2) of which 732 
Nenets(1,2)
2005: 1407 inh. (3)
Occupations
central bases for SPK RK “Severnyy 
Polyus” (fishery) and clan com-
munity “Kanin” (reindeer hus-
bandry)
cattle husbandry
hunting
fishing
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
secondary school
kindergarten
cultural centre
automatic telephone station
diesel-driven power station
meteorological station 
commercial cooperative
shop
post office
regional hospital
airport
air transport to Naryan-Mar, 
Arkhangelsk
(1)
Nizhnyaya Pesha
village 3
Peshskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts: Belushe, 
Verkhnyaya Pesha, Volokovaya, 
Volonga
History
Arose in the first half of 19th centu-
ry as a catching hut 
1830: 2 houses
1855: The Arkhangelsk government 
chamber decided to erect a vil-
lage at the river Pesha 
Until 1924: in Mezen uyezd 
Since 1924: part of the Kanin-Chesk 
Samoyed volost
Since 1929: centre of the Kanin-
Timansk district
Since 1959: centre of the Peshsk vil-
lage council
Since 1995 municipal status 
(1)
Population
1897: 36 males, 44 females (16 
houses) (1)
1922: 186 inh. (36 houses) (1)
1993: 845 inh. (327 households) (1)
1998: 768 inh. (290 households) (1)
1999: 796 inh. (1) of which 34 Nen-
ets (1,2)
2005: 678 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK RK “Zapolare” 
(fishery) (1)
hunting (1)
fishing (1)
private cattle husbandry (1)
potato gardening (1)
sheep husbandry (2)
reindeer husbandry (2)
Infrastructure 
local hospital
cultural centre
kindergarten
secondary school
post office
shop
meteorological station
diesel-driven power station
automatic telephone station
airport
air transport to Naryan-Mar, 
Arkhangelsk
Oksino
village 2
Pustozerskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts: Kamenka, Khon-
gurey
History
Arose at the transition between the 
15th and 16th centuries
1847: were building a wooden 
church and opened parish
1885:opened church parish scool 
Since 1928 centre of Pustozersk vil-
lage council
From May 1931 until October 1955: 
centre of Nizhnepechorsk District
From middle of 20th century until 
1998 there was a house for aged 
and handicaped people
Since 1995 municipal status 
 (1)
Population
1679: 12 men (1) (3 houses)
1837: 73 men (1)
1843: 163 inh. (1)
1853: 346 inh. (2)
1890: 257 inh. (1)
1903: 346 inh. of which 44 Nenets 
(1)
1908: 64 houses (1)
1922: 497 inh. (87 houses of which 
75 Russian, 1 Komi, 11 Nenets) 
(1)
1950: 800 inh. (70 houses) (1)
1993: 664 inh. (233 households) (1)
1999: 590 inh. of which 29 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 425 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK RK “Pobeda” 
(fishery)
cattle husbandry
hunting
fishing
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
sea fishing (2)
Infrastructure 
local hospital
cultural centre
kindergarten
secondary school
post office
shop
bakery
diesel-driven power station
connection with Naryan-Mar: air 
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transport; in summer passenger 
transport by boat
Oma 
village 2
Omskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts: Vizhas, Snopa
History
Arose in the first half of 19th cent. 
as a station on the winter road 
from Mezen, first settlers shown 
as Old Believers (former name: 
Kokiny)
1837: 1 house
Since 1995 municipal status 
(1)
Population
1859: 20 inh. (2 houses) (1)
1922: 94 inh. (13 houses) (1)
1993: 950 inh. (291 households) (1)
1998: 927 inh. (291 households) (1)
1999: 931 inh. (1)
1999: 1233 inh. (2) of which 152 
Nenets (1,2)
2005: 878 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK “Voskhod” 
(reindeer husbandry)
cattle husbandry
hunting
fishing
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure
doctor’s office
kindergarten
secondary school
cultural centre
commercial cooperative
automatic telephone station
post office
airport
air transport to Naryan-Mar, 
Arkhangelsk
(1)
Oskolkovo
village 3
Primorsko-Kuyskiy Village Council
History
no data
Population
2005: 42 inh. (3)
Occupations
no data
Infrastructure 
no data
Pylemets
village 3
Velikovisochnyy Village Council
History
Arose at the transition between the 
15th and 16th centuries as a fish-
ing trade settlement
Population
1574: 6 barns
1679: 2 fishermen’s houses at the 
winter road to Mezen. 
1837: 8 men (1)
1859: 20 inh. (3 houses) (1)
1903: 56 inh. (11 houses) (1)
1922: 69 inh. (18 houses) (1)
1950: 131 inh. (20 houses) (1)
1993: 65 inh. (27 households) (1)
1999: 66 inh. of which 6 Nenets (1) 
(23 households) (1)
2005: 65 inh. (3)
Occupations
fishing
hunting
cattle husbandry
potato gardening
Infrastructure 
no data
Shchelino
village 3
Velikovisochnyy Village Council
History
Established in 1883 in the location 
of a former settlement
Population
1922: 29 inh. (3 houses) (1)
1950: 204 inh. (38 houses) (1)
1993: 157 inh. (43 housholds) (1)
1999: 175 inh. of which 8 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 151 inh. (3)
Occupations
fishing division of SPK RK “im. Leni-
na” (based in Velikovisochnye)
hunting
fishing
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
Infrastructure 
elementary school
medical and maternity ward
connection with Naryan-Mar: in 
summer passenger transport on 
the river, in winter by tracked ve-
hicle
Shoyna
village 1
Shoynskiy Village Council, centre
other settlememts: Kiya
History
Established at the site of a former 
fishing camp
1902: 4 huts and a chapel
1930: 50 fishermen resettled from 
Kholmogor, a few more from the 
Mezen District in 1937
1931: 5 houses, sauna, stable, stor-
age, outhouses
From May 1933: working settle-
ment, village council was formed
1933: can factory (closed in the end 
of the 1950s)
1935: brick factory (closed in con-
nection with the workers leaving 
for the front in WWII)
Until beginning of 1950s: base of 
fishing fleet of kolkhozes of the 
Arkhangelsk Oblast 
From 1960s: houses drown in dune 
sand; categorised as non-pro-
spective
Since 1990 measures taken to re-
settle the inhabitants
Since 1995 municipal status 
 (1)
Population
1939: 800 inh. (1)
1996: 395 inh. (1)
1998: 394 inh. (158 houses) (1)
1999: 363 inh. of which 41 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 330 inh. (3)
Occupations
hunting
f ishing
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school
cultural centre
medical and maternity ward
air transport to Naryan-Mar (AN-2)
(1)
earlier, 1939-50s:
meteorological station
hospital
bank
post office
fish catchment plot and processing 
(cod, beluga, hai, flatfish)
(2)
Snopa
village 3
Omskiy Village Council
History
Established in the first half of the 
16th century at the site of trade 
huts on the Mezen winter route
1859: 1 house
1905: 3 houses (occupation: fishing, 
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marine mammal hunting, hunt-
ing, livestock breeding)
(1)
Population
1922 – 21 inh. (5 households) (1)
1993 – 135 inh. (43 households) (1)
1999 – 130 inh. (37 households) (1)
2005 – 108 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of SPK “Voskhod” (based in 
Oma; reindeer husandry)
cattle husbandry
fishing
hunting
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school
medical and maternity ward
airport
air transport to Naryan-Mar
Telviska
village 2
Telvisochnyy Village Council, centre;
from 1929 to 1931 okrug centre; 
other settlememts: Makarovo, Uste
History
Established in the first half of the 
16th century as a fishing trade 
settlement
1574: 3 outhouses
1862:a church built, established a 
parish 
1920-29: Samoyedic fishing plot
1922: cooperative “Kochevnik”
1927: opened House of the Maloze-
melsk (from Dec. 1926) and the 
Bolshezemelsk (from April 1927) 
tundra councils
Until Oct. 1931: Centre of the Tevi-
sochnyy village council
Until Oct. 1932: Administrative cen-
tre of the Nenets National Okrug
Since 1995 municipal status 
 (1)
Population
1679: 18 inh. (4 houses) (1)
1861: 149 inh. (23 houses) (1)
1903: 106 inh. (35 houses) (1)
1922: 139 inh. (35 houses) (1)
1993: 539 inh. (176 housholds) (1)
1999: 528 inh. of which 30 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 387 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of GUSP OPKh of the SKhOS 
based in Naryan-Mar
fishing
hunting (Arctic fox, fox, duck, geese, 
ptarmigan) (2)
private cattle husbandry
vegetable gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
technical division of Naryan-Mar 
communication centre
space communication section
kindergarten
cultural centre
automatic telephone station
secondary school
post office
doctor’s office
connection with Naryan-Mar: in 
summer: passenger transport on 
river, in winter by car
(1)
Toshviska
village 3
Velikovisochnyy Village Council
History
Established in the second half of 
the 19th century in the location 
of a settlement of peasants from 
the Ust-Tsilemsk district
(1)
Population
1922: 47 inh. (9 houses) (1)
1993: 150 inh. (54 households) (1)
1999: 157 inh. of which 7 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 184 inh. (3)
Occupations
fishing division of SPK RK im. Lenina 
(based in Velikovisochnoe)
cattle husbandry
fishing
hunting
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
post office
cultural centre
medical and maternity ward
elementary school
connection with Naryan-Mar: in 
summer: passenger transport on 
river, in winter by tracked vehi-
cles
(1)
Uste
village 3
Telvisochnyy Village Council
History
Arose at the transition between the 
15th and 16th centuries as a fish-
ing location 
1574: 5 sheds
1930: kolkhoz “Novaya Zarya” 
formed
1938: kolkhoz A.I. Mikoyana
1958: kolkhoz “Slava trudu” which 
in 1960 merged with the kolkhoz 
im. Kirova in Telviska
1975-93: branch of GUSP OPKh 
Naryan-Marskoy SKhOS. Part of 
the village is transformed into 
territory of the Putozersk Muse-
um Complex of Natural History
(1)
Population
1679: 5 inh. (4 houses) (1)
1837: 73 male inh. (1)
1843: 171 inh. (2)
1903: 120 inh. (20 households) (1)
1922: 174 inh. (27 houses), of 
which 20 Russians, 3 Komi, 4 
Nenets) (1)
1950: 99 inh. (14 houses) (1)
1993: 59 inh. (18 households) (1)
1999: 56 inh. of which 6 Nenets (1)
2005: 35 inh. (3)
Occupations
fishing 
hunting
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
 (1) 
horse and sheep husbandry (2)
Infrastructure 
elementary school (1)
medical and maternity ward (1)
shop (2)
connection with Naryan-Mar: in 
summer: boats (no ordinary pas-
sanger transport(2)), in winter: 
tracked vehicle (1)
Uste – Telviska: earth road, only for 
trucks and 4WD (2)
Ust-Kara
village 1
Karskiy Village Council, centre
History
Since 1995 municipal status (1)
Population
1999: 730 inh. of which 570 Nen-
ets(2) 
2005: 587 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK “Krasnyy Ok-
tyabr” (reindeer husbandry) (1)
Infrastructure 
airport
air transport to Naryan-Mar(2)
Varnek
village 1
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Yusharskiy Village Council
History
no data
Population
2005: 98 inh. (3)
Occupations
1 brigade of SPK «Krasnyy Oktyabr» 
(reindeer husbandry) in Ust-Ka-
ra (2)
Infrastructure 
no data
Velikovisochnoe
village 2
Velikovisochnyy Village Council, 
centre
other settlements: Toshviska, 
Labozhskoe, Shchelino, Pylemets
History
1574: one of fishing and hunting-
ground of Pustozersk
In 1873 one-room village school
1875 parish opened
Beginning of 20th century: centre 
of rural society for 8 villages and 
settelements
In 1920 the Soviet power estab-
lished 1924-29: administrative 
centre of the Putozersk district
1928 school for young peasants 
opened, only one in Nizhnepe-
chora
From December 1929 to May 1931 
centre of the Pustozersk district
15 May 1929 kolkhoz “im. V.I. Leni-
na” founded (since 1993 KDKh, 
since 1997 SPK)
Since 1995 municipal status 
 (1)
Population
1679: 12 houses (1)
1873: 390 inh. (78 houses) (1)
1914: 680 inh. (126 houses) (1)
1929: 893 inh. (133 houses) (1)
1994: 949 inh. (231 houses, 316 
households) (1)
1999: 910 inh. of which 16 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 840 inh. (3)
Occupations
central base of SPK RK “im. Lenina” 
(fishery)
cattle husbandry
fishing
hunting
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
secondary school
kindergarten
cultural centre
hospital
museum
airport
connection with Naryan-Mar: in 
summer: passenger transport on 
river; in winter: tracked vehicles. 
Air transport.
 (1)
Verkhnyaya Mgla
village 3
Kaninskiy Village Council
History
Arose during first half of 18th cen-
tury in the location of a station 
on the Mezen winter route 
Inhabitants from Nizhnyaya Mgla 
were resettled here 
(1)
Population
1772: 3 houses (1)
1859: 21 inh. (3 houses) (1)
1902: 6 houses (1)
1993: 41 inh. (15 houses) (1)
1999: 30 inh. (1)
2005: 116 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of SPK RK «Severnyy Poly-
us» (fishery; based in Nes)
cattle husbandry
fishery
private cattle husbandry
(1)
Infrastructure 
medical and maternity ward
Verkhnyaya Pesha
village 3
Peshskiy Village Council
History
Arose in the first half of the 19th 
century
1833: church built, opened parish 
for Timan Nenets and believers
From 1929 a fishing partnership ex-
isted
From 1932 the artel “Severnaya 
zvezda” which in 1960 joined 
with “Put k kommunizmu” from 
Nizhnyaya Pesha
(1)
Population
1859: 3 houses (1)
1905: 14 houses (1)
1922: 168 inh. (32 houses) (1)
1998: 213 inh. (69 households) (1)
1999: 218 inh. of which 5 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 80 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of SPK RK «Zapolyare» 
(fishery, based in Nizhnyaya Pe-
sha)
cattle husbandry
fishing
hunting
private cattle husbandry
potato gardening
(1)
Infrastructure 
beginners’ elementary school
kindergarten
medical and maternity ward
automatic telephone station
airport
air travel to Naryan-Mar
(1)
Vizhas
village 3
Omskiy Village Council
Former name: Komandrueva (2) 
History
Arose in the first half of 19th cen-
tury at the location of a station at 
the Mezen winter route
1858: first mentioned in documents
1932-60 base of fishing kolkhoz 
“Polyarnaya Zvezda”, then kolk-
hoz “Rossiya”
1993: division of KDKh (SPK) (1) 
“Voskhod”
(1)
Population
1859: 4 houses (1)
1905: 70 inh. (13 houses) (1)
1922: 107 inh. (22 houses) (1)
1993: 189 inh. (71 households) (1)
1998: 156 inh. (54 households) (1)
1999: 172 of which 21 Nenets (1)
2005: 98 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of SPK Voskhod (based in 
Oma, reindeer herding)
cattle husbandry
fishing
hunting
private cattle husbandry
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school 
kindergarten 
medical and maternity ward
automatic telephone station 
airport
air travel to Naryan-Mar
(1) 
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Volokovaya
village 3
Peshskiy Village Council
Former name: Terentievskaya
History
Established in 1907 by peasants and 
reindeer herders from Izhma
1929-32: fishing partnership, then 
artel
1940-60: reindeer herding kolkhoz 
“Krasnoe znamya”, then division 
of kolkhoz “Put k kommunizmu” 
(based in Nizhnyaya Pesha)
1993: division of KDKh (SPK) “Zapol-
yare”
 (1)
Population
1922: 73 inh. (12 houses) (1)
1993: 269 inh. (89 households) (1)
1998: 251 inh. (79 households) (1)
1999: 261 inh. of which 38 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 42 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of SPK “Zapolyare” (fishing; 
based in Nizhnyaya Pesha)
cattle husbandry
fishing
hunting
private cattle husbandry
(1)
Infrastructure
elementary school 
kindergarten 
medical and maternity ward
airport
air travel to Naryan-Mar
(1)
Volonga
village 3
Peshskiy Village Council
History
Established in the beginning of 
the 20th century at the site of a 
fishing camp of fishermen from 
Mezen
1939: people from the Mezen dis-
trict settle here
1940-60: fishing kolkhoz “im. Gro-
mova”, then division of kolkhoz 
“Put k kommunizmu” (based in 
Nizhnyaya Pesha)
1993: division of KDKh (SPK) “Zapol-
yare”
 (1)
Population
1922: 9 inh. (2 houses) (1)
1993: 68 inh.(25 households) (1)
1998: 61 inh. (22 households) (1)
1999: 64 inh. of which 10 Nenets 
(1)
2005: 157 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of SPK RK “Zapolyare” (fish-
ing; based in Nizhnyaya Pesha)
fishing
hunting
cattle husbandry
(1)
Infrastructure 
elementary school 
kindergarten 
medical and maternity ward
airport
air travel to Naryan-Mar
(1)
Vyucheyskiy
village 1
Timanskiy Village Council
History
Established in 1933 as base of sovk-
hoz “Indigskiy” (milk production) 
(2)
Population
1993: 234 inh. (63 households) (1)
1998: 223 inh. (61 households) (1)
1999: 215 inh. of which 127 Nen-
ets (1)
2005: 193 inh. (3)
Occupations
division of SPK “Indigskiy” (based in 
Indiga; reindeer husbandry)
cattle husbandry
fishing
hunting
private cattle husbandry
(1)
Infrastructure 
kindergarten (1)
elementary school (1)
small boat transport to Indiga (2)
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2.4.2. Abandoned settlements
Main source: Data from: Nenets Autonomous Okrug. Encyclopedic Dictionary, Moscow, Dom knigi “Avanta+”, 2001.
Explanation: Village 1: Russian ‘poselok’; village 2: Russian ‘selo’; village 3: Russian ‘derevnya’
Afonikha
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Arkhipovo
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
During the 1950s inhabitants 
moved to the village Vizhas
History
Appeared during the second half of 
the 19th Century at the site of an 
Old Believers’ settlement
Population
1905: 4 houses
1922: 7 houses, 30 inhabitants
Former occupations
Main occupations were fishing and 
hunting
Remarks
(Arkhipovskiy) village of the Oma 
Village Council on the right side 
of the Vizhas River, 110 km from 
the river mouth
Bedovoe 
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
In the 1960s the village was classi-
fied as “non-prospective”; inhab-
itants left to neighbouring Pecho-
ra villages and Naryan-Mar
History
Appeared between the 15th and 
16th centuries as a working 
camp. 
Old Believers lodged here, escaping 
from prosecution by the official 
church.
Population
1574: 4 sheds
1679: 5 houses of city people from 
Pustozersk, 15 men
1837: 34 men
1858: 21 houses, 130 inhabitants
1903: 31 farms, 139 inh., including 
12 Nenets
1922: 30 houses, 150 inh.
1936: 126 inhabitants
1950: 17 houses, 96 inh.
Former occupations
Fishery, transportation, cattle hus-
bandry
Remarks
Village of the Pustozersk Village 
Council on the right bank of the 
Pechora River, 20 km from Ok-
sino. Monument (1991) of fel-
low countrymen who fell during 
World War II, author A.N.Markov 
(A.I.Mamontov, M.J.Ruzhnikov, 
A.N.Markov).
Chupov 
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
In the 1960s the village was classi-
fied as “non-prospective”; inhab-
itants moved to the village Oma.
History
Appeared in the second half of 
the 19th Century. First settlers 
were the Chupov family from the 
Mezen area. In the 1930s there 
was a cattle farm and a fishing 
brigade.
Population
1905: 5 houses
1922: 8 houses, 39 inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were fishing, 
hunting, cattle husbandry; fish 
was sold in Mezen
Remarks
Settlement (Chupovskiy) of the 
Omsk Village Council, on the right 
bank of the Oma River, 7 km from 
the village Oma
Egorovo
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Farikha
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Foma-Yu
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Golubkovka
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
In the 1960s the village was classi-
fied as “non-prospective”; inhab-
itants left to the village Oksino 
and others. In 1999 some unin-
habited houses were left.
History
Appeared in the early 16th Century 
as a working camp. 
1931: kolkhoz “Golubkovskiy”, since 
1935 under the name of P.G. Smi-
dovich; in 1960 united with kolk-
hoz Pobeda (Oksino).
Population
1679: 2 houses of soldiers and 5 
houses of city people (Golubkov) 
from Pustozersk
1837: 18 men
1859: 37 persons, 5 houses
1903: 8 houses, 57 inh.
1922: 15 houses, 32 inh.
1936:120 inh.
1950:17 houses, 99 inh.
Former occupations
1950: cattle husbandry, fishing bri-
gade
Remarks
(Golubovskiy) village of the Pustoz-
erskiy Village Council on the right 
side of the Golubkovskiy River 
channel, 3 km from the village 
Oksino. Native place of the story-
teller M.R. Golubkova.
Guba Dolgaya
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Guba Dyrovataya
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
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Kanin Nos
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Karegovka 
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
In 1956 inhabitants moved to Kras-
noe, because the annual flooding 
of the village by spring floods did 
not allow to maintain the build-
ings.
History
Appeared in the second half of the 
19th Century at the site of a fish-
ing camp. 
Population
1935-58: the central base of kolk-
hoz “Kharp”, elementary school, 
shop.
1920: 36 houses, 36 inh. (??)
1950: 19 houses, 248 inh.
Former occupations
No information
Remarks
 (Koregovka) village of the Primor-
sko-Kuyskiy Village Council, on 
the left banks of the Bolshaya Pe-
chora River, 25 km below the set-
tlement Krasnoe
Khabarovo
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Khabuyka
Type   
?
When abandoned
Closed in the early 1970s
History
Appeared in the beginning of the 
20th Century.
Population
1922: 3 houses, 13 inh.
1950: 2 houses, 3 inh.
Former occupations
No information
Remarks
On the left bank of the Kui River, 16 
km from Naryan-Mar
Kharitonovka
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
Disappeared in the early 1970s
History
Appeared in the beginning of the 
20th Century
Population
1920: 3 houses, 13 inh.
1950: 2 houses, 3 inh.
Former occupations
No information
Remarks
Settlement (Kharitonovo) of the Pri-
morsko-Kuysk Village Council on 
the left bank of the Kui River, 16 
km southeast of Naryan-Mar, 30 
km from the village Krasnoe
Konushin Nos
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Korzhi 
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
No information
History
No information
Population
1950: 4 houses, 18 inh.
Former occupations
No information
Remarks
Settlement of the Primorsko-Kuys-
kiy Village Council, on the left 
bank of the Kuyski River channel
Kostyanoy Nos
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Kurbas 
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
In the late 1940s the inhabitants 
moved to the neighbouring Pe-
chora villages
History
Established during the second half 
of the 19th Century by peasants 
of the Puztozersk Volost.
Population
1922: 7 houses, 31 inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were fishing and 
hunting
Remarks
(Kurabozhskiy) settlement of the 
Velikovisochnyy Village Council, 
northeast of the village Veliko-
visochnoe on the shore of the 
Kurabozhskiy Bay
Kuznetskaya guba
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Ledkovo 
Type 
village 1
When abandoned
In 1957, in connection with the 
merging of “Nyaryana-Ty” with 
the kolkhoz “im. Maksim Gor-
ki”, inhabitants moved to villages 
Khongurey and Kamenka. Sub-
sequently the family of Ledkov 
moved to Indiga, and the family 
of Vyucheysky to Kotkino.
History
Initially build in 1926 at the site 
of temporary reindeer herders’ 
spring camp on the way to the 
summer pastures at the sea, and 
in autumn to the winter pastures 
in the taiga of Kanin-Timan and 
Mezen. Nenets without reindeer 
settled down nearby. The first 
settlers were the families of Egor 
Ledkov and A.V. Vyucheyskiy, 
who ceased to roam because of a 
mass mortality of their reindeer. 
They erected two residential 
houses, a barn, stables and oth-
er buildings.In 1941 the base of 
the kolkhoz “Nyaryana-Ty” (“Red 
Reindeer”) was transferred here 
from springs of the Khvostova 
River. Houses for reindeer herd-
ers, shop, a bakery, food ware-
houses, a cattle farm, and a horse 
farm were constructed.
Population
No information
Former occupations
Cattle husbandry
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Remarks
Village on the banks of the Soyma 
River (Nenets: Tavota), a tributary 
of the Sula River, 80 km from its 
mouth
Ludovatoe
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Malaya Naryga
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
Inhabitants moved gradually to 
neighbouring villages and Nary-
an-Mar
History
Founded in 1933 by S.I. Nikonov 
from Bolshaya Naryga
Population
1861: 4 houses
1903: 8 houses (7 Russian, 1 Nen-
ets), 40 inh.
1922: 8 houses (7 Russian, 1 Nen-
ets), 48 inh.
1939: 40 inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were fishing, 
hunting, cattle husbandry
Remarks
Village 4 km east of Bolshaya Nar-
yga
Marina Gora
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Mesino 
Type 
village 1
When abandoned
1958
History
In 1958 inhabitants moved to other 
Pechora villages and Naryan-Mar 
in connection with the centralisa-
tion of salmon processing at the 
Pechora Fish Factory in Naryan-
Mar
Fish landing place for the Pechora 
Fish Factory.
Population
1950: 6 living houses, 61 inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were catch and 
processing of salmon and white 
fish
Remarks
Fishing settlement of the Primor-
sko-Kuysk Village Council, situ-
ated on an island in the Pechora 
River, 3 km east of the village of 
Andeg
Morkhida 
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
At the end of the 1950s inhabitants 
moved to neighbouring Pechora 
villages.
History
Appeared in the early 20th Century. 
The first settlers were peasants of 
the Ust-Tsilemskiy Volost.
Population
1922: 2 houses, 7 inh.
1950: 3 houses, 10 inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were salmon 
fishing and cattle husbandry
Remarks
Settlement of the Velikovisoch-
nyy Village Council on the right 
bank of the Pechora River, 30 km 
southeast of Velikovisochnoe.
Nikittsy
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
In 1955 transmigration of inhabit-
ants to Kuya started
Early 1980s: abandoned 
History
Mentioned in spiritual lists of the 
Arkhangelsk Spiritual Consis-
tory of the 18th-20th centuries. 
In 1936 the collective farm “Ni-
kittsynsky” was renamed “Bol-
shevik”; in 1955 is was merged 
with the collective farm “Kras-
noe znamya” in the village Kuya. 
From the beginning of the 1920s 
to 1960s it was the centre of the 
Kuyskiy Village Council, and un-
til 1963 of the Primorsko-Kuyskiy 
Village Council.
Population
1897: 25 houses of local peasants, 
5 of foreign persons; 64 men and 
69 women
1928: 34 households
1933: 30 households of collective, 
2 individual. Collective farm: 22 
horses, 42 cattle, 36 sheep. Indi-
vidual farms: 3 cattle, 1 sheep. 
1963: 196 inh.
1977: 4 households, 5 inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were salmon 
fishing, hunting and cattle hus-
bandry
Remarks
Situated on the right bank of the 
Pechora River, 15 km north of 
Naryan-Mar.
Since the 80s, inhabitants of Nary-
an-Mar and Iskateley have their 
kitchen gardens here.
Nizhniy Shar
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Nizhnyaya Baza
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Nosovaya
Type 
village 1
When abandoned
1958
History
Appeared in 1937 at the site of a 
fishing plot. First inhabitants re-
settled for economic reasons 
from the Tsilemsk district (Komi) 
and organised in the kolkhoz “20-
let Oktyabr”.
Population
1943: additional settlers from Kirov 
Oblast arrive. 
1950: central base of kolkhoz 
“20-let Oktyabr”, fishing place, 
school, shop.
1958: inhabitants resettled to Nary-
an-Mar and other villages.
1950: 276 inh. (50 houses)
Former occupations
Catch and processing of salmon and 
white fish
Remarks
Village at Bolvanskaya guba, east of 
the Pechora River mouth.
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Popovka 
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
No information
History
The first settler was F. Karmakulov 
from Pinegi in 1742, who made 
a fictitious “pleasant” deal with 
one of the Nenets in the Pinezh-
skiy district in about the acquisi-
tion of long-term user rights of 
the Indiga and Volonga rivers. In 
1795 under the will of Karmaku-
lov, the possession was inherited 
by the brothers F. and V. Popov. 
The winter route from Mezen to 
Pechora passed through Popovka.
Population
1859: 2 houses, 2 families ‘Popov’, 
19 inh.
1920: 1 house, 11 inh.
Former occupations
Fishing, hunting, cattle husbandry, 
reindeer herding
Remarks
(Indiga-Popovy) Settlement of the 
Timansk Village Council, on the 
right bank of the Indiga River, 60 
km from its mouth
Poylovo 
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
The population left in the 1960s.
History
Established at the site of an occupa-
tional post. In 1574 there were 2 
summer sheds, in 1697 4 inhabit-
ed houses, 3 of them belonged to 
a Putozerian named Shevelevy.
Population
1574: 2 summer sheds
1697: 4 houses, 16 inh. (men)
1785: 8 houses
1816: 78 inh.
1834: 9 houses
1850: 86 inh.
1859: 5 houses
1888: 2 houses, 8 inh.
1950: 5 houses, 17 inh.
Former occupations
Fishing
Remarks
Settlement of the Primorsko-Kuys-
kiy Village Council, on the right 
bank of the Pechora River in the 
Poylovskiy River channel, 15 km 
from Krasnoe
Prosunduy 
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
Disappeared from censuses since 
1936
History
Appeared at the site of an occupa-
tional camp in the second half of 
the 19th Century
Population
1859: 1 house, 12 inh.
1888: 1 house, 4 inh.
1897: 10 inh.
1920: 2 houses, 22 inh.
Former occupations
Fishing
Remarks
Settlement of the Putozerskiy Vil-
lage Council at the Kuya River, 45 
km from Pustozersk
Pustozersk 
Type 
town
When abandoned
A jail existed until 1762. In the 
1950s inhabitants started to 
move to neighbouring villages 
and Naryan-Mar. In 1962 the last 
house at the river mouth was re-
moved.
History
The name is “stamped” in the au-
tumn of 1499 by the governor 
under a decree of Moscow’s Tsar 
Ivan III. In the 16th-18th centu-
ries it was the administrative, 
economic and cultural centre of 
the Pechora area, whose territory 
stretched north-south from the 
Barents Sea to the Vychegda Riv-
er and east-west from the Urals 
to the Mezen River.
With the closing of a sea way to Si-
beria in the beginning of the 17th 
Century it became deprived of 
its role as a storage terminal and 
strategic stronghold in the north 
of Russia. 
In the end of 17th Century, there 
were city houses, a governor’s 
mansion, a jail and a church. 
In the 17th-18th centuries persons 
were send Putozersk, which were 
banished due to their objection 
to the authorities and official 
church, participants of the revolts 
of the K. Bulavina, S. Razin, So-
lovetskiy’s “sittings”; protopriest 
Avvakuma and its associates and 
others. Putozersk was the centre 
for tax (yasak) collection.
Throughout the 17th-18th centu-
ries it was exposed to attacks of 
“Charuchiy Samoyeds”. 
Since 1780 Putozersk was the volost 
(district) centre of the Mezen Dis-
trict, but gradually lost its signifi-
cance.
 In 1918 the first and second vo-
lost congresses of the revolution-
ary Soviet councils for the lower 
reaches of the Pechora area took 
place here. 
In 1964, on the initiative of Dr. Phil. 
V.I. Malyshev, the city monu-
ment, an obelisk, was estab-
lished. 
In 1989 a wooden memorial symbol 
was placed at the site of execu-
tion of protopriest Avvakuma and 
its associates. 
In 1991, the Pustozersk complex 
became a historical-natural mu-
seum.
Population
1563-64: 97 houses, 230 inh.
1574-75: 144 houses, 282 inh.
1926: 121 inh.
1936: 105 inh.
Remarks
The first Russian city above the Po-
lar circle, an advanced post of the 
Moscow State at its northeast-
ern frontier. Established at one 
of the channels of the Pechora 
River, 100 km from its mouth, on 
the bank of lake Pustoe. Pustoz-
ersk was the main stronghold for 
the advancement of Russia to the 
northeast. It played a significant 
role in the development of the 
Far North and Siberia. Its inhabit-
ants deserve a considerable merit 
in opening the ways to the Arc-
tic islands and the mouths of the 
Siberian rivers. Pustozersk was 
an important place for northern 
mineral prospecting expeditions, 
in which some of its inhabitants 
participated. In the 17th-18th 
centuries there was a special 
house for “prospectors”.
Sakharovo 
Type 
relocation settlement
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When abandoned
In the 1960s the village was classi-
fied as “non-prospective”; inhab-
itants moved to Oma.
History
Appeared in the beginning of the 
20th Century. First settlers were 
the family Sakharov from the 
Mezen District, who were en-
gaged in seasonal fishing and 
marine mammal hunting. In the 
1930s the village became the 
base of the reindeer-herders’ co-
perative named after V.P. Chkalov.
Population
1922: 3 houses, 20 inh.
Former occupations
Fishing, hunting, cattle husbandry, 
some families had private rein-
deer
Remarks
(Sakharovskiy) Settlement of the 
Omsk Village Council on the right 
bank of the Oma River
Savino
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
In the 1960s the village was classi-
fied as “non-prospective”; inhab-
itants moved to Oma
History
Appeared in the second half of the 
19th Century. The initial name, 
Markovy, Markovskits, derives 
from the first settler family, Mark-
ov, from the village of Oma. Trad-
ing activity with Mezen; villag-
eres exchanged with Nenets dairy 
products, furs, reindeer products.
Population
1905: 7 houses
1922: 14 houses, 67 inh.
Former occupations
Occupations were hunting, fishing, 
cattle husbandry
Remarks
(Savinskiy) Settlement of the Omsk 
Village Council on the right bank 
of the Oma River
Sengeyskiy
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Sinkin
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Smekalovka 
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
Abandoned in the 1960s, inhabit-
ants moved to Oksino, Pylemets 
and Naryan-Mar
History
Founded in 1919. First settlers were 
peasant families of the Pechora 
District, I.A. Ostashova from the 
village Denisovo and A.S. Chu-
prov from Ust-Tsilmy. In 1930 
peasants of Smekalovki and the 
adjacent village Pylemets found-
ed the fishing kolkhoz “Probuzh-
denie”, later named “Novyy put”. 
There was a cattle farm within 
the kolkhoz, after World War II 
moved to the village Pylemets.
Population
1921: 7 houses
1950: 5 houses, 25 inh.
Former occupations
Fishing, cattle husbandry, potato 
and turnip gardening
Remarks
Village of the Putozersk Village 
Council, on the banks of the Sta-
raya Pechora River, 12 km south 
of Oksino
Sopka
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
no information
History
Founded in the middle of the 19th 
Century by inhabitants of the 
neighbouring villages (Malaya 
Sopka, ca. 2.5 km and Staraya 
Sopka, ca. 1.5 km) who were an-
nually affected by high spring 
floods at the coast of the Pechora 
River. First settlers were a family 
of the rich peasants and reindeer 
herders, Ivan Mikhaylovich Chuk-
lin from Malaya Sopka. 
Population
In 1858 in Staraya and Malaya Sop-
ka lived 87 persons of both sexes. 
1903 in Staraya Sopka: 17 houses
Former occupations
no information
Remarks
Other names: Sopochnaya, Bolsh-
aya Sopka. On a hill slope, where 
the Bolshaya and Malaya Pecho-
ra divide, 25 km southwest of the 
village Telviska.
Staryy (Old) Varandey
Type 
village 2
When abandoned
Since the late 1990s measures to 
resettle inhabitants from Old Var-
andey to Naryan-Mar and other 
settlements of the district were 
taken. By 2000 all were moved 
to Naryan-Mar and Krasnoe. On 
30 Nov. 2000 Old Varandey was 
excluded from the register of set-
tlements of the NAO by decision 
of the Assemblage of Deputies of 
the NAO.
History
Appeared in the first half of the 
1930s after the formation of the 
Varandeyskiy Nomadic Tundra 
Council, in which territory 650 
persons roamed.
From 1978 administrative centre of 
the Varandey Village Council
1982: secondary school, kindergar-
ten, cultural centre, hospital
Beginning of 1990s: flood disaster
1993: Old Varandey was declared a 
zone of natural disaster 
1996: emigration of inhabitants 
started
Population
1936: 8 housholds, 28 inh.
1939: 6 living houses, medical 
ward, primary school (in 1940: 10 
graduates)
1966: 240 inh.
1978: 63 inh.
1998: 120 inh.
2007: approximately 20 persons; 
population is officially registered 
in Naryan-Mar, some older per-
sons not at all. 
Former occupations
Main occupations were reindeer 
husbandry, fishing, hunting
Remarks
Village at the shore of the Pa-
khancheyskaya Bay. Until 1978 a 
national village of the Primorsko-
Kuysk Village Council.
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Sukhanikha
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
In the 1950s the inhabitants moved 
to Vizhas.
History
Appeared in the second half of the 
19th Century.
Population
1905-22: 4 houses, 11 inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were fishing, 
hunting and cattle husbandry
Remarks
Settlement (Sukhaninskiy) of the 
Omsk Village Council, at the 
mouth of the Sukhanikha River 
into the Vizhas River.
Sula 
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
Since the beginning of the 1960s no 
people have lived in Sula.
History
Appeared in the beginning of the 
19th Century. First settlers were 
the Nenets families Ardeev, Apit-
syn and Kanyukov. Russian and 
Komi from Mezen and Pechora 
settled later. Houses were two-
storeyed, of Mezen type. Sula 
was situated on the winter post 
route, where carvans with car-
go and passengers traveled to 
Arkhangelsk and Ust-Tsilma. Until 
1926 a school, a shop, a medical 
ward and a creamery were op-
erated. In 1927 the school was 
transferred from Sula to Kotkino, 
in 1929 the shop, and then the 
creamery. During World War II 
the majority of men was lost on 
the fronts, the families remain-
ing without supporters moved to 
Kotkino.
Population
1859: 3 houses, 9 inh.
1922: 16 houses, 105 inh.
1926: 90 inh.
1950: 3 houses
Former occupations
Inhabitants held horses, sheep and 
cattle and were engaged in fish-
ing. 
Remarks
Village of the Velikovisochnogo Vil-
lage Council, at the Sula River, 20 
km down from the village Kotkino
Syavma
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Tarasovo
Type 
relocation settlement
When abandoned
In the 1950s the inhabitants moved 
to Oma.
History
Appeared in the beginning of the 
20th Century. First settlers were 
the Semyukin family from the 
Mezen District. Later the Tarasov 
family, also from Mezensky dis-
trict, settled.
Population
1905: 1 house
1922: 4 houses, 11 inh.
Former occupations
Inhabitants held cattle, sheep, hors-
es, were engaged in fishing and 
hunting, potato, turnip and radish 
gardening and they sowed barley. 
Dairy products were exchanged 
with the Nenets people for furs, 
reindeer furs, and were brought 
for sale to Mezen.
Remarks
Settlement (Tarasovskiy) of the 
Omsk Village Council, on the left 
bank of the Oma River, 130 km 
from its mouth
Taratinskaya
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
In the 1960s the village was classi-
fied as “non-prospective”; inhab-
itants moved to neighbouring vil-
lages.
History
Appeared in the early 20th Century. 
First settler was A, Taratin from 
Verkhnyaya Pesha. Houses of 
Mezen type.
Population
1905: 3 houses
1922: 8 houses, 45 inh.
Former occupations
Inhabitants held cattle, horses and 
sheep. In the winter they caught 
navaga cod in the river mouth at 
Pesha, which they sold in Mezen. 
Dairy products were exchanged 
for furs with the Nenets people.
Remarks
Village of the Peshsk Village Coun-
cil, on the left bak of the Pesha 
River, 57 km from its mouth
Tarkhanovo 
Type 
fishing camp
When abandoned
In the early 1970s beluga whale 
fishing in Tarkhanavo stopped.
History
The Bay of Tarkhanovo is sheltered 
from the sea by a ridge of reeves, 
serving as a good harbour. In the 
late twenties the Trust “Arkho-
blastryba” stopped beluga whale 
fishing. From the end of the 30th 
beluga whale fishermen of the 
kolkhoz “Severnyy polyus” from 
Nes worked here.
Population
1925: 6 buildings of the Trust “Arkh-
oblastryba”, houses, sauna, shed, 
barn, 2 dugouts
Former occupations
Pomors from the Mezensk district 
came here on carbasses to catch 
beluga whale, herring, cod and 
haddock with lines and rods.
Remarks
Fishing camp on the Kanin Peninsu-
la, 12 km southeast of the Cape 
Kanin Nos
Tobseda
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Torna 
Type 
farm
When abandoned
In the end of the 1970s work 
stopped, the inhabitants moved 
to Shoyna and Nes.
History
Appeared in 1926 at the site of a 
working camp of fishermen from 
Dolgoshchelya and Nes. First set-
139
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tlers were Gr.I., G.I., Ya.A. Kotkin 
and N.E. Sakharov from Nes. In 
1931 the fishing place produced 
50 to 80 tonnes of herring and 
flounder per year. A fishing bri-
gade from the kolkhoz “Severnyy 
polyus” was engaged in seasonal 
salmon fishing.
Population
no information
Former occupations
People were engaged in salmon, 
navaga cod, herring and flounder 
fishing, marine mammal hunting, 
and hunted Arctic fox, partridges 
and waterfoul.
Remarks
Farm at the mouth of the Torna Riv-
er, 20 km north of Shoyna
Tri Bugri
Type 
village 1
When abandoned
In 1952 operational constructions 
were transported to the settle-
ment Nelmin Nos, the central 
base of the kolkhoz “im. Vyuchey-
skogo”, with its attached kolkhoz 
“im. Chapaeva”. The settlement 
Tri Bugri ceased to exist.
History
Founded in 1939 at the site of fish-
ing huts according to a decision 
of the kolkhoz “im. V.I.Chapaeva” 
as a base for themselves. At 
first there were three apart-
ment houses, an office building, a 
warehouse with a shop, a farm-
yard, a stable, a barn, a shed and 
a sauna. Tundra people with their 
families lived in private chums, 
in total 10 pieces. The mouth of 
the river Tri Bugri served as a bay 
for keeping the boats. A wooden 
bridge was built across the river, 
and at the northern margin of 
the settlement a factory for roast-
ing of a red brick for sale was es-
tablished. Wetlands allowed to 
develop animal husbandry. In 
1951, in the public sector, there 
were 36 cattle, including 14 cows 
(prod. 2488 l milk per year), and 
20 horses, and 6 private sheep 
and goats. The livestock of com-
monly owned reindeer made up 
3509 head.
Population
no information
Former occupations
Reindeer and other animal hus-
bandry, brick production
Remarks
Village (from Nenets language: 
Three Dugouts) of the Maloze-
melskiy Tundra Soviet. Situated 
at the mouth of a small river with 
the same name. 
Ust Oma
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Vangurey
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Vashutkino
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Velikaya
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Velt
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Vostochnyaya Kambalnitsa
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
Yazhma
Type 
village 3
When abandoned
In the 1960s the village was classi-
fied as “non-prospective”.
History
Appeared in the first quarter of 
the 20th Century at the site of a 
working place of the Mezen po-
mors. A site of the fishing kolkhoz 
“Severnyy Polyus”. The fishermen 
fished during the winter develop-
ing a seasonal trade.
Population
1902: 15 trade log huts and a chap-
el
1950: more than 10 houses
1966: 2 houses; no permanent set-
tlement
Former occupations
Navaga cod catch 
Remarks
Village of the Kaninsk Village Coun-
cil, at the mouth of the Bolshaya 
Yazhma River, 35 km northwest 
of the village Nes; one of the 
main navaga cod producing plac-
es of the Kanin Peninsula
Yushino
Type 
fishing settlement
When abandoned
In 1959 inhabitants moved to other 
Pechora villages and Naryan-Mar 
in connection with the centralisa-
tion of salmon processing at the 
Pechora Fish Factory in Naryan-
Mar.
History
Appeared in the 1930s. In 1950 
Yushino was a fish landing site 
for the Pechora fish factory and 
a shop.
Population
1950: 11 residential houses, 109 
inh.
Former occupations
Main occupations were fishing and 
processing of salmon and white 
fish
Remarks
Fishing village of the Primorsko-
Kuysk Village Council on the right 
bank of the Pechora River, 35 km 
from Bolvanskiy Nos and 35 km 
from the village Krasnoe
Zelenoe
Remarks
shown on map as unpopulated 
place
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DATA: TRADITIONAL ECONOMIES
2.4.5. Cooperatives and clan communities involved in traditional economies in the NAO
SPK and obshchina names bases / (additional divisions) main occupa-
tion 
number of 
persons
existence 
of TTNU
*tenure 
  lands
source 
Nenets Autonomous Okrug
SPK Druzhba narodov Karatayka / Varnek reindeer husb. 38 yes 2,5
SPK Erv Krasnoe reindeer husb. 80 yes 2,5
SPK Indigskiy Indiga / Vyucheyskiy reindeer husb. 38 * 2
SPK Kharp Krasnoe reindeer husb. 60 * 5
SPK Kolguevskiy Bugrino reindeer husb. 23 yes 2,5
SPK Krasnyy Oktyabr Ust-Kara (Varnek) reindeer husb. 45 yes 2,5
SPK Naryana-Ty Khongurey (Kamenka) reindeer husb. 19 * 5
SPK “Obshchina Kanin” Nes reindeer husb. 146 * 5
SPK Put Ilicha Khorey-Ver reindeer husb. 81 yes 2,5
SPK Rassvet Severa Kharuta reindeer husb. 40 yes 2,5
SPK Voskhod Oma (Snopa, Vizhas) reindeer husb. 55 yes 2,5
SPK im. Vyucheyskogo Nelmin Nos reindeer husb. ? yes 2
SPK RK Andeg Andeg fishing ? * 3,5
SPK RK im. Lenina Velikovisochnoe (Toshviska, Shchelino) fishing ? * 5
SPK RK Pobeda Oksino fishing ? * 5
SPK RK Rodina Labozhskoe fishing ? * 1
SPK RK Sula Kotkino fishing ? * 5
SPK RK Severnyy Polyus Nes (Chizha, Verkhnyaya Mgla) fishing ? * 3
SPK RK Zapolyare Nizhnyaya Pesha (Verkhnyaya Pesha, 
Volokovaya, Volonga)
reindeer husb. 14 * 5
GUSP OPKh Naryan-Marskoy SKhOS Naryan-Mar (Telviska, Makarovo) reindeer husb. 20 * 5
Obshchina Ilebts Nelmin Nos reindeer husb. 9 yes 2,5
Obshchina Malozemelets Nelmin Nos fishing 4 yes 4
Obshchina Neruta Nelmin Nos reindeer husb. 9 yes 2,5
Obshchina Opseda Nelmin Nos reindeer husb. 6 yes 2,5
Obshchina Tobseda Nelmin Nos reindeer husb. 8 yes 2,5
Obschina Vynder Nelmin Nos reindeer husb. 5 yes 2,5
Obshchina Yamb-To nomadic (registered in Amderma) reindeer husb. 100 ? 4,5
Obschina Senga Nelmin Nos reindeer husb. 8 yes 2,5
Obshchina Salya ter Nes ? ? ? 4,5
Obshchina Sava ne Iskateley ? ? ? 4,5
Obshchina Syatorey Yakha Indiga ? ? ? 4,5
SPK Izhemskiy olenevod (registered in NAO, though administrated 
from Komi Republic)
reindeer husb. ? ?
Komi Republic (using pastures in NAO):
SPK Severnyy Mutnyy Materik reindeer husb. ? *
SPK Fion ? reindeer husb. ? *
SPK Intinskiy ? reindeer husb. ? *
SPK Bol’shaya Inta ? reindeer husb. ? *
SPK Ust’ Usinskiy ? reindeer husb. ? *
Sources:  
(1) Nenets Autonomous Okrug. Encyclopedic Dictionary, Moscow, Dom knigi “Avanta+”, 2001. 
(2) Sbornik materialov po olenevodstvu Nenetskogo avtonomnogo okruga, Yasavey, 2003 
(3) Le petit fute: Nenetskiy avtonomyy okrug. Moskva: Avangard, 2003 
(4) www.nenets.ru 
(5) Management of Northern Peoples’, Traditional Occupations’ and Veterinary Affairs of NAO
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DATA: TRADITIONAL ECONOMIES
2.4.5. Cooperatives and clan communities involved in traditional economies in the NAO 2.4.6. Reindeer husbandry
The diagrams indicate the total reported number of reindeer and total meet production of the individu-
al cooperatives from 2001 to 2009. Other indicators of reindeer husbandry are filed though not included 
here. Source: Div. of Reindeer husbandry at the Dep. of Agriculture, NAO Administration.
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DATA: PROTECTED AREAS
2.4.7. Protected areas
Nenetskiy Nature Reserve
Status: Federal
Year of establishment: 1997 - 1999
Area: 3,134 km2
Aim of protection: Endangered species; preserva-
tion of habitat and protection of nesting waterfowls 
, as well as various salmon species.
Remarks: Intensive oil development made it neces-
sary to establish this zone of restricted economic 
activity. Contains tundra with various mosses and 
grasses, vulnerable wetlands, sedge bogs, stream-
lets, small rivers and lakes with sea connection and 
spawning grounds. Suitable for studying bird migra-
tion. One third of the area is reindeer pastures.
Prohibitions: All activities changing the hydrological 
characteristics of the area, prospecting, mineral ex-
ploration and extraction, infringement of soil cov-
er and bedrock, gathering and preparation of wild-
growing fruits, berries, mushrooms and other kinds 
of using vegetation, construction of industrial and 
agricultural enterprises, roads, bridges, powerlines 
and other communications (except for those nec-
essary for the maintenance of the reserve), trade -, 
sports - and amateur hunting and fishing and other 
kinds of wildlife use, introduction of alien species, 
trespassing by unauthorised persons, motor trans-
port (including on waterways) except on assigned 
roads and routes, air traffic below 2000 m, other 
activities infringing natural processes.
Exceptions: Traditional economic activities by 
Northern indigenous people, including reindeer 
husbandry, is permitted on the Zakharinskiy coast 
for the SPK im. Vyucheyskogo.
Nenetskiy National Park
Status: Federal
Year of establishment: 1985
Area: 3,000 km2
Aim of protection: Endangered species of flora and 
fauna; study of tundra ecosystems to promote ra-
tional use and protection of the tundra
Prohibitions: Tourism, all kinds of hunting (includ-
ing marine mammals), destruction of birds’ nests 
and other wildlife dwellings, gathering of eggs and 
down, bringing weapons, tools and dogs, trade and 
amateur salmon fishing (except for research), ap-
plication of poisonous chemicals without an ex-
cemption permit, motorised offroad transport dur-
ing the snow-free period, water transport except 
on assigned routes, building of houses and con-
structions not related to the activity of the national 
park, burning of vegetation, use of fires during the 
dry season, cutting down wood in wildlife habitats, 
contamination of land or water reservoirs by miner-
al oil, waste from industrial activity or other waste, 
gathering or destruction of endangered plants. 
Exceptions: Traditional economic activities by 
Northern indigenous people, including reindeer 
husbandry, is permitted.
Nizhnepechorskiy National Park
Status: Regional
Year of establishment: 1998
Area: 1060 km2, including Lake Golodnaya Guba 
(272 km2) and part of the Pechora River delta (788 
km2)
Aim of protection: Preservation of a unique delta 
habitat, places of reproduction of salmon species, 
wetlands, waterfowl feeding areas during the sum-
mer period, including endangered species.
Vaigachskiy National Park
Status: Regional
Year of establishment: 1983
Area: 3,330 km2 (including a 3 km zone around all 
islands)
Aim of protection: Protection of reproduction and 
restoration of eider ducks, small swan, sea eagle, 
falcon, geese species, and polar bear.
Shoynskiy National Park
Status: Regional
Year of establishment: 1997
Size: 164 km2
Aim of protection: Preservation of unique wetlands, 
nesting places of valuable and rare waterfowl.
Bolshezemelskiy National Park
Status: Regional
Year of establishment: no data 
Area: [ca. 2500 km2]
Aim of protection: no data 
Remarks: Information only from official geographi-
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DATA: PROTECTED AREAS
cal map 1:1,000,000
More-Yu National Park
Status: Regional
Year of establishment: 1999
Area: 548 km2
Aim of protection: Relic open fur tree forest, situ-
ated 150 north of the northern forest tundra limit 
(120-150 years old trees); ornithological value, in-
cluding endangered species.
Kanyon Bolshie Vorota Nature Monument
Status: Regional
Year of establishment: 2009
Area: 2.12 km2
Aim of protection: Preservation of a unique pictur-
esque landscape at the Belaya River, including fish 
fauna and flora with their scientific and eco-educa-
tional values. 
Pym-Va-Shor Nature Monument
Status: Regional
Year of establishment: 2009
Area: 24.25 km2
Aim of protection: Preservation of a complex of 
natural and artificial objects, including mineral-rich 
thermal springs, archeological, geological objects 
as well as fauna and flora at the river Pym-Va-Shor.
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APPENDIX 1: QUESTIONNAIRE
APPENDIX
A-1. Questionnaire 
for collecting data about traditional nature use and livelihoods
prepared by Olga Murashko
1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1. Name and age
1.2. Ethnic group affiliation
1.3. Place of residence (according to registration 
and in fact)
1.4. Place of work and duty station (according to 
the work-book, and in fact) 
1.5. Work with traditional economic occupations 
(please underline): individually, in an extended 
family (clan community), SPK (cooperative), per-
manently, seasonally, from time to time 
1.6. Is the extended family (clan community) or na-
tional enterprise registered? If so, where and 
when and by which authority? 
1.7. How many members are in your family official-
ly ( )? How many representatives are in your ex-
tended family (clan community) ( ) or indigenous 
enterprise ( )? How many of these belong to nu-
merically small indigenous ( ) and other peoples’ 
( ) representatives?
1.8. Please, point the places of your traditional ac-
tivity. (Refer to map: all geographical names 
must be noted on the map!)
1.9. Do you have officially stated trading areas of 
economic significance? Is this a Territory of Tra-
ditional Nature Use (TTNU) for composite use? 
When and where was the TTNU registered? 
1.10. Show on the map the location and extent of 
your trading areas. Refer to map!
2. FISHING
2.1. What kind of fish do you fish and when during 
the year do you usually fish? 
2.2. Do you remember in which area your ancestors 
fished? Is there any family-based fishing area? 
(Refer to map: all geographical names must be 
marked on the map!)
If the respondent does not fish, go to questions 
2.17-2.24. (If there is a fisherman in the family, ask 
him separately about fishing.) 
2.3. Does your extended family (clan community) 
have a special fishing place?
 2.3.1 Do you use this place together with other 
families?
2.4. How far away from your house is this fishing-
ground situated? (Refer to map: all geographical 
names must be marked on the map!)
 2.4.1 How do you travel there and how do you 
transport the catch? 
2.5. Who gave you the right to use the fishing-
ground(s) and who registered this? 
2.6. For how long time did you attain the right to 
use the ground? What form of use, possession 
and property do you have on this ground?
2.7. Do you need a special permission to fish (con-
tract, license, quota, ticket)? Do you have to pay 
for the right to fish? If so, to which authority do 
you pay and how much do you pay?
2.8. Have you changed your fishing-ground during 
the last 10 years and why? (Refer to map: all ge-
ographical names must be marked on the map!)
2.9. Are there any industrial structures (drilling rigs, 
oil/gas pipelines, permanent settlements, roads, 
quarries, crossings, etc.) that have had an effect 
on fishing during last ten years? In what way? 
(Refer to map: all geographical names must be 
marked on the map!)
2.10. In what way do you fish? (This concerns both 
individual and collective fishing.)
2.11. Does your family have fishing tackle, nets, 
boat, motor, small boat (please underline, en-
ter others, what sort)? Which of this gear do you 
use together with other families?
2.12. Which quantity of fish and fish products do 
you take for your own family?
2.13. How do you preserve the fish (freezing, salt-
ing, smoking, other methods)? 
2.14. Have the quantity and species of fish changed 
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during the last ten years? If so, what kind of 
changes have you observed? What do you think 
this is connected with (for instance: low wa-
ter, disappearance of water bodies, pollution, 
changes of coastline, etc.)?
2.15. Do you give away fish to other people? (yes/
no) 
2.16. Do you barter the fish with relatives and other 
people? (yes/no). 
2.17. Do you receive fish as a gift? (yes/no) Where 
from? 
 2.17.1. Do you buy fish in a shop? (yes/no)
2.18. What portion of all food consumption by your 
family is fish that is prepared by you (can you 
specify in kg or in parts, for example, the fish 
makes a quarter of all foodstuffs that we eat)? 
Include: 
 2.18.1. Fish from relatives and friends
 2.18.2. Store-bought fish
 2.18.3. Could you manage without fish caught by 
you or the fish received from others, or replace 
it with something else?
2.19. How often / how many times a week do you 
eat fish? 
2.20. Have you or members of your family have 
had any diseases, indigestion or other ailments 
which, in your opinion, are connected with con-
tamination of fish? (If so, include details!) 
2.21. Have you or members of your family have 
had any diseases, indigestion or other ailments 
which, in your opinion, are connected with con-
tamination of drinking water? (If so, include de-
tails!)
2.22. Where do you take drinking water and water 
for cooking at home? 
2.23. Where do you take drinking water during mi-
gration, hunting or fishing? 
2.24. Do you always boil water for drinking?
The next questions are only for those who fish. 
2.25. Do you sell fish or fish products? Quantity? In 
what way? Where and to whom? Is it legally set-
tled?
2.26. Do you join others of the extended family 
(clan communities), brigade, and indigenous en-
terprise to sell the fish products? 
2.27. What kinds of organisations in terms of tradi-
tional fishing do you think are necessary (opti-
mal) for indigenous inhabitants of your region?
2.28. In your opinion, in traditional indigenous 
homelands, who should possess the right to dis-
tribute fish between users, to the state, or pub-
lic self-management bodies of the population?
3. MARINE MAMMAL HUNTING 
3.1. Do you hunt marine mammals?
If not, move to question 3.5. If there are members 
who hunt marine mammals, ask them. 
3.2. What kind of animals and during which time of 
the year do you hunt? 
3.3. Does your family have a special hunting area 
for marine mammals? Or do you hunt together 
with other families? 
3.4. Is your hunting area far away from your home? 
How do you travel there and how do you trans-
port the catch? (Refer to map: all geographical 
names must be marked on the map!)
3.5. Do you remember in which area your ancestors 
where hunting? (Refer to map: all geographical 
names must be marked on the map!)
If yes, ask the following questions. If the respond-
ent is not fishing, go to questions 3.10.2, 3.11 
and 3.12. 
3.6. Have you changed your hunting areas during 
the last ten years? Why? (Refer to map: all geo-
graphical names must be marked on the map!)
3.7. Are there any industrial structures (drilling rigs, 
oil/gas pipelines, permanent settlements, roads, 
quarries, crossings, etc.) that have had an effect 
on hunting marine mammals during the last ten 
years? In what way? Was it a positive or negative 
effect? (Refer to map: all geographical names 
must be marked on the map!)
3.8. Have the frequency and species of marine 
mammals changed during the last ten years? If 
so, what kind of changes have you observed? 
What do you think this is connected with (for 
instance, climate change, blizzards, changes of 
coastline, etc.)?
3.9. How much marine mammal meat and products 
do you take for your own family? For your dogs? 
How do you preserve the meat? 
3.10. Do you give away marine mammal meat as 
presents? (yes/no)
 3.10.1. Do you exchange it with relatives/
friends? (yes/no)
 3.10.2. Do you receive meat as presents? (yes/
no)
3.11. How often, how many times a week ( )/ a 
month ( ) do you eat marine mammal meat?
3.12. Have you or members of your family had any 
diseases, indigestion or other ailments which, in 
your opinion, are connected with contamination 
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of marine mammal meat? (If so, include details!)
The next questions are only for those who hunt ma-
rine mammals.
3.13. How were your hunting areas chosen? Are 
they registered on your or your family’s name? 
For which period of time do you have the hunt-
ing license? What form of use, possession and 
property do you have in this area?
3.14. Do you have to pay for the right to hunt ma-
rine mammlas? ? If so, how much and to whom 
do you pay?
3.15. When you hunt as an individual or collectively 
with others, what way do you hunt?
3.16. Does your family have fishing tackle (what 
type?), nets, boat, motor, small boat?
3.17. What do you use together with other fami-
lies?
3.18. Do you sell marine mammal meat or its prod-
ucts? Exchange? How much? In what way? To 
whom?
3.19. Do you join others in an extended family (clan 
community), brigades, or indigenous enterprise 
to sell marine mammal products? 
3.20. What kinds of marine mammal hunters’ or-
ganisations to sell your products do you think 
have a future in your region?
3.21. In your opinion, in traditional indigenous 
homelands who should possess the right to dis-
tribute quotas between users – to the state, or 
public self-management bodies of the popula-
tion?
4. GATHERING
4.1. What kind of plants do you gather? Do you 
gather other biological resources (eggs, mol-
luscs, seaweed, others)? Underline, or specify 
others. 
4.2. Do you preserve them? Do you know any ways 
to prepare wild plants and other gathered re-
sources (drying, cooking, other)?
4.3. How much wild plants do you prepare for your 
family needs? (Please try to value in liters; ber-
ries, mushrooms, herbs, others). 
4.4. Do you exchange with relatives/friends? 
4.5. In which places do you collect wild plants and 
other gathered resources? (Refer to map: all ge-
ographical names must be marked on the map!) 
Is this gathering place only used by your family? 
4.6. Do you have to pay for the right to gather wild 
plants or other biological resources? If so, how 
much and to whom do you pay?
4.7. Have their been any changes in these gathering 
areas during the last ten years? Why? 
4.8. Are there any industrial structures (drilling rigs, 
oil/gas pipelines, permanent settlements, roads, 
quarries, crossings, etc.) that have had an effect 
on gathering during the last ten years? In what 
way? Was it a positive or negative effect? (Refer 
to map: all geographical names must be marked 
on the map!)
4.9. Have the quantity or species of plants changed 
during the last ten years? If so, what kind of 
changes have you observed? What do you think 
is the cause? 
4.10. Have you or members of your family had any 
diseases, indigestion or other ailments which, in 
your opinion, are connected with contamination 
of plants? (Inform in more detail!) 
4.11. Do you sell wild plants or other gathered re-
sources or their products? What volumes? To 
whom? Where?
4.12. Are you united with other families in an ex-
tended family (clan community) or indigenous 
enterprises for gathering wild plants and other 
biological resources or for selling these? What 
kind of experience do you have; what is positive 
and negative about it? 
4.13. What kinds of organisations in terms of gath-
ering do you think are necessary (optimal) for 
your region?
5. HUNTING (LAND MAMMALS)
5.1. What kinds of wild [land] animals do you hunt?
If the respondent does not hunt, go to questions 5.4 
and 5.10. Ask a member of the family who hunts. 
5.2. Does your family (community) have a specif-
ic hunting area? Or do you use such an area to-
gether with other families? 
5.3. Is this area far away from your house? How 
do you reach it and how do you transport the 
catch(cross-country vehicle, snowmobile, dog or 
reindeer sledges)? (Refer to map: all geographi-
cal names must be marked on the map!) 
5.4. Do you know where your fathers and grand-
fathers hunted? (Refer to map: all geographical 
names must be marked on the map!) Do you feel 
that this is your hunting ground today? 
5.5. Have you had to change your hunting areas 
during last ten years? Why? 
5.6. Are there any industrial structures (drilling rigs, 
oil/gas pipelines, permanent settlements, roads, 
quarries, crossings, etc.) that have had an effect 
on hunting during the last ten years? (Refer to 
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map: all geographical names must be marked on 
the map!)
5.7. Has the frequency or species of hunted an-
imals changed during the last ten years? If so, 
what kind of changes have you observed that 
may cause it (for instance, animal diseases, lack 
of food, climate-related changes like deep snow, 
ice, more rain in summer, etc.)?
5.8. How was the hunting area selected and regis-
tered? For which period of time do you have the 
license? What form of use, possession and prop-
erty do you have in this area? Is it legally settled?
5.9. Do you need to pay for the right to hunting? If 
so, how much and to whom do you pay?
5.10. Are you are engaged in hunting for meat? 
What kinds of wild animals?
5.11. How often do you eat the meat of wild an-
imals? What share of your annual meat diet is 
the meat of wild animals? Could you manage 
without it (for instance, buy meat in a shop)?
5.12. Are you engaged in hunting for furs? What 
share of your budget is from the income of fur 
hunting? Could you manage without it?
5.13. Do you process skins of fur animals? Or do 
you hand them over to others for processing? 
5.14. Where and to whom do you hand over or sell 
skins of fur animals? 
5.15. Have you joined with others to sell furs? What 
kind of experience do you have; what is positive 
and negative about it? 
5.16. What forms of organisations pertaining to 
hunting would be necessary (useful) for your 
area?
5.17. In your opinion, in traditional indigenous 
homelands who should possess the right to dis-
tribute quotas between users – the state, or lo-
cal organisations of the population?
6. REINDEER HUSBANDRY
6.1. Does your family have reindeer and pastures at 
the present time? 
If the answer is no, go to questions 6.2, 6.13-6.15, 
6.18-6.19 
6.2. Were your ancestors reindeer herders, and if 
so, where? (Refer to map: all geographical names 
must be marked on the map!) Were there any 
special (for your family, clan community) migra-
tion routes or areas? 
6.3 Do you use pastures together with other fami-
lies? 
 6.3.1. Are you a member of a clan community, 
SPK, other organisation or union?
 6.3.2. Do you need to pay for using these pas-
tures? If so, how much and to whom do you pay?
6.4. How are pastures distributed and allotted? 
 6.4.1. Are quality, herd size and remoteness of 
pastures taken into consideration for the allot-
ment process? 
6.5. How do you distribute duties for joint pastur-
ing? Do you herd your reindeer yourself? Or in 
turns with other families, members of a commu-
nity? Hired herders? Do you have to pay for us-
ing hired herders? 
6.6. Specify places of nomadic movements and sea-
sonal settlements, reindeer calving and slaugh-
tering. (Refer to map: all geographical names 
must be marked on the map!) 
6.7. Have you had to change the annual route dur-
ing the last ten years? Why? (Map, draw old 
routes).
6.8. Are there any industrial structures (drilling rigs, 
oil/gas pipelines, permanent settlements, roads, 
quarries, crossings, etc.) that have had an effect 
on reindeer husbandry during the last ten years? 
(Refer to map: all geographical names must be 
marked on the map!) What are the positive and 
negative influences on people and reindeer?
6.9. Have there been any drastic changes in the size 
of your herd during the last ten years? How? 
What do you think this is owing to (for instance, 
diseases, lack of pasture lands, climate-related 
changes such as deep snow, ice, more rain in 
summer, others)? 
6.10. If you are in the tundra, does your family go 
there as well, in the winter as well as in the sum-
mer? 
 6.10.1. How long time do you usually spend in 
the village? How long time with the herd?
6.11. How many reindeer do you slaughter annu-
ally? When?
 6.11.1. Do you slaughter your own reindeer 
yourself? Or does it happen without your partic-
ipation?
6.12. How much meat do you leave for yourself? 
How much do you deliver or sell?
6.13. How much meat do you give to your family? 
6.14. Do you buy reindeer meat? How much in a 
year? Where (in a store, from private people)?
6.15. How much reindeer meat does your family 
consume during a year? 
If the respondent has difficulties answering, ask 
in which season and how many times a week they 
have reindeer meat? 
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6.16. How are the reindeer skins and food distrib-
uted among members of your family or coopera-
tive? 
6.17. Can you receive reindeer skins for the needs 
of your family? Or do they go to any enterprise 
for processing? 
6.18. Are you engaged in processing reindeer skins? 
Manufacturing for clothes and footwear? For 
your family or/and for sale? 
6.19. Do you buy traditional clothes and footwear 
from reindeer skins for cash?
7. SUPPLEMENTARY ECONOMY 
(PART-TIME FARM)
7.1. Do you have a kitchen garden? A greenhouse? 
How much and what kind of plants do you cul-
tivate?
7.2. Does the production from your kitchen garden 
meet your family’s needs in terms of vegeta-
bles? For what period?
7.3. Do you exchange vegetables with relatives or 
neighbours? Whom? 
7.4. Do you buy vegetables? Where and how much?
7.5. Do you have domestic animals? What type and 
how many? 
 7.5.1. Where and how do you prepare food for 
animals? (Refering to the map, please indicate 
where animal food is grown and hay is made.)
 7.5.2. Do you exchange milk and meat with your 
relatives or neighbours? 
7.6. Do you buy milk and meat products? Where, 
from whom, how much, how often? 
7.7. Are there any industrial structures (drilling rigs, 
oil/gas pipelines, permanent settlements, roads, 
quarries, crossings, etc.) that have had an effect 
on pasturing of animals and hay-making during 
the last ten years? (Refer to map: all geographi-
cal names must be marked on the map!) 
7.8. Have you noticed any changes concerning veg-
etables and the quality of hay and pastures dur-
ing the last ten years? If so, what kind of chang-
es? What could be the cause? 
8. SACRED PLACES
8.1. Are special places of the following kinds known 
to you within the areas of your traditional activ-
ity? 
• burial places (yes/no)
• old settlements or nomadic camps (yes/no)
• places of ancient events (yes/no)
• places where it is necessary to stop and bring 
a sacrifice to the owner of a place (yes/no)
• places where it is recommended not to go 
(yes/no)
• others
Write down the names and significance of these 
places (in Russian and/or native language). (Refer 
to map: all geographical names must be marked on 
the map!) 
8.2. Do these places have special attributes? What 
is distinctive about them (for instance, they are 
hills visible from everywhere, unusual plants 
grow there, or they are connected with a special 
event ...)? 
8.3. Do you visit these places in your daily life and 
preserve customs connected with them? How 
frequent do you go there, in connection with 
which events? (Refer to map, please mark vis-
ited and not visited sacred places).
8.4. If these places are no longer actively used, 
when did people cease to go there? Why (for 
example, because of struggle against prejudic-
es during Soviet times, old people did not tell or 
show them, absence of information, fear)? 
8.5. Do you know the customs of your ancestors in 
relation to these places (what they did, brought, 
how often, with what purposes, etc.)?
8.6. Are there any industrial structures (drilling rigs, 
oil/gas pipelines, permanent settlements, roads, 
quarries, crossings, etc.) that have had an effect 
on access to sacred places or have caused their 
destruction during the last ten years? (Refer to 
map: all geographical names must be marked on 
the map!) 
8.7. Do you know if and when these places were ex-
posed to destruction or defilement? Who did it? 
Your people or somebody else? Were there any 
consequences of these destructions and defile-
ments?
9. STRUCTURE OF YOUR INCOMES 
AND OUTCOMES
9.1. Specify (estimate on a scale from 1 to 5) the 
importance of different kinds of activity for your 
family’s subsistence: 
a) reindeer husbandry 
b) fishing
c) marine mammal hunting
d) hunting 
e) gathering 
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f) part-time farming 
9.2. To what extent do the total of traditional kinds 
of activities: 
 9.2.1. cover the needs of your family for food (a 
quarter, about half, more than half, almost com-
pletely, or specify another proportion, for exam-
ple, 5-10 %)
 9.2.2. cover the income of your family in terms 
of money (a quarter, about half, more than half, 
almost completely, or specify another propor-
tion, for example, 5-10 %)
9.3. To what extent do other sources of income con-
tribute to your family budget:
 9.3.1. salary for work in an industrial enterprise
 9.3.2. salary for work in other establishments (a 
quarter, about half, more than half, almost com-
pletely, or specify another proportion, for exam-
ple, 5-10 %)
 9.3.3. receipts from the state in the form of 
grants, indemnifications, pensions (a quarter, 
about half, more than half, almost completely, 
or specify another proportion, for example, 5-10 
%)
 9.3.4 compensation payments from industri-
al enterprises (a quarter, about half, more than 
half, almost completely). Do you consider these 
compensation payments equivalent to the loss-
es suffered in terms of your traditional subsist-
ence activities?
Please, indicate the total monetary income of your 
family per year.
9.4. What kind of products do you usually buy and 
where do you buy them? 
9.5. What share of your family budget do you spend 
(estimate in %)?
• on the purchase of foodstuffs
• on the maintenance of housing 
• on the purchase of clothing
• on the purchase of hunting and fishing 
equipment
• on the purchase of fuel, including gasoline 
and diesel
• on transportation
• on the purchase of medicines and medical 
treatment 
• on the eductaion of children 
• other 
Check up together with the respondent that the re-
sults make up 100%, count once again. 
9.6. If your family’s income falls short of your 
family’s monetary needs, please estimate the 
amount of the deficiency.
 9.6.1. What total sum, approximately, does your 
family monthly need to cover all expenses? 
 9.6.2. Can you save a monthly sum?
10. INFLUENCE OF PRESENCE OF 
WORKERS OF THE INDUSTRIAL  
ENTERPRISES ON THE TUNDRA 
10.1. How do you estimate the influence of activi-
ties of industrial enterprises, located on the tun-
dra, on your life?
•  does not influence in any way
•  positive influence (what)
•  negative influence (what)
10.2. Whom, in your opinion, should the industrial 
enterprises pay in case of negative influence on 
the natural resources necessary for traditional 
occupations: the inhabitants, a traditional wild-
life management body on the tundra, production 
associations of the indigenous and local popula-
tion, local government institutions, the district?
10.3. Do the industrial companies discuss their pro-
jects with local residents before they start to 
work?
 10.3.1. Who informs you about the results of 
these discussions?
 10.3.2. Do representatives of the companies go 
to your settlement for discussion? 
 10.3.3. Is there a distribution of invitations to in-
habitants to gather in the settlement for discus-
sions? 
10.4. Please tell about which industrial activities 
you have been informed in advance when you 
participated in such discussions during the last 
5 years? 
10.5. During these discussion meetings, did they 
ask for your opinion or were you only told about 
their plans? 
 10.5.1. If you gave advice, did they consider it? 
10.6. Has the attitude of the industrial enterpris-
es towards the local inhabitants changed during 
the last ten years? Has it became easier or more 
difficult to find a common understanding?
10.7. Which attitudes have developed between lo-
cal people and workers of the industrial enter-
prises? Do you deal with them in the following 
connections? For example: 
• can you trade with them? (yes/no)
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• work at the enterprise? (yes/no)
• work for them as a guide? (yes/no)
• use their transportation services (helicopter, 
lorries)? (yes/no)
• spend free time together with them (for ex-
ample, watch TV)? (yes/no)
• be engaged in common business (for exam-
ple, catching and selling fish, other sharing of 
natural resources)? (yes/no)
10.8. Do you think it is better to live on the tun-
dra or to leave it after the oil companies started 
their activities?
11. OPINION OF INHABITANTS 
ABOUT CHANGING LIVING CONDI-
TIONS AND ABOUT THEIR FUTURE
11.1. Do you think the conditions of your settle-
ment, traditional areas and livelihood of your 
family have improved or worsened during the 
last …
• 20 years? Have they improved or worsened? 
Why? What has changed? 
• ten years? Have they improved or worsened? 
Why? What has changed? 
• 5 years? Have they improved or worsened? 
Why? What has changed?
11.2. Do you think subsistence in your settlement 
become easier or more difficult during the last 
20 years? 
• ten years? Why, what has changed?
• 5 years? Why, what has changed? 
11.3. Do you think your and your family members’ 
work support your life completely?
11.4. What other sources apart from yourself and 
your family contribute to the support of your 
family and your settlement?
 11.4.1. The authorities of the NAO? What exact-
ly?
 11.4.2. Oil companies? What exactly?
 11.4.3. What other sources?
11.5. Do you see a context between the future of 
your family and the future of your settlement? 
(yes/no) 
 11.5.1. Do you have reflections on the future of 
your settlement? (yes/no) 
11.6. Could you name the problems of the develop-
ment of your settlement?
 Divide these problems into:
• internal problems of the settlement (for ex-
ample, an inconvenient geographical po-
sition, lack of qualified personnel, lack of 
workplaces, lack of housing, other);
• external problems of the settlement (ab-
sence of convenient transportation links with 
the city, difficulties of getting a proper educa-
tion, lack of or poor medical aid, supply, oth-
ers).
11.7. What is necessary to solve the problems of 
your settlement? 
11.8. What can you, together with your fellow in-
habitants, do to support the future develop-
ment of your settlement? 
11.9. What have you, together with your fellow in-
habitants, already done to support the future 
development of your settlement?
11.10. What threats to the existence of your settle-
ment can you see in the future?
11.11. Can the population of your settlement be 
prepared for this threat and prevent it, or not? 
11.12. To which extent is your opinion about the fu-
ture of your settlement based on your own ex-
perience, opinions of other people, or informa-
tion received from mass-media?
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Introduction
The purpose of the present work is the review and 
analysis of legislative and statutory acts related to 
oil and gas extraction in the Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug (NAO). The main focus of this work is the 
requirements and obligations that are incumbent 
upon the hydrocarbon extraction companies that 
have a bearing on the interests and rights of indig-
enous peoples (NSIPN)   as well as the protection of 
the environment. 
In considering these issues it was also necessary to 
investigate the procedure of allocation of subsoil 
resources, and the rights of the indigenous people 
living in this area.
There is another problem which deserves mention: 
a number of indigenous peoples’ rights defined 
by legislation have a general declarative character 
and are lacking delineations of the specific duties 
of the resource extractors to preserve these rights. 
At the same time, applying Clauses 2 and 18 of the 
Constitution of the Russian Federations defining 
the validity of human rights, it is probably possi-
ble to achieve enforcement and observance of in-
digenous peoples’ rights by means of the Office of 
Public Prosecutor and through legal proceedings. 
Questions concerning the practice of protection of 
these rights are, however, outside of the scope of 
this study. 
I. General issues
1. Rights of the NSIPN to conduct traditional 
ways of life and protection of their primordial 
residence area
According to Clause 69 of the Constitution, the Rus-
sian Federation “guarantees the rights of numeri-
cally small indigenous peoples according to the 
conventional principles and norms of internation-
al law and the international contracts of the Rus-
sian Federation”. According to item “m” of Clause 
72, the protection of the primordial inhabitancy 
and traditional ways of life of the NSIPN, is a joint 
responsibility of the Russian Federation and its ad-
ministrative subunits.
Three federal laws are completely devoted to the 
rights of the NSIPN: 
• The federal law N 82-FZ, “On guarantees of the 
rights of numerically small indigenous peoples 
of the Russian Federation” (30 April 1999; re-
vised on 22 August 2004 and 26 June 2007); 
• The federal law N 104-FZ, “On the general prin-
ciples of organising communities of numerically 
small indigenous peoples of the North, Siberia 
and the Far East of the Russian Federation” (20 
July 2000; revised on 21 March 2002, 22 August 
2004 and 2 February 2006);
• The federal law N 49-FZ, “On Territories of Tra-
ditional Nature Use of numerically small indig-
enous people of the North, Siberia and the Far 
East of the Russian Federation” (7 May 2001; re-
vised on 26 June 2007).
In addition, a number of acts contain positions 
which define the special status of the NSIPN with 
respect to the protection of their traditional way of 
life and primordial inhabitancy. 
For example, “traditional places of residence and 
economic activities of numerically small indigenous 
people of the Russian Federation” are specially pro-
tected according to Part 3 of Clause 4 of the federal 
law N 7-FZ, “On protection of the environment” (10 
January 2002).
The rights accorded to representatives of the NSIPN 
that can be used in their relationships with the hy-
drocarbon enterprises are listed in the federal law 
N 82-FZ, “On guarantees of the rights of numerical-
ly small indigenous peoples of the Russian Federa-
tion” (30 April 1999). Clause 8 of this law concerns 
the rights of the NSIPN to protection of their pri-
mordial inhabitancy, traditional ways of life, trades 
and crafts: 
1. Numerically small peoples and the associations 
they have formed to protect their primordial in-
habitancy, traditional ways of life, trades and crafts 
have the right: 
1. to use gratuitously various types of land in 
their traditional areas, which are necessary to 
practise their traditional trades and crafts, and 
to use gratuitously common, widespread miner-
als , as established by federal legislation and re-
gional legislation; 
2. to participate in controlling the use of these 
lands; 
3. to participate in controlling the observance 
of federal and regional laws and laws that bear 
on protection of the natural environment in the 
context of the industrial use of the land and nat-
ural resources, construction and reconstruction 
of economic and other developments on the tra-
ditional lands of the NSIPN; 
6. to participate in ecological and ethnological 
assessments in the context of prospective feder-
al and regional programmes of natural resource 
development and environmenal protection of 
traditional lands; 
8. to indemnification for losses caused by dam-
age to Territories of Traditional Nature Use by 
commercial enterprises, as well as physical per-
sons. 
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According to the federal law “On guarantees of the 
rights of indigenous numerically small peoples of 
the Russian Federation” (revised on 22 August 2004 
and 26 June 2007), the administrative subunits of 
the federation do not have the power to pass acts 
protecting rights of the NSIPN. Nevertheless, at the 
level of the NAO, these issues are regulated by both 
federal and NAO legislation, for example, the NAO 
law N 671-OZ, “On regulation of land issues on the 
territory of the Nenets Autonomous Okrug” (29 De-
cember 2005), the NAO law N 416-OZ, “On subsoil 
resources” (2 June 2003), and the NAO law N 341-
OZ, “On reindeer husbandry in the Nenets Autono-
mous Okrug” (15 March 2002).
According to Part 4 of Clause 17 of the NAO law N 
341-OZ, “About reindeer husbandry in Nenets Au-
tonomous Okrug” (15 March 2002), “… persons 
working in reindeer husbandry, their authorised 
representatives and representatives of the social 
organisation ‘Association of Nenets People Yasavey’ 
have the right to request ecological and ethnologi-
cal impact assessments of activities potentially in-
fringing the interests of reindeer husbandry and 
to participate in carrying out such impact assess-
ments”. 
2. Territories of traditional land use and hy-
drocarbon exploitation
One of the means to protect the traditional way of 
life and primordial inhabitancy of the NSIPN is the 
establishment of Territories of Traditional Nature 
Use (TTNUs). Their definition, as well as the proce-
dures for establishing and managing them, are reg-
ulated by the federal law N 49-FZ, “On Territories 
of Traditional Nature Use of indigenous numerically 
small peoples of the North, Siberia and the Far East 
of the Russian Federation” (7 May 2001; revised on 
26 June 2007). 
According to Clause 1 of this law, TTNUs are special-
ly protected natural territories established for the 
NSIPN to practise traditional nature use and con-
duct a traditional way of life. According Clause 5, 
TTNUs can exist at a federal, regional or local level.
Clause 12 of the law defines how land, or specif-
ic natural resources on the land, can be withdrawn 
from a TTNU for state or municipal needs. The 
clause also defines the indemnification for losses to 
the NSIPN caused by such withdrawal. 
As TTNUs are specially protected areas, a special 
legal regime is established within their bounda-
ries. This includes a limitation on economic activ-
ities that conflict with the purpose of the estab-
lishment of an TTNU in the first place. The federal 
legislation does not contain an obvious interdiction 
against carrying out activities related to the explo-
ration for, or the extraction and transportation of, 
hydrocarbon resources, but Clause 8 of the federal 
law “On subsoil resources” states that “the use of 
subsoil resources in specially protected territories 
should take place in accordance with the status of 
these territories”. Thus, in cases where the regula-
tions for a TTNU prohibit hydrocarbon-related ac-
tivities within their borders, subsoil resources can-
not be allocated for these purposes. 
Procedures for establishing and managing TTNUs 
at a regional level within the NAO are regulated 
by “Regulations of Territories of Traditional Nature 
Use of numerically small indigenous peoples of the 
North in the Nenets Autonomous Okrug”, approved 
through a decree of the NAO Administration on 29 
December 2001, N 1025.
Besides this, a number of regulations contained in 
the NAO laws N 671-OZ, “On regulation of land is-
sues on the territory of the Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug” (29 December 2005), and N 416-OZ, “On 
subsoil resources” (2 June 2003) also mention this 
issue.
Part 2 of Clause 28 of the NAO law “On regulation 
of land issues on the territory of the Nenets Auton-
omous Okrug” repeats the regulations of the fed-
eral law “On Territories of Traditional Nature Use”. 
It also describes the procedures for land allocations 
and the use and protection of regional-level TTNUs, 
as well as how natural resources may be used with-
in TTNUs and how their borders are established by 
the NAO Administration, in accordance with federal 
legislation, as well as other laws of the NAO. 
Part 6 of Clause 29 of this law states that “with-
drawal of the lands, or other termination of rights 
to the lands for needs contradicting their special-
purpose designation within the limits of the spe-
cially protected natural territories, is not accept-
ed”. In this respect, this NAO law contradicts the 
above-mentioned Clause 12 of the federal law “On 
TTNUs”, which provides an opportunity for such a 
withdrawal. 
A number of TTNUs are currently established within 
the NAO through regulations approved by the NAO 
Administration in 2002. Among them are the re-
gional-level TTNUs “im. Vyucheyskiy”, “Erv”, “Rass-
vet Severa”, ”Kolguev”, “Druzhba narodov”, “Kras-
nyy Oktyabr”, “Voskhod”, “Put Ilicha”. All of these 
TTNUs have been created with the purposes of pro-
tecting the rights and interests of the NSIPN in the 
NAO, including the preservation of their culture, 
traditional way of life and traditional economic ac-
tivities. But none of the relevant regulations pre-
cisely delineate what is forbidden within the bor-
ders of the TTNU. 
Despite this, all the relevant laws do limit the pos-
sibilities of conducting hydrocarbon-related activi-
ty within the limits of TTNUs, in line with specially 
protected natural areas. It is therefore necessary to 
use TTNUs as the mechanism for the preservation 
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of traditional lands for the use of the NSIPN in the 
NAO. 
3. General legislative issues regarding 
mineral exploitation
Issues concerning the exploitation of subsoil re-
sources, including extracting hydrocarbon resourc-
es, are regulated by the federal law “On subsoil re-
sources”. Besides this, more specific issues are in 
part regulated by the federal Land, Forest and Wa-
ter Codes, as well as by the federal laws “On protec-
tion of the environment”, “On ecological impact as-
sessment” and a number of subordinate acts. 
Subsoil resources within the borders of the Russian 
Federation, including the subsurface space and its 
mineral, energy and other resources, are subject to 
state ownership. Private or municipal ownership of 
subsoil resources is not approved. 
There are also laws and subordinate acts at the re-
gional level regulating the exploitation of subsoil 
resources, including the extraction of hydrocarbon 
resources. The NAO law “On subsoil resources” was 
passed in 2003; it was revised in 2005 and 2006.
Clause 35 of the federal law “On subsoil resourc-
es” defines as the primary goals of state regulation 
of the exploitation of subsoil resources the continu-
ous reproduction of the mineral and raw material 
base, its rational use and the protection of subsoil 
resources in the interests of present and the future 
generations of the people of the federation. 
According to Clause 6 of the federal law “On sub-
soil resources”, subsoil resources are mineral occur-
rences that are investigated or extracted, including 
through waste mining and related processing meth-
ods. Non-extractive ways of using such resources – 
such as the construction of underground structures 
– also fall under this law.
Subsoil resources can simultaneously be allocated 
for geological studies and mineral extractions. Ex-
traction can then be undertaken during or after the 
geological investigations. 
II. Regulation of mineral exploitation 
and indigenous rights in the NAO 
during the allotment of exploitation 
sites 
4. The process of allotment of exploitation 
sites
Clause 10.1. of the federal law “On subsoil resourc-
es” defines the the fundamental conditions of allot-
ting subsoil resource sites to their users. These allo-
cations are made by the supreme authorities of the 
Russian Federation and its administrative subunits. 
Depending on the subsoil resources in question, al-
lotments are approved by the federal government 
or its administrative subunits. For the extraction 
of minerals from Russian waters or the continen-
tal shelf, the approval of the federal government is 
necessary. Geological investigations in Russian wa-
ters or the continental shelf are approved through 
the federal management bodies for subsoil resourc-
es. With respect to local-level subsoil resource sites 
and common, widespread minerals , the decision is 
approved by the government bodies of the admin-
istrative subunits of the federation.
The right to use subsoil resources is granted on the 
following preconditions:
• approval of a commission, created by the federal 
management bodies for state subsoil resources 
and including representatives of the relevant ad-
ministrative subunit of the federation;
• the decision of the competition or auction com-
mission granting use rights to subsoil resource 
sites for the purpose of exploring for and extract-
ing minerals or, under a combined license, for 
the purposes of geological studies and the inves-
tigation and extraction of minerals, barring sites 
in Russian waters and on the continental shelf; 
• the coming into force of a consortium agreement 
on division of production, concluded in accord-
ance with the federal law “On consortium agree-
ments on division of production”.
Permission to use subsoil resources is specially 
sanctioned by the state by a license containing a 
form with the state emblem of the Russian Federa-
tion, as well as text, graphics and appendices. The 
appendices are an integral component, defining the 
basic conditions for using subsoil resources. Issuing 
licenses for the exploitation of subsoil resources is 
defined in Clause 11 of the federal law “On subsoil 
resources”.
The license is the document certifying the right of 
its owner to use subsoil resource sites within cer-
tain borders according to the specified purpose, 
during a limited period of time stipulated by the 
owner in advance. Between representatives of the 
government bodies and the subsoil resource user a 
contract can be signed (although this is not obliga-
tory), with a description of the conditions applying 
to the use of such sites and the obligations of the 
parties in this connection.
The license certifies the right to geological inves-
tigations of the subsoil resources, to develop the 
mineral deposits, to carry out waste mining and re-
lated processing, and other sorts of exploitation of 
subsoil resources that are not related to mineral ex-
traction. It is possible to receive one license cover-
ing several kinds of subsoil resource use. 
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The granting of the license is carried out at the con-
sent of the land owner, the land user, or the tenant. 
Allottment of the land area is carried out according 
to a procedure regulated by federal legislation, af-
ter the project has been approved. 
Licenses to exploit subsoil resources are granted 
through competitions or auctions, as legislatively 
defined in the “Regulations on the procedure of li-
censing for subsoil resource users” (Decision of the 
Supreme Court of the Russian Federation on 15 July 
1992, N 3314-1, revised on 26 June 2007) and the 
“Instruction on the procedure of granting of con-
cessions for development of gas and oil deposits” 
(ratified by the decision of Gosgortekhnadzor of the 
Russian Federation on 11 September 1996, N 35; 
revised on 13 July 2006).
Allocating subsoil resource sites proceeds as fol-
lows: 
• Preliminary concession boundaries are defined.
• • Announcement of an auction, or competition, 
which allocates sites for development, is pub-
lished by a special authorised body in a federal, 
republican or regional press organ, an independ-
ent press organ, and a local press organ, not lat-
er than 3 months – for large objects not later 
than 6 months – prior to the date of the event. 
• The enterprises submit applications.
• In the case of an auction, the applications under-
go a preliminary examination (elimination). For 
competitions a preliminary expert examination 
is not conducted. 
• After the application form for participation in a 
competition is accepted, the geological informa-
tion package for the site of interest is given to 
the applying enterprise. 
• On the basis of the geological information, the 
applying enterprise calculates the basic techni-
cal and economic parameters of the planned de-
velopment. 
• The auction or competition is carried out by a 
commission of experts, which renders a deci-
sion. 
• The authorities render their decision on the basis 
of the decision of the expert commission of the 
auction or competition. 
• A preliminary agreement is drafted. This outlines 
the recultivation and restoration of the tract of 
land in question. The land is allocated in accord-
ance with the federal Land Code.
• A state ecological impact assessment of the li-
cense’s supporting documents is carried out.
• The winner of the competition or auction is grant-
ed the license. 
• Registration of the license by federal or regional 
geological resource management bodies (within 
a month from its receipt). The license comes into 
force after its registration.
• Authorities are obliged to publish publicly lists of 
all enterprises participating in competitions or 
auctions, a list of the enterprises which have re-
ceived licenses, and the conditions on which li-
censes have been given. The information should 
be published not later than 30 days from the 
date of the decision on the competition or auc-
tion.
• The concession boundaries are specified. 
• The resource exploitation project is outlined, oth-
er project documentation is developed. 
• The project is carried out.
These procedures of resource exploitation in the 
NAO are regulated by the NAO law N 416-OZ, “On 
subsoil resources” (2 June 2003). According to a 
preamble of this law:
“The major task of the law is the establishment of 
relationships directed towards the rational exploita-
tion of subsoil resources, nature protection norms 
and environmental safety, a combination of the ex-
ploitation of subsoil resources and the preservation 
of the traditional way of life of the indigenous peo-
ples of the North”. 
The law regulates the procedure of allocating sub-
soil resource sites for exploitation, the exploitation 
itself, and the procedures for terminating the re-
source exploitation, defining details of the terms 
of the federal legislation. According to our investi-
gations, Clause 35 of the law includes the follow-
ing special duties of the license owner (subsoil re-
source user):
• to fulfill the conditions set out by the license and 
the license agreement (contract) with respect 
to production and other agreements (contracts) 
concluded on their basis, including agreements 
with Northern indigenous peoples; 
• to respect the rights of indigenous people of the 
North with regard to the protection of their tra-
ditional lands, traditional way of life and occu-
pations. 
Thus, the law demands, among other obligations, 
the observance of the interests of the NSIPN during 
the exploitation of resources. 
5.The process of allotting land for investiga-
tion, extraction and transportation of oil and 
gas; conditions and restrictions
According to item 4 of Clause 88 of the federal Land 
Code , paragraph “Industrial areas”, land areas for 
mineral extraction are given to mining and hydro-
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carbon companies after registration of the conces-
sion boundary and the statement on land reculti-
vation and restoration subsequent to exploitation. 
Thus, the obligation to restore and recultivate land 
damaged during hydrocarbon extraction is legisla-
tively established. 
Clause 29 of the federal Land Code stipulates that 
allotting state or municipally owned land to citizens 
and legal persons is carried out in accordance with 
government agencies or local self-government bod-
ies that possess the allotment rights. 
Extracting subsoil resources presumes the con-
struction of various structures. The federal Land 
Code regulates the allocation of the sites for con-
structions. Part 3 of Clause 31 of the federal Land 
Code states: 
“When allotting land in places of indigenous peo-
ples’ traditional nature use and economic activities 
… for purposes not connected with their tradition-
al economic activities and crafts, one should organ-
ise meetings and public referenda concerning with-
drawal of – and compensation for – the sites for … 
the construction of structures which infringe the in-
terests of the specified peoples and communities.
The executive government or local government 
bodies assigned by Clause 29 of the Land Code are 
responsible for the preliminary coordination in lo-
cating the structures in accordance with the results 
of such meetings or referenda.” 
The procedures for carrying out such referenda and 
meetings are regulated by special federal and re-
gional legislation. 
The specifics of allotting sites for constructions and 
where installations shall be located in connection 
with subsoil resources extraction are regulated by 
the NAO law N 671-OZ, “On regulation of land is-
sues on the territory of the Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug” (29 December 2005). 
This law establishes the following procedures for al-
lotting sites for constructions and work connected 
with subsoil resource use.
Clauses 19 and 21 state that for the allotment of 
land for constructions, locating of structures and 
work connected with subsoil resource extraction, 
and for prospecting in state lands of the NAO, it is 
necessary to present: 
• an approved plan for the recultivation of the land; 
• the consent of the main land user (tenant), and 
in the case of legal necessity, the consent of the 
representatives of the NSIPN or ethnic commu-
nities, including clan communities, for the with-
drawal of the land. 
Part 3 of Clause 21 of the law relates to the decision 
of the Administration of the NAO on allotting land 
for carrying out prospecting, including the duties of 
the tenant to re-establish the land conditions in a 
way suitable for their assigned use, to perform nec-
essary recultivation, and other conditions stipulat-
ed by the current legislation. 
For carrying out prospecting, sites are leased for a 
term not exceeding one year. 
Clause 22 of the law also establishes restrictions 
and an interdiction on allotting sites for structures 
and installations and work related to the exploita-
tion of subsoil resources. The sites are not allotted 
in case in which their planned use directly threat-
ens the environmental safety of the population or 
the land, or the traditional lifeways and economic 
activities of the NSIPN. 
Clause 29 of the law states the general rules of al-
lotments and use of land in places of traditional 
nature use and economic activities of the NSIPN. 
These are the main provisions:
• the regulation of use and protection of the land 
in places of traditional nature use and economic 
activities of the NSIPN is differentiated according 
to a zoning of territories, and should be compat-
ible with the customs of the people in question 
and not impede their activities; 
• in places of traditional nature use and economic 
activities of the NSIPN in the NAO a special legal 
regime of land use can be established; 
• when allotting land in places of traditional na-
ture use and economic activities of the NSIPN 
for purposes not related to their traditional eco-
nomic activities and crafts, the opinion of these 
peoples is to come to light through public refer-
enda concerning the withdrawal of the land for 
state or municipal needs and the construction 
of structures which infringe the interests of the 
mentioned peoples and communities; 
• conditions for allotting land in places of tradi-
tional nature use and economic activities of 
the NSIPN should provide compensations for all 
losses caused by the withdrawal of these areas. 
The size of the specified losses is defined by an 
agreement between the parties and is calculat-
ed according to regulations established in the 
current legislation;
• when allotting ground areas in places of tradi-
tional nature use and economic activities of the 
NSIPN, an agreement can be entered between 
land owners, tenants, land users, and persons to 
whom the sites are allotted, or in favour of which 
the user rights are restricted, about indemnifi-
cation for losses connected with damage, pol-
lution, unauthorised use, or other infringement 
of the rights of the peoples and communities in 
question. The size of the compensation is de-
fined in the agreement. 
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Thus, the legislation of the Russian Federation and 
the NAO requires that the allotment of land for pur-
poses not connected with conducting a traditional 
way of life are coordinated with the NSIPN. Legisla-
tion also delineates the necessary conditions con-
cerning compensations and indemnifications for 
the resulting losses to the NSIPN. 
6. Problems concerning state assessment 
State Environmental Assessment (SEA)
The basic mechanism of environmental protection 
which was used in Russia until 1 January 2007 was 
the State Environmental Assessment. Practically of 
all kinds of economic activities were subject to the 
State Environmental Assessment (SEA). 
Since 1 January 2007, after a modification of the 
federal law N 232-FZ, “On modification of the Town-
planning Code of the Russian Federation and sep-
arate acts of the Russian Federation” (18 Decem-
ber 2006; revised on 8 November and 4 December 
2007), the role of the SEA is considerably reduced. 
Before the law came into force, environmental as-
sessment included “an establishment of the con-
formity of the planned economic and other activity 
with environmental requirements and a definition 
of the admissibility of the realisation of the object 
of the environmental assessment, with an outlook 
on the prevention of possible adverse influences of 
this activity on the surrounding environment and 
the social, economic and other consequences of 
the realisation of the object of the environmental 
assessment”. (Editor’s note: In other words, envi-
ronmental assessment included consideration of 
whether the proposed development would have 
negative social and economic impacts.)
From 1 January 2007 this was restated as “an estab-
lishment of the conformity of the documents and/
or the documentation proving that the planned ob-
ject of the environmental assessment of economic 
and other activity, with the environmental require-
ments established by technical regulations and the 
legislation in the field of environmental protection, 
with an outlook on the prevention of negative influ-
ences of such activity on the environment”. 
When comparing these definitions some major 
main differences can be seen. First, the subject of 
the assessment since 1 January 2007 is not the 
poposed economic activity, but the documents and 
the documentation. Second, all social, economic 
and other consequences of the poposed econom-
ic activity disappear from the purposes of the as-
sessment. Third, and this is most important, as of 1 
January 2007, it is a requirement that technical reg-
ulations coincide with the environmental require-
ments. As of today, there are no technical regula-
tions regarding the maintenance of environmental 
safety. One more difference is that after 1 January 
2007 the environmental assessment does not make 
a recommendation about whether the proposed 
economic activity should be permitted, but instead 
merely determines whether it conforms with the 
environmental requirements. 
The law has brought changes into a significant num-
ber of federal laws, including “On environmental 
assessment”, ”On protection of the environment”, 
“On the protection of Lake Baikal”, “On an exclu-
sive economic zone”, “On fauna”, “On protection 
of population and territories against extreme situ-
ations of natural and technogenic character” (here-
under project documentation for nuclear energy 
use) and a number of others.
Requirement for carrying out SEAs were removed 
from all these laws, replaced by a State Assessment 
of the Project Documentation (SAPD), provided by 
the Town-planning Code.
Despite these changes, licenses to utilise subsoil re-
sources are still subject to SEA. Clauses 11 and 12 
of the federal law “On environmental assessment” 
state that licenses for activities which can affect the 
environment are subject to both federal- and re-
gional- level the SEAs.
Clause 14 contains a list of necessary conditions for 
carrying out the SEA. One such condition is an esti-
mate of the impact on the environment, as well as 
documentation of discussions with the public and 
public organisations (associations) organised by lo-
cal government institutions.
Thus, a SEA should precede the granting of a licence 
for the development of oil and gas projects. Rep-
resentatives of the NSIPN have the opportunity to 
participate in the Estimation of Environmental Im-
pact (EEI) as well as directly in the SEA. 
State Assessment of the Project Documenta-
tion (SAPD)
As a result of changes in the federal Town-planning 
Code which came into force on 1 January 2007, oil 
and gas projects are subject to state assessment. 
Clause 49 defines the the objective of the State 
Assessment of the Project Documentation (SAPD) 
and the technical investigations: an assessment of 
whether the project documentation conforms with 
the requirements of the technical regulations, in-
cluding sanitary, epidemiological and environmen-
tal requirements, requirements of cultural heritage 
protection, requirements of fire, industrial, nuclear, 
radiation and other safety issues. 
As noted above, technical regulations in the field 
of environmental protection are absent. It is thus 
quite possible that the environmental assessment 
will not be carried out at all. 
It is also necessary to note that in Clause 48, Item 
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12 of the Town-planning Code, in the framework of 
project documentation for the state assessment, 
the Estimation of Environmental Impact (EEI) is not 
mentioned. There is only a list of measures con-
cerning the protection of the environment, with 
no details about the measures themselves. At the 
same time, Item 2 of Clause 32 about the compul-
sion of carrying out an EEI in view of alternative var-
iants and with obligatory participation of the public 
is excluded from the federal law ”On protection of 
the environment”.
From all this can be concluded that, after exclusion 
of these objectives from the (former) SEA, the pro-
cess of EEI may not be carried out at all. 
Ethnological assessment
The concept of ethnological assessment is intro-
duced by Clause 1 of the federal law N 82-FZ, “On 
guarantees of the rights of numerically small indig-
enous peoples of the Russian Federation” (30 April 
1999). According to Item 6 of the clause, “ethnolog-
ical assessment is a scientific investigation of the in-
fluence of changes of the primordial inhabitancy of 
numerically small indigenous people and the wel-
fare … of an ethnic group”.
According to Clause 8, Part 6, the NSIPN have the 
right “to participate in the work on environmental 
and ethnological assessments during the process 
of developing federal and regional programmes for 
natural resources development and protection of 
the environment in places of traditional nature use 
and economic activities of indigenous peoples”. 
Except for these positions, the Russian legislation 
contains no references to regulation of the process 
of ethnological assessments and their status. 
Despite this, experiences of carrying out ethnologi-
cal assessments of oil and gas projects exist from 
the Yamal-Nenets Autonomous Okrug and Sakha-
lin Oblast.
Clause 17, Part 4, of the NAO law N 341-OZ, “On 
reindeer husbandry in the Nenets Autonomous 
Okrug” (15 March 2002) states that “persons en-
gaged in reindeer husbandry, their authorised rep-
resentatives and representatives of the … Associa-
tion of Nenets People ‘Yasavey’ have the right to 
put forward proposals on carrying out environmen-
tal and ethnological assessments of economic and 
other activity infringing the interests of reindeer 
husbandry, and to participate in carrying out these 
assessments”.
In spite of the fact that regulations for ethnologi-
cal assessments are not clear, the NSIPN of the 
NAO and their authorised representatives can de-
mand that such assessments are carried out, when 
planned oil development projects infringe their in-
terests. 
7. Opportunities for participation of repre-
sentatives of the NSIPN in making decisions 
infringing their interests 
Based on the above analysis, it is possible to draw 
the conclusion that participation of the NSIPN in 
decision-making regarding the carrying out of hy-
drocarbon projects is possible at the following stag-
es:
1) At the stage of allocation of the land by referen-
da, meetings and coordination with representatives 
of the NSIPN
Legislation stating these rights: 
• Clause 31, Item 4, of the federal Land Code; 
• Clauses 19, 21, 29 of the NAO laws N 671-OZ, 
“On regulation of land issues on the territory of 
the Nenets Autonomous Okrug” (29 December 
2005)
2) At the stage of the Estimation of Environmental 
Impact (EEI)
As the substantiation of a license is a matter of a 
SEA, and as carrying out an EEI is obligatory accord-
ing to the current legislation, participation of the 
public should take place as stated in the “Position 
on estimation of environmental impact of planned 
economic and other activity in the Russian Federa-
tion”, approved by Order N 372 of the State Envi-
ronmental Authority (Goskomekologiya) of the Rus-
sian Federation (16 May 2000; hereafter called the 
Position). 
 This Position defines the main principles of 
carrying out an EEI, which include: the principle of 
presumption of potential harm of any proposed 
economic activity; compulsion of carrying out an 
EEI at all stages of preparing the documentation of 
this activity; compulsion of consideration of alter-
native variants; the principle of public participation 
in preparation and working at an EEI at all stages, 
and others (section II). 
 Section IV of the Position describes in detail 
the procedure of informing the public and partici-
pation from the public during the EEI that enables 
the NSIPN to realise the rights. The EEI in our coun-
try is a unique mechanism of public participation in 
environmentally significant decisions. It includes:
• • the duty to inform the public at all stages of 
the EEI and to consider their proposals, notes 
and comments;
• public discussions of planned activity, including 
public hearings; 
• an opportunity to present notes, proposals and 
comments regarding the proposed development 
at all stages of the public discussion.
3) At the stage of the Public Environmental Assess-
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ment (PEA) 
The process of carrying out a PEA is regulated by 
Clauses 20-25 of the federal law “On environmental 
assessment”. Main provisions of these clauses are: 
• A Public Environmental Assessment (PEA) is or-
ganised and carried out under the initiative of 
citizens and public organisations (associations), 
and also under the initiative of local self-gov-
ernment bodies by public organisations (associ-
ations), the charters of which include work on 
the protection of the environment, including the 
organisation and carrying out of environmental 
assessments. Public organisations must be regis-
tered according to the federal legislation (Clause 
20);
• A PEA is carried out with respect to the same pro-
posed development projects as the subsequent 
or simultaneous SEA (Clauses 21, 22); 
• the public organisations (associations) which are 
carrying out a PEA have the right (Clause 22): 
• to receive documentation regarding the proposal 
from the applicant, in the same form as given to 
the SEA;
• to participate as observers in sessions of expert 
commissions of the SEA and to participate in 
concluding discussions and public discussions 
under the PEA carried out by them; 
• PEA (Clause 23) is carried out after its registration 
in local government institutions;
• the number of reasons for possible refusal in reg-
istering a PEA is limited (Clause 24); 
• the conclusion of the PEA is reported to the fed-
eral executive authority which is carrying out the 
SEA, to the applicant preparing the documenta-
tion which is subject to PEA, to the bodies which 
decide whether the proposed project can be car-
ried out and to the local self-government bod-
ies; it can also be handed over to other interest-
ed persons (Clause 25);
• the conclusion of PEA becomes valid after it has 
been stated by the federal executive authority 
in the field of environmental assessment or by a 
government institution of an administrative sub-
unit of the Russian Federation (Clause 25).
4) At the stage of the State Environmental Assess-
ment (SEA)
According to Clause 19 of the federal law ”On envi-
ronmental assessment”, citizens and public organi-
sations (associations) have the right
• to propose that PEAs of economic and other ac-
tivities that infringe on the environmental inter-
ests of the inhabitants of a given territory be car-
ried out, in accordance with current federal law; 
• to write to federal and regional authorities with 
their suggestions about the environmental as-
pects of planned economic and other activities; 
• to be informed about assessment results by fed-
eral and regional authorities that are carrying 
out SEAs of specific prospective developments; 
• to carry out other actions relating to environmen-
tal assessment that are not prohibited by federal 
legislation. 
• The assessment conclusions prepared by a SEA ex-
pert commission, and the decision as to whether 
the proposed project can be permitted, should 
take into consideration all the material submit-
ted to the commission and it should thereby re-
flect public opinion.
III. Indigenous rights and duties of 
the hydrocarbon industry 
8. Issues of environmental protection during 
hydrocarbon exploration and exploitation 
Preservation of the environment is a requirement 
for hydrocarbon projects. As the traditional way of 
life of the NSIPN is closely connected with the con-
dition of the environment, the right to a favourable 
environment is stated in Clause 42 of the federal 
Constitution. 
Issues concerning the preservation of the environ-
ment are determined in the federal Constitution, 
federal laws and other statutory acts. 
Clause 4 of the federal law, N 7-FZ, “On preserva-
tion of the environment” (10 January 2002), spec-
ifies objects of special protection as well as sites 
included in the World Heritage List, state nature re-
serves, national parks, and areas of primordial in-
habitancy and traditional nature use by the NSIPN.
Excerpts of the basic legislation concerning envi-
ronmental protection and natural resources in the 
contect of hydrocarbon prospecting and exploita-
tion follow.
General issues of environmental protection in 
the context of exploration for and extraction 
of subsoil resources: 
The federal law N 7-FZ, “On preservation of the en-
vironment” (10 January 2002)
Clause 34. General requirements of environmen-
tal protection in the context of locating, designing, 
constructing, reconstructing, commissioning, op-
eration, preservation and liquidation of buildings, 
structures, installations and other objects:
1. Locating, designing, constructing, reconstruct-
ing, commissioning, operation, preservation and 
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liquidation of buildings, structures, construc-
tions and other objects rendering direct or in-
direct negative influence on the environment 
are to be carried out according to requirements 
of environmental protection. Actions should be 
taken to secure environmental protection and 
restoration, rational use and reproduction of 
natural resources, and maintenance of environ-
mental safety. 
2. Breaching the requirements of environmental 
protection entails a stop by court order of lo-
cating, designing, constructing, reconstructing, 
commissioning, operation, preservation and liq-
uidation of buildings, structures, installations 
and other objects. 
3. Complete termination of locating, designing, 
constructing, reconstructing, commissioning, 
operation, preservation and liquidation of build-
ings, structures, installations and other objects 
that breach requirements of environmental pro-
tection takes place on the basis of a decision by 
court and/or tribunal.
Clause 51. Requirements of environmental protec-
tion relating to industrial waste 
1. Industrial waste, including radioactive waste, 
must be collected, neutralised, transported, 
stored and/or disposed of using environmental-
ly sound methods as defined by federal legisla-
tion .
2. These actions are prohibited: 
• dumping industrial waste, including radioac-
tive waste, in surface or underground water 
reservoirs, in water catchment areas, in the 
subsoil and on the ground;
• deposition of radioactive or other dangerous 
waste near cities or rural settlements, in for-
ests and parks, resorts, health-improvement 
or recreational zones, on animal migration 
routes, close to spawning areas and elsewhere 
where the waste constitutes a danger to the 
environment, ecosystem or human health; 
• burying radioactive or other dangerous waste 
in water catchment areas for underground 
water reservoirs used as sources of water sup-
ply or for hydrotherapeutic purposes, or for 
the extraction of valuable subsoil resources; 
• importing radioactive or other dangerous 
waste into the Russian Federation with the 
purpose of their deposition or neutralisation.
3. Regulations concerning waste, including danger-
ous waste and radioactive waste, are regulated 
by the federal legislation. 
The decision of the State Mining Directorate (Gos-
gortekhnadzor) of the Russian Federation of 6 June 
2003, N 71, “On the statement of ‘Rules of protec-
tion of subsoil resources’”
1. During the exploitation of subsoil resources, safe-
ty of life and health of the population, protec-
tion of buildings and constructions, air, ground, 
forests, water, fauna and other elements of the 
environment shall be ensured.
2. During the exploitation of subsoil resources, en-
vironmental conditions and nature protection 
measures shall be checked regularly. If deemed 
necessary, the application of more effective envi-
ronmental protection measures will be required. 
3.  Land destroyed through mining shall, after the 
cessation of the work, be brought into a suita-
ble condition for further use. When work results 
in the destruction of the soil cover, the fertile 
ground layer shall be removed, stored and used 
on recultivated or unproductive land. 
4.  During the extraction of mineral deposits, ac-
tions to prevent water and wind erosion, salting, 
bogging or other sorts of soil degradation shall 
be carried out.
5. During the exploitation of surface and ground 
water, the water needs of the population for 
drinking and household uses,and the protection 
of water from exhaustion or pollution, including 
from sewage, shall have priority. 
6.  Within the boundaries of the concession, hydro-
geological surveys and checks of the ground and 
surface water conditions shall be undertaken. 
7.  The allocation in settlements of dumps of … and 
waste deposits, being a source of air pollution by 
dust, harmful gases, evil-smelling substances, …. 
Duties of the user of subsoil resources con-
cerning environmental protection
Clause 22 of the federal law N 2395-I, “On subsoil 
resources” (21 February 1992), states the duties of 
subsoil resource users, including preservation of 
the environment. 
Clause 16 of the NAO law, “On exploitation of sub-
soil resources … ” establishes the following duties 
of subsoil resource users. The user of subsoil re-
sources is obliged to observe:
1. legal requirements regarding conducting work 
connected with the exploitation of subsoil re-
sources and the primary processing of minerals;
2. the requirements of technical projects, plans 
and schemes of mining development, 
… 
7. regulations concerning the protection of sub-
soil resources, air, ground, forests, water, build-
ings and other structures from negative impacts 
resulting from the exploitation of subsoil re-
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sources;
8. that land sites and other natural elements 
degraded during the exploitation of subsoil re-
sources shall be restored to a suitable condition 
for their further use;
… 
10. the specific conditions established by the li-
cence or the agreement for the project, and the 
timely delivery of correct payments.
 … 
...) the requirements of federal and NAO legisla-
tion regarding environmental protection. 
Users of subsoil resources or other legal and physi-
cal persons involved in the exploitation of subsoil 
resources must have special qualification and expe-
rience, confirmed by a state license (certificate, di-
ploma) to carry out such activities: geological pros-
pecting, search, investigation, various methods of 
mineral extraction, construction and operation of 
underground structures, and other relevant activi-
ties. 
Two federal orders, one of 21 August 2000, N 613, 
“On urgent measures for prevention and removal 
of spills of oil and oil products” (revised on 15 April 
2002) and the other of 15 April 2002, N 240, “On 
the order of the organisation of actions under the 
prevention and removal of oil spills of and oil prod-
ucts in the territory of the Russian Federation” es-
tablish duties for enterprises that extract and trans-
port oil regarding the preparation and performance 
of emergency plans. In the context of current de-
velopments in oil extraction in the NAO it is urgent 
that the necessary regulations delineating the or-
der’s implementation are approved so that these 
orders can go into effect. 
In the NAO, the “Regulations of the organisation 
of actions under the prevention and removal of oil 
spills and oil products in the territory of Nenets Au-
tonomous Okrug”, approved by the NAO adminis-
trative resolution of 24 October 2002, N 595, also 
applies. This also describes the duties of users of 
subsoil resources in this sphere.
Protection of water resources
The Water Code of the Russian Federation
Clause 52. Use of water for investigation and ex-
traction of minerals. 
1. Use of water for investigation and extraction 
of minerals shall be carried out according to 
the present Code and the legislation on sub-
soil resources. 
Clause 55. Basic requirements for protection of wa-
ter 
 … 
2. When using water resources, physical or le-
gal persons are obliged to carry out measures 
to ensure an adequate supply for household 
use among the local inhabitants and protec-
tion of water resources according to the pre-
sent Code and other federal laws. 
Protection of woods and forest plots
State- or municipally-owned forest plots can be 
leased for geological studies of subsoil resources 
and for the extraction of mineral deposits. 
Geological studies of subsoil resources in forests 
controlled by the Federal Forest Service without al-
location of a forest plot is permitted on the basis 
of sanctions by federal and local governments, as 
long as such work does not entail the felling of for-
est plantings. 
The Forest Code of the Russian Federation 
Clause 21. Construction, reconstruction and opera-
tion of structures which are not part of the forest 
infrastructure. 
1. Construction, reconstruction and operation 
of objects, which are not part of the forest in-
frastructure, on the “Forest Fund” are permit-
ted for: 
• geological studies of subsoil resources; 
• development of mineral deposits. 
Clause 25. Types of forest use
…
• Geological studies of subsoil resources, extrac-
tion of mineral deposits.
Clause 43. Use of forests for geological studies of 
subsoil resources and for extraction of mineral de-
posits.
1. Use of forests for geological studies of subsoil 
resources and the extraction of mineral de-
posits can only be carried out in accordance 
with Clause 21 of the Land Code. 
2. State- or municipally-owned forest plots are 
leased for geological studies of subsoil re-
sources and the extraction of mineral depos-
its, except in the cases stipulated by Part 3 of 
the present clause. 
3. On the basis of federal or local government 
sanctions, geological surveys of subsoil re-
sources in forests controlled by the Federal 
Forest Service is permitted without allocation 
of a forest plot, as long such work does not 
entail the felling of forest plantings.
4. Regulation of the use of forests for geologi-
cal studies of subsoil resources and for the ex-
traction of mineral deposits is established by 
the authorised federal authority. 
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9. Compensation for damage to the tradition-
al way of life and Territories of Traditional Na-
ture Use as a result of hydrocarbon investiga-
tions, extraction and transportation
As stated above, according to Clause 8 of the feder-
al law N 82-FZ, “On guarantees of the rights of nu-
merically small indigenous peoples of the Russian 
Federation” (30 April 1999), NSIPN have the right 
to compensation for damage caused to their living 
space by economic activities of organisations of all 
forms of ownership or physical persons. 
Similarly, Clause 29 of the NAO law N 671-OZ, “On 
regulation of land issues on the territory of the 
Nenets Autonomous Okrug” (29 December 2005), 
states that: 
• conditions for the allotment of land in places of 
traditional nature use and economic activities of 
the NSIPN should provide compensation for all 
losses caused by the withdrawal of these areas. 
The size of the losses is defined by an agreement 
between the parties and is calculated as deline-
ated in the current legislation;
• when allotting land in places of traditional nature 
use and economic activities of the NSIPN, an 
agreement can be entered between land own-
ers, tenants, land users, and persons to whom 
the land is allotted, or in favour of which the 
user rights are restricted, about indemnification 
for the losses connected with damage, pollution, 
unauthorised use, or other infringement of the 
rights of the NSIPN. The size of indemnification 
is defined under the agreement of the parties. 
Thus, both federal and regional legislation state the 
right of the NSIPN in the NAO to receive compensa-
tion for the damage rendered by hydrocarbon ex-
ploitation to their traditional nature use and a tra-
ditional way of life. The procedure of payment and 
calculations of the sum of the damage which is sub-
ject to compensation is defined under the agree-
ment between the parties. 
The legislation of the NAO demands agreements 
between users of subsoil resources and representa-
tives of NSIPN at a stage of development of the pro-
ject. The advantage of this requirement is the fact 
that the law guarantees a compensation of damage 
to the NSIPN; the disadvantage is the fact that the 
real impact on the Territories of Traditional Nature 
Use and the traditional way of life can be much larg-
er than paid off under the agreement.
If the parties disagree about the size of indemni-
fications for damage that has occurred, they have 
the right to bring the case to court.
Clauses 77-79 of the federal law “On preservation 
of the environment”, which states the duty of full 
indemnification for damage to the environment, as 
well as regulations regarding the payment, can be 
used to calculate compensation for damages that 
have occurred. 
According to Clause 78, calculating the size of the 
environmental damage caused by breaching en-
vironmental protection legislation is grounded in 
the costs of restoring and recultivating the degrad-
ed environment and carrying out whatever recon-
struction work as may be required.
At the federal level, a number of methods to esti-
mate damage are approved: 
• the method of damage estimation from the de-
struction of fauna and the infringement of its life 
space, approved by the State Environmental Au-
thority (Goskomekologiya) of the Russian Feder-
ation on 28 April 2000;
• methods from the assessment of, and the com-
pensation for, damage to the environment as a 
result of environmental law infringement, ap-
proved by the State Environmental Authority 
(Goskomekologiya) on 6 September 1999.
A number of legal documents are recommended 
to use for estimation and compensation of damage 
as a result of environmental law infringement, ap-
proved by decree of the State Environmental Au-
thority (Goskomekologiya) on 23 July and other 
documents. 
At the NAO level, the regulation N 23, “Rates for 
calculating the size of compensation for damage 
caused by legal and physical persons through il-
legal hunting, gathering, preparation or destruc-
tion of objects belonging to the Red List of endan-
gered species of the NAO, as well as the destruction 
and degradation of their living space” (26 January 
2005). 
Unfortunately, to our knowledge, these calculation 
methods do not match the real size of the caused 
damage and losses, nor the actual costs of restora-
tion of the natural condition of the environment.
IV. Termination of mineral exploita-
tion and liability for infringement of 
legislation
10. Basis for termination of exploitation rights
Infringements of license conditions and systemat-
ic infringement of instructions form a basis for the 
termination of exploitation rights. If the resource 
user does not comply to obligatory reporting, as 
demanded by the legislation, a prescheduled ter-
mination of the granted rights is possible. This is in 
accordance with Clause 21 of the federal law “On 
subsoil resources” and Part of 3 Clause 16 of the 
NAO law “On exploitation of subsoil resources”. 
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Liquidation and continuation of the enterprises 
After the exploitation of minerals, after the expira-
tion of the licence, or after the prescheduled termi-
nation of exploitation rights, the enterprise either is 
liquidated or continued.
11. Responsibilities concerning infringement 
of mineral legislation
Administrative liability 
Clauses 7.3., 7.4., 7.10., 7.14. and 7.16 of the Code 
on Administrative Offences (CoAO) state the re-
sponsibility in the form of monetary penalties for 
the following offences: 
Clause 7.3. CoAO - for exploiting subsoil resources 
without permission (license) or breaching the con-
ditions stipulated by the permission (license);
Clause 7.4. CoAO - for building in mineral exploi-
tation areas without special permission, or for not 
following the requirements regarding building and 
construction safety; 
Clause 7.10. CoAO - for giving user rights for ground, 
subsoil resources, forest plots or water objects, or 
exchanging grounds or subsoil resource sites, forest 
plots or water resources; 
Clause 7.14. CoAO - for carrying out earth, con-
struction or other works without the permission of 
the state authority for cultural heritage protection; 
Clause 7.16. CoAO - for illegal alienation of grounds 
on specially protected historical or cultural heritage 
lands. 
The maximum penalty for infringement of the 
clauses of the CoAO amounts to: 
citizens: 2 000 RUB
officials: 5 000 RUB
legal persons: 40 000 RUB 
The criminal liability 
The Penal Code of the Russian Federation (UK RF) 
stipulates the responsibility for infringement of 
safety regulations for mining, construction and oth-
er works (Clause 216 of the Penal Code), for breach-
ing regulations of protection and exploitation of 
subsoil resources during planning, allocation, con-
struction, commissioning and operation of mining 
enterprises or underground constructions which 
are not connected with the extraction of minerals, 
and also for arbitrarily building in mineral exploita-
tion areas (Clause 255 of the Penal Code).
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A-3. The GIS database 
A-3.1. The Geographical Information System (GIS)
Boele Kuipers, Norwegian Polar Institute
A-3.1.1. Introduction
This project had two distinct phases, each required 
a unique Geographical Information Systems (GIS) 
appplication. The first was the developmental 
phase, where the main purpose was to combine as 
much as available information, from various sourc-
es, and store it into one logical, spatially enabled 
database. This was done by the Norwegian Polar In-
stitute where necessary tools were easily available.
The developmental phase will be succeeded by the 
production phase under the control of the Associa-
tion of Nenets People of Yasavey. During this phase 
it is important that the data can be accessed freely 
by various users and the public through an internet 
connection and without special requirements to 
software, platform or technical resources. The re-
quired functionality includes data access, basic ed-
iting and update possibilities. 
A-3.1.2. Development phase
During the project most of the GIS related work was 
done using tools available at the Norwegian Polar 
Institute. For combining spatial data from various 
sources we used mainly software from the ESRI 
suite (ArcGIS, see www.esri.com). During produc-
tion we also needed conversions from and to ‘Key-
hole Markup Language’ (KML, see www.openge-
ospatial.org/standards/kml), as the Google Earth 
(GE, see www.earth.google.com) virtual globe 
browser was an important data source. Since the 
last three years saw a rapid development in both 
ArcGIS and KML, we needed to change our produc-
tion environment several of times. 
In the early days of the project we came up with 
a production line based on a central spatial data-
base (we selected PostgreSQL with PostGIS spa-
tial extension, see www.postgis.refractions.net). 
All the incoming data was processed and import-
ed into the spatial database. We then built a server 
layer on top of this that responds to http requests 
and returns KML to a client running Google Earth, 
for example (see Figure A3-1). This architecture was 
based on the situation that arose in 2006 where we 
needed to implement additional functionality that 
was not covered by KML.
By the end of 2007 we implemented a first version 
based on this original architecture. We made some 
minor changes to the original concept. We changed 
the database to MySQL (with basic spatial function-
ality added, see www.mysql.com) as it was already 
installed on the server of the company hosting 
Yasavey’s website. This will facilitate future transi-
tion to the production phase under the control of 
Yasavey..
Another important development was that KML was 
in the process of being accepted as a standard for 
exchange of spatial data by the Open Geospatial 
Consortium (OGC, see www.opengeospatial.org), 
supporting our goal of making the data as open as 
possible for various geo-browsers. 
Much time was spent developing the server func-
tionality. We chose to apply PHP (see www.php.net) 
as this is the most widely used language in combi-
nation with MySQL for web applications. It has ex-
cellent support and documentation and can be im-
plemented on any major hosting service. A first test 
run of available data proved successful. This entire 
production cycle took roughly 3 months, most of 
which went to development of the PHP service lay-
er.
The acceptance of KML as an OGC standard trig-
gered a lot of community activity. Several KML de-
veloper libraries emerged, rapidly speeding up the 
development time for the PHP service layer. This 
Figure A3-1:  
Development architecture
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addressed a key issue we encountered: the fast de-
velopment of KML. As KML was rapidly introducing 
new possibilities and reducing the need for over-
head processing, we needed to change the service 
layer accordingly. By replacing the PHP service lay-
er, by community driven libraries or low cost com-
mercial solutions, we could reduce the mainte-
nance and complexity significantly.
By mid 2009, we found that the KML Creator (see 
www.kmlcreator.leprado.com) was mature enough 
to be implemented in our PHP service layer. A pro-
totype was developed and tested. Production time 
was not significantly reduced, but maintenance 
of the code was now an autonomous process and 
need not burden Yasavey in the production phase.
Another product we used was Arc2Earth (see www.
arc2earth.com). It had been around for a couple of 
years, but did not give us the needed functionality 
until the second half of 2009. Using Arc2Earth we 
were able to cut significantly on production time 
and reduce post-processing (for example adding 
URL’s to the PDF documents). Then, by the end of 
the project in late 2009, Arc2Earth was able to re-
place the need for most of the middleware. There-
fore we opted to use ESRI’s personal geodatabase 
(see webhelp.esri.com/arcgisdesktop/9.3/index.
cfm?TopicName=Types_of_geodatabases) to store 
data. This stores all the data in one single Microsoft 
Access file (.mdb file, see www.office.microsoft.
com/en-gb/access/default.aspx) and use Arc2Earth 
to convert to and from KML .
The final phase of the development was to add the 
Russian translation to the English data. ArcGIS can 
only handle multiple character sets using geo-data-
bases. So here again we used ESRI’s personal geo-
database and used MS Access to add the translated 
data. This process was however not without prob-
lems as two character sets in one database resulted 
in a number of errors and needed much post pro-
cessing to address individual errors.
A-3.1.3. Production phase
The production phase differs significantly from the 
developmental phase. The main body of the data 
is available. It will need some maintenance (add 
new data, update old entries) but not as extensive 
as during the first phase. Thus, the emphasis is not 
on combining lots of different data, but on making 
a large body of unified data available to the gener-
al public. It is required that this can be done with a 
minimum of resources (in terms of cost, know how, 
hardware, software) but still be robust and provide 
good performance. The system must be easy to run 
and support should be widely available. 
If we want to give access to the data to everybody 
with an internet connection, we have to presume 
average bandwidth, hardware or software. Here is 
where Google Earth can be used to our advantage 
to bring GIS to the general public. There are oth-
er geo-browsers available (Nasa World Wind, Bing 
maps, ArcGIS Explorer, to name a few), but with 
more than 40 million GE users the choice was obvi-
ous. The previous mentioned acceptance of KML as 
an OGC standard ensures that the data can be used 
in a wide variety of applications.
In order to give the user access to the latest ver-
sion of the data, we applied a KML feature called 
network links where each time the latest data is 
downloaded from a server. However as our dataset 
is over 30 Mb large (around 4 Mb when zipped to 
KMZ) a user might experience quit slow response 
times. Storing the data at a single server would in-
crease the risk for downtime. A server also requires 
regular maintenance by a person with a specialized 
knowledge. 
But also here we were helped much by recent tech-
nological development. In the past serving large 
amounts of data fast and worldwide required con-
siderable resources. Since cloud computing (read 
online computing, see www.en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Cloud_computing) and storage has become availa-
Figure A-3.2  
Production architecture
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ble for the masses, a lot of our initial problems were 
solved. We currently have access to virtually unlim-
ited storage and bandwidth for very low costs. For 
the present project we chose Amazon Web Servic-
es (AWS, see www.aws.amazon.com) as it provides 
good support and a user friendly format.
Thus, the architecture for the production phase can 
be kept very simple, see Figure A3-2.
This simple production architecture still allows for 
basic editing. Though the full flexibility and func-
tionality of a geodatabase is not available, all the 
editing features of GE can be used to update or 
add new data. As KML can be changed using text 
editors, some more advanced functionality can be 
achieved (for example “search and replace”).
This simple architecture uses freely available soft-
ware (GE, or any other KML client) and widely sup-
ported low-cost online storage. The flexible band-
width and storage capacity eliminates the need for 
scaling. The performance makes it possible for us-
ers to download large amounts of data fast. By out-
sourcing the data storage to Amazon Web Services 
the system becomes very robust without the need 
for technical support. The communication between 
the parts is only in KML (or the compressed ver-
sion KMZ) eliminating the need for conversions and 
therefore upgrades of middleware.
Information about how to access the database is 
provided on the project website 
http://ipy-nenets.npolar.no/
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Due to the technical properties of the database, 
all information is represented by areas, lines and 
points. Consequently, each set of data consists of 
either areas (in technical language: polygons), lines 
or points. 
For some kinds of data, the choice is natural: for in-
stance, traditional nature use territories are shown 
by areas, reindeer migration routes are shown by 
lines, and slaughtering places are shown by points. 
For other kinds of data, there are two options. For 
instance, fishing sites were drawn as larger areas by 
some respondents, whereas others indicated only 
points on the map. We have not changed this in-
formation; consequently, fishing sites occur both as 
coloured areas and as points with a certain sym-
bol both in the database and on the printed maps. 
A-3.2. Description of datasets
In the digital database, two layers must then be 
switched on to see all the information about fish-
ing sites.
The topographic elements on the printed maps do 
not form part of the database, which is placed on 
the satellite imagery of GoogleEarth. Coastline, riv-
ers and lakes on the printed maps as well as the el-
evation contours on map O-1 are applied from the 
Digital Chart of the Earth 1:1 million.
Using the datasets based on satellite image inter-
pretation, it is important to keep in mind that im-
ages are from various years, so that the resulting 
maps do not represent a coeval status for the en-
tire NAO. 
Box 12: Overview of datasets
Category No. Dataset Technical  
designation
Topology
infrastructure 1 settlements settlements point
2 abandoned settlements settlements_abandoned point
3 airports airports point
4 roads and tracks (published maps) roads_old line
5 roads and tracks (satellite images) roads_and_tracks line
6 various places various_places point
7 impact areas impact_areas polygon
industrial  
activities
8 pipelines pipelines line
9 industrial large-scale facilities industrial_places point
10 oil facilities oil_installations point
subsoil  
resources
11 hydrocarbons oilfields polygon
12 coal georesources_nonmetallic point
13 non-metallic georesources_ metallic point
14 metallic georesources_ coal point
traditional  
activities
15 land use places trad_landuse_areas polygon
16 land use areas trad_landuse_routes line
17 migration routes trad_landuse_places point
territories 18 license areas license_areas polygon
19 protected areas protected_areas polygon
20 traditional land use cooperations trad_occupations_coop polygon
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Type_
code
Type_description Type_description_
trans
1 gorod town
2 poselok gorodskogo tipa urban-type village
3 selo centre village
4 poselok village
5 derevnya small village
Settlements comprise all populated places with regis-
tered citizens. Their locations are based on published 
maps. Their exact position is in most cases verified on 
satetellite images, with the exception of some very 
small settlements in areas without high-resolution 
satellite image coverage. Working settlements and un-
populated (abandoned) villages are not contained in 
this dataset, but in datasets No. 2 and No. 9. 
Dataset No. 1: Settlements
Point data, 44 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: settlements
Attribute Explanation
name name of settlement
type_code code number for type of settlement (see below)
type_description type of settlement, in Russian (see below)
type_description_trans type of settlement, description (see below)
indigenous_description indigenous compared to Russian or other population
year_established year or period when settlement was established
population_range population size order, to define symbol used on map
population_2005 population in 2005 if known
population 1999 population in 1999 if known
nenets_population_1999 Nenets population i 1999 if known
population_remarks remarks concerning population and type of inhabitants
registered_cooperatives traditional landuse cooperatives registered in this settlement
reindeer_husbandry reindeer husbandry: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
fishing fishing: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
hunting hunting: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
marine_mammal_hunting marine mammal hunting: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
cattle_husbandry cattle husbandry: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
cattle_husbandry_private private cattle husbandry: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
sheep_husbandry sheep husbandry: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
horse_husbandry horse breeding: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
fur_farm fur farming: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
potato_gardening potato gardening: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
vegetable_gardening vegetable gardening: yes, no or not reported (not indicated if insignificant)
remarks_trad_occupations remarks concerning traditional modes of livelihood
air_transp air transportation: yes, no
marine_port marine port: yes, no
communal_service community services: yes, no or not reported
kindergarten kindergarten: yes, no or not reported
educ_inst type of educational institutions (schools, others …)
medical_support type of medical institutions (ward, hospital, others …)
cultural_inst cultural institutions: yes, no or not reported
power_station power station: yes, no or not reported
meteorol_station meteorological station: yes, no or not reported
accuracy accuracy of geographical position
documents pdf files linked to the element on the map, with a description of the settlement (see 2.5.1. in 
this report)
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Dataset No. 2: Abandoned settlements
Point data, 57 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: settlements_abandoned
Abandoned settlements comprise formerly popu-
lated places that currently have no permanent in-
habitants. Their locations are based on published 
maps, descriptions of local people, or information 
published in encyclopedia. Their exact position is 
in some cases verified on satellite images, with the 
Type_code Type_description
1 abandoned village
exception of those in areas without high-resolution 
satellite image coverage, or where houses are not 
preserved. 
Attribute Explanation
name name of the settlement
type_code type of settlement, code number
type_description type of settlement, description
year_established year of establishment
year_abandoned year when abandoned
remarks comments on any of the database fields, reason for abandonment
accuracy refers to the position of the place on the map
source data source of the map element
documents pdf files linked to the element on the map, with a descrition of the settlement (see 2.5.2. in 
this report)
Dataset No. 3: Airports 
Point data, 34 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: airports
Data on airports are taken from the Schedule of 
An-2 airplanes and Mi-8 helicopters, ”Naryan-Mar 
OAO”, and Le Petit Fute, guidebook on the Nenets 
Autonomous Okrug. Where possible, the position 
is verified on satellite images, though in a number 
of cases this was impossible and the airport symbol 
is placed adjacent to that of the corresponding set-
tlement.
Type_code Type_description
0 type unknown
1 commercial airport
2 airport category B
3 airport category 5
4 unclassified airport
5 heliport
Attribute Explanation
name name of the airport or near-by settlement
type_code type of airport, code number
type_description type of airport, description
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the line on the map
source data source of the map element
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Dataset No. 5: Roads and tracks (satellite images)
Line data, 3702 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: roads_and_tracks
Dataset No. 4: Roads and tracks (published maps)  
Line data, 106 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: roads_old
Roads and tracks, as well as other linear elements 
like power lines and forest aisles, have been traced 
on satellite images of GoogleEarth during the pre-
sent project. Data are interpretative and not veri-
fied in field. It is important to keep in mind that im-
ages are from various years, so that the resulting 
maps do not represent a coeval status for the entire 
NAO. Data in areas of high-resolution imagery are 
much more detailed than in other areas (see data-
set 22).
Data are taken from the General Geographical Map, 
1:1 million “Arkhangelskaya Oblast – Nenetskiy Av-
tonomnyy Okrug” (Aerogeodeziya Roskartografiya 
1995; revised in 2005). In areas where high-resolu-
tion satellite images exist roads have been traced 
more accurately in the dataset “Roads and tracks” 
and removed from this dataset. Winter roads, many 
of which have changed position according to oral 
information, have been omitted.
Type_code Type_description
1 track, single (or < 50 m wide)
2 track, multiple (usually 50-200 m wide)
3 road
4 forest corridor
5 power line
Type_code Type_description
1 car road, tarmacked
2 car road, under construction
3 car road, not tarmacked
4 dirt road
5 track
6 winter road
9 railroad
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of traffic line, code number
type_description type of traffic line, description
year_ year of satellite imagery used for interpretation
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the line on the map
source data source of the map element
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of traffic line, code number
type_description type of traffic line, description
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the line on the map
source data source of the map element (year)
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Dataset No. 6: Various places
Point data, 41 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: various places
Dataset No. 7: Impact areas 
Polygon data, 198 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: impact_areas 
This dataset comprises places of infrastructural or 
other significance, observed on satellite images of 
GoogleEarth during the present project. Data are 
interpretative and not verified in field.
This dataset comprises areas with physical impacts 
from human actvities seen on satellite images, as 
observed on satellite images of GoogleEarth during 
of the present project. Data are interpretative and 
not verified in field. 
Type_code Type_description
0 unknown
1 cabin
2 historical site
3 bridge
Type_code Type_description
1 developed area (industrial facilities, town ar-
eas, facilities in operation)
2 heavily degraded area (artificially reworked 
ground or densely grouped facilities and/or 
vehicle tracks)
3 heavy impact (areas, where vehicle tracks or 
industrial facilities are closer than ca. 1 km 
to most positions – rough estimates)
4 moderate impact (areas, where vehicle 
tracks or industrial installations are less 
densely distributed, though most positions 
are surrounded by such elements – rough es-
timates)
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of installation, code number
type_description type of installation, description
year_ year of satellite imagery used for interpretation
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the line on the map
source data source of the map element
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of area, code number
type_description type of area, description (degree of impact)
year_ year of satellite imagery used for interpretation
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the area boundaries on the map
source data source of the map element
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Dataset No. 8: Pipelines
Line data, 184 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: pipelines 
Dataset No. 9: Industrial large-scale facilities
Point data, 11 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: industrial_places  
Mainly within areas of high-resolution coverage, 
pipelines are traced on satellite images. Outside of 
high-resolution coverage, or where high-resolution 
images are too old, pipelines have been transferred 
from more general map material, resulting in ap-
proximate positions and the lack of small feeder 
pipelines.
This dataset shows oil and gas terminals, work-
ing settlements and harbours, based on generally 
known information. 
Type_code Type_description
111 oil pipeline, above surface
112 oil pipeline, above surface, uncertain position
113 oil pipeline, subterraneous
211 gas pipeline, above surface
221 gas pipeline, subterraneous
311 oil pipeline, subterraneous or removed
411 oil pipeline, planned
412 oil pipeline, planned alternative
413 gas and condensate pipeline, planned
Type_code Type_description
1 oil village
2 oil terminal
3 oil terminal/village
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of pipeline, code number
type_description type of pipeline, description
constr_year year(s) of construction
operated_since year of first operation
owner_ company that owns the pipeline
impact reported impacts on environment or traditional landuse
year_ year of satellite imagery used for interpretation
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the line on the map
source data source of the map element
Attribute Explanation
name name of the installation or settlement
type_code type of installation, code number
type_description type of installation, description
year_established year of establishment
owner_ owner of installation
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the point on the map
source data source of the map element
documents pdf files linked to the element on the map
4 oil terminal, planned
5 gas terminal
6 gas terminal, planned
7 plant
8 harbour
9 ship landing place
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Dataset No. 10: Oil facilities
Point data, 469 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: oil_installations
Dataset No. 11: Subsoil resources - hydrocarbons   
Polygon data, 96 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: oilfields
This dataset shows drilling sites and other sites of 
industrial activity that leave distinct traces in the 
tundra. Data are from satellite imagery interpreta-
tion during the present project. It is important to 
keep in mind that images are from various years, 
so that the resulting maps do not represent a coe-
val status for the entire NAO. Data in areas of high-
resolution imagery are much more detailed than in 
other areas (see dataset 22).
The data source is a map prepared by the Nenets 
Information and Analytical Centre in 2001, showing 
hydrocarbon occurrences and trap structures. Only 
fields with confirmed economically interesting oc-
currences are shown here. The dataset is not meant 
to be geologically detailed, but to give a rough indi-
cation of the areas subject to (future) hydrocarbon 
development.
Type_code Type_description
1 production site (at the time of imagery)
2 drillling site (not known/indicated if aban-
doned)
3 work place (not known/indicated if aban-
doned)
4 site of ground mass movement (gravel pits, 
etc.)
5 industrial facility
6 helicopter platform
7 pipeline crossing (ramps to cross a pipeline)
Type_code Type_description
1 oilfield
2 oil and gas condensate field
3 gas and gas condensate field
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of installation, code number
type_description type of installation, description
owner owner of the installation
year_ year of satellite imagery used for interpretation
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the point on the map
source data source of the map element
Attribute Explanation
name name of the oilfield
type_code type of field, code number
type_description type of field, description
state_exploration state of exploration or development, code number
state_exploration_descr state of exploration or development, description
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the area boundaries on the map
source data source of the map element (year)
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Dataset No. 12: Subsoil resources - coal 
Point data, 25 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: coal
Dataset No. 13: Subsoil resources - non-metallic    
Point data, 198 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: georesources_nonmetallic
Data are from a map in the article by Andrey Get-
man: Ot razvedki – k dobyche, in Zapolyarnyy Re-
gion §2 (9), April 2008 and show known occurrenc-
es. None of these are today mined or have ever 
been mined on a large scale. The data have been 
included in the database to show areas of possible 
future georesource development.
Data are from a map in the article by Andrey Get-
man: Ot razvedki – k dobyche, in Zapolyarnyy Re-
gion §2 (9), April 2008 and show known occurrenc-
es. None of these are today mined or have ever 
been mined on a large scale. The data have been 
included in the database in order to indicate areas 
of possible future georesource development.
Type_code Type_description
1 pit-coal
2 coal shale
3 bitumen
Type_code Type_description
1 barite
2 basalt
3 clay
4 clay for drilling
5 clay, coloured
6 clay, kuramizit
7 diamond
8 diatomite
9 dolomite
10 erratic blocks
11 fluorite
12 fluorite, optical
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of resource, code number
type_description type of resource, description
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the point on the map
source data source of the map element
13 gypsum
14 limestone
15 limestone, shell
16 marble
17 mineral water
18 muscovite
19 petrified wood
20 phosphorite
21 quartzite
22 sand for ballast
23 sand for construction
24 sand for glass
25 sand for modelling
26 sand-pebble material
27 sandstone
28 slate
29 stone for construction
30 stone, utility
31 strontianite-celestine
32 whetstone
33 zeolite
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of resource, code number
type_description type of resource, description
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the point on the map
source data source of the map element
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Dataset No. 14: Subsoil resources - metallic   
Point data, 57 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: georesources_metallic
Dataset No. 15: Traditional activities – places  
Point data, 977 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: trad_landuse_places
Data are from a map in the article by Andrey Get-
man: Ot razvedki – k dobyche, in Zapolyarnyy Re-
gion §2 (9), April 2008 and show known occurrenc-
es. None of these are today mined or have ever 
been mined on a large scale. The data have been 
included in the database in order to indicate areas 
of possible future georesource development.
This dataset comprises places of traditional activ-
ities (reindeer herding, fishing, hunting, gathering 
and other areas with significance for indigenous 
culture), as indicated by respondents in the ques-
tionnaire survey. 
Type_code Type_description
1 aluminium
2 antimony
3 arsenic
4 beryllium
5 copper
6 copper-cobalt
7 copper-nickel
Type_code Type_description
0 unknown
1 camp site
2 camp site, former
3 calving site
4 slaughtering site
5 reindeer coral
6 river crossing
7 saw mill, former
8 copper-zinc
9 gold
10 iron
11 iron-vanadium
12 lead
13 lead-zinc
14 manganese
15 manganese-iron
16 mercury
17 molybdenium
18 nickel-cobalt
19 titanium
20 uranium
21 vanadium
22 zinc
10 sacred site
11 hunting site
12 fishing site
13 marine mammal hunting site
14 gathering site
15 multi-use site
16 other site
21 hunting site, former
22 fishing site, former
23 marine mammal hunting site, former
24 gathering site, former
25 multi-use site, former
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of resource, code number
type_description type of resource, description
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the point on the map
source data source of the map element
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Dataset No. 16: Traditional activities – land use areas   
Polygon data, 125 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: trad_landuse_areas
This dataset shows areas of traditional activities 
(reindeer herding, fishing, hunting, gathering and 
other areas with signifance for indigenous culture), 
as indicated by respondents in the questionnaire 
survey. Reindeer pastures are only occasionally in-
dicated, as most of the tundra is used as pastures. 
Type_code Type_description
0 pastures
1 calving area
2 pastures, winter
3 mythological site
10 hunting area
11 fishing area
12 marine mammal hunting area
13 gathering area
14 multi-use area
15 pastures, former
20 hunting area, former
21 fishing area, former
22 marine mammal hunting area, former
23 gathering area, former
24 multi-use area, former
25 TTNU, former. “TTNU” refers to a formally es-
tablished Territory of Traditional Nature Use.
26 ТТП, бывшее
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of installation, code number
type_description type of installation, description
period_use period when camp site is in use
year_ year of information
user_ user (cooperative, obshchina or person) of place
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the place on the map
source informant (code number)
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of area, code number
type_description type of area, description
period_use period (month) of year when used
year_ year of information
user_ user (cooperative, obshchina or person) of area
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the border on the map
source informant (code number)
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Dataset No. 18: License areas    
Polygon data, 64 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: license_areas
This dataset shows license areas as of 2004, from a 
map prepared by the Nenets Information and Ana-
lytical Centre. Updated information from 2009 has 
been added, based on a list of licenses from Rosne-
Attribute Explanation
license_owner name of the license-holder (company) 
date_issued year of issued license
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the area boundaries on the map
source data source of the map element (year)
dra, where possible. An updated map of the are-
al extent of license areas as of 2009 has not been 
available.
Dataset No. 17: Traditional activities – migration routes     
Line data, 55 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: trad_landuse_routes
Reindeer migration routes of individual herds, as in-
dicated by respondents in the questionnaire survey, 
are shown in this dataset. 
Type_code Type_description
1 migration route
2 migration route, former
Attribute Explanation
type_code type of route, code number
type_description type of route, description
user_ user (cooperative, obshchina or person) of route
year_ year of information
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the line on the map
source informant (code number)
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Dataset No. 19: Protected areas   
Polygon data, 12 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: protected_areas  
Dataset No. 20: Traditional land use cooperations    
Polygon data, 32 map elements (status: 2009)
Technical designation: trad_occupations_coop
Nature reserves and national parks as well as Terri-
tories of Traditional Nature Use for indigenous peo-
ple are shown in this dataset. For sources of the lat-
ter, see dataset 21. Borders of nature reserves and 
national parks are from the General Geographical 
Map, 1:1 million “Arkhangelskaya Oblast – Nenet-
skiy Avtonomnyy Okrug” (Aerogeodeziya Roskar-
tografiya 1995; revised in 2005), supplemented 
Information from the former Office for Reindeer 
Husbandry Management of the NAO Agricultural 
Department , transferred from a map prepared by 
the Nenets Information and Analytical Centre. 
Type_code Type_description
1 zapovednik (nature reserve)
2 zakaznik (national park)
3 others
Attribute Explanation
name name of the protected area 
type_code type of area, code number
type_description type of area, description
year_established year of establishment of protected area
remarks comments on any of the database fields
accuracy refers to the position of the area boundaries on the map
source data source of the map element (year)
Attribute Explanation
name name of the cooperation or clan community
center village, where central management is placed
occupation main traditional occupation pursued by the cooperation or clan community
number_employees number of employees (year of reference)
documents pdf files linked to the element on the map
remarks comments to any of the database fields; “TTNU” refers to a formally established Territory of 
Traditional Nature Use
accuracy refers to the position of the area boundaries on the map
source data source of the map element (year)
by information from the Encyclopedic Dictionary 
“Nenetskiy Avtonomnyy Okrug”. 
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